
  
 

  

      
     

  
 

     
     

    
     

   
 

         
 

 
 
  

 
  

      
 

 
  

   
  

  
 

  
    
  

 
     

      
    

 
  

  
 
 

   
    

     
   

 
 
  

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Request to Update Content Reviewed and Accepted by the State Review Panel (SRP) 
Proposed changes shall be made available for public review on Texas Education Agency’s website for a 
minimum of seven calendar days prior to approval. 

Indicate if the changes in the content were reviewed and accepted by the SRP to determine coverage of 
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS), or Texas 
Prekindergarten Guidelines (TPG) by selecting a box below. (Note: All request to update editions that do 
not change content reviewed and accepted by the SRP must be entered on the Update to Content Not 
Reviewed by SRP document.) 

☒ TEKS ☐ELPS ☐TPG ☐TEKS and ELPS 

Proclamation Year: 2024 
Publisher: CEV Multimedia 
Subject Area/Course: CTE – Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics / Computer Science I 

Adopted Program Information: 
Title: iCEV Computer Science I (Individual Course) - 1-year online access for 25 students and 1 teacher 
ISBN: 9798888640036 

Enter the identical Program Title of your identical product that will contain the identical updates. 
Identical Program Title: iCEV Computer Science I (Individual Course) - 1-year online access for 25 
students and 1 teacher 
Identical Program ISBN: 9798888640036 

Adopted Component Information 
Title: iCEV Computer Science I - Student (1-year online access for 1 student) 
ISBN: 8888640036001 

Enter the identical component title of your identical product that will contain the identical updates. 
Identical Component Title: iCEV Computer Science I - Student (1-year online access for 1 student) 
Identical Component ISBN: 8888640036001 

Publisher’s overall rationale for this update 
To increase TEKS coverage percentage to 100%. 

Publisher’s overall description of the change 
New content was added to better address TEKS based on State Review Panel identified deficiencies in 
the content. Additionally, in the new content items were added which include an interactive coding 
environment to allow students to practice the coding techniques they are learning in the course. 
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Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Access Information 
Enter access information below to the adopted version of the instructional materials and the proposed 
new content. 

Currently Adopted Content URL: 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU001?aria_label=Computer%20Science%20I%20%28 
Post%20Adoption%20Sample%29%20 
Currently Adopted Content Username: TXPROC24REBID 
Currently Adopted Content Password: iCEVREBID 

Proposed Updated Content URL: 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002?aria_label=Computer%20Science%20I%20-
%20UPDATED%20 
Proposed Updated Content Username: TXPROC24REBID 
Proposed Updated Content Password: iCEVREBID 

Update comparison: 
Each change in the component on this form should be documented in the update comparison below. 
You must submit a separate request for each component, not each change. (Note: Repeat this section 
as often as needed by copying and pasting the entire area from the (SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation 
Type(s)) to the dividing line for each change.) 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(1)(A)(ii), Narrative 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
STEM Careers: Computer Science I (Slides 9-15), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU001/lesson/21639 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
STEM Careers: Computer Science I (Slides 6-17), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22287 
In the STEM Careers: Computer Science I PowerPoint, go to the slides suggested in the Page Number(s). 
When the PowerPoint opens, if a menu appears asking "Would you like to resume the presentation from 
the last slide viewed?" select No. 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
Insert a screenshot of your currently adopted content. 
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Computer Science Careers 

• Can include 
-software and app developers 
-video game developers 
-systems architects 
- Al engineers 
-web developers 
- robotics software engineer 

'°"' 

Software & App Developers 

• Build computer system software and 
application software 

• Work with software from the beginning to 
the end, inciuding: 

-designing 
-developing 
- test ing 
- maintaining 
-evaluating 

Software & App Developers 

• Can start in the workplace with an industry• 
recognized certification 

• Can advance their career with educational 
degrees 

'°"' 

Video Game Developers 

• Provide code on multiple platforms and 
systems to run the actual video games with 
advanced graphics and controls 

• Conceptualize with other developers to 
create playable games 

• Can be successful in industry with an 
industry certification 
or educational degree 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Systems Architects 

• Design and develop the architecture of a 
computer system to create the optimal 
quality user experience 

• Analyze systems holistically and create the 
best possible IT strategy 

• Need a bachelor's degree or higher to 
enter this career path 

Ill 
Al Engineers 

• Create and test computer systems which 
demonstrate artificial intelligence (Al) 

• Develop systems which intend to mimic 
human behavior and exhibit the ability to 
learn 

• Need a bachelor's degree or higher to be 
successful in this career 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 
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Web Developers 

• Design and code the layout and all 
advanced features behind a website 

• Review and redesign existing websites to 
create better user experience and 
functionality 

• Need a bachelor's degree or higher to be 
successful in this career 

Computer Science 

• Is the study of computers, including: 
-algorithmic processes 
-hardware 
-software designs 
- computer usage 

= 

-societal impact of computers and technology 

The Field of Computer Science 

• Is suited for students interested in 
computational processes 

• lndudes studying computers in theory and 
application 

• Can include areas of interest such as: 
-architecture 
-computational biology 
-programming languages 
- database systems 
-artificial intelligence 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Computer Science Careers 

• Can include: 
- software and app developers 
-video game developers 
- systems architects 
- Al engineers 
-web developers 

Software & App Developers 

• Build computer system software and 
application software 

• Work with software from the beginning to 
the end, including 

- designing 
-developing 
- testing 
-maintaining 
-evaluat ing 

,c.,., 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 
Insert a screenshot of your proposed new content. 
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Software & App Developers 

• Can start in the workplace with an industry• 
recognized certification 

• Can advance their career with educational 
degrees 

Video Game Developers 

• Provide code on multiple platforms and 
systems to run the actual video games with 
advanced graphics and controls 

• Conceptualize with other developers to 
create playable games 

• Can be successful in industry with an 
industry certification 
or educational degree 

Web Developers 

• Design and cede the layout and all 
advanced features behind a website 

• Review and redesign existing websites to 
create better user expenence and 
functionality 

• Need a bachelor's degree or higher to be 
successful in this career 

'°"' 

-

Other Computer Science Careers 

• lndude positions which work with computer 
science professionals, software systems 
and other technical products, ind uding: 
-technical support specialists 
-data analysts 
- business analysis 

• May not require coding. making them ideal 
entry-level positions 

- internships are another avenue to be 
introduced to the computer science field 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Systems Architects 

• Design and develop the architecture of a 
computer system to create the optimal 
quality user experience 

• Analyze systems holistically and create the 
best possible IT strategy 

• Need a bachelor's degree or higher to 
enter this career path 

Ill 
Al Engineers 

• Create and test computer systems which 
demonstrate artificial intelligence (Al) 

• Develop systems which intend to mimic 
human behavior and exhibit the ability to 
learn 

• Need a bachelor's degree or higher to be 
successful in this career 

Internships 

• Are the position of an individual who works 
in an organization, sometimes without pay, 
in order to gain work experience or satisfy 
requirements for a qualification 

- internships are often offered to students or 
trainees 

• Can be obtained by· 
- determining career goals and interests 
-identifying requirements to meet career goals 
- researching online 
-networking 

Internships 

• In computer science could indude: 
-software engineer intern 
-data engineer intern 
- digital and engineering technology intern 
-programming intern 
-software testing intern 
- web and mobile app development intern 

= 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(1)(H)(ii), Narrative 
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Management & Planning 
Skills 

• Allow professionals to achieve more and 
have a better work/life balance 

• Involve more than just arriving to work on 
time 

Time Management & Planning 
Skills 

• Include: 
-setting goals 
-prioritizing tasks 
- being accountable 
-delegating when necessary 
- focusing on one task at a time 
- maintaining a calendar and task list 
-a\loiding procrastination 

• That are not fu lly developed can lead to 
severe consequences 

- miss ing a deadline can lead to a lost cl ient 

JCEV Mai11M1:mu ,n 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
Professionalism in the Sciences: Computer Science I (Slides 29-30), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU001/lesson/21640 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Professionalism in the Sciences: Computer Science I (Slides 29-31), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22289 
In the Professionalism in the Sciences: Computer Science I PowerPoint, go to the slides suggested in the 
Page Number(s). When the PowerPoint opens, if a menu appears asking "Would you like to resume the 
presentation from the last slide viewed?" select No. 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
Insert a screenshot of your currently adopted content. 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 
Insert a screenshot of your proposed new content. 
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Time Management & Planning Skills 

• A llow professionals to achieve more and 
have a better work/life balance 

• Involve more than just arriving to work on 
time 

Time Management & Planning Skills 

• Include: 
- setting goals 
-prioritizing tasks 
- being accountable 
-delegating when necessary 
-focusing on one task at a time 
-maintaining a calendar and task list 
-avoiding procrastination 

• That are not fu lly developed can lead to 
severe consequences 

-miss ing a deadline can lead to a lost client 

,cev 
30 

6/20/2024 

Time Management & Planning 
Skills Discussion 

Jane is the manager of a software development 
company. She demonstrates good time 

management and planning skills by creating a 
detailed project schedule, breaking down tasks, 

setting realistic deadl ines, and regular1y 
reviewing progress. Her hard work ensures 

tasks are completed efficiently and goals are 
achieved within the correct time frames. 

How could you demonstrate time management 
and planning skills like Jane? 

hlii.a...M!.lwl " 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(1)(I)(i), Narrative & Activity 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
STEM Careers: Computer Science I (Slides 16-18), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU001/lesson/21639 
Activity-STEM Careers Exploration, 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU001/lesson/21639/CEV71506_Activity02 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
STEM Careers: Computer Science I (Slides 18-21), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22287 
In the STEM Careers: Computer Science I PowerPoint, go to the slides suggested in the Page Number(s). 
When the PowerPoint opens, if a menu appears asking "Would you like to resume the presentation from 
the last slide viewed?" select No. 

Project-Future STEM Self, 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22287/CEV71506_V2_Project01 
This Project is found in the STEM Careers: Computer Science I lesson beneath the Interactive 
Assignments heading. After clicking the link to the Project, if a page appears asking if you want to 
continue where you left off or start over, select Start Over to view the Project. 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
Insert a screenshot of your currently adopted content. 
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Robotics Software Engineer 

• Design robotic systems, such as drones, 
industiy automation systems, food service 
machines and more 

• Develop algorithms for vanous robot 
functions 

• Assess needed movement or mobility and 
test or debug programming as needed 

• Need a bachelor's degree or higher to be 
successful in this career 

'°"' 

Other Computer Science Careers 

• lndude positions which work w ith computer 
science professionals, software systems 
and other technical products, ind uding: 

- technical support specialists 
-data analysts 
- business analysts 

• May not require coding. making them ideal 
entiy-level positions 

"l)'IU::II I C~:la....,.l(l'os:/o.aopton$ampM)l""'Vl)'· S l t:M C....t:~lt>f> 

LCEV 
Proclamation 2024 Computer Science 11 My Plof1le I Tutotials I Log Out 

II Computer Science I (Post 
Adoption Sample) 

My Courses / Comp liter Science I (Post Adoption Sample) 

/ STEM Cnreers: Computer Science I / Acti~ity • STEM Careers ExploratlOll 

Highlight a ny te:d to hear text-to.voice speech. 

Se~tlllflgtJage · ..-

Activit"f - STEM Careers Exploration 
STEM C-arears: COmptit8f" SC-ierlo8 I 

lof l 

SA.VE PROGRESS 

6/20/2024 

Computer Science Degrees 

•Maybe required for a career in computer 
science 

• Can include degrees in: 
-informat ion technology 

- informat ion systems -
- cybersecurity 
-software engineering 
-computer engineering 
- electrical engineering 
- networking 

ActMtyOVetvlew: 
'rouwilunilheinfemettc-,dJfil'flaweersexintet-nshipsin 
computer science to sel«:f your falfOf'fht. Then you will comact a 
company or organlmtJon to ask quesdon, llbcX1t your cho.!M career or _,..,.,,_ 

Dir&ctions: 
I . UM tha inleme! to rr:seerd! fMI ~ ex internships in computer 

""""'· 2. FIii in me ci»m for each career or fntermhlp }'IXI rMearched 
includr!gjob dNcription, wtiN ex task, education 19Cµtwm8/"Pts, 
comparisoo of~ post.-cor,dwy PfOfl(9mS and sawy --3. ldentlfy your fllvorlte cat88t" or lntemshlp from the 0pp0ffunit/es you - -4. Comactaoompanyor~UOl'lwhicholferst119~or 

internship yoo chose. '!bu could contact lhese indMo.Ja/, through 

the phone oremtllf. Amwerthe tollowlng queatiom whlle )'Otl a,,e In 

conlact with the compw,y or o,paninllon: 
o What 1tr1t thtt job dutim of your chosen Cllfllffl" or imnmship 
o Whitt is thlt dtucrlplion of your chossr, earNt or intemship 

o Whettypeof~OOtneyrequftforyoorchoun 
careerorlfltelmhip 

o 'MliltisfhflS8larjorpayforyou,chosencar...orinhtrruhip 
5. enc. complere, JtJbmlt you, AcrMry. 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 
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M',iCt:'l i Con,pM<~l (t'""'~~ ) I NA.1r, - l!lt:MC-l:liPOMl:III 

Csreeror Internship 1: 

DesctiptilN'I 

Joboutles&?&.1;3 

--
Posf-5econdmy Progmms 

Se{a/yorPlty 

M', iCt:'l i Con,pM<~l (t'""'~~) I NA.1r, - l!lt:MC-l:liPOMl:III 

Career or Internship 3: 

DesctiptilN'I 

Joboutles&?&.1;3 

--
Posf-5econdmy Progmms 

Se{a/yorPlty 

"'),'ICl:'l i C~Sa«ICl l ~,_IIOOpl(ln~)l.o.:1Vl'/- l!l t:M l'.::.,....~tlll 

Career o, lntemsnip 2: 

oescnptiOn 

Joboutles&?&.1;3 

Posf--secondory Progmms 

Sn/my or Pity 

"'),'ICl:'l i C~Sa«ICll ~,_IIOOpl(ln~)l.o.:1Vl'/- l!l t:M l'.::.,.... ~ tlll 

Career o, lntemsnip 4: 

oescnptiOn 

Joboutles&?&.1;3 

,_,,,.., 

Posf--secondory Progmms 

Sn/my or Pity 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 
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M', iCt:'l i Con,pM< ~ l (t'""'~~ ) I NA.1r,- lllt:MC-l:liPOMl:III 

Csreeror Internship 5: 

DesctiptilN'I 

Joboutles&?&.1;3 

--
Posf-5econdmy Progmms 

S!MiyorPlty 

ldenlily J'O(X tavor/te Clll'ttf' o, intemship you ~=Md hem 

Internships Discussion 

\/Vhat other internship opportunities would be 
helpful for individuals in computer science? 

Computer Science Degrees 

• May be required for a career in computer 
science 

• Can include degrees in: 
- information technology 
- information systems 
- cybersecurity 
- software engineering 
- computer engineering 
- e lectrical engineering Iii 
- networking 

6/20/2024 

~ ICl:1/ l ~S<:lenOI I l t'<»tMOp[ID" s_-.) I MI~ · s 11:M C.-.. t:~Cl<n110n 

VlhBr we the job di.JIies of your chosen career or Internship? 

8 I 

Vlha!. is the de~iptiorJ afyour chasen r:fllNN ar internship? 

Wh&t type af eductition to they require lot your chosen CBroet' or 
lmemship? 

8 I 

VlhtJ!. i.T the MltrlJI or prJy lot your choTen cazeer or interllY!ip'? 

◄ I §Review I 

J:;>02" - AIRl!lf~R~- ~ 1Mn',\~ MI 

Yr,.,,ll>Sl- lJ,;s~~~l 4:~ l'MlJTC IIU<II J' 2 1G,:lAl'=,~ 

Computer Science Degrees 

• lndude: 
- associate degree 

• typically require 60 credits rrom a community 
college or two-year l echnical college 

- bachelor's degree 
• typically require 120 to 150 co llege credits at an 

accredited four-year college or university 
- master's degree 

• typically require minimum of 30 credits post 
bachelor's degree 

- doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
• requires four to six years of advanced studies 

and experimentation post-master's degree 

Computer Science Degrees 

• Can be obtained through various university 
or college programs 

- therefore, it is important to ensure the program 
or institut ion has the specializations an 
individual is looking for and compare options 

• when selecting a program, compare: 
- degree offerings 
- academic and career needs 
- affordab lity 
- university and program reputation 
- prngam a'failab lity 
- faculty and staff 
-location 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Screenshot of Proposed New Content 
Insert a screenshot of your proposed new content. 
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Proclamation 2024 Computer Science 11 My Profile I Tutoria ls I Log Out 

I - IVFCI-IAT f.FlP j -

IJ Computer Science I -
UPDATED 

My Coursu I Complier Sde-nce I · UPDATED 

I STEM Ca reers Computer Science I • UPDATED 

I Project - Future STEM Self 

Highlight any text to hea r text-to-voice speech 

SelectUl'1,U3Qe T 

':,AVf:. PROGRESS 

Project - Future STEM Self 
STEM Careers. Computer Scll!fl~ J 

UploOO your filr1(5) ~11 . 

.t. T I 

S.1;,oc:,n>d 'l,1 fo'rrl!ts PY:, ~PG, 01::c. PNG. TXT 71P 't,1:>rd 

8<:ccl, Po..icrpcirt ?ubkhcr. Cf,cn Ol'!~ 

Rubric 

Rts.11reh & Org11nlt11tlon· 
• Proper research was conducted lo eompje te the 

assignment 
• SOurces were Cited appropriately based on 

instructions provided 
• lntormabon was presen ted lfl a ~1 orgamzed 

Concap l & Und.rst.and ing: 
• Understanding of the concept is clearly evioenl 
• Efff'ctrw, strategies werf' usrd to achlevf' the end 

product 
• Logical lhinking was utilized to arrive at !he 

'"""'"""' 
CreatMty/C raftmanshlp : 

• l:nd product ts unique and reflecb the sludent's or 
group's IOdivldualuy 

• End Pfoduc\ IS dea1tv hioh Qui:llity 

Prod-ti on/Effort; 
• Class time proviclcd fof lhc prOfC'C'l wasuse<I 

etrieief'lt!y 
• Time and effort are evidf'nl lfl the f'Xecutlon of lhe 

f'nd produc! 

40 

40 

◄ I §Revi w 

z::m4 ~Rigtt, R-..~ (IYJ.'.ll.l!MKCOOO!!H'1 

Yw l!ISl.a:xe~ h.S!i'.c et:2CW2CC'4 al :!.51 PI.IUTC torn lP216.167.162.131. 

Project Overvlt w: 
You w;1 YIOl'k independently to develop a five-vcar plan and an infographic 

<klolili ifl!} ifl1<'>1rn<11ioniibou1 yom ~«-~ or inl':Mnship from 1he 
STEM careers b ploration Activity. 

Directions· 
1. U$ir"J ~O\lr 1$$8Elfcl1 r,om 1h$ STEM CQ('(Wllf$ b pk)rftliOll Actiw fy, 

conduct moce in-depth research on the c areer or internship you 

choM!, inc ludirtg: 

o Salar)'or pay range 

o Job avaiubility 
o Educ:itional roquiromontc ;ind comp;;irioon ofunlrnrnity or 

oot~ u,mptllAr f1<":iAnM prngr-
o Bas ic job dlllicc or1.is1m 

2. Wr~e orte lo two p.iragraph~ de,:;cribins, the following illfom10tion: 
o Career or internship area you chose and al the attributes roo 

o Role of oertifk:a t ioos. r~ ume-11. arid portfolios in gaining a job 

in H1t1 ChoMffi C!:110:MH Of in lttrnship 

o Co~ rison of 11nivcrsity CM' college comp11lcr science 
prog,,.-ns 

• if you were to choose a unNers."-', detail your selection 

(lfl(! potential ~ree 

3. Use the inf= tion gaine<! from the caree< CM' inlern$t1ip research 

po,t ioo, o f this p,ojaci to cro'l!:lh'I tm outline which folk),..,s you, 
pathway to your l uture STEM sell. This should be a l iYe-ye:ir plan 

0 Mi~one& and i;pOOfic 01ldaa'IOfll l o incr9.IG.D )'Olli" Gkills 

o Education and ex perience to achieve y our career or 

in~ mship goals 

4. Be spe,clle when outfining: 

o F<.>1 e..:11.mpli:, , "h11.n!! m o, .,, e~ t ion t1nd e~p,:!!i':!r1eo:," as to 

~I is broad , wtlcrcas "otita in a bilc-hclor's dogrcc in 

oornpulor scionco 111 XYZ u tworllily" is &pOCific 

S. Use the outline yo11 developed to crca1e an h fogrllphic called 
"FulLA""o STEM Solf." Bo s;11ro to U&O gr~phic:s and phF.1&00 lo 

describe your pathway over lhe next !Ne years omd w lml it will take 

to boilCome ,'()ll r futu,,:i STEM ,_,..,.11 
15. Onoe oompi,,te , upload yOVI oot~ ood if1fographic in the space 

prc;,,ido'l<J b,:i,l,;:w, 111,:in subn~t your PrOj,:i,:;t. Yoo eai1 ft('Mj a Rublic QI 

the end of this Project. 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
(2)(A)(ii), Narrative 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
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• Identifies a need or opportunity fo r 
learning, then establishes a plan for 
addressing the need 

• May also serve as a facilitator 

6/20/2024 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Learning Communities (Slide 13), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU001/lesson/21641 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Learning Communities (Slides 3-13, 18-23), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22291 
In the Learning Communities PowerPoint, go to the slides suggested in the Page Number(s). When the 
PowerPoint opens, if a menu appears asking "Would you like to resume the presentation from the last 
slide viewed?" select No. 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part c f the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

If...., f-,ct: Students .who are- involve<:! in lo,;,ming c:orrm..i nities ~ ml to I 
havo, highergrader 

ICEV 

Learning Community Examples 

• Inc lude: 

ICEV 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.;11 

tiistory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to work togeth er for a common cause 

- inte rest-based 
• a group meets to dMuss or par1icip.:1te in a 

common inte res t 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for comp uter science students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smaller school 

If ...., f-,ct: A rno,nlo~~ip prograrnf.or wonen stwying technology ~ I 
considered a leanng c«nmunty 

ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
-a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative env ironment 
-a source of information 
-a netwol1< for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Are not: 
- a school or professional committee 

• commi ttee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing p latform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

JFun Fact: L~rnng commuoitiesar~ aog~t.11 way b pra.ct~sottskills I 
like ooli!bo: 1:1,oi1 oomrnuncatioi11:11!d problern-sdvmy 

/CEV • 

Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

• Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students trans ition into a new school 

ICEV 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

on professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 

1~:~:;IT~~.~ouc lor th~SATH't.1mwou'dbecon~rE.>d a I 
/CEV 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and d iversity 

ICEV 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
- facilitator 
- learner 
-contributor 
- teacher/mentor 

If...., f-,ct: Learning oornrn,rilie~ ~onc1 t-.~ e to be a l work. -,nd no pla-j: I 
the topk cOU:1 be sane th mg f11n 11,,:e ccoki",g er Star \'Vars 

fCE.V " 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins w ith submitti ng a product for review 
online or in-person to peers, educators or 
professionals to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 

ICEV 

- a request to review should be sent or 
discussed prior 

- reviewers should be qualified 
- can be a product submitted by an indiv idual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a g roup to an outside 
source 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done with an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriate tim e 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
no! an appropriate time 

- do not assum e to already know the answer 

• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 

ICEV 

- if there is specific information to remember, 
consider taking notes 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Initiator 

• Identifies a need or opportunity for 
learning, then establishes a plan for 
addressing the need 

• Participates in learning communities by 
beginning new projects, organizing events 
or brainstorming new ways of thinking 

• May also serve as a facilitator 

ICEV 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people with similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and provide perspective based 
on the individual's role 

Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually begins with an acknowledgment of 
what was done well and transitions to what 
could be improved 

ICEV 

- advice should always be respectful and 
display constructive c rit icism 

- review should evaluate accuracy and quality 
of a s tudent project 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
- reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

- constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented rather than 
negative cs llouts of the flaws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clear and concise language 

• ensure the feedback is easily understood 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 
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Responding to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

• May be uncomfortab le if there is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice received before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken polite ly with gratitude 
- thank the person 

ICEV 

-do not argue about other people's op inions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

Contributor 

• Is often an individual not directly involved in 
the learning process but may contribute in 
other ways 

• May provide resources, offer support or 
participate in discussions and activities 
when needed l!l 

lJ 

ICEV I 

6/20/2024 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part c f the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

If...., f-,ct: Students .who are- involve<:! in lo,;,ming c:orrm..i nities ~ ml to I 
havo, highergrader 

ICEV 

Learning Community Examples 

• Inc lude: 

ICEV 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.;11 

tiistory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to work togeth er for a common cause 

- inte rest-based 
• a group meets to dMuss or par1icip.:1te in a 

common inte res t 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for comp uter science students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smaller school 

If ...., f-,ct: A rno,nlo~~ip prograrnf.or wonen stwying technology ~ I 
considered a leanng c«nmunty 

ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
-a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative env ironment 
-a source of information 
-a netwol1< for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Are not: 
- a school or professional committee 

• commi ttee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing p latform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

JFun Fact: L~rnng commuoitiesar~ aog~t.11 way b pra.ct~sottskills I 
like ooli!bo: 1:1,oi1 oomrnuncatioi11:11!d problern-sdvmy 

/CEV • 

Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

• Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students trans ition into a new school 

ICEV 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

on professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 

1~:~:;IT~~.~ouc lor th~SATH't.1mwou'dbecon~rE.>d a I 
/CEV 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

ICEV 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
- facilitator 
- learner 
-contributor 
- teacher/mentor 

If...., fa,cl: Learning oornrn,rilie~ ~onc1 l'.~ e to be a l work. -,nd no pla-j: I 
the topk cOU:1 be sane th mg f11n 11,,:e ccoki",g er Star \'Vars 

fCE.V " 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins w ith submitti ng a product for review 
online or in-person to peers , educators or 
professiona ls to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 

ICEV 

- a request to review should be sent or 
discussed prior 

- reviewers should be qualified 
- can be a product submitted by an individual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a group to an outside 
source 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done w ith an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
no! an appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 
• Requires listening carefully to the response 

and taking notes if necessary 

ICEV 

- if there is specific information to remember, 
consider taking notes 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Contributor 

• Is often an individual not directly invo lved in 
the learning process but may contribute in 
other w ays 

• May provide resources, offer support or 
participate in discussions and activities 
when needed in a learning community 

e for example, a peer assisting to install a new 
\ti\ software and share their expertise, asking 

I que.stions to initiate discussion. providing 
feedback, and collaborating on open-source 
proJects 

ICEV 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
o f people w ith simila r inte rests 

• May come from professionals w ho are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and p rovide p erspective based 
on the indiv idual's role 

Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually begins with an acknowledgment of 
what was done well and transitions to what 
could be improved 

ICEV 

- advice should always be respectful and 
display constructive crit icism 

- review should evaluate accuracy and quality 
of a student project 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
- reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

- constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented rather than 
negative ca llouts of the flaws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clear and concise language 

• ensure the feedback is easily understood 

6/2012024 
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Responding to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

• May be uncomfortable if there is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice rece ived before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
- thank the person 
-do not argue about other people's opinions 
-consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

ICEV 

Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students 
and other members as they progress 
through their learning journey 

- helps members develop ski lls and strategies 
for success 

•Isa contributor but more of an active 
member of the learning community 

• 
ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part c f the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

If...., f-,ct: Students .who are- involve<:! in lo,;,ming c:orrm..i nities ~ ml to I 
havo, highergrader 

ICEV 

Learning Community Examples 

• Inc lude: 

ICEV 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.;11 

tiistory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to work togeth er for a common cause 

- inte rest-based 
• a group meets to dMuss or par1icip.:1te in a 

common inte res t 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for comp uter science students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smaller school 

If ...., f-,ct: A rno,nlo~~ip prograrnf.or wonen stwying technology ~ I 
considered a leanng c«nmunty 

ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
-a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative env ironment 
-a source of information 
-a netwol1< for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Are not: 
- a school or professional committee 

• commi ttee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing p latform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

JFun Fact: L~rnng commuoitiesar~ aog~t.11 way b pra.ct~sottskills I 
like ooli!bo: 1:1,oi1 oomrnuncatioi11:11!d problern-sdvmy 

/CEV • 

Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

• Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students trans ition into a new school 

ICEV 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

on professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 

1~:~:;IT~~.~ouc lor th~SATH't.1mwou'dbecon~rE.>d a I 
/CEV 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and d iversity 

ICEV 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
-facilitator 
- learner 
-contributor 
- teacher/mentor 

If...., F-'CI: Learning oornrn,rilie~ ~onc1 t-.~ e to be a l work. -,nd no pla-j: I 
the topk cOU:1 be sane th mg f11n 11,,:e ccoki",g er Star \'Vars 

fCE.V " 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins w ith submitti ng a product for review 
online or in-person to peers, educators or 
professionals to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 

ICEV 

- a request to review should be sent or 
discussed prior 

- reviewers should be qualified 
- can be a product submitted by an indiv idual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a group to an outside 
source 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done with an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
no! an appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 

• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 

ICEV 

- if there is specific information to remember, 
consider taking notes 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students, 
other members and teachers as they 
progress through their learning journey 
-helps members develop skills and strategies 

fl')r success by: 

1
1 • providing. e,pe. ".''.e tor.each. a specif ic. go•.' or 

project completion 
• networking to discuss industry trends. coding 

resources. activities and projects. 
l raubleshoohng ; and effective strategies 

• Isa contributor but more of an active 
member of the learning com munity 

ICEV 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people with similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and provide perspective based 
on the individual's role 

Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually begins with an acknowledgment of 
what was done well and transitions to what 
could be improved 

- advice should always be respectful and 
display constructive c rit icism 

- review should evaluate accuracy and quality 
of a student project 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
- reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

- constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented rather than 
negstive cs llouts of the flsws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clea r and concise language 

• ensure the feedback is easily understood 

6/2012024 
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Responding to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

• May be uncomfortable if there is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice rece ived before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
- thank the person 

ICEV 

-do not argue about other people's opinions 
-consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students 
and other members as they progress 
through their learning journey 

- helps members develop ski lls and strategies 
for success 

•Is a contributor but more of an active 
member of the learning community 

• 
ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part c f the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

If...., f-,ct: Students .who are- involve<:! in lo,;,ming c:orrm..i nities ~ ml to I 
havo, highergrader 

ICEV 

Learning Community Examples 

• Inc lude: 

ICEV 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.;11 

tiistory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to work togeth er for a common cause 

- inte rest-based 
• a group meets to dMuss or par1icip.:1te in a 

common inte res t 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for comp uter science students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smaller school 

If ...., f-,ct: A rno,nlo~~ip prograrnf.or wonen stwying technology ~ I 
considered a leanng c«nmunty 

ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
-a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative env ironment 
-a source of information 
-a netwol1< for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

ICEV 

Learning Communities 

• Are not: 
- a school or professional committee 

• commi ttee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing p latform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

JFun Fact: L~rnng commuoitiesar~ aog~t.11 way b pra.ct~sottskills I 
like ooli!bo: 1:1,oi1 oomrnuncatioi11:11!d problern-sdvmy 

/CEV • 

Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

• Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students trans ition into a new school 

ICEV 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

on professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 

1~:~:;IT~~.~ouc lor th~SATH't.1mwou'dbecon~rE.>d a I 
/CEV 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and d iversity 

ICEV 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
-facilitator 
- learner 
-contributor 
- teacher/mentor 

If...., F-'CI: Learning oornrn,rilie~ ~onc1 t-.~ e to be a l work. -,nd no pla-j: I 
the topk cOU:1 be sane th mg f11n 11,,:e ccoki",g er Star \'Vars 

fCE.V " 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins w ith submitti ng a product for review 
online or in-person to peers, educators or 
professionals to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 

ICEV 

- a request to review should be sent or 
discussed prior 

- reviewers should be qualified 
- can be a product submitted by an indiv idual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a group to an outside 
source 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done with an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
no! an appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 

• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 

ICEV 

- if there is specific information to remember, 
consider taking notes 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students, 
other members and teachers as they 
progress through their learning journey 
-helps members develop skills and strategies 

fl')r success by: 

1
1 • providing. e,pe. ".''.e tor.each. a specif ic. go•.' or 

project completion 
• networking to discuss industry trends. coding 

resources. activities and projects. 
l raubleshoohng ; and effective strategies 

• Isa contributor but more of an active 
member of the learning com munity 

ICEV 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people with similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and provide perspective based 
on the individual's role 

Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually begins with an acknowledgment of 
what was done well and transitions to what 
could be improved 

- advice should always be respectful and 
display constructive c rit icism 

- review should evaluate accuracy and quality 
of a student project 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
- reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

- constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented rather than 
negstive cs llouts of the flsws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clea r and concise language 

• ensure the feedback is easily understood 

6/2012024 
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to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

• May be uncomfortable if there is a 
disagreement 

-reflect on the advice rece ived before acting or 
sharing an opinion 

- agree to disagree 
• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 

- thank the person 

ICEV 

-do not argue about other people's opinions 
-consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

6/20/2024 
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Communities 

· Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas, problems and 

questions 
- a safe space for discussion 
-a collaborative environment 
- a source of information 
-a network for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

,=v 

6/20/2024 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
-they are part of the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

I Fun Fact Students who are involved in learning corMlunities tend to 
have hiaher rades. 

Learning Communities 

•Are not: 
-a school or professional committee 

• committee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

-a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing platform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

I Fun Fact Learnng corM'll,ll'lities are a gie.ttwa:, !¢ praetiet! , oft skih 
hk.e C()labOfi:IIIO!'l, 'COO'll'l).Jl'llcaticl~ and l'.J(oblem-solvioo. 
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Community Examples 

• Include· 
- location-based 

• such as a group that meets to focus on the local 
history 

- prnfession-based 
• such as schools who have created teacher 

professiooal learning communities that meet 
weekly 

-action-based 
• groups meet to wor1< together for a common cause 

- interest -based 
• a groop meets to d iscuss Of participate in a 

commor, interest 

Purpose of a Learning 
Communitv 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportunities for more interaction 
among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 
• May be to create a support network for 

students 
-a freshman learning community to help 

students transition into a new school 

,=v 

10 
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Educational Learning 
Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for computer s cience students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 
-helps students in a large universi ty feel like 

they are at a smaller school 

I Fun ~act A men~ship prog(am br. W()men study;r,g technology is 
considered a learninocon1m1.1t"llt 

Educational Learning 
Communitv Examples 

• Include: 
-Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to wo rk 

on p rofessional development 
- residentia l learning communities at 

universities 
• for students l o feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school and faculty 

I Fun Fact A :study group for the SAT e,:am would bf! considered a 
leamiooco,noh.1,itv 

2 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the following components 
-a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
- s upport and feedback 
-collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

Seeking Learning Community 
Advice 

• Should be done w ith an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specifi c questions 
-wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activi ty is about to start is generally 
not an appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 
• Requires listening carefully to the response 

and taking notes if necessary 
-if there is specific information to remember, 

consider taking notes 

,=v 

19 

18 

20 
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Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people w ith similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mento rs 

• May come from peers or other learners 

Responding to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

•Maybe uncomfortable if there is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice received before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
- thank the person 
- do not argue about other people's op inions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
under51anding those perspectives is important 

3 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

"""' 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part c f the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

If...., f-,ct: Students .who are-involve<:! in lo,11min11 c:orTTIJ..1 nities ~ nd to I 
h:ivo, h igher grader 

ICEV 

Learning Community Examples 

• Include: 

"""' 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.:11 

tiistory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
w eekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to w ork together for a common cause 

- inte rest-based 
• a group meets to dM uss or participate in a 

common interest 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for computer science students, 
mic robiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smalle r school 

If ...., f-,ct: A rno,rto~~ipprogr11rnf.or wonen stwying lll!chnology i!!o I 
considered a lll!anng c:ornrr11nty 

ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
-a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative environment 
-a source of information 
-a netwol1< for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

Learning Communities 

• Are not: 
- a school or professional committee 

• committee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or m arketing platform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

JFun Fact: L~rnngcommuoitiesar~ aog~t.11 way b pra.ct~sottskills I 
like ooli!bo: amx1 oomrnuncation and problern-sdvmy 

ICEV • 

Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working togethe r 

• Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman le arning community to help 
students transition into a new school 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

on professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 

1~:r::;
11
~~.~ouclorth~SAT H't.1mwou' dbecon~r""6 a I 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

"""' 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
- facilitator 
- learner 
- contributor 
- teacher/mentor 

If...., f-,ct: Learning oornrn,rilie~ ~onc1 t-.~ e to be a l work. -,nd no pla-j: I 
the topk cOU::I be sane th mg f1m like ccoki",g or Star \'Vars 

!CEV " 

Learner 

• Is the primary participant in the group 
• Is expected to actively engage in the 

learning process by asking questions and 
participating in discussions and activities 

"""' 

Contributor 

• Is often an individual not directly involved in 
the learning process but may contribute in 
other ways 

• May provide resources, offer support or 
participate in discussions and activities 
when needed in a learning community 

• for example, a peer assisting to install a new 
l llll software and share their expertise, asking 

I que.slions to initiate discussion. providing 
feedback, and collaborating on open-source 
proJects 

6/20/2024 
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Initiator 

• Identifies a need or opportunity for 
learning, then establishes a plan for 
addressing the need 

• Participates in learning communities by 
beginning new projects, organizing events 
or brainstorming new ways of thinking 

• May also serve as a facilitator 

Facilitator 

• Guides, or facilitates the 
learning process 

• Is usually an expert or 
professional on the topic the 
group is learning about 

• Provides support and 
guidance to the members of 
the group 

Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students , 
o ther members and teachers as they 
progress through their learning journey 

- helps members develop skills and strategies 
fl')r success by: 

1
1 • providing. e,pe. ".;s.e tor.each. a specif ic. go•.' or 

project completion 
• networking to discuss industry trends. coding 

resources. activities and projects, 
l raubleshoohng ; and effective strategies 

• Isa contributor but more of an active 
member o f the learning com munity 

' CEV 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
o f people with similar interests 

• May come from professionals w ho are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and provide perspective based 
on the individual's ro le 

6/2012024 
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Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins with submitt ing a product for review 
online or in-person to peers, educators or 
professionals to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 
-a request to rev iew should be sent or 

discussed prior 
-reviewers should be qualified 
-can be a product submitted by an individual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a g roup to an outside 
source 

/CEV 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done with an open mind 
-be prepa red and ask specific questions 
-wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
not an appropriate time 

-do not assume to already know the answer 

• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 
-if there is specific information to remember, 

consider taking notes 

/CEV 

20 

Responding to Learning 
Community Advice 

• May be uncomfortable if there is a 
disagreement 

-reflect on the advice rece ived before acting or 
sharing an opinion 

- agree to disagree 
• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 

- thank the person 
-do not argue about other people's opinions 
-consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

/CEV 
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Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually beg ins with an acknowledgment of 
what was done wel l and transitions to what 
could be improved 
-advice should always be respectfu l and 

display constructive criticism 
-review should evaluate accuracy and quality 

of a student proJect 
/CEV 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
-reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

-constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented rather than 
negative call outs of the flaws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clear and concise language 

• ensure the feedback is easily understood 

/CEV 

" 

6/20/2024 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtua l, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part of the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

IF...-i Fact: S1~dients .~~re fflolved fl learnl!lll OO/T"("(l,! nities'11!rvJ to I 
h:.1vc h9')Cq1ra&.-t 

ICEV 

Learning Community Examples 

• Include: 
- location-based 

• such as a group tha1 meets to foc;us on the local 
history 

- profession-based 
• such as scii ool:s who ha11e created teacher 

professional learning corrimunilies that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet lo work together for a common cause 

- interest-based 
• a group meets to discuss or participate in a 

common inte rest 

Educational Learning 
Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for compute r science students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smaller school 

I F...-i Fact: A mentors~ip prc,..ramror ·,..omen studying teclvlology is I 
considered :ii lc:.1ming comrr,.,n.ty. 

ICEV 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
- a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative environment 
- a source of information 
- a network for fellow students and experts 
- online. in-person or hybrid 

Learning Communities 

•Are not' 
- a school or professional committee 

• commi ttee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing p latform 
- a workshop or c lass 
-a social media platform 

JFvn F~ Le,.irn"'9co,111r,.,ni\ie,$~9<" 9 193 \ w.iy to pr.i.«~50l1 $1<~1$ I 
like col.abo•i,~on com-nuric!lll.ion !Ind problern~Ying 

ICEV , 

Purpose of a Learning 
Communitv 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

•Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students transition into a new school 

Educational Learning 
Community Examples 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

o n professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school ~md f<1culty 

Jf vn F~ A$l.,.,.,_9'0VP for the $AT e,.imwov'(lt:,,ecconsi(le(e<I ill 
le!lff'IHY,l comr10J1~~-
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

"""' 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
o f people wi th similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and m entors 

• May come from peers or other learners 

Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtua l, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
- they work. together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part of the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

I 
F(J"l F-,ct: $tuctents .lm<l~ ffiolved in !earring IX>ffTI'IJnil.ies l!!nd to I 
havehq)er grades 

ICEV 
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Seeking Learning Community 
Advice 

• Should be done w ith an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
not an appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 
• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 
-if there is specific information to remember, 

consideJ taking notes 

Responding to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

·Maybe uncomfortable if there is a 
d isagreement 
-reflect on the advice received before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
-thank the person 
- do not argue about other people's opinions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspective$ and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
- a safe space for discussion 
-a collaborative environment 
-a source of information 
- a network for fellow students and experts 
-online. in-person or hybrid 

Learning Communities 

•Are not" 
- a school or professional committee 

• committee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing platform 
- a workshop or class 
- a social media platform 

JFIA'l f;aci: L~rni'lg communiticl~a-.ia g111:itwayb pr.1.c.ticQ softskl ls I 
lll<,f;!i;;ol<ib(.n1~or1 OOIIYTIUlilC/:l(J()flclll(Jproblern-wlvmg 

/CE.V • 
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Learning Community Examples 

• Include: 

"""' 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.:11 

ti istory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to work together for a common cause 

- interest-based 
• a group meets to dMuss or par1icip.:1te in a 

common interest 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as fo r computer science students, 
mic robiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university fee l like 
they are at a smaller school 

If ...., f-'CI: A rnenlo~~ ip programf.or wonen stwying technology i!!o I 
considered .i le.inng cornrr11nty 

ICEV 

Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fo llowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
- active participation 
- support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

"""' 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
- facilitator 
-learner 
- contributor 
- teacher/mentor 

If ...., F-'CI: Learning oornrn,rilie!!o ~onc1 t-.~ e to be al work. -,nd no pla-j; I 
the topk cOU::I be sane th mg f1m like ccoki",g o r Star \'Vars 

!CE.V " 
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Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

•Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students transition into a new school 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
-Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

o n professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

universities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 
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Initiator 

• Identifies a need or opportunity for 
learning, then establishes a plan for 
addressing the need 

• Participates in learning communities by 
beginning new projects, organizing events 
or brainstorming new ways of thinking 

• May also serve as a facilitator 

Facilitator 

• Guides, or facilitates the 
learning process 

• Is usually an expert or 
professional on the topic the 
group is learning about 

• Provides support and 
guidance to the members of 
the group 
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Learner 

• Is the primary participant in the group 
• Is expected to actively engage in the 

learning process by asking questions and 
participating in discussions and activities 

"""' 

Contributor 

• Is often an individ ual not directly involved in 
the learning process but may contribute in 
other ways 

• May provide resources, offer support or 
participate in discussions and activities 
when needed in a learning community 

• for example, a peer assisting to inst all a new 
l llll software and share their expertise. asking 

I que.s lions to initiat e discussion. providing 
feed back, and collaborating o n o pen-so urce 
proJect s 

,C,.y 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins w ith submitti ng a product for review 
online or in-person to peers, educators or 
professionals to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 

"""' 

- a request to review should be sent or 
discussed pri or 

- reviewers should be qualified 
- can be a product submitted by an indiv idual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a g roup to an outside 
source 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done with an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriat e tim e 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
no! a n appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 

• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 

,C,.y 

- if there is specific information to remember, 
consider taking notes 
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Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students , 
other members and teachers as they 
progress through their learn ing journey 
-helps members d evelop skills and s trategies 

fl')r success by: 

1
1 • providing. e,pe. ".;s.e to r.each. a specif ic. go•.' or 

project completion 
• networking to discuss industry trends. coding 

resources. activities and projects. 
l raubleshoohng ; and effective strategies 

• Isa contributor but more of an act ive 
member of the learning community 

' CEV 

Learning C ommunity Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people with similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and provide perspective based 
on the individual's role 

Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually begins w ith an acknowledgment of 
what was done well and transitions to what 
could be improved 

- advice should always be respectful and 
display construct ive c rit icism 

- review should evaluate accuracy and quality 
of a s tudent project 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
- reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

- constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented ratlier than 
negative ca ll outs of the flaws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clea r and concise language 

• e nsure the feedback is easily understood 
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to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

• May be uncomfortable iflhere is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice rece ived before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
- thank the person 

ICEV 

-do not argue about other people's op inions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

"""' 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part c f the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 
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Learning Community Examples 

• Inc lude: 

"""' 

- location-based 
• such as a group that meets to focus on the local 

history 
- p rofession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
professional learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- actioo-based 
• g roups meet lo work. together for a common cause 

- interest-based 
• a group meets to discuss or participate in a 

common inte rest 

Educational Learning 
Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for comp uter science students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smaller school 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
-a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative env ironment 
-a source of information 
-a netwol1< for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

Learning Communities 

• Are not: 
- a school or professional committee 

• committee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board o r m arketing platform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

JFunF1iCI Li.irning cornm,,.,nitieS ,ir"&& g reatw&y top<1oetil:,.i solt sk~~ I 
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Purpose of a Learning 
Communitv 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by prov iding opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working togethe r 

• Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman le arning community to help 
students trans ition into a new school 

Educational Learning 
Communitv Examoles 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

on professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

"""' 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people wi th similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and m entors 

• May come from peers or other learners 

Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtua l, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
- they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part of the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 

IF1,11 F-'Ct: Stuoents . .mo~ fWol~ fl learring tormJ.J nities:end to I 
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Seeking Learning Community 
Advice 

• Should be done w ith an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
not an appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 
• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 
-if there is specific information to remember, 

consideJ taking notes 

Responding to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

·Maybe uncomfortable if there is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice received before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
-thank the person 
- do not argue about other people's opinions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspective$ and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
- a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative environment 
- a source of information 
- a network for fellow students and experts 
- online. in-person or hybrid 

Learning Communities 

•Are not' 
- a school or professional committee 

• commi ttee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task 

- <1 social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing p latform 
- a workshop or class 
- a social media platform 
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Learning Community Examples 

• Include: 

"""' 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.:11 

ti istory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to work together for a common cause 

- interest-based 
• a group meets to dMuss or par1icip.:1te in a 

common interest 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as fo r computer science students, 
mic robiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university fee l like 
they are at a smaller school 

If ...., f-'CI: A rnenlo~~ ip programf.or wonen stwying technology i!!o I 
considered .i le.inng cornrr11nty 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fo llowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
- active participation 
- support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

"""' 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
- facilitator 
-learner 
- contributor 
- teacher/mentor 
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Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

•Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students transition into a new school 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
-Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

o n professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

universities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 
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Initiator 

• Identifies a need or opportunity for 
learning, then establishes a plan for 
addressing the need 

• Participates in learning communities by 
beginning new projects, organizing events 
or brainstorming new ways of thinking 

• May also serve as a facilitator 

Facilitator 

• Guides, or facilitates the 
learning process 

• Is usually an expert or 
professional on the topic the 
group is learning about 

• Provides support and 
guidance to the members of 
the group 
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Learner 

• Is the primary participant in the group 
• Is expected to actively engage in the 

learning process by asking questions and 
participating in discussions and activities 

"""' 

Contributor 

• Is often an individ ual not directly involved in 
the learning process but may contribute in 
other ways 

• May provide resources, offer support or 
participate in discussions and activities 
when needed in a learning community 

• for example, a peer assisting to inst all a new 
l llll software and share their expertise. asking 

I que.s lions to initiat e discussion. providing 
feed back, and collaborating o n o pen-so urce 
proJect s 

,C,.y 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins w ith submitti ng a product for review 
online or in-person to peers, educators or 
professionals to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 

"""' 

- a request to review should be sent or 
discussed pri or 

- reviewers should be qualified 
- can be a product submitted by an indiv idual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a g roup to an outside 
source 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done with an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriat e tim e 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
no! a n appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 

• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 

,C,.y 

- if there is specific information to remember, 
consider taking notes 
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Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students , 
other members and teachers as they 
progress through their learn ing journey 
-helps members d evelop skills and s trategies 

fl')r success by: 

1
1 • providing. e,pe. ".;s.e to r.each. a specif ic. go•.' or 

project completion 
• networking to discuss industry trends. coding 

resources. activities and projects. 
l raubleshoohng ; and effective strategies 

• Isa contributor but more of an act ive 
member of the learning community 

' CEV 

Learning C ommunity Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people with similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and provide perspective based 
on the individual's role 

Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually begins w ith an acknowledgment of 
what was done well and transitions to what 
could be improved 

- advice should always be respectful and 
display construct ive c rit icism 

- review should evaluate accuracy and quality 
of a s tudent project 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
- reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

- constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented ratlier than 
negative ca ll outs of the flaws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clea r and concise language 

• e nsure the feedback is easily understood 
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to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

• May be uncomfortable iflhere is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice rece ived before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
- thank the person 

ICEV 

-do not argue about other people's op inions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 
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Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtual, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

"""' 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
-they work together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part c f the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 
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Learning Community Examples 

• Inc lude: 

"""' 

- location-based 
• such as a group that meets to focus on the local 

history 
- p rofession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
professional learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- actioo-based 
• g roups meet lo work. together for a common cause 

- interest-based 
• a group meets to discuss or participate in a 

common inte rest 

Educational Learning 
Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as for comp uter science students, 
microbiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university f eel like 
they are at a smaller school 
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Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
-a safe space for discussion 
- a collaborative env ironment 
-a source of information 
-a netwol1< for fellow students and experts 
- online, in-person or hybrid 

Learning Communities 

• Are not: 
- a school or professional committee 

• committee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task. 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board o r m arketing platform 
- a workshop or class 
-a social media platform 

JFunF1iCI Li.irning cornm,,.,nitieS ,ir"&& g reatw&y top<1oetil:,.i solt sk~~ I 
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Purpose of a Learning 
Communitv 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by prov iding opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working togethe r 

• Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman le arning community to help 
students trans ition into a new school 

Educational Learning 
Communitv Examoles 

• Include: 
- Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

on professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

univers ities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fol lowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
-active participation 
-support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

"""' 

Learning Community Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
o f people wi th similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and m entors 

• May come from peers or other learners 

Learning Communities 

• Are a group of people who share a 
common interest and work together toward 
a common goal 

• Can be small and within a geographic 
boundary or building, like a school 

• May also be large and virtua l, as in a 
worldwide group of scientists working on 
similar research 

Learning Communities 

• Have shared goals 
- they work. together to build solutions 
- they share resources 
- they offer feedback and critique 
-they provide a safe space for questions and 

answers 
- they are part of the community voluntarily and 

for the purpose of pursuing a common goal 
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Seeking Learning Community 
Advice 

• Should be done w ith an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriate time 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
not an appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 
• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 
-if there is specific information to remember, 

consideJ taking notes 

Responding to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

·Maybe uncomfortable if there is a 
d isagreement 
-reflect on the advice received before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
-thank the person 
- do not argue about other people's opinions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspective$ and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

Learning Communities 

•Can be: 
- a place to share ideas. problems and 

questions 
- a safe space for discussion 
-a collaborative environment 
-a source of information 
- a network for fellow students and experts 
-online. in-person or hybrid 

Learning Communities 

•Are not" 
- a school or professional committee 

• committee members are usually appointed to 
complete a specific task 

- a social group 
• there is a deeper connection over a shared 

goal and topic in a learning community 
- a job board or marketing platform 
- a workshop or class 
- a social media platform 

JFIA'l f;aci: L~rni'lg communiticl~a-.ia g111:itwayb pr.1.c.ticQ softskl ls I 
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Learning Community Examples 

• Include: 

"""' 

- location-based 
• suet, as 8 group th8t meet, to focus on the 1oc.:11 

ti istory 
- profession-based 

• such as schools who have created teacher 
profession.:11 learning communities that meet 
weekly 

- action-based 
• groups meet to work together for a common cause 

- interest-based 
• a group meets to dMuss or par1icip.:1te in a 

common interest 

Educational Learning Communities 

• Are often based on curricular, career or 
vocational interests 

- such as fo r computer science students, 
mic robiology researchers or math teachers 

• Are used to build a sense of group identity, 
cohesiveness and uniqueness for students 

- helps students in a large university fee l like 
they are at a smaller school 

If ...., f-'CI: A rnenlo~~ ip programf.or wonen stwying technology i!!o I 
considered .i le.inng cornrr11nty 
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Effective Learning Communities 

• Have the fo llowing components: 
- a shared sense of purpose 
- active participation 
- support and feedback 
- collaboration and teamwork 
-inclusivity and diversity 

"""' 

Roles 

• Are important for a learning community to 
function effectively 

• Include the following· 
- inrtiator 
- facilitator 
-learner 
- contributor 
- teacher/mentor 

If ...., F-'CI: Learning oornrn,rilie!!o ~onc1 t-.~ e to be al work. -,nd no pla-j; I 
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Purpose of a Learning Community 

• Is generally to enhance learning 
- by providing opportu nities for more interaction 

among students and teachers in different 
courses or departments 

• Is often to introduce cross-curricular 
learning 

- science and social studies working together 

•Maybe to create a support network for 
students 

- a freshman learning community to help 
students transition into a new school 

Educational Learning Community 
Examples 

• Include: 
-Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 

teachers 
• they often meet before or after school to work 

o n professional development 
- residential learning communities at 

universities 
• for students to feel more at home and 

connected to their peers, school am:! faculty 
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11
~~.~ouc lor th~ SAT H'.1 mwou' dbecon~ r""6 a I 

ICEV 

Initiator 

• Identifies a need or opportunity for 
learning, then establishes a plan for 
addressing the need 

• Participates in learning communities by 
beginning new projects, organizing events 
or brainstorming new ways of thinking 

• May also serve as a facilitator 

Facilitator 

• Guides, or facilitates the 
learning process 

• Is usually an expert or 
professional on the topic the 
group is learning about 

• Provides support and 
guidance to the members of 
the group 

6/2012024 
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Learner 

• Is the primary participant in the group 
• Is expected to actively engage in the 

learning process by asking questions and 
participating in discussions and activities 

"""' 

Contributor 

• Is often an individ ual not directly involved in 
the learning process but may contribute in 
other ways 

• May provide resources, offer support or 
participate in discussions and activities 
when needed in a learning community 

• for example, a peer assisting to inst all a new 
l llll software and share their expertise. asking 

I que.s lions to initiat e discussion. providing 
feed back, and collaborating o n o pen-so urce 
proJect s 

,C,.y 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Begins w ith submitti ng a product for review 
online or in-person to peers, educators or 
professionals to evaluate quality and 
accuracy 

"""' 

- a request to review should be sent or 
discussed pri or 

- reviewers should be qualified 
- can be a product submitted by an indiv idual to 

the learning community or submitted by the 
learning community as a g roup to an outside 
source 

Seeking Learning Community Advice 

• Should be done with an open mind 
- be prepared and ask specific questions 
- wait until an appropriat e tim e 

• when a fun activity is about to start is generally 
no! a n appropriate time 

- do not assume to already know the answer 

• Requires listening carefully to the response 
and taking notes if necessary 

,C,.y 

- if there is specific information to remember, 
consider taking notes 

6/20/2024 
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Teacher/Mentor 

• Provides guidance and support to students , 
other members and teachers as they 
progress through their learn ing journey 
-helps members d evelop skills and s trategies 

fl')r success by: 

1
1 • providing. e,pe. ".;s.e to r.each. a specif ic. go•.' or 

project completion 
• networking to discuss industry trends. coding 

resources. activities and projects. 
l raubleshoohng ; and effective strategies 

• Isa contributor but more of an act ive 
member of the learning community 

' CEV 

Learning C ommunity Advice 

• Is one advantage of being part of a group 
of people with similar interests 

• May come from professionals who are 
contributors or facilitators 

• May come from educators who are 
teachers and mentors 

• May come from peers or other learners 
• Can improve a product's quality and 

accuracy and provide perspective based 
on the individual's role 

Responding to a Request for Advice 

• Within learning communities can vary 
depending on the product submitted 

• Should be accepted or denied in a timely 
manner 

• Usually begins w ith an acknowledgment of 
what was done well and transitions to what 
could be improved 

- advice should always be respectful and 
display construct ive c rit icism 

- review should evaluate accuracy and quality 
of a s tudent project 

Providing Learning 
Community Advice 

• Tips include: 
- reviewing thoroughly 

• be specific with edits 
• offer solutions when applicable 

- constructive criticism 
• positive framing for improvement is more likely 

to be received and implemented ratlier than 
negative ca ll outs of the flaws 

• highlight any positive aspects completed 
- clea r and concise language 

• e nsure the feedback is easily understood 

6/2012024 
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to Learning 
Communitv Advice 

• May be uncomfortable iflhere is a 
disagreement 
-reflect on the advice rece ived before acting or 

sharing an opinion 
- agree to disagree 

• Advice should be taken politely with gratitude 
- thank the person 

ICEV 

-do not argue about other people's op inions 
- consider the source 

• people have different perspectives and 
understanding those perspectives is important 

6/20/2024 
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Escape Sequences 

• Are a sequence of characters used to 
output special characters 

- forced return. tab and single or double quotes 
• Contain string data, a sequence of 
characters 

'°"' 

-it might be the case the program will need to 
force a key press from the keyboard 

• the programmer must include a command that 
instruc:ls the computer to perform the operation 

Escape Sequence Example 

• May include: 
-if the print statement is too long and needs to 

be broken up when displayed, \n would be 
used to indicate 'go to the next line' or force a 
return 

- to display ~Hello" on a separate line from 
·world " use pfint("Hello\tlWorld") 

. ....... P, •• 

· •"··•·· .. ·::::i. -!O<\nl( 'lll\101~ 

~.,...-......... . ,_,,. 

Unicode Character Encoding 

• Is an extension of ASCII (American 
Standard Code for lnformalion 
Interchange) 

'°"' 

-allows programmers to inc lude a multitude of 
symbOls and characters in all languages 

- the tag is generally \u followed by the Unicode 
value 

Unicode Character Example 

• Can include 
- \u00f7, which is a symbol that denotes the 

divided by character 
-in the code editor, type printr5 \u00f7 2 = 2.5") 

I pr(nt ( "S \ .,..02 • 2.s" I 

~ ,, 
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Quotation Marks 

• V'vtl ich need to appear in the output can be 
done by using \" 

-when there is no backslash before the 
quotation mark, they do not show up in the 
output 

"" " ' •• ,. <>· , ... ,,, ' ... ' ... _ - .. ,., 

U..nJ\ "outP<1t1t.,..Q ,uon,...,ki 

Character Sequences 

• Can include: 

Si. q,..iote. EMIT¥)1e: prinl("SMMid,\'Helo\' bdar1 I 
Double quote. Ex~: printfShe uid. 1·11e1o \- today) 

New line. Enn1)1e: print("Helo1nl/tbnd) 

Dialog Boxes 

• Are Graphic User Interfaces like tkinter 
class 
-tkinter is a common Python graphics package 
- to display text as output in a dialog box in 

Python. a class called tkinter.messaget>ox 
must De imPorted 

• this is a separate program 

~ I 
...:...J 
lilllllil 

Tkinter Package 

• Once imported can use the showinfo 
method 

- takes two arguments, the title of the box and 
the text that will be displayed in the box 

- the code would s tart with the keyword import 
followed tkinter.messagebox 

...... , _ _...._ , · ' e<_I 1 ___ , Tho ____ ., 

I 

rCoding Comer: lf_the corrmand ii- folol'led with the. keyword ·u · the 1 
c~ss ll 1\1$tla nicimamo ll(e tk thal\lOU,::anusc, 
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The Showinfo Method 

• Will provide a basic dialog box, a title on 
the top of the box, a lightbulb icon on the 
left and an OK button 

'°"' 

-to achieve this box type in the command 
tk.showinfo() in all lowercase letters 

• two arguments can be added separated by a 
comma and both written with quotation marks 
surrounding each of the string arguments 

• the first argum ent is the title oo the box and the 
second argument is the text in the box 
-tk.showinfo("My pop up box" , "Hello \Norlcf) 

The Showinfo Method 

• Can include a third argument to change the 
special icon 
-fOf example, adding a third parameter inside of 

the parentheses after "Hello World" insert a 
comma and type icon equals quote error quote 

1,"::c.-::::c~·=,., ____ - ~ ..::.-4 
- the premade icons are: 

• 'error' Q 
• 'info' ...__ 
• 'question '& 
• 'warning' ~ 

Printing Text to a File 

• Includes: 

'°"' 

- adding a comma before entering the second 
argument 

- the second argument specifies the type of file 
as read or write in quotation marks 

• lowercase letter w denotes a write file and the 
lowercase letter r indicates a read only file 

- the fi le can be named for example 'myfile' 

Printing Text to a File 

• Includes: 
-hit enter after typing this line 
- the file is now ready to be printed 

• use the print command, but add a second 
argument specifying the 1ext wanted in the file 

-prinl("Hello warier. file = myfile) 

~ " 

6/20/2024 
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10 

Printing Text to a File 

• Can be done by importing the sys package, 
opening a 'write' file and printing directly to 
the file 
-the process involves the commands 'with', 

'open' and file 

Printing Text to a File 

• Starts by typing import sys, then hit enter to 
advance to the next line 
-the next line of code will start with the word 

'with ' followed by a space and the word open 
- open is a command that takes two arguments 

so after the word open, type the opening 
parenthesis 

• the first argument is the full name of the file 
and must be in quotations 

Programing Languages 

• Provide commands allowing programmers 
to print words and phrases to the computer 
monitor 

- text can be delivered from a computer to the 
world in different ways and differ depending on 
the programing languages 

"=----- . ~ .,.,.,-::.:J.::--
~ ---- ~ 

.ii:·--: 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done by using the programing 
language Python 

- must have the PythOn software downloaded 
and a developmental environment 

• examples of integrated development 
environments are jGrasp , Eclipse and Visual 
Studio C ode 

• can also use an on line environment which 
does not need to be downloaded suet, as 
repUt 

I Coding Cornu: TM,• ar• around 700 i:ep,a rat• pro!iJrarrir,g l.angua~s. I 
,CEV ' 
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Printing Display Text 

• Can be done using repl.it 

'°"' 

- users must create an account t o save 
programs 

• can be done by clicking t he button in the upper 
r ight corner that reads, "Sign up• 

• to begin a new program, click on the 'Create' 
button on the left of the page which will display 
the Template and Title dialog boxes 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done using repl.1t 
- users must create an account t o save 

programs 
• select ~Python~ from the Template drop down 

menu and type in a title in the textbox under 
the word, '"Title" 

• cl ick on the button 
a t the bottom right 
of the screen that 
reads, 
·create Repl" 

~- =.-:: -- --- . 
i" 
K--- . ·--

Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 

Creating O ut puts 

6/20/2024 

To create a simple text output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
severa l variations to change how the data is displayed. Below are examples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several d ifferent scenarios. Keep in mind 
when creating text output. the code in green is what will be displayed for the user. 

ff Basi<.: text output using t 1e pr-in ·unc ... on 
( "Hello World" ) 

Specific infor 'Tlation with text explain what the information sliows 
n e "Tin" 
fo1>d "Pizza" 

( "Na111e:" , name, "Favorite Food:", ood) 

fl: Formatt.... 1g specific results of a function 
numl ~ 7 

nu 12 4 
su resul =- nu ♦ ium2 

( f"The su11 of {numl} and {num2} is {su11_result}. " ) 

# Multiple ite is in u .ext display 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x, y, and z represent 

Properly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 

X, y, z) 

W hen creating text output, it is important to make sure the user wi11 understand what is 
being displayed. Property labeling output is an important part of visual representation 
;md can make code more user-friendly. Below are a few examples of labels to make 
the oode easier to read and understand. 

# The lab1•ls 'NamP' 'lnd 'Favor te Food' makP ..:he display more clPar 
and help define what the terns relate to 
name "Ti11" 
food "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , name, "Favorite Food:" , ' ood) 

An Integrated Development 
i------E- n. v. i,_ronment 

• Should be displayed on the screen 
- file browser 
- code editor 
-console where outp ut w ill display 

■ 

Commands 

• Display words to the screen in the console first 
-parenthesis are used to indicate what text the 

programmer wishes to have displayed 
- the text must have quotation marks around it 

• for example, if a programme, types the command 
pfinl("Hello WOild"J, the words 'Hello W:>rld' v,;11 
appear in the console when the p!'ogram is run 

- to run the program, ctick the button that reads 'Run' 

• 

# [n ti is example, pu+ting the inforn at ion th.it i. calculated in a 
Pntence helps convey what function was perfm•med 

numl 7 
num2 
sum resul, numl + nu 12 
p - ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {su111_result} . " ) 

6/20/2024 

.fl Add ng labels .hat show w ,at x, y, arid z correlate akes the a1.splay 
easier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

# Add ... ng un ... ts when displaying speci ic infor at..i.on can also 111ake text 
displays ore clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 

( f"Loaded Weight: {numl}lbs unloaded Weight: {num2}1bs" ) 

# When there are several types of complex information being lisplayed, 
descriptive labe .... s _ar help clear· my confusion 
name "Benj amin" 
nur1ber 4 
transuc• lons 13 

( fNCustomer: (na1ner) 
( fNCustomer Number for December: {number}" } 
( f"Nunber of Transaction for Nove11ber: {transactions}"' ) 

Interacti ve Input Interfaces 
When creat ing interactive input interfaces with relevant user prompts to acquire data 
from a user, it is important the code is readable and easy to unde rstand. This code 
requires informat ion from the user to d isplay a certain message or action. An example 
of a code that requires user input is shown below. 

11 The pr0tt1pt bela,,, asl<s ror i.1puts frail the user to dis.pl.iy a w~lcete 
ess.age 

name • i rpu .{ "Enter your natne:" ) 

ff Nuw he text will be displayed w .... th the .1.nfur·mation that the user 
added 

( f"Welcome {name}!") 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 
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Standard Fo rmatting Styles 
Formatting st yles can vary depending on w hat the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the coding standards of a business or organizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style Guide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm and Docstring Conventions. The coding examples given in th is handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide, wtlich is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The code to create a vector graphic using lines is shown below. This code uses 
matplotlib to create this shape 

i mport ,atplotllb.pyplot as plt 

# Declde what figure you wi.11 create and the axis 
ig, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
xl, y J. 1 , 1 
X2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , S 

It Draw each L 1es 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], label ' Line 1' ,color ' blue· , linewidth- 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3]. ·y2, y3]. label- 'Line 2' ,color 'red' , linestyle •-
' , linewidtr 2 ) 

# Set the labels or each line and --:itles 
ax. set_xlabel ( •X-axis' ) 
ax. set_ylabel( 'Y -axis · ) 
ax.set_ -title( ' Simple Vector Graphics with Lines ' ) 

# Add the le~end 
ax. legend() 

# Show thP plot
plt. show() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Circles 
An example code to create a vector graphic using circles is shown be low. This code 
uses matp lotlib to create the shape. 

i mport matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# Adl +-he re ·t.ingles to +-he 1xi 
a, aUd_p f (rei tl, 
ax.add_pat :h(re1 t21 

# Set ~he labe s or each line nd titles 
ax set _xl; Jel( ' X-axis' 
ax set _ylaoel . ' Y-axis' 
ax set_ i le( 'Siinple Vector Graphics with Rectangles' ) 

ff Add 1:he le w11d 
ax.legend() 

# Set the a! pe,·t 1ti.o to en ,ure b~ e, represent:it.on 
ax legend( ' equal· , 1djustal LP 'box' ) 

tt Show h f .11 t 
pl ;() 

Matp!otlib is a w idely-used library for creat ing stat ic, an imated and interact ive 
visualizations. Th is example will showcase the inputs, outputs and data display for a 
line, circle or rectangle. 

# d lor-PY 

"'"'Dialog-style application. """ 

import sys 
fror, PyQt6 .QtWidg:ets i mport ( 

QApplication, 
QDialog, 
QDialogButtonBox, 
QFormlayout, 
QLineEdi t, 
QVBoxlayr)Ut-

class Window i;pialog) 
def _init_( ,e -f) 

() _in ,. (parent None) 

---iCE.V-..,.,.,.--"'--.,.- ...,- .u-,-----------
tirpo j/lilu ..,.._.,,i,o_c,::mt,tnK:EV7"620_V2_HTh'lJCEV71&20_\/1._MTl4._9'-rU•,n:t:M_._lnp.A, _O.kMA•_ai<I....Dat.>_D,>Pla)"- Ex"".::l<•.hl-,, 

ff Decide what ·1gure you wL... ·eate ind thtc axis 
ng, a· plt. !>Ubplots() 

rt Def ... ne the circle par ,ten: 
circlel plt.Circle((l , 1 ), 0 . 5 , edgecolor- 'blue ' , facecolo1 'none' , 
linewidth- 2 , lab •l 'Circle l' ) 
circle2 p ... t.C_ ·cle( 3 , 2 ). 0 . 8 , edgecolor 'red' , facecolor ' nooe' , 
linewd1h 2, lat, ... 'Circle 2' ) 

tt Add he c "Cle!> to he ax s 
ax .add __ patch( circle!) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Set the labels for each 1 ·ne and t-itles 
ax. set_ xlabel ( 'x-axis ' 
ax. !>et _ _ylabel ( 'Y-axis' ) 
ax. set __ title{ 'Sbiple Vector Graphics with Circles· ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legPnd() 

rt Set he aspect r·atio to e11sure te1 ·epresentation 
ax. legend( · equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

# Show the plot 
pl1 ,show() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Rectangles 
An example code to create a vector graphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matptotlib to create the shape 

i mport atplotlib pyplot a s plt 
i mport atplotlib.patches as patches 

# Decide what -figure you will reate and the axis 
fig, ax plt.subplots() 

# 0€f J.ne the re ·tangle par imeters 
rectl - pc1tches.Rectangle((l , 1 ), 2, 3, edge,olor· ' blue' , 
fac:t:!color ' none' , .inewidth 2, label 'Rectangle 1' ) 
rect2 patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1-5~ 2.5 edgecolor ' red' , 
facecolor- ' none' , h 1ewidth 2 , label 'Rectangle 2 ' ) 
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Escape Sequences 

• Are a sequence of characters used to 
output special characters 
-forced return . tab and sing le or double quotes 

• Contain string data, a sequence of 
characters 

- it might be the case the program will need to 
force a key press from the keyboard 

• the programmer must include a command that 
instructs ttie computer to perform the operation 

,cev 
ll 

Escape Sequence Example 

• May include: 

,cEV 

-if the print statement is too long and needs to 
be broken up when displayed, \n would be 
used to indicate 'go to the next line ' or force a 
return 

- to display "Hellow on a separate line from 
~worldw use print\ Hello\nWorldw) 

•-"~. -
l odn t(" llo\lo=~~:!, -
! ~r ln l(" llt\\o\~ 

.., ,,mbi,li<n•- •r-.ti,m' 
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Quotation Marks 

• Which need to appear in the output can be 
done by using\' 

-when there is no backslash before the 
quotation mark, they do not show up in the 
output 

,cev 
,s 

Character Sequences 

• Can include: 

I\" 
\" 

Single quote. Example: prinlCShe said,\'Helo\' iodafl I 
Double quote . Ex:,"l'le: print{"She ~kl. \"Ke lk>\" lod:,yl 

I 
Bac:kslnh. Example: print("f,Lf\11 wil print ll_i I 

,cev 

6/20/2024 
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Unicode Character Encoding 

• Is an extension of ASCII (American 
Standard Code for lnformalion 
Interchange) 

'°"' 

-allows programmers to inc lude a multitude of 
symbOls and characters in all languages 

- the tag is generally \u followed by ttle Unicode 
value 

Unicode Character Example 

• Can include 
- \u00f7, which is a symbol that denotes the 

d ivided by character 
-in the code editor, type printr5 \u00f7 2 = 2.5") 

I pr(nt("S\ ..... 02•2.s' I 

~ ,, 

The Showinfo Method 

• Will provide a basic dialog box, a title on 
the top of the box, a lightbulb icon on the 
left and an OK button 

'°"' 

-to achieve this box type in the command 
tk.showinfo() in all lowercase letters 

• two arguments can be added separated by a 
comma and both written with quotation marks 
surrounding each of the string arguments 

• the first argument is the title oo the box and tile 
second argument is the text in the box 
-tk.showinfo("My pop up box' , "Hello \Norlcf) 

The Showinfo Method 

• Can include a third argument to change the 
special icon 
-fOf example, adding a third parameter inside of 

the parentheses after "Hello World" insert a 
comma and type icon equals quote error quote 

1,"::c.-::::c~·=,., ____ - ~ ..::.-4 
- the premade icons are: 

• 'error' Q 
• 'info' ..._ 
• 'question '& 
• 'warning' ~ 

6/20/2024 
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Dialog Boxes 

• Are Graphic User Interfaces like tkinter 
class 
-tkinter is a common Python graphics package 
- to display text as output in a dialog box in 

Python. a class called tk.inter.messaget>ox 
must De imPorted 

• this is a separate program 

~ I 
...:...J 
lilllllil 

Tkinter Package 

• Once imported can use the showinfo 
method 

- takes two arguments, the title of the box and 
the text that will be displayed in the box 

- the code would s tart with the keyword import 
followed tkinter.messagebox 

. ..... , ....... , · ' e<_I 1.._-: Tho ____ ., 

rCoding Comer: lf_the corrmand ii- folol'led with the. keyword ·u · the 1 
c~ss ll f11$1l a nicimamo ll(e tk thal \lOU ,::anuso 

Printing Text to a File 

• Can be done by importing the sys package, 
opening a 'write' file and printing directly to 
the file 
-the process involves the commands 'with', 

'open' and file 

Printing Text to a File 

• Starts by typing import sys, then hit enter to 
advance to the next line 

- the next line of code will start with the word 
'w ith ' followed by a space and the word open 

- open is a command that takes two arguments 
so after the word open, type the opening 
parenthesis 

• the first argument is the full name of the file 
and must be in quotations 

6/20/2024 
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Printing Text to a File 

• Includes: 

'°"' 

- adding a comma before entering the second 
argument 

-the second argument specifies the type of fi le 
as read or write in quotation marks 

• lowercase letter w denotes a write file and the 
lowercase letter r indicates a read only file 

- the fi le can be named for eirnmple 'myfile' 

Printing Text to a File 

• Includes: 
-hit enter after typing this line 
-the file is now ready to be printed 

• use the print command, but add a second 
argument specifying the text wanted in the file 

- print("Hello world'. file = myfile) 

~ " 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done using repl.it 

'°"' 

- users must create an account to save 
programs 

• can be done by clicking the button in the upper 
r ight corner that reads, "Sign up• 

• to begin a new program, click on the 'Create' 
button on the left of the page which will display 
the Template and Title dialog boxes 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done using repl.1t 
- users must create an account to save 

programs 
• select ~Python~ from the Template drop down 

menu and type in a title in the textbox under 
the word, '"Title" 

• cl ick on the button 
at the bottom right 
of the screen that 
reads, 
·create Repl" 

~- =.-:: ----- . 
i" 
K--- . ·--

6/20/2024 
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Programing Languages 

• Provide commands allowing programmers 
to print words and phrases to the computer 
monitor 

- text can be delivered from a computer to the 
world in different ways and differ depending on 
the programing languages 

"=----- . ~ ... ,.,-::.:J.::--
~ ---- ~ 

.ii:·--: 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done by using the programing 
language Python 
-must have the PythOn software downloaded 

and a developmenta l environment 
• examples of integrated development 

environments are jGrasp , Eclipse and Visual 
Studio C ode 

• can also use an on line environment which 
does not need to be downloaded such as 
repUt 

I Coding Corn.r: TM,• ar• a round 7001:ep,arat• pro!iJrarrir,gl.angua~s. I 
,CEV ' 

An Integrated Development 
i------E- n. v. i,_ronment 

• Should be displayed on the screen 
- file browser 
- code editor 
-console where output w ill display 

■ 

Commands 

• Display words to the screen in the console first 
-parenthesis are used to indicate what text the 

programmer wishes to have displayed 
- the text must ti ave qu otation marks around it 

• for example, if a programme, types the command 
print(' Hello WOrld"J, the words 'Hello W:>rld' v,;11 
appear in the console when the p!'ogram is run 

- to run the program, ctickthe button that reads 'Run' 

• 

6/20/2024 
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Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 

Creating Outputs 
To create a simple text output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
several variations to change how the data is displayed. Below are examples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several d ifferent scenarios. Keep in mind 
when creating text output, the code in green is what wi ll be displayed for the user_ 

It Basic t"xt outpu using the pr·in unction 
p ( "Hello WorldH ) 

# Specific info1 nation with text explain what the information s hws 
name "Tin" 
food -= "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , n, ,e, "Favorite Food:", :,od) 

# Fo1 att ng specif .. c results of a funct; ;.m 
numl 7 
nu 2 
~u resul - nu ,.. num2 

( f"The su11 of {numl} and {num2} is {su11_result}. " ) 

# Multiple ite 1s in ;:i text dis ,lny 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Ma ybe" 

( "For this example x , y, and z represent 

P roperly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 

X, y, z) 

When creating text output, it is imponant to make sure the user will uooerstand what is 
being displayed. Property labeling output is an importa nt part of visual representation 
arld can make oode more user-friendly. Below are a few examples of labels to make 
the code easier to read and understarld. 

# The labels 'Name' am 'Favorite Food' make the display more clear 
and help define what the terrrs relate to 
namt! -= "Ti11" 
food "Pizza" 

{"NaA1e:" , name, "Favorite Food:H , ood) 

Standard Fo rmatting Styles 
Formatting styles can vary depending on what the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the coding standards of a business or organizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style Guide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm and Docstring Conventions . The coding examples given in th is handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide , wtlich is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The code to create a vector graphic using lines ts shown below. This code uses 
matplotlib to create this shape 

import ,atplotllb.pyplot as plt 

# Declde what figure you wi.11 create and the axis 
ig, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
xl, y .1 1 , 1 
X2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , S 

ff Draw each L 1es 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], label 'Line 1' ,color ' blue· , linewidth- 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3]. ·y2, y3]. label 'Line 2' ,color 'red' , linestyle •-
' , linewidtr 2 ) 

# Set the labels or each line and itles 
ax. set_xlabel {•X-axis' ) 
ax. set_ylabel{ 'Y-axis· ) 
ax.set_ -title( ' Simple Vector Graphics with Lines ' ) 

# Add the le~end 
ax. legend() 

# Show thP plo-t 
plt.show() 

Simple Vecto r Graphics Us ing Circ les 
An e xample code to cre ate a vector graph ic using circles is s hown below. This code 
uses matplotlib to create the shape. 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# In this e .. ample, putting the in ·or ation that is calcu..1.ated in a 
entence helps convey what func .ion was per ·o, ned 

numl 7 
num2 4 
sum result numl + nu 12 

· { f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {su11_result} " ) 

Add ng labels hat show w 1a1 x, y, arid z correlate akes the display 
e, ier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 
{"For this exampl e x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

# Add.1ng un.1ts w ,en displaying speci ic infer iat.wn can also make text 
disp ays ort! clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 
p ( f"Loaded Weight : {numl}lbs Unloaded Weight: {num2}lbs" ) 

# When there are several type~ ot c plex infornation being displayed, 
descr ptive labels .ar help clt!ar my confus oo 
name "Benjamin" 
nu Jer 4 
tr;:in<;;:ictions B 

( f"Customer: (name)" ) 
( f"Customer Number for Deceinber : {number}" ) 
{f"Nunber of Transactioo for Nove11ber: {transactions}" ) 

Interactive Input Interfac es 
When creat ing interactive input interfaces with releva nt us e r prompts to acquire data 
from a use r, it is important the code is readable a nd easy to understand. This code 
requires informat ion from the user to d isplay a cenain message or action. An exa mple 
of a code that requires user input is shown below. 

1t The prOll'lpt bdoi., asks for i,1puts fro the user to displ.iy a welco,,e 
111essage 
name • inpu ( "Enter your naf'oe:" ) 

tt N\ w he text will b~ displayt!d with the information that thi:! user 
added 

ff Decide what "igure you wL... ·ente ind thtc nxis 
ng, a· plt. subplots{) 

ff Def ... ne the circle par •ter·s 
circlel plt.Circle((l , 1 ). 0.5, edgecolor- 'blue ' , facecolo1 ' none' , 
linewidth- 2 , lab •l 'Circle 1' ) 
circle2 p ... t.C_ ·cle( 3 , 2). 0 . 8 , edgecolor 'red' , f;:icecolor 'nooe' , 
linew d h 2, lat, ... 'Circle 2' ) 

tt Add he c "Cles to he ax s 
ax .add __ patch( circlel) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Set the labels for each 1 ·ne and t-itles 
ax. set_ xlabel ( ' x - axis ' 
ax. set _ _ylabel ( 'Y-axis' ) 
ax. set __ title{ 'Siliple Vector Graphics with Circles· ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legPnd() 

rt St!t he aspect r·atio to e11sure tt!1 "t!presentation 
ax. legend( · equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

# Show the plot 
pl1 show() 

Simp le Vector Graphics Using Rectangles 
An example code to c reate a vector g raphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matplotlib to create th e shape 

import atplotlib pyplot as plt 
import atplotlib.patches as patches 

# Decide what -figure you will reate and the axis 
fig, ax plt.subplots{) 

# 0€f .1ne the re tangle par imeters 
rectl - pc1tches.Rectangle((l, 1 ), 2, 3, edge,olor· 'bl ue' , 
fac:t!color 'nont!' , .int!width 2 , label 'Rectangl e 1' ) 
rect2 patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1 - 5~ 2.5 edgecolor ' red ' , 
facecolor- 'none' , h 1ewidth 2, label 'Rectangle 2' ) 
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# Adl +-he re ·t.ingles to +-he 1xi 
a, aUd_p f (rei tl, 
ax.add_pat :h(re1 t21 

# Set ~he labe s or each line nd titles 
.ix set _xl; Jel( 'X•axis ' 
ax set _yla□el . 'Y•axis' 
ax set_ i le( 'Siinple Vector Graphics with Rectangles' ) 

ff Add 1:he le w11d 
ax.legend() 

# Set the a! pe,·t 1ti.o to en ,ure b~ e, represent:it.on 
ax legend( 'equal· , 1djustal le 'box' ) 

tt Show h f .11 t 
pl ;() 

Matp!otlib is a widely-used library for creating static, animated and interact ive 
visualizations. This example will showcase the inputs, outputs and data display for a 
line, circle or rectangle. 

# d lor-PY 

"'"'Dialog-style application. """ 

import sys 
fror, PyQt6 .QtWidg:ets import ( 

QApplication, 
QDi.ilog, 
QDialogButtonBox, 
QFormlayout, 
QlineEdi t, 
QVBoxlayr)Ut-

class Window i;pialog) 
def _init_( ,e ~) 

() _in t- (parent None) 

---iCE.V-..,.,.,.--"'--.,.- ...,- .u-,-----------

- .- .01ffl'l!SMl."Cl:V11til'J_TXf'.-.,()t_\l'f1=-'_1Xf'24_...._"'1:~ - •- Charac,.,_Alt_ 

Character Art 
Activity Overview: 
You will create a program using Unicode characters, keyboard characters and output 
commands to create and properly label a display output. 

Directions: 
1. Collect a sheet of gridded paper from your instructor. This will help organize the 

character placement for the character art. 

2. Design a character on the gridded paper you would like to print out on the computer 
screen. 
• Example 

I\ I\ 
I "A) . ~. 

3. Use the gridded paper as a map to determine where each character goes 

4. Using your knowledge of outputting characters and strings in Python, write the code 
to output your personal character creation. 

5. Run the program, check for errors and write a paragraph explaining how you 
created and properly labeled an output 

6. Turn in the completed activity based on your instructor's directions 

---;av'"-""·"'•"'c~"•"°•;c'"--,-,."'lLC,-----------
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Escape Sequences 

• Are a sequence of characters used to 

output special characters 
- forced return . tab and sing le or double quotes 

• Contain string data, a sequence of 
characters 

,cev 

- it might be the case the prog ram will need to 
force a key press from the keyboard 

• the programmer must include a command that 
instructs the computer to perform th e operation 

Escape Sequence Example 

• May include: 

,CEV 

-if the print statement is too long and needs to 
be broken up when displayed, \n would be 
used to indicate ·go to the next line· or force a 
return 

- to display "Hello" on a separate line from 
~world " use print("Hello\nWorld") 

. ...... ~-. >. Co,,oolA• 

, ,,,.,,._,,_:::::i , -
2 or \J\t (·11t1101~ 

ln•y--•- '"""'"' 

6/20/2024 

Quotation Marks 

• Which need to appear in the output can be 
done by using \" 

,cev 

-when there Is no backslash before the 
quotation mark, they do not show up in the 
output 

, t••z -- ···· ....... ..,.,,.. .. 
u.i"4\·outpu1s t~~U011tionmo, U 

Character Sequences 

• Can include: 

I\' 
\" 

Single qUQte. Example: p1int("She s.iid.l"Helo\' Way') I 
Double quote. Exa(TJlle: print{'She ~JO. \"Helo\" todayl 

New line. Ex.illµe: print("Hallo\nW:lrld) I 
I 

,cev 
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Unicode Character Encoding 

• Is an extension of ASCII (American 
Standard Code for lnformalion 
Interchange) 

'°"' 

-allows programmers to inc lude a multitude of 
symbOls and characters in all languages 

- the tag is generally \u followed by ttle Unicode 
value 

Unicode Character Example 

• Can include 
- \u00f7, which is a symbol that denotes the 

d ivided by character 
-in the code editor, type printr5 \u00f7 2 = 2.5") 

I pr(nt("S\ ..... 02•2.s' I 

~ ,, 

The Showinfo Method 

• Will provide a basic dialog box, a title on 
the top of the box, a lightbulb icon on the 
left and an OK button 

'°"' 

-to achieve this box type in the command 
tk.showinfo() in all lowercase letters 

• two arguments can be added separated by a 
comma and both written with quotation marks 
surrounding each of the string arguments 

• the first argument is the title oo the box and tile 
second argument is the text in the box 
-tk.showinfo("My pop up box' , "Hello \Norlcf) 

The Showinfo Method 

• Can include a third argument to change the 
special icon 
-fOf example, adding a third parameter inside of 

the parentheses after "Hello World" insert a 
comma and type icon equals quote error quote 

1,"::c.-::::c~·=,., ____ - ~ ..::.-4 
- the premade icons are: 

• 'error' Q 
• 'info' ..._ 
• 'question '& 
• 'warning' ~ 

6/20/2024 
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Dialog Boxes 

• Are Graphic User Interfaces like tkinter 
class 
-tkinter is a common Python graphics package 
- to display text as output in a dialog box in 

Python. a class called tk.inter.messaget>ox 
must De imPorted 

• this is a separate program 

~ I 
...:...J 
lilllllil 

Tkinter Package 

• Once imported can use the showinfo 
method 

- takes two arguments, the title of the box and 
the text that will be displayed in the box 

- the code would s tart with the keyword import 
followed tkinter.messagebox 

. ..... , ....... , · ' e<_I 1.._-: Tho ____ ., 

rCoding Comer: lf_the corrmand ii- folol'led with the. keyword ·u · the 1 
c~ss ll f11$1l a nicimamo ll(e tk thal \lOU ,::anuso 

Printing Text to a File 

• Can be done by importing the sys package, 
opening a 'write' file and printing directly to 
the file 
-the process involves the commands 'with', 

'open' and file 

Printing Text to a File 

• Starts by typing import sys, then hit enter to 
advance to the next line 

- the next line of code will start with the word 
'w ith ' followed by a space and the word open 

- open is a command that takes two arguments 
so after the word open, type the opening 
parenthesis 

• the first argument is the full name of the file 
and must be in quotations 

6/20/2024 
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Printing Text to a File 

• Includes: 

'°"' 

- adding a comma before entering the second 
argument 

-the second argument specifies the type of fi le 
as read or write in quotation marks 

• lowercase letter w denotes a write file and the 
lowercase letter r indicates a read only file 

- the fi le can be named for eirnmple 'myfile' 

Printing Text to a File 

• Includes: 
-hit enter after typing this line 
-the file is now ready to be printed 

• use the print command, but add a second 
argument specifying the text wanted in the file 

- print("Hello world'. file = myfile) 

~ " 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done using repl.it 

'°"' 

- users must create an account to save 
programs 

• can be done by clicking the button in the upper 
r ight corner that reads, "Sign up• 

• to begin a new program, click on the 'Create' 
button on the left of the page which will display 
the Template and Title dialog boxes 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done using repl.1t 
- users must create an account to save 

programs 
• select ~Python~ from the Template drop down 

menu and type in a title in the textbox under 
the word, '"Title" 

• cl ick on the button 
at the bottom right 
of the screen that 
reads, 
·create Repl" 

~- =.-:: ----- . 
i" 
K--- . ·--

6/20/2024 
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Programing Languages 

• Provide commands allowing programmers 
to print words and phrases to the computer 
monitor 

- text can be delivered from a computer to the 
world in different ways and differ depending on 
the programing languages 

"=----- . ~ ... ,.,-::.:J.::--
~ ---- ~ 

.ii:·--: 

Printing Display Text 

• Can be done by using the programing 
language Python 
-must have the PythOn software downloaded 

and a developmenta l environment 
• examples of integrated development 

environments are jGrasp , Eclipse and Visual 
Studio C ode 

• can also use an on line environment which 
does not need to be downloaded such as 
repUt 

I Coding Corn.r: TM,• ar• a round 7001:ep,arat• pro!iJrarrir,gl.angua~s. I 
,CEV ' 

An Integrated Development 
i------E- n. v. i,_ronment 

• Should be displayed on the screen 
- file browser 
- code editor 
-console where output w ill display 

■ 

Commands 

• Display words to the screen in the console first 
-parenthesis are used to indicate what text the 

programmer wishes to have displayed 
- the text must ti ave qu otation marks around it 

• for example, if a programme, types the command 
print(' Hello WOrld"J, the words 'Hello W:>rld' v,;11 
appear in the console when the p!'ogram is run 

- to run the program, ctickthe button that reads 'Run' 

• 

6/20/2024 
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Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 

Creating Outputs 
To create a simple text output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
several variations to change how the data is displayed. Below are examples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several d ifferent scenarios. Keep in mind 
when creating text output, the code in green is what wi ll be displayed for the user_ 

It Basic t"xt outpu using the pr·in unction 
p ( "Hello WorldH ) 

# Specific info1 nation with text explain what the information s hws 
name "Tin" 
food -= "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , n, ,e, "Favorite Food:", :,od) 

# Fo1 att ng specif .. c results of a funct; ;.m 
numl 7 
nu 2 
~u resul - nu ,.. num2 

( f"The su11 of {numl} and {num2} is {su11_result}. " ) 

# Multiple ite 1s in ;:i text dis ,lny 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Ma ybe" 

( "For this example x , y, and z represent 

P roperly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 

X, y, z) 

When creating text output, it is imponant to make sure the user will uooerstand what is 
being displayed. Property labeling output is an importa nt part of visual representation 
arld can make oode more user-friendly. Below are a few examples of labels to make 
the code easier to read and understarld. 

# The labels 'Name' am 'Favorite Food' make the display more clear 
and help define what the terrrs relate to 
namt! -= "Ti11" 
food "Pizza" 

{"NaA1e:" , name, "Favorite Food:H , ood) 

Standard Fo rmatting Styles 
Formatting styles can vary depending on what the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the coding standards of a business or organizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style Guide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm and Docstring Conventions . The coding examples given in th is handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide , wtlich is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The code to create a vector graphic using lines ts shown below. This code uses 
matplotlib to create this shape 

import ,atplotllb.pyplot as plt 

# Declde what figure you wi.11 create and the axis 
ig, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
xl, y .1 1 , 1 
X2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , S 

ff Draw each L 1es 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], label 'Line 1' ,color ' blue· , linewidth- 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3]. ·y2, y3]. label 'Line 2' ,color 'red' , linestyle •-
' , linewidtr 2 ) 

# Set the labels or each line and itles 
ax. set_xlabel {•X-axis' ) 
ax. set_ylabel{ 'Y-axis· ) 
ax.set_ -title( ' Simple Vector Graphics with Lines ' ) 

# Add the le~end 
ax. legend() 

# Show thP plo-t 
plt.show() 

Simple Vecto r Graphics Us ing Circ les 
An e xample code to cre ate a vector graph ic using circles is s hown below. This code 
uses matplotlib to create the shape. 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# In this e .. ample, putting the in ·or ation that is calcu..1.ated in a 
entence helps convey what func .ion was per ·o, ned 

numl 7 
num2 4 
sum result numl + nu 12 

· { f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {su11_result} " ) 

Add ng labels hat show w 1a1 x, y, arid z correlate akes the display 
e, ier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 
{"For this exampl e x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

# Add.1ng un.1ts w ,en displaying speci ic infer iat.wn can also make text 
disp ays ort! clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 
p ( f"Loaded Weight : {numl}lbs Unloaded Weight: {num2}lbs" ) 

# When there are several type~ ot c plex infornation being displayed, 
descr ptive labels .ar help clt!ar my confus oo 
name "Benjamin" 
nu Jer 4 
tr;:in<;;:ictions B 

( f"Customer: (name)" ) 
( f"Customer Number for Deceinber : {number}" ) 
{f"Nunber of Transactioo for Nove11ber: {transactions}" ) 

Interactive Input Interfac es 
When creat ing interactive input interfaces with releva nt us e r prompts to acquire data 
from a use r, it is important the code is readable a nd easy to understand. This code 
requires informat ion from the user to d isplay a cenain message or action. An exa mple 
of a code that requires user input is shown below. 

1t The prOll'lpt bdoi., asks for i,1puts fro the user to displ.iy a welco,,e 
111essage 
name • inpu ( "Enter your naf'oe:" ) 

tt N\ w he text will b~ displayt!d with the information that thi:! user 
added 

ff Decide what "igure you wL... ·ente ind thtc nxis 
ng, a· plt. subplots{) 

ff Def ... ne the circle par •ter·s 
circlel plt.Circle((l , 1 ). 0.5, edgecolor- 'blue ' , facecolo1 ' none' , 
linewidth- 2 , lab •l 'Circle 1' ) 
circle2 p ... t.C_ ·cle( 3 , 2). 0 . 8 , edgecolor 'red' , f;:icecolor 'nooe' , 
linew d h 2, lat, ... 'Circle 2' ) 

tt Add he c "Cles to he ax s 
ax .add __ patch( circlel) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Set the labels for each 1 ·ne and t-itles 
ax. set_ xlabel ( ' x - axis ' 
ax. set _ _ylabel ( 'Y-axis' ) 
ax. set __ title{ 'Siliple Vector Graphics with Circles· ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legPnd() 

rt St!t he aspect r·atio to e11sure tt!1 "t!presentation 
ax. legend( · equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

# Show the plot 
pl1 show() 

Simp le Vector Graphics Using Rectangles 
An example code to c reate a vector g raphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matplotlib to create th e shape 

import atplotlib pyplot as plt 
import atplotlib.patches as patches 

# Decide what -figure you will reate and the axis 
fig, ax plt.subplots{) 

# 0€f .1ne the re tangle par imeters 
rectl - pc1tches.Rectangle((l, 1 ), 2, 3, edge,olor· 'bl ue' , 
fac:t!color 'nont!' , .int!width 2 , label 'Rectangl e 1' ) 
rect2 patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1 - 5~ 2.5 edgecolor ' red ' , 
facecolor- 'none' , h 1ewidth 2, label 'Rectangle 2' ) 
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Add +he rect.1ngles to .+:he c1xis 
ax. add_patch ( rectl) 
ax. add_patch ( rect2) 

ft Set the labels fo1 e; ch line and titles 
ax. set_xlabel( 'X-axis ' ) 
ax. set_ylabel ( ' Y-axis' ) 
ax .set_title( 'Si1nple Vector Graphics with Rectangles' ) 

ff Add the lEc'~end 
ax.legend() 

# Set the a'. pee ratio to en ;ure b1!tter representation 
ax.legend( 'equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

ff Show the plot 
plt.sh lW(. 

Matplotlib is a widely-used library for creating static, animated and interactive 
visualizations. This example will showcase the inputs, outputs and data display for a 
line. circle or rectangle 

# dialog.py 

"""Dialog-style applic.ition . " "" 

import sys 
from PyQt6 .QtWidgets import 

QApplication, 
QDi.ilog, 
QDialogButtonBox, 
QFormlayout, 
QLineEdit, 
QVBoxlayout, 

class Window (QDialog }. 
def _init_(self) 

() _init __ (parent None ) 

---i~ .. "'-_ ..... "' ..... ""-............. ~ .. ,-----------
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Hardware Inputs 

• Are the physical components of a computer 
• Are used to input data, commands or both into 
a computer 

• Can include; 
- keyboard 
-mouse 
- microphone 
- webcam 
-touchpad 
- too ch screen 
- copier/scanner 
-buttons 

Software Inputs 

• Are programs and operating systems 
running on a computer 

- provide the interface through which a user can 
give commands and perform tasks 

• Can also take input in the form of data flow 
-moving sequence of infOfmation that is 
directed to a specific action 

• Can include software applications such as: 
- Windows 1oru 
- Adobe Photoshop® 
- Google Chrome1 u 

Widget 

• Examples include: 

<:EV 

- Python and the PyQt framework versus Java 
and the Java Swing toolkit 

- each will give the Ul's created a distinct 
appearance 

□Python 

- . 

PyQt Framework 

• Can develop two types of GUI desktop 
applications 

-main window-sty le application 
(QMainWindow) 

- d ialog-style application (QDialog) 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Computer Inputs 

• Differ based on the computer language 
being used =.-_.r,.., __ , 

- languages can inc lude ,,.,._,..,,. •.• _ > 

• Python 
• Java 

1
~ ing Co~r: The Int Pf09"l'rmling language wu ca~ d FORTRAN,~ I 

aces 

• Are a form of software input 
• Allows users to interact with digital devices 
through graphical elements such as icons, 
buttons and windows 

• May differ depending on the programming 
language being used 

- a widget set provided by the programing 
language or framework will change the 
appearance 

• a widget is a basic building block for a UI s uch 
as a button or a text field 

QDialog 

• Is created by a dialog window or a stand
alone window 

- always an independent window 
- a dialog w ith a parent w ill disp lay centered on 

top of the parent widget 
• will share the parent's task bar entry 

- dialog w indows are commonly used in main 
window-style app lications for blief 
communication and interaction w ith the user 

QDialog Example 

• Includes: 
- line 16 defining a Window dass for the app's GUI 

by inheriting from QDialog 
- line 18 calls the parent dasses 
-line 19 sets the window title 
- line 20 assigns a QVBoxl ayout object to 

dialogl ayout 
-line 21 assigris a QForml ayout object to 

formlayout 

6/20/2024 

6/20 /2024 
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QDialog Example 1' 

• Includes; 
-line 22 to 25 add widgets from the formlayout 
- line 26 calls .addlayout() on dialogl ayout 
- line 27 defines a button box 
- line 28 to 31 add two standard buttons (Okay and 

Cancel} 
-line 32 adds the button to the dialog by calling 

.addWidget() 

~ " 

VISUAL 
PRESENTATION: 

Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 
Creating Outputs 

6/20/2024 

To create a simple text output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
severa l variations to change how the data is d isplayed. Below are examples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several different scenarios. Keep in mind 
when creating text output, the code in green is what wi11 be displayed for the user. 

It Basi<.: text output using t 1e pr·int unc, .Lon 
p, ( "Hello World" ) 

It Spe ific info1 roation with text explain hat the information shwc; 
n e "Tir·t 
fol)d "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , name, "Favorite Food:", "ood) 

# For att..1ng specific results of <l function 
numl 7 
nu 12 
su . resul nu + rium2 

- ( f"The su111 of {numl} and {num2} is {su111_result}. " ) 

# Multiple ite is 1n u text display 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

Properly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 
W hen creating text output, it is important to make sure the user wi11 understand what is 
being displayed. Property labeling output is an important part of visual representation 
arld can make code more user-friendly. Below are a few examples of labels to make 
the code easier to read and understand. 

# The lab1>ls 'Name' and 'Favor ce Food' make ~he display more clear 
and help def ~ne what the terms relate to 
na e "Tiri" 
food "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , name, "Favorite Food:" , ood) 

# [n ti 1s exilmple, putting the inforn,ation thut i: calculated in a 
entence helps convey what function was per m ned 

numl 7 
num2 4 
sum resuh numl + nu 12 

- ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {sun_result} " ) 

~ Add ng labels .hat show wl1at x, y, arid z correlate makes the di.splay 
easier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

# Add..1ng un..1ts wlien displaying sped ic inforll'lat~on can also make text 
disp .... ays 'IOre clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 

( f"Loaded Weight: {numl}lbs Unloaded Weight: {num2}lbs" ) 

# When there are several types of complex information being lisplayed, 
descr..1pt..i.ve labels _ar, help clear my confusion 
name "Benjamin" 
ru 1ber 4 
transuc· ion. 13 

( f"Customer: (name)") 
{f"Customer Numbi!r for Decelllber: {number}" } 
{ f"Nullber of Transactioo for Nove.iber: {transactions}" ) 

Inte racti ve Input Interfaces 
When creating interactive input interfaces with relevant user prompts to acquire data 
from a user, it is important the code is readable and easy to understand. This code 
requires informat ion from the user to d isplay a certain message or action. An example 
of a code that requires user input is shown below. 

11 The pre,,,pt Jelow asks or i.1puts roll the user to display a WbCOfie 
es sage 

name • inpu . ( "Enter your narie:" ) 

It Now the text will be db.played w .... th the 1.nfurmation that the user 
added 
Dr ( f"Welcome {name}!") 
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Standard Fo rmatting Styles 
Formatting st yles can vary depending on w hat the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the coding standards of a business or organizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style Guide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm and Docstring Conventions. The coding examples given in th is handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide, wtlich is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The code to create a vector graphic using lines is shown below. This code uses 
matplotlib to create this shape 

i mport ,atplotllb.pyplot as plt 

# Declde what figure you wi.11 create and the axis 
ig, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
xl, y J. 1 , 1 
X2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , S 

It Draw each L 1es 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], label ' Line 1' ,color ' blue· , linewidth- 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3]. ·y2, y3]. label- 'Line 2' ,color 'red' , linestyle •-
' , linewidtr 2 ) 

# Set the labels or each line and --:itles 
ax. set_xlabel ( •X-axis' ) 
ax. set_ylabel( 'Y -axis · ) 
ax.set_ -title( ' Simple Vector Graphics with Lines ' ) 

# Add the le~end 
ax. legend() 

# Show thP plot
plt. show() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Circles 
An example code to create a vector graphic using circles is shown be low. This code 
uses matp lotlib to create the shape. 

i mport matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# Adl +-he re ·t.ingles to +-he 1xi 
a, aUd_p f (rei tl, 
ax.add_pat :h(re1 t21 

# Set ~he labe s or each line nd titles 
ax set _xl; Jel( ' X-axis' 
ax set _ylaoel . ' Y-axis' 
ax set_ i le( 'Siinple Vector Graphics with Rectangles' ) 

ff Add 1:he le w11d 
ax.legend() 

# Set the a! pe,·t 1ti.o to en ,ure b~ e, represent:it.on 
ax legend( ' equal· , 1djustal LP 'box' ) 

tt Show h f .11 t 
pl ;() 

Matp!otlib is a w idely-used library for creat ing stat ic, an imated and interact ive 
visualizations. Th is example will showcase the inputs, outputs and data display for a 
line, circle or rectangle. 

# d lor-PY 

"'"'Dialog-style application. """ 

import sys 
fror, PyQt6 .QtWidg:ets i mport ( 

QApplication, 
QDialog, 
QDialogButtonBox, 
QFormlayout, 
QLineEdi t, 
QVBoxlayr)Ut-

class Window i;pialog) 
def _init_( ,e -f) 

() _in ,. (parent None) 

---iCE.V-..,.,.,.--"'--.,.- ...,- .u-,-----------
tirpo j/lilu ..,.._.,,i,o_c,::mt,tnK:EV7"620_V2_HTh'lJCEV71&20_\/1._MTl4._9'-rU•,n:t:M_._lnp.A, _O.kMA•_ai<I....Dat.>_D,>Pla)"- Ex"".::l<•.hl-,, 

ff Decide what ·1gure you wL... ·eate ind thtc axis 
ng, a· plt. !>Ubplots() 

rt Def ... ne the circle par ,ten: 
circlel plt.Circle((l , 1 ), 0 . 5 , edgecolor- 'blue ' , facecolo1 'none' , 
linewidth- 2 , lab •l 'Circle l' ) 
circle2 p ... t.C_ ·cle( 3 , 2 ). 0 . 8 , edgecolor 'red' , facecolor ' nooe' , 
linewd1h 2, lat, ... 'Circle 2' ) 

tt Add he c "Cle!> to he ax s 
ax .add __ patch( circle!) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Set the labels for each 1 ·ne and t-itles 
ax. set_ xlabel ( 'x-axis ' 
ax. !>et _ _ylabel ( 'Y-axis' ) 
ax. set __ title{ 'Sbiple Vector Graphics with Circles· ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legPnd() 

rt Set he aspect r·atio to e11sure te1 ·epresentation 
ax. legend( · equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

# Show the plot 
pl1 ,show() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Rectangles 
An example code to create a vector graphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matptotlib to create the shape 

i mport atplotlib pyplot a s plt 
i mport atplotlib.patches as patches 

# Decide what -figure you will reate and the axis 
fig, ax plt.subplots() 

# 0€f J.ne the re ·tangle par imeters 
rectl - pc1tches.Rectangle((l , 1 ), 2, 3, edge,olor· ' blue' , 
fac:t:!color ' none' , .inewidth 2, label 'Rectangle 1' ) 
rect2 patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1-5~ 2.5 edgecolor ' red' , 
facecolor- ' none' , h 1ewidth 2 , label 'Rectangle 2 ' ) 
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

-this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

fCEV 

6/20/2024 

Standardized Programming 
Stvle 

• Example: 

ICEV 

-this Python code provides comments. 
descriptive identifiers, wh~e space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand, both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the futu re 

fCEV 

6120/2024 
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Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calculate_d iscount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

6/2012024 
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Internal Comments 

•Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found a fter the# 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 
easy to read and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

- the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they are not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

~ Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

6/20/2024 
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Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefiningthe !.tructi.veot-11 co<:1ing ~ uageincW N;l~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- discount_amount 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style ~ 

• Include 

ICEV 

- this code adheres to the follo wing conventions 
and guidelines: 

• variable names use snake_case and are 
descriptive 

• function names use snake_case and have a b rief 
description of IOOr purpose in a docstring 

• class names use Camel Case 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capita lizing the first letter of each 
word, except the firs t word 

• Examples include: 
-camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

6/20/2024 
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

-coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi ri,g E)(ooickls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. , J 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and fol lows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
- "customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and ·customer~ 

~ ~ TE IJ&eth&Codi119 E)(001ckl:11Student l b ridouti rr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the COdi ~ E)(ooi~lcs S~nl HaridOlJ tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

6/2012024 
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Standardized Programming Style 1" 

•Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
~ TE U&111h&Codi119E)(001ckl:11 Stuck-n1 lbridOU1tlr ra'oranc11:11 ,J 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
-increasing understanding of code 
-describing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
-adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a different use 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function o r other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of ttie code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functiona lity of the code by: 

-providing descriptions when the code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of co-de which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
maintain 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
-unclear 

"""' 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

- the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
w hich lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
- extra or inconsistent indentation 
- inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or labs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
-grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• He lps to make the code easie r to read and 
understand, both for the person w ho wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help lo prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code v iolates the rules o f a 
programming language·s syntax 

• Refers to an e rror which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r_Ue-sdefininglh~llirocture ot a codi'lg IMguage inLl!d ng ale I 
punclu.J(lOn, v.•cw-:;s. and symb:>ls 

ICEV " 
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Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- discount_amount 

"""' 

Camel Case 

•Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

• Includes: 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

- this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 
guidelines: 

• variable names us-e snake case and are 
descriptive 

• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 
description of t~ r purpose" in a docs Iring 

• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h& Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

• Includes· 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

-this code adheres to the following conventiOns and 
guidelines 

• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. &ructure. with lou
spaces used for each level of indentalioo 

• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 
c' different parts of th& code 

• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

11 

6/20/2024 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to define a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capital letter a nd ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slid e 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def checlc_formatting(filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error : ", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "'Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[l]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting i s correct !"' ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 
# This i s a comment. Comments are used t o explain the purpose 
and funct i on of different parts of t he code . 
# I n Python , comments are preceded by the pound symbol (# ) . 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a docstring. 
def calculate_discount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpoJ'lileo;u,,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1'·~_VZ_HHltx'N71509_vi_HTMl_ScuderLi-un"""'-•-Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 
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'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage."'" ' 

discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age = 30 

def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _init _ (self, nameJ age): 

self. name = name 
self.age = age 

White Space , Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# This function uses white space to indent the code 
•>Jithin the function block. 

greeting = "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space is also used to separate the function 
definition from the rest of the code. 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet( "Bob" ) 

Proper Fo rmatting & Sty le Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments are used to explain the purpose 
and function of different parts of the code. 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#}. 

# Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age -= 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a doest ring. 
def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 

'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount = price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

# Class names should use Came lease. 
class Customer : 

def _init_ (self, nameJ age): 
self. name = name 
self.age -= age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return self_ age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25) 
price .. 100 
discount_amount = calculate_discount ( price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price = price - discount_amount 

( "Total price:" , total_price) 

# Blank lines can be used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read. 
customer "' Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" ~ customer. get_name(}) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer. get_age()) 

---;~ ,-°"-...,""","'""""'""•-""""· .,.,~,-,-----------
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

- this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calcu late_discount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Standardized Programming 
Style 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- this Python code provides comments, 
descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

Interna l Comments 

• Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 

easy to read and understand 
• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 

and to group statements together 

6/20/2024 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefining the !.tructi.v eot -11co<::1ing ~ uageincWN;l ~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

ICEV 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

-the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they a re not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functioris and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first lette r of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

ICEV 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

6/20/2024 
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Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style 1' 

• Include 

ICEV 

- this code adhe res to the following convent ions 
and guidelines: 

• variable names use snake_ case and are 
descriptive 

• function names use snake_case and have a b rief 
description of tOOr purpose in a docstring 

• class names use Camel Case 

Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

- coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/20/ 2024 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
St le 1' 

• Includes 
- this code adheres to the fe llowing corwent ions and 

guidelines 
• inde ntatk:in is used to indicate block Mructure, with four 

spaces used for each level ol indentation 
• comments are used to ei plain the p..,rpose and function 

d diffe<ent parts of the code 
• blank lines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it eas ier to read 

Standardized Programming Style 1' 

• Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
j ~TE Uso t~ Coding Examclos Stuckmt Malldout tor re'of8ncos 

1

] 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readability of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
- increasing understanding of code 
-describ ing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
- adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a di fferent use 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 

10 
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Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
-"customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and · customer~ 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent lbridoutirr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
mainta in 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
- unclear 

ICEV 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
-providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 

- providing descriptions when t he code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or l abs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of the code by: 
- grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/20/2024 
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Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

-the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
which lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
-extra or inconsistent indentation 
-inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

Camel Case 

•Isa naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r.Ue'S defininglh~lliroctureot acodng IMguage inLl!dngale I 
punclu.J(lOn,v.•cw-:;sandsymb:>ls 

ICEV " 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to defi ne a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capita l letter and ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes: 
-this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 

guidelines: 
• variable names us-e snake case and are 

descriptive 
• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 

description of t~r purpose" in a docs Iring 
• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi119 E)(001~kl:11 S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes· 
- th is code adheres to the following conventiOns and 

guidelines 
• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. & ructure, with lou

spaces used for each level o f indentalioo 
• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 

c' different parts of th& code 
• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it easier to read 

"""Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.'""' 

discount __ amount • price (discount _percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 

customer _name C"C "John Smith" 
customer age = 30 

def cal culate_di scount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_anount price • (discount .. percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _ init_ (self, name, age): 

self.name name 
self.age age 

White Space, Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# Thi s function uses white s pace to indent the code 
withi n the funct i on bl ock. 

greeting "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space i s also used to separate the f unction 
def i nit ion f r om the rest of the code . 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet ( "Sob" ) 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments ar e used to expl ain t he purpose 
and funct i on of differ ent par ts of t he code . 
# I n Python, comments a r e preceded by the pound symbol ( #). 

• Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name ,., "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

hllpo ,'.'liles.ic,e,;o,r ,~_c,,m,t,tnl/CEV1"1~ . VZ.HTWlXEV71~.vi.HTML..SclhrU•-"':l<M..·_Codinp_Exarr..o,\oo .ht11 
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Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slide 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def check_formatting (filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error:", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[ l ]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting is correct!" ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 

# Thi s i s a comment . Comments are used t o explain t he purpos e 
and funct i on of different pa rts of t he code . 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#). 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_ca s e and have a brief 
descr iption of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpo:.('lileo;u,.,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1"· ~ . VZ.HHltx'N71509_vi.HTML..Scu<lerLi-un"""'-.•.Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr ce, discount __ percentage): 

'"' "Calculate t he discount amount fo r a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_ amount 

# Cl ass names should use Camel Case . 
class customer : 

def _ init_ (self, name, age): 
self. name name 
self. age age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return sel . age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25} 
price 100 
discount_amount calculate_discount (price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price price discount amount 

( "Total price:" , total __ price) 

# Blank lines can be used t o s eparat e l ogical secti ons of 
code and make it easi er to read . 
customer Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" , customer. get_name()) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer.get __ age()) 

---i~ ,_--,,.,"',,."',,.,,.'_..,... ·"'~,,-----------
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

-this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

fCEV 

6/20/2024 

Standardized Programming 
Stvle 

• Example: 

ICEV 

-this Python code provides comments. 
descriptive identifiers, wh~e space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand, both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the futu re 

fCEV 

6120/2024 
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Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calculate_d iscount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Internal Comments 

• Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the # 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 

easy to read and understand 
• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 

and to group statements together 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

- the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they are not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person w ho wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follow s established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

6/20/2024 
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Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefiningthe !.tructi.veot-11co<:1ing ~ uageincW N;l~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- discount_amount 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style 1' 

• Include 

ICEV 

- th is code adheres to the follo wing conventions 

and guidelines: 
• variable names use snake_ case and are 

descriptive 
• function names use snake_ case and have a b rief 

description cf IOOr purpose in a docstring 
• class names use Camel Case 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capita lizing the first letter of each 
word, except the firs t word 

• Examples include: 
-camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
St le 1' 

• Includes 
- this code adheres to the fe llowing conventions and 

guidelines 
• inde ntatk:in is used to indicate block Mructure, with four 

spaces used for each level ol indentation 
• comments are used to ei plain the p..,rpose and function 

d diffl'l'i'ent parts of the code 
• blank lines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it easier to read 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

-coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi ri,g E)(ooickls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. , J 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and fol lows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
- "customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and ·customer~ 

~ ~ TE IJ&eth&Codi119 E)(001ckl:11Student l b ridouti rr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the COdi ~ E)(ooi~lcs S~nl HaridOlJ tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Standardized Programming Style 1" 

•Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
~ TE U&111h&Codi119E)(001ckl:11 Stuck-n1 lbridOU1tlr ra'oranc11:11 ,J 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
-increasing understanding of code 
-describing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
-adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a different use 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function o r other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of ttie code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functiona lity of the code by: 

-providing descriptions when the code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of co-de which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

6/20/2024 
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Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
maintain 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
-unclear 

"""' 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

- the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
w hich lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
- extra or inconsistent indentation 
- inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or labs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
-grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• He lps to make the code easie r to read and 
understand, both for the person w ho wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help lo prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code v iolates the rules o f a 
programming language·s syntax 

• Refers to an e rror which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r_Ue-sdefininglh~llirocture ot a codi'lg IMguage inLl!d ng ale I 
punclu.J(lOn, v.•cw-:;s. and symb:>ls 

ICEV " 
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Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- discount_amount 

"""' 

Camel Case 

•Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

• Includes: 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

- this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 
guidelines: 

• variable names us-e snake case and are 
descriptive 

• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 
description of t~ r purpose" in a docs Iring 

• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h& Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

• Includes· 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

-this code adheres to the following conventiOns and 
guidelines 

• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. &ructure. with lou
spaces used for each level of indentalioo 

• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 
c' different parts of th& code 

• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

11 

6/20/2024 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to define a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capital letter a nd ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slid e 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def checlc_formatting(filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error : ", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "'Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[l]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting i s correct !"' ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 
# This i s a comment. Comments are used t o explain the purpose 
and funct i on of different parts of t he code . 
# I n Python , comments are preceded by the pound symbol (# ) . 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a docstring. 
def calculate_discount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpoJ'lileo;u,,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1'·~_VZ_HHltx'N71509_vi_HTMl_ScuderLi-un"""'-•-Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 
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'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage."'" ' 

discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age = 30 

def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _init _ (self, nameJ age): 

self. name = name 
self.age = age 

White Space , Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# This function uses white space to indent the code 
•>Jithin the function block. 

greeting = "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space is also used to separate the function 
definition from the rest of the code. 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet( "Bob" ) 

Proper Fo rmatting & Sty le Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments are used to explain the purpose 
and function of different parts of the code. 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#}. 

# Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age -= 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a doest ring. 
def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 

'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount = price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

# Class names should use Came lease. 
class Customer : 

def _init_ (self, nameJ age): 
self. name = name 
self.age -= age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return self_ age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25) 
price .. 100 
discount_amount = calculate_discount ( price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price = price - discount_amount 

( "Total price:" , total_price) 

# Blank lines can be used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read. 
customer "' Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" ~ customer. get_name(}) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer. get_age()) 

---;~ ,-°"-...,""","'""""'""•-""""· .,.,~,-,-----------
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

- this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calcu late_discount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Standardized Programming 
Style 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- this Python code provides comments, 
descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

Interna l Comments 

• Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 

easy to read and understand 
• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 

and to group statements together 

6/20/2024 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefining the !.tructi.v eot -11co<::1ing ~ uageincWN;l ~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

ICEV 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

-the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they a re not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functioris and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first lette r of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

ICEV 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

6/20/2024 
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Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style 1' 

• Include 

ICEV 

- this code adhe res to the following convent ions 
and guidelines: 

• variable names use snake_ case and are 
descriptive 

• function names use snake_case and have a b rief 
description of tOOr purpose in a docstring 

• class names use Camel Case 

Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

- coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/20/ 2024 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
St le 1' 

• Includes 
- this code adheres to the fe llowing corwent ions and 

guidelines 
• inde ntatk:in is used to indicate block Mructure, with four 

spaces used for each level ol indentation 
• comments are used to ei plain the p..,rpose and function 

d diffe<ent parts of the code 
• blank lines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it eas ier to read 

Standardized Programming Style 1' 

• Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
j ~TE Uso t~ Coding Examclos Stuckmt Malldout tor re'of8ncos 

1

] 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readability of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
- increasing understanding of code 
-describ ing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
- adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a di fferent use 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 
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Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
-"customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and · customer~ 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent lbridoutirr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
mainta in 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
- unclear 

ICEV 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
-providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 

- providing descriptions when t he code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or l abs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of the code by: 
- grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/20/2024 
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Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

-the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
which lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
-extra or inconsistent indentation 
-inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

Camel Case 

•Isa naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r.Ue'S defininglh~lliroctureot acodng IMguage inLl!dngale I 
punclu.J(lOn,v.•cw-:;sandsymb:>ls 

ICEV " 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to defi ne a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capita l letter and ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes: 
-this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 

guidelines: 
• variable names us-e snake case and are 

descriptive 
• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 

description of t~r purpose" in a docs Iring 
• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi119 E)(001~kl:11 S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes· 
- th is code adheres to the following conventiOns and 

guidelines 
• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. & ructure, with lou

spaces used for each level o f indentalioo 
• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 

c' different parts of th& code 
• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it easier to read 

"""Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.'""' 

discount __ amount • price (discount _percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 

customer _name C"C "John Smith" 
customer age = 30 

def cal culate_di scount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_anount price • (discount .. percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _ init_ (self, name, age): 

self.name name 
self.age age 

White Space, Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# Thi s function uses white s pace to indent the code 
withi n the funct i on bl ock. 

greeting "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space i s also used to separate the f unction 
def i nit ion f r om the rest of the code . 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet ( "Sob" ) 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments ar e used to expl ain t he purpose 
and funct i on of differ ent par ts of t he code . 
# I n Python, comments a r e preceded by the pound symbol ( #). 

• Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name ,., "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

hllpo ,'.'liles.ic,e,;o,r ,~_c,,m,t,tnl/CEV1"1~ . VZ.HTWlXEV71~.vi.HTML..SclhrU•-"':l<M..·_Codinp_Exarr..o,\oo .ht11 

11 

Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slide 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def check_formatting (filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error:", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[ l ]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting is correct!" ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 

# Thi s i s a comment . Comments are used t o explain t he purpos e 
and funct i on of different pa rts of t he code . 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#). 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_ca s e and have a brief 
descr iption of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpo:.('lileo;u,.,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1"· ~ . VZ.HHltx'N71509_vi.HTML..Scu<lerLi-un"""'-.•.Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr ce, discount __ percentage): 

'"' "Calculate t he discount amount fo r a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_ amount 

# Cl ass names should use Camel Case . 
class customer : 

def _ init_ (self, name, age): 
self. name name 
self. age age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return sel . age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25} 
price 100 
discount_amount calculate_discount (price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price price discount amount 

( "Total price:" , total __ price) 

# Blank lines can be used t o s eparat e l ogical secti ons of 
code and make it easi er to read . 
customer Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" , customer. get_name()) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer.get __ age()) 

---i~ ,_--,,.,"',,."',,.,,.'_..,... ·"'~,,-----------

hllpo:.('liles;u,.,,,, , e .G<:mttn11CEV1"·~ . VZ.HHltx'N71509_vi.HTML..Scu<lerLi-un"""'-.•.Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

-this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

fCEV 

6/20/2024 

Standardized Programming 
Stvle 

• Example: 

ICEV 

-this Python code provides comments. 
descriptive identifiers, wh~e space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand, both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the futu re 

fCEV 

6120/2024 
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Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calculate_d iscount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Internal Comments 

• Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the # 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 

easy to read and understand 
• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 

and to group statements together 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

- the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they are not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person w ho wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follow s established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefiningthe !.tructi.veot-11co<:1ing ~ uageincW N;l~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- discount_amount 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style 1' 

• Include 

ICEV 

- th is code adheres to the follo wing conventions 

and guidelines: 
• variable names use snake_ case and are 

descriptive 
• function names use snake_ case and have a b rief 

description cf IOOr purpose in a docstring 
• class names use Camel Case 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capita lizing the first letter of each 
word, except the firs t word 

• Examples include: 
-camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
St le 1' 

• Includes 
- this code adheres to the fe llowing conventions and 

guidelines 
• inde ntatk:in is used to indicate block Mructure, with four 

spaces used for each level ol indentation 
• comments are used to ei plain the p..,rpose and function 

d diffl'l'i'ent parts of the code 
• blank lines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it easier to read 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

-coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi ri,g E)(ooickls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. , J 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and fol lows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
- "customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and ·customer~ 

~ ~ TE IJ&eth&Codi119 E)(001ckl:11Student l b ridouti rr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the COdi ~ E)(ooi~lcs S~nl HaridOlJ tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Standardized Programming Style 1" 

•Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
~ TE U&111h&Codi119E)(001ckl:11 Stuck-n1 lbridOU1tlr ra'oranc11:11 ,J 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
-increasing understanding of code 
-describing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
-adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a different use 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function o r other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of ttie code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functiona lity of the code by: 

-providing descriptions when the code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of co-de which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
maintain 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
-unclear 

"""' 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

- the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
w hich lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
- extra or inconsistent indentation 
- inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or labs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
-grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• He lps to make the code easie r to read and 
understand, both for the person w ho wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help lo prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code v iolates the rules o f a 
programming language·s syntax 

• Refers to an e rror which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r_Ue-sdefininglh~llirocture ot a codi'lg IMguage inLl!d ng ale I 
punclu.J(lOn, v.•cw-:;s. and symb:>ls 

ICEV " 
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Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- discount_amount 

"""' 

Camel Case 

•Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

• Includes: 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

- this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 
guidelines: 

• variable names us-e snake case and are 
descriptive 

• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 
description of t~ r purpose" in a docs Iring 

• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h& Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

• Includes· 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

-this code adheres to the following conventiOns and 
guidelines 

• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. &ructure. with lou
spaces used for each level of indentalioo 

• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 
c' different parts of th& code 

• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

11 

6/20/2024 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to define a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capital letter a nd ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slid e 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def checlc_formatting(filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error : ", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "'Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[l]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting i s correct !"' ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 
# This i s a comment. Comments are used t o explain the purpose 
and funct i on of different parts of t he code . 
# I n Python , comments are preceded by the pound symbol (# ) . 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a docstring. 
def calculate_discount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpoJ'lileo;u,,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1'·~_VZ_HHltx'N71509_vi_HTMl_ScuderLi-un"""'-•-Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 
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'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage."'" ' 

discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age = 30 

def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _init _ (self, nameJ age): 

self. name = name 
self.age = age 

White Space , Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# This function uses white space to indent the code 
•>Jithin the function block. 

greeting = "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space is also used to separate the function 
definition from the rest of the code. 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet( "Bob" ) 

Proper Fo rmatting & Sty le Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments are used to explain the purpose 
and function of different parts of the code. 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#}. 

# Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age -= 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a doest ring. 
def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 

'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount = price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

# Class names should use Came lease. 
class Customer : 

def _init_ (self, nameJ age): 
self. name = name 
self.age -= age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return self_ age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25) 
price .. 100 
discount_amount = calculate_discount ( price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price = price - discount_amount 

( "Total price:" , total_price) 

# Blank lines can be used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read. 
customer "' Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" ~ customer. get_name(}) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer. get_age()) 

---;~ ,-°"-...,""","'""""'""•-""""· .,.,~,-,-----------
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

- this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calcu late_discount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

6/2012024 
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Standardized Programming 
Style 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- this Python code provides comments, 
descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

Interna l Comments 

• Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 

easy to read and understand 
• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 

and to group statements together 

6/20/2024 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefining the !.tructi.v eot -11co<::1ing ~ uageincWN;l ~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

ICEV 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

-the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they a re not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functioris and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first lette r of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

ICEV 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

6/20/2024 
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Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style 1' 

• Include 

ICEV 

- this code adhe res to the following convent ions 
and guidelines: 

• variable names use snake_ case and are 
descriptive 

• function names use snake_case and have a b rief 
description of tOOr purpose in a docstring 

• class names use Camel Case 

Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

- coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/20/ 2024 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
St le 1' 

• Includes 
- this code adheres to the fe llowing corwent ions and 

guidelines 
• inde ntatk:in is used to indicate block Mructure, with four 

spaces used for each level ol indentation 
• comments are used to ei plain the p..,rpose and function 

d diffe<ent parts of the code 
• blank lines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it eas ier to read 

Standardized Programming Style 1' 

• Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
j ~TE Uso t~ Coding Examclos Stuckmt Malldout tor re'of8ncos 

1

] 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readability of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
- increasing understanding of code 
-describ ing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
- adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a di fferent use 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 
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Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
-"customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and · customer~ 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent lbridoutirr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
mainta in 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
- unclear 

ICEV 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
-providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 

- providing descriptions when t he code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or l abs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of the code by: 
- grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/20/2024 
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Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

-the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
which lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
-extra or inconsistent indentation 
-inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

Camel Case 

•Isa naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r.Ue'S defininglh~lliroctureot acodng IMguage inLl!dngale I 
punclu.J(lOn,v.•cw-:;sandsymb:>ls 

ICEV " 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to defi ne a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capita l letter and ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes: 
-this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 

guidelines: 
• variable names us-e snake case and are 

descriptive 
• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 

description of t~r purpose" in a docs Iring 
• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi119 E)(001~kl:11 S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes· 
- th is code adheres to the following conventiOns and 

guidelines 
• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. & ructure, with lou

spaces used for each level o f indentalioo 
• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 

c' different parts of th& code 
• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it easier to read 

"""Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.'""' 

discount __ amount • price (discount _percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 

customer _name C"C "John Smith" 
customer age = 30 

def cal culate_di scount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_anount price • (discount .. percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _ init_ (self, name, age): 

self.name name 
self.age age 

White Space, Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# Thi s function uses white s pace to indent the code 
withi n the funct i on bl ock. 

greeting "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space i s also used to separate the f unction 
def i nit ion f r om the rest of the code . 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet ( "Sob" ) 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments ar e used to expl ain t he purpose 
and funct i on of differ ent par ts of t he code . 
# I n Python, comments a r e preceded by the pound symbol ( #). 

• Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name ,., "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

hllpo ,'.'liles.ic,e,;o,r ,~_c,,m,t,tnl/CEV1"1~ . VZ.HTWlXEV71~.vi.HTML..SclhrU•-"':l<M..·_Codinp_Exarr..o,\oo .ht11 

11 

Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slide 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def check_formatting (filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error:", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[ l ]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting is correct!" ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 

# Thi s i s a comment . Comments are used t o explain t he purpos e 
and funct i on of different pa rts of t he code . 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#). 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_ca s e and have a brief 
descr iption of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpo:.('lileo;u,.,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1"· ~ . VZ.HHltx'N71509_vi.HTML..Scu<lerLi-un"""'-.•.Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr ce, discount __ percentage): 

'"' "Calculate t he discount amount fo r a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_ amount 

# Cl ass names should use Camel Case . 
class customer : 

def _ init_ (self, name, age): 
self. name name 
self. age age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return sel . age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25} 
price 100 
discount_amount calculate_discount (price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price price discount amount 

( "Total price:" , total __ price) 

# Blank lines can be used t o s eparat e l ogical secti ons of 
code and make it easi er to read . 
customer Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" , customer. get_name()) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer.get __ age()) 

---i~ ,_--,,.,"',,."',,.,,.'_..,... ·"'~,,-----------

hllpo:.('liles;u,.,,,, , e .G<:mttn11CEV1"·~ . VZ.HHltx'N71509_vi.HTML..Scu<lerLi-un"""'-.•.Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

-this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

fCEV 

6/20/2024 

Standardized Programming 
Stvle 

• Example: 

ICEV 

-this Python code provides comments. 
descriptive identifiers, wh~e space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand, both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the futu re 

fCEV 

6120/2024 
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Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calculate_d iscount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Internal Comments 

• Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the # 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 

easy to read and understand 
• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 

and to group statements together 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

- the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they are not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person w ho wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follow s established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefiningthe !.tructi.veot-11co<:1ing ~ uageincW N;l~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- discount_amount 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style 1' 

• Include 

ICEV 

- th is code adheres to the follo wing conventions 

and guidelines: 
• variable names use snake_ case and are 

descriptive 
• function names use snake_ case and have a b rief 

description cf IOOr purpose in a docstring 
• class names use Camel Case 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capita lizing the first letter of each 
word, except the firs t word 

• Examples include: 
-camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
St le 1' 

• Includes 
- this code adheres to the fe llowing conventions and 

guidelines 
• inde ntatk:in is used to indicate block Mructure, with four 

spaces used for each level ol indentation 
• comments are used to ei plain the p..,rpose and function 

d diffl'l'i'ent parts of the code 
• blank lines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it easier to read 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

-coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi ri,g E)(ooickls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. , J 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and fol lows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
- "customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and ·customer~ 

~ ~ TE IJ&eth&Codi119 E)(001ckl:11Student l b ridouti rr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the COdi ~ E)(ooi~lcs S~nl HaridOlJ tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Standardized Programming Style 1" 

•Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
~ TE U&111h&Codi119E)(001ckl:11 Stuck-n1 lbridOU1tlr ra'oranc11:11 ,J 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
-increasing understanding of code 
-describing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
-adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a different use 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function o r other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of ttie code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functiona lity of the code by: 

-providing descriptions when the code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of co-de which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
maintain 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
-unclear 

"""' 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

- the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
w hich lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
- extra or inconsistent indentation 
- inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or labs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
-grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• He lps to make the code easie r to read and 
understand, both for the person w ho wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help lo prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code v iolates the rules o f a 
programming language·s syntax 

• Refers to an e rror which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r_Ue-sdefininglh~llirocture ot a codi'lg IMguage inLl!d ng ale I 
punclu.J(lOn, v.•cw-:;s. and symb:>ls 
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Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- discount_amount 

"""' 

Camel Case 

•Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

• Includes: 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

- this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 
guidelines: 

• variable names us-e snake case and are 
descriptive 

• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 
description of t~ r purpose" in a docs Iring 

• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h& Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

• Includes· 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

-this code adheres to the following conventiOns and 
guidelines 

• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. &ructure. with lou
spaces used for each level of indentalioo 

• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 
c' different parts of th& code 

• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

11 

6/20/2024 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to define a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capital letter a nd ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slid e 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def checlc_formatting(filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error : ", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "'Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[l]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting i s correct !"' ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 
# This i s a comment. Comments are used t o explain the purpose 
and funct i on of different parts of t he code . 
# I n Python , comments are preceded by the pound symbol (# ) . 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a docstring. 
def calculate_discount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpoJ'lileo;u,,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1'·~_VZ_HHltx'N71509_vi_HTMl_ScuderLi-un"""'-•-Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 
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'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage."'" ' 

discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age = 30 

def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_amount = price * (discount_percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _init _ (self, nameJ age): 

self. name = name 
self.age = age 

White Space , Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# This function uses white space to indent the code 
•>Jithin the function block. 

greeting = "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space is also used to separate the function 
definition from the rest of the code. 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet( "Bob" ) 

Proper Fo rmatting & Sty le Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments are used to explain the purpose 
and function of different parts of the code. 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#}. 

# Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name = "John Smith" 
customer _age -= 30 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of their purpose in a doest ring. 
def calculate_discount (price, discount_percentage): 

'"' "Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount = price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_amount 

# Class names should use Came lease. 
class Customer : 

def _init_ (self, nameJ age): 
self. name = name 
self.age -= age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return self_ age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25) 
price .. 100 
discount_amount = calculate_discount ( price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price = price - discount_amount 

( "Total price:" , total_price) 

# Blank lines can be used to separate logical sections of 
code and make it easier to read. 
customer "' Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" ~ customer. get_name(}) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer. get_age()) 

---;~ ,-°"-...,""","'""""'""•-""""· .,.,~,-,-----------
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Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

ICEV 

- this example is written in Python and includes 
indentation, spacing, line breaks and white 
space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writ ing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- in this code the identifiers "customer_name~, 
"customer_age", "calcu late_discount' and 
•customer" are all descriptive 

Internal Comments 

• Are comments placed within the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Are used to explain the purpose or function 
of specific lines or blocks of code 

• Are typically used to provide more detailed 
explanations or clarifications of the code 

• Can be especially useful when the code is 
complex or does something which is not 
obvious 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Standardized Programming 
Style 

• Example: 

ICEV 

- this Python code provides comments, 
descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Are names used for variables, functions 
and other elements of the code 

• Are chosen to accurately and concisely 
describe their purpose or meaning 

• Can make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

Interna l Comments 

• Example: 
- the internal comment explains the purpose of 

the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Helps format the code in a way which is 

easy to read and understand 
• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 

and to group statements together 

6/20/2024 
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Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Is used to indicate the structure of the code 
and to group statements together 

ICEV 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or tabs at the 
beginning of a line of code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Is used to group statements together and 
to indicate which statements belong to a 
particular block of code, such as a function, 
loop or conditional statement 

ICEV 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

Jt>yntaJI: ru1e9 <:lefining the !.tructi.v eot -11co<::1ing ~ uageincWN;l ~ I 
punctuat:I0/1 , worcs and symbols _J 

ICEV ,, 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Examples include: 
- snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

White Space, Spacing & 
Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

ICEV 

- !he code within the greet function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function bk>ck 

-the lines of code which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates they a re not part of 
the function block 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Camel Case 

• Is a naming convention used for 
variables, functioris and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first lette r of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

ICEV 

Docstring 

•Isa string literal used to define a module, 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('""') 

6/20/2024 
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Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

ICEV 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
Style 1' 

• Include 

ICEV 

- this code adhe res to the following convent ions 
and guidelines: 

• variable names use snake_ case and are 
descriptive 

• function names use snake_case and have a b rief 
description of tOOr purpose in a docstring 

• class names use Camel Case 

Programming Format 

• Refers to the way in which the source code 
of a program is written 

- coding example is written in Python and 
includes indentation, spacing, line breaks and 
white space 

Standardized Programming Style 

• Refers to a set of conventions and 
guidelines for writing and formatting source 
code in a consistent manner 

• Helps to make code more readable and 
easier to understand 

• Ensures the code is consistent and follows 
established best practices 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/20/ 2024 

Example of Proper Formatting & 
St le 1' 

• Includes 
- this code adheres to the fe llowing corwent ions and 

guidelines 
• inde ntatk:in is used to indicate block Mructure, with four 

spaces used for each level ol indentation 
• comments are used to ei plain the p..,rpose and function 

d diffe<ent parts of the code 
• blank lines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it eas ier to read 

Standardized Programming Style 1' 

• Example: 
- this Python code provides comments. 

descriptive identifiers, white space, spacing 
and indentation 

1
j ~TE Uso t~ Coding Examclos Stuckmt Malldout tor re'of8ncos 

1

] 

Descriptive Identifiers 

• Enhance the readability of the code by: 
- allowing other users to understand what the 

creator intended 
- increasing understanding of code 
-describ ing the purpose behind a code 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
- providing descriptions of the coding process 
- adding necessary details to the code to allow 

future users to adapt a code for a di fferent use 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 

10 
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Proper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Examples include: 
-"customer_name~ ~customer_age~, 

"calculate_discount" and · customer~ 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi 119 E)(001~kl:11S1udent lbridoutirr.-~r,ca:11. ,J 

Improper Use of 
Descriptive Identifiers 

• Makes the descriptive identifiers hard to 
understand and creates confusion 

• Examples include
- single letter identifiers 
- unclear abbreviations 
- inconsistent naming 
- misleading names 
- non-descriptive names 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Improper Use of 
Internal Comments 

• Makes code harder to understand and 
mainta in 

• Include internal comments which are· 
-redundant 
- misleading 
- outdated 
- excessive 
- unclear 

ICEV 

White Space 

• Refers to the blank space between code 
• Enhance the readability of the code by: 

-indicating the structure of the code 
-grouping statements together 

• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 
-providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Internal Comments 

• A re comments placed with in the body of a 
function or other block of code 

• Enhance the readabil ity of the code by· 
- explaining the purpose or function of specific 

lines or blocks of code 
- providing more detailed explanations or 

clarifications of the code 
• Enhance the functionality of the code by: 

- providing descriptions when t he code is 
complex or performs a function that is not 
obvious 

• Example: 

Proper Use of 
Internal Comments 

- the internal comment explains the purpose of 
the line of code which calculates the discount 
amount, which can be found after the# 
symbol within the code 

Spacing 

• Refers to the use of spaces, tabs and blank 
lines to separate elements of the code and 
to format it in a way which is easy to read 
and understand 

• Enhances the readability of t he code by: 
- indicating the structure of the code 
- grouping statements together 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

Indentation 

• Refers to the use of spaces or l abs at the 
beginning o f a line o f code to indicate the 
block structure of the code 

• Enhances the readability of the code by: 
- grouping statements together 
- indicating which statements belong to a 

particular block of code. such as a function. 
loop or conditional statement 

• Enhances the functionality of the code by: 
- providing a standard format to make code run 

properly in a program 

6/20/2024 
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Proper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Make it clear which lines of code belong to the 
function and which do not 

- the code within the greel function is indented by 
four spaces, which indicates it is part of the 
function block 

-the lines of oode which call the greet function are 
not indented, which indicates lhey are not part of 
the function block 

~ ~ TE lJ&e the Codi rig E)(oo,~kls Student lbridou tirr.-~r,cas. -, ] 

Improper Use of White Space, 
Spacing & Indentation 

• Can lead to errors when editing or 
changing code because of confusion of 
which lines of code belong to which 
function 

• Examples include: 
- extra whitespaces 
- extra blank lines 
-extra or inconsistent indentation 
-inconsistent spacing 

I NOTE Use the Codi rig E)(ooi~lcs S~nt Haridou tirrecroriccs. I 
ICEV 

Snake Case 

• Refers to the convention of writing 
compound words by separating them with 
underscores 

• Works by the first letter of each word being 
wri tten in lowercase 

• Examples include: 
-snake_case 
- d iscount_amount 

ICEV 

Camel Case 

•Isa naming convention used for 
variables, functions and other identifiers in 
code 

• Works by capitalizing the first letter of each 
word, except the first word 

• Examples include: 
- camelCase 
- employeeFirstName 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

Proper Formatting & Style 

• Helps to make the code easier to read and 
understand , both for the person who wrote 
the code and for others who might need to 
read and work with the code in the future 

• Helps to ensure the code is consistent and 
follows established conventions, making it 
easier to maintain and update 

• Can help to prevent syntax errors and 
other issues which can arise from incorrect 
formatting 

Syntax Error 

• Occurs when code violates the rules of a 
programming language's syntax 

• Refers to an error which occurs when the 
code is written in a way the compiler 
cannot understand 

- causes the code to fail to compile 

I Syntax: r.Ue'S defininglh~lliroctureot acodng IMguage inLl!dngale I 
punclu.J(lOn,v.•cw-:;sandsymb:>ls 

ICEV " 

Docstring 

•Isa string li teral used to defi ne a module. 
function, class or method 

• Is the first string in the definition of the 
Object 

• Is enclosed in triple quotes ('"'") 
• Begins with a capita l letter and ends with a 

period 

Block Structure 

• Groups together a set of statements which 
belong together 

• Executes grouped statements as a single 
unit 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes: 
-this code adheres to the following GOnventions and 

guidelines: 
• variable names us-e snake case and are 

descriptive 
• function names us-e snake case and have a brief 

description of t~r purpose" in a docs Iring 
• class names use Camel Case 

~ ~ TE U&e 1h&Codi119 E)(001~kl:11 S1udent l b ridou tirr.-~r,ca:11. ,.1 

" 

Example of Proper 
Formatting & Style 

• Includes· 
- th is code adheres to the following conventiOns and 

guidelines 
• indomtation is used to indicate bkx»i. & ructure, with lou

spaces used for each level o f indentalioo 
• comments are used to explain the purpose and function 

c' different parts of th& code 
• blank l ines are used to separate logical sections of 

code and make it easier to read 

"""Calculate the discount amount for a given price and 
discount percentage.'""' 

discount __ amount • price (discount _percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

Descriptive Identifiers Example (Slide 8 & 9) 

customer _name C"C "John Smith" 
customer age = 30 

def cal culate_di scount (price, discount_percentage): 
discount_anount price • (discount .. percentage / 100 ) 
return discount_amount 

class Customer : 
def _ init_ (self, name, age): 

self.name name 
self.age age 

White Space, Spacing & Indentation Example (Slide 16 & 17) 
def greet (name): 

# Thi s function uses white s pace to indent the code 
withi n the funct i on bl ock. 

greeting "Hello, " + name + "!" 
(greeting) 

# White space i s also used to separate the f unction 
def i nit ion f r om the rest of the code . 
greet( "Alice" ) 
greet ( "Sob" ) 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 24) 
# This is a comment. Comments ar e used to expl ain t he purpose 
and funct i on of differ ent par ts of t he code . 
# I n Python, comments a r e preceded by the pound symbol ( #). 

• Variable names should be descriptive and use snake_case. 
customer _name ,., "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

hllpo ,'.'liles.ic,e,;o,r ,~_c,,m,t,tnl/CEV1"1~ . VZ.HTWlXEV71~.vi.HTML..SclhrU•-"':l<M..·_Codinp_Exarr..o,\oo .ht11 
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Coding Examples 
Programming Format Example (Slide 4) 
import tokenize 
import i.o 
import sys 

def check_formatting (filename): 

if 

with 1(fi.Lename, "rb") as f: 
try : 

tokens tokenize(f.readline) 
except tokenize. Token Error as e: 

( "Formatting error:", e) 
return False 

return True 

(sys.argv) ! 2 : 
( "Usage: python check_formatting.py you_file.py" ) 

else : 
result "' check_formatting(sys.argv[ l ]) 
if result: 

( "Formatting is correct!" ) 
else : 

( "Formatting is incorrect." ) 

Standardized Programming Style Example (Slide 6) 

# Thi s i s a comment . Comments are used t o explain t he purpos e 
and funct i on of different pa rts of t he code . 
# In Python, comments are preceded by the pound symbol (#). 

# Variabl e names should be descr ipt ive and use s nake_case. 
customer name "John Smith" 
customer _age 30 

# Functions should also use snake_ca s e and have a brief 
descr iption of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr~ce, discount _percentage): 

hllpo:.('lileo;u,.,,,, ,e.G<:mttn11CEV1"· ~ . VZ.HHltx'N71509_vi.HTML..Scu<lerLi-un"""'-.•.Coding_Exatr.;leo.htTI 

# Functions should also use snake_case and have a brief 
description of the ir purpose in a docst r i ng . 
def calculate_di scount (pr ce, discount __ percentage): 

'"' "Calculate t he discount amount fo r a given price and 
discount percentage.""" 

discount_amount price (discount _percentage / 100) 
return discount_ amount 

# Cl ass names should use Camel Case . 
class customer : 

def _ init_ (self, name, age): 
self. name name 
self. age age 

def get_name(self): 
return self. name 

def get_age(self): 
return sel . age 

Proper Formatting & Style Example (Slide 25} 
price 100 
discount_amount calculate_discount (price, 
discount_percent age) 
total_price price discount amount 

( "Total price:" , total __ price) 

# Blank lines can be used t o s eparat e l ogical secti ons of 
code and make it easi er to read . 
customer Customer(customer _name, customer _age) 

( "Customer name:" , customer. get_name()) 
pr ( "Customer age:" , customer.get __ age()) 

---i~ ,_--,,.,"',,."',,.,,.'_..,... ·"'~,,-----------
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Formatting Data 

• Can make it more visua lly appealing and 
easier to understand 

- choose the appropriate type of graph or chart 
-use appropriate scales and axes 
- use labels 

,cev 

Numeric Formatting 

• Occurs when converting a number to a 
string output 

,cev 

- can be defined by entering certain symbols 
such as decimal points , commas, dollar signs 
and plus or minus signs 

• makes the items easier to read and 
understand when displayed or printed 

6/20/2024 

Numeric Formatting Examples 

• In Python include: 
- print(f{NUM:FORMAT}') or 

print("{:FORMAT}".format(NUM)) 

,cev 

Numeric Formatting Examples 

3.1415928 {:. 21} 3.14 

3.1415926 {:+.21} +3.14 

{;+ .21} -1.00 

2.71828 {:.Of) 

{:0.2d} 05 

Format float 2 decimal places 

Fonmtnoat 2dccimalpl;lccs 
witlisign 

Formatfloatwithnodecimi,I 

•=• 
Formatfloatwithnod• cimal ,,,=, 
P3d nurrbcrwithzcro(lcft 
padding.wiclth2) 

P~d nurrb.1with i 's {risl ht 
padding.width ◄) 

1000000 {:,} 1,000,000 Number format w~h corrfflil 
1,eparator 

,cev 
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Numeric Formatting Examples 
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Vector Graphics 

• Are a type of digital image made up of 
mathematical formulas describing lines and 
shapes 

• Can be resized without losing quali ty 
-are not made up of pixels like raster graphics 

(JPEG or PNG) 
• Are typically created using graphic 

software like Adobe ~- • ~.• 
Illustrator® and lnkscape™ ~ ~ .n· .n: 

Project - Data Visualization Program 
Viwal~rarion 

lof 1 
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Import matplotlib.pyplot as pit 

#SampktData 
x • [1, 2, 3, 4 , 5) 
ys{2, 4 , B, 8 , 10) 

# ere.ate a line chart 
plt.p4ot(l(, y) 

# Add Labels aod title 
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plt.)()abel('Y-axislabel") 
plt 1rl~bel('Tlfl•oftNl~IT ) 

# Display the chart 
plUhow() 
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Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 

Creating Outputs 
To create a simple text output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
severa l variations to change how the data is d isplayed. Below are examples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several d ifferent scenarios . Keep in mind 
when creating text output, the code in green is what wi11 be displayed for the user. 

It Basi<.: text output using t 1e pr·int unc, .Lori 
p, ( "Hello World" ) 

It Spe fie info1 mat ion with text explain what the information shwc; 
name "TiWI" 
food "Piu.a" 

( "Naine:" , name, "Favorite Food:", :,od) 

# For111att ng specH c results of a functi.on 
num1 7 
nu 12 
su result nu 1 + rium2 

- ( f"The su111 of {numl} and {num2} is {su1n_result}. " ) 

# Multiple ite is in a text display 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this exarnple x, y, and z represent 

Properly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 

X, ,Y, z) 

W hen c reating text output, it is imlX)rtant to make sure the user will understand what is 
being displayed. Property labeling output is an important part of visual representation 
arld can make code more user-friendly. Below are a few examples of labels ta make 
the code easier to read and understand. 

# The labels 'N, e' ar 'Favorite Food' make the display more clPar 
and help define what the terrr relate to 
name "Tin" 
food - "Pizza" 
pr ( "Name:" , 1ame, "Favorite Food:" , "ood) 

Standard Formatting Styles 
Formatting styles can vary depending on what the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the coding standards of a business or organizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style G uide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm and Docstring Conventions. The coding examples given in this handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide, which is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The eode to create a vector g raphic using lines is shown below. This code uses 
matp!otlib t o create this shape 

import 1atplotlib.pyplot a s plt 

# OeCJ.de what figure you wi.1.l create and the axis 
.J.g, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
xl, y. 1 , 1 
x2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , 5 

It Draw each l ... nes 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], label 'Line l' ,coloi 'blue' , linewidth 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3], y2, y3], l bel 'Line 2' ,color 'red' . inestyle- '-
, , linewidth 2 ) 

# set the labels "or each line and titles 
ax set_xlabel {•X-axis' ) 
ax.set_ylabel{ 'Y-axis' ) 
ax.set title( 'Simple Vector Graphics with Lines' ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legend() 

# Show the plnt 
plt. show() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Circ les 
An example code t o create a vector graphic using circles is sho\Yl"l below. This code 
uses matplotlib to creat e the shape. 

i mport matDlotlib.pyplot as plt 

# [n ti 1.s exclmple, putting the inforn,ation th.it i: calculated in a 
entence helps convey what function was per m ned 

numl 7 
num2 4 
sum resuh numl + nu 12 

- ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {sun_result} " ) 

~ Add ng labels .hat show wl1at x, y, arid z correlate makes the di.splay 
easier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this e>rnmple x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

# Add .... ng un ... ts when displaying speci. ic infor at ... on can also 111,ike text 
displays ore clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 

{ fNLoaded Weight: {numl}lbs Unloaded Weight: {num2}lbs" ) 

# When there are several types of complex information being lisplayed, 
descr ptive l.:ibe s an help clear my confusion 
name " Benjamin" 
number 4 
transactions 13 

( f"Customer: (name)") 
{f"Customer Number for December : {number}" ) 
( fNNunber of Transactioo for Noveriber: {transactions}" ) 

Interacti ve Input Interfaces 
When creating interactive input interfaces with relevant user prompts to acquire data 
from a user, it is imlX)rtant the code is readable and easy to understand. This code 
requires information from the user to d isplay a certain message or action. An example 
of a code that requires user input is shown below. 

# The pro.ipt bt!low asks for ,puts fr'ori the user to display a we.u:o.ie 
es sage 

name • ir pu • ( "Enter your na.ie:" ) 

It Now the te t will be Jisplayed w. th the 1nfor·mation that the user 
added 

# Dec 'de wha1 "igure you wi reate and t 1e ilXJ s 
fig, a plt subplots() 

ff Def .... ne the circle par, 11eter·s 
circlel plt.Circle((l , 1 ), 0.5, edgecolor 'blue' , +acecolo1 ' none' , 
... inewidth- 2, labe · 'Circle 1' } 
circle: ~1t.C rcle( 3 , 2). 0.8, edgecolor- 'red' . fucecolor 'nooe' . 

mew dth 2, lat, 1- · Circle 2 · ) 

tt Add the c ... -ch,s to tire a ... s 
ax .add __ patch( circlel) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Set thP labels .ic,ir each 1 ne and itles 
ax. set __ xlabel ( 'x-axis' ) 
ax.set _ylabel{ 'Y-axis' ) 
ax.set_title( 'Sinple Vector Graphics with Circles' ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legrnd() 

ft Set the a pect ratio to ensure bi -rte1 ·epr·e:!:.entation 
ax. legend( ' equal ' , adjustable 'box' ) 

# Show the plot 
pl SI 1w() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Rectangles 
An example code to create a vector g raphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matplotlib to create the shape. 

import at plot I ib pyplot as plt 
import atplotlib.patches as patches 

tt Decide what tigure you will reate and the axis 
,1g, ux pt.subplots() 

# Def ne the re :tangle i;ar 1meters 
rectl patches.Rectangle((l , 1 ), 2, 3, edgecolor 'blue ' , 
facecolor.., 'none' , linl::'width=- 2, label -= ' Rl::'ctangle l' ) 
rect2 patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1.5, 2.5 edi;:ecolor 'red ' , 
filcecolor 'none' , linewidth· 2. 1 1b1 l 'Rectangl e 2' ) 
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# Add +he rect.1ngles to .+:he c1xis 
ax. add_patch ( rectl) 
ax. add_patch ( rect2) 

ft Set the labels fo1 e; ch line and titles 
ax. set_xlabel( 'X-axis ' ) 
ax. set_ylabel ( ' Y-axis' ) 
ax .set_title( 'Si1nple Vector Graphics with Rectangles' ) 

ff Add the lEc'~end 
ax.legend() 

# Set the a'. pee ratio to en ;ure bi•tter representation 
ax.legend( 'equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

ff Show the plot 
plt.sh lW( 

Matplotlib is a widely-used library for creating static, animated and interactive 
visualizations. This example will showcase the inputs, outputs and data display for a 
line. circle or rectangle 

# dialog.py 

"""Dialog-style applic.ition." "" 

import sys 
from PyQt6 .QtWidgets import 

QApplication, 
QDi.ilog, 
QDialogButtonBox, 
QFormlayout, 
QLineEdit, 
QVBoxlayout, 

class Window (QDialog }. 
def _init_(self) 

() _init __ (parent None) 

---i~ .. "'-_ ..... "' ..... ""-............. ~ .. ,-----------

My Courses / Computer Science I - UPDATED t Coding Challenge Simple Linear Regression - NEW ITEM I Coding Challenge Simple Linear Regression 

Highlight any text to hear text-to.voice speech 

G select language .,. 

Coding Challenge: Simple Linear Regression 

1 Of1 

ihii+IHHi 
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Vector Graphics Metplotlib 

• Are a type of digital image made up of • Is a widely-used library for creating static, 
mathematical formulas describing lines and animated and interactive visualizations 
shapes • lndudes functions like: 

• Can be resized without losing quality - plot and scatter to create scatter plots 
- are not made up of pixels like raster graphics -circle to draw circle 

(JPEG or PNG) -rectangle to draw rectangles 
• Are typically created using graphic 
softwares like Adobe Illustrator® and 
lnkscape™ ·1:·1: 

,CEV . -- •CEV 

Vector Graphics Pygame 

• Can be displayed in Python using a variety • Isa set of modules designed for writing 
of libraries and tools including video games 

-metplotlib • lndudes a range of functions for creating 
- pygame 
-PyQt 
-tkinter 

and displaying graphics like: 
-draw.line for drawing lines 
- draw.circle for drawing circles 
- draw.rectangle for drawing rectangles 

•CEV . •CEV " 
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PyQt 

• Is a set of Python bindings for the Qt 
application framework 

• Includes a range of functions like: 
- QG raphicsLineltem and QGraphicsEllipseltem 

for drawing lines and circles 
-QGraphicsRectltem for drawing rectangles 

,CEV ·" 

Tkinter 

• Is an interface to the Tk GUI toolkit 
• Includes functions like: 

- create line for draw ing lines 
- create=oval for drawing circles 
- c reate_ rectangle f or drawing rectangles 

,cEV " 

Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 
Creating O ut puts 
To create a simple t ext output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
severa l variations to change how the data is d isplayed . Be low are exam ples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several d ifferent scenarios. Keep in mind 
when creating text output, the code in green is what wi11 be displayed for the user. 

It Basi<.: text output using t 1e pr·int unt, .Lori 
p, ( "Hello World" ) 

It Spe ific info1 roation with text explain hat the information shwc; 
n e "Tir·t 
fol)d "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , name, "Favorite Food:", "ood) 

# For att..1ng specific results of <l function 
numl 7 
nu 12 
su . resul nu .., rium2 

- ( f"The su111 of {numl} and {num2} is {su111_result}. " ) 

# Multiple ite is 1n :i text display 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

Properly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 
W hen creating text output, it is important to make sure the user wi11 understand what is 
being displayed. Property labeling output is an important part of visual representation 
a rld can make code more user-friendly. Below are a few examples of labels to make 
the code easier to read and understand. 

# The lab1>ls 'Name' and 'Favor ce Food' make ~he display more clear 
and help def ~ne what the terms relate to 
na e "Tiri" 
food "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , name, "Favorite Food:" , ood) 

# [n ti 1s exilmple, putting the inforn,ation thut i: calculated in a 
entence helps convey what function was per m ned 

numl 7 
num2 4 
sum resuh numl -i, nu 12 

- ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {sun_result} " ) 

~ Add ng labels .hat show wl1at x, y, arid z correlate makes the di.splay 
easier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

# Add..1ng un..1ts wlien displaying speci ic inforll'lat~on can also make text 
disp .... ays 'IOre clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 

( f"Loaded Weight: {numl}lbs Unloaded Weight: {num2}lbs" ) 

# When there are several types of complex information being lisplayed, 
descr..1pt..i.ve labels _ar, help clear my confusion 
name "Benjamin" 
ru 1ber 4 
trans:ic· ion. 13 

( f"Customer: (name)") 
{f"Customer Number for Decelllber: {number}" } 
{ f"Nullber of Trarisactioo for Nove.iber: {transactions}" ) 

Interactive Input Interfaces 
When creating interactive input interfaces with relevant user prompts to acquire data 
from a user, it is important the code is readable and easy to understand. This code 
requires informat ion from the user to d isplay a certain message or action. An example 
of a code that requires user input is shown below. 

11 The pre,,,pt Jelow asks or i.1puts roll the user to display a WbCOfie 
es sage 

name • inpu . ( "Enter your nafle:" ) 

It Now the text will be displayed w .... th the information that the user 
added 
Dr ( f"Welcome {name}!") 
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Standard Fo rmatting Styles 
Formatting st yles can vary depending on w hat the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the coding standards of a business or organizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style Guide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm and Docstring Conventions. The coding examples given in th is handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide, wtlich is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The code to create a vector graphic using lines is shown below. This code uses 
matplotlib to create this shape 

i mport ,atplotllb.pyplot as plt 

# Declde what figure you wi.11 create and the axis 
ig, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
xl, y J. 1 , 1 
X2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , S 

It Draw each L 1es 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], label ' Line 1' ,color ' blue· , linewidth- 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3]. ·y2, y3]. label- 'Line 2' ,color 'red' , linestyle •-
' , linewidtr 2 ) 

# Set the labels or each line and --:itles 
ax. set_xlabel ( •X-axis' ) 
ax. set_ylabel( 'Y -axis · ) 
ax.set_ -title( ' Simple Vector Graphics with Lines ' ) 

# Add the le~end 
ax. legend() 

# Show thP plot
plt. show() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Circles 
An example code to create a vector graphic using circles is shown be low. This code 
uses matp lotlib to create the shape. 

i mport matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# Adl +-he re ·t.ingles to +-he 1xi 
a, aUd_p f (rei tl, 
ax.add_pat :h(re1 t21 

# Set ~he labe s or each line nd titles 
ax set _xl; Jel( ' X-axis' 
ax set _ylaoel . ' Y-axis' 
ax set_ i le( 'Siinple Vector Graphics with Rectangles' ) 

ff Add 1:he le w11d 
ax.legend() 

# Set the a! pe,·t 1ti.o to en ,ure b~ e, represent:it.on 
ax legend( ' equal· , 1djustal LP 'box' ) 

tt Show h f .11 t 
pl ;() 

Matp!otlib is a w idely-used library for creat ing stat ic, an imated and interact ive 
visualizations. Th is example will showcase the inputs, outputs and data display for a 
line, circle or rectangle. 

# d lor-PY 

"'"'Dialog-style application. """ 

import sys 
fror, PyQt6 .QtWidg:ets i mport ( 

QApplication, 
QDialog, 
QDialogButtonBox, 
QFormlayout, 
QLineEdi t, 
QVBoxlayr)Ut-

class Window i;pialog) 
def _init_( ,e -f) 

() _in ,. (parent None) 

---iCE.V-..,.,.,.--"'--.,.- ...,- .u-,-----------
tirpo j/lilu ..,.._.,,i,o_c,::mt,tnK:EV7"620_V2_HTh'lJCEV71&20_\/1._MTl4._9'-rU•,n:t:M_._lnp.A, _O.kMA•_ai<I....Dat.>_D,>Pla)"- Ex"".::l<•.hl-,, 

ff Decide what ·1gure you wL... ·eate ind thtc axis 
ng, a· plt. !>Ubplots() 

rt Def ... ne the circle par ,ten: 
circlel plt.Circle((l , 1 ), 0 . 5 , edgecolor- 'blue ' , facecolo1 'none' , 
linewidth- 2 , lab •l 'Circle l' ) 
circle2 p ... t.C_ ·cle( 3 , 2 ). 0 . 8 , edgecolor 'red' , facecolor ' nooe' , 
linewd1h 2, lat, ... 'Circle 2' ) 

tt Add he c "Cle!> to he ax s 
ax .add __ patch( circle!) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Set the labels for each 1 ·ne and t-itles 
ax. set_ xlabel ( 'x-axis ' 
ax. !>et _ _ylabel ( 'Y-axis' ) 
ax. set __ title{ 'Sbiple Vector Graphics with Circles· ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legPnd() 

rt Set he aspect r·atio to e11sure te1 ·epresentation 
ax. legend( · equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

# Show the plot 
pl1 ,show() 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Rectangles 
An example code to create a vector graphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matptotlib to create the shape 

i mport atplotlib pyplot a s plt 
i mport atplotlib.patches as patches 

# Decide what -figure you will reate and the axis 
fig, ax plt.subplots() 

# 0€f J.ne the re ·tangle par imeters 
rectl - pc1tches.Rectangle((l , 1 ), 2, 3, edge,olor· ' blue' , 
fac:t:!color ' none' , .inewidth 2, label 'Rectangle 1' ) 
rect2 patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1-5~ 2.5 edgecolor ' red' , 
facecolor- ' none' , h 1ewidth 2 , label 'Rectangle 2 ' ) 
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Vector Graphics Metplotlib 

• Are a type of digita l image made up of • Is a widely-used library for creating static, 
mathematical formulas describing lines and animated and interactive visualizations 
shapes • lndudes functions like 

• Can be resized without losing quality -plot and scatter to create scatter plots 
- are not made up of pixels like raster graphics -circle to draw circle 

(JPEG or PNG) -rectangle to draw rectang les 

• Are typically created using graphic 
softwares like Adobe Illustrator® and 
lnkscape™ 1·1-

•cEV . -- -· •cEV 

Vector Graphics Pygame 

• Can be displayed in Python using a variety •Isa set of modules designed for writing 
of libraries and tools including video games 

-metplotlib • lndudes a range of functions for creating 
-pygame 
-PyQt 
- tkinter 

and displaying graphics like: 
- draw.line for drawing lines 
- draw.c ircle for drawing circles 
- draw.rectang le for drawing rectangles 

•cEV " •cEV -" 
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or start over, select Start Over to view the Project. 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
Insert a screenshot of your currently adopted content. 
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PyQt 

• Is a set of Python bindings for the Qt 
application framework 

• Includes a range of functions like: 
-QGraphicsLineltem and QGraphicsEllipseltem 

for drawing lines and circles 
-QGraphicsRectltem for drawing rectangles 

,CEV 

Tkinter 

• Is an interface to the Tk GUI toolkit 
• Includes functions like: 

- create_ line for drawing lines 
- create_oval for drawing circles 
- create_ rectangle for drawing rectangles 

,cEV 

Project - Data Visualization Program 
v,su;tl Pre,sent.,lion 

'"" 
Dl~ns: 

·" 

" 

1. On yoi,r computer, aoceu t18 matplotllb llbra,y. Tt,e matpbtllb 

l brary It not In the &ancll~ Pylhon Library. YolJ can l'nd an onllne 

a:,mplle,r by ..urtng "onll,,.mltploCllb eompO•f'" II, • ..atth qlr,e. 
2. Enterlndl'\lnthefOloWlngcode. 

import matplOl!ib.pyplot as pit 

#SampleOata 
X"' [1, 2 , 3, 4. 5) 
Y"l2, 4 , 6, 8 , 101 

# Create a line chart 
plq>lot(x,y) 

# Add Labels aod t,tle 
pll.Jo::13bel("X-axdlabef") 
plt.ldabel('Y--axislabet) 
plt.Jdabel(Title of the chart") 

• Display !he chart 
p11.show{) 

3. Thlaocdewtll crw'aa llr,egr11ph1Mththegtw9nxandydatll,then 

add labels arid a title io the c11a1t. Q\ange the dG arid cuttorrae 
the chlrl by acldlng rnet1nqzful aldl ll.be'9 and• mN.nngful Ille. 

Adjust t'9 colcq, m.-.,.. Ind o1:t1tr propert!Mof tt,e chart 
elements. Fed ,,.. I) inCl'eUe the quan«y Of dttt por,t,_ Fo'm,t 
)OUf cede for l'Ndablllty. watching. Y1deo on iratplotl b plotl.for 

acldlr,g t11eN ectra featu!"ff may be t,elpfo,11. 
4. Ml.lya the l'NUltlng graph and arewer it,e folloWlng QJHtk:nl In • 

Pffli0/111)h: 
• How do the ChaJ'ueS )'OU m• lmpect the ~ the 

graphtmi,.rt:a 

• Does 11,e t:irmlltllng of tie cod9 and ll"le n1,1mc,rlc ltn,.ul"II 
lmp,actthe~ 

0 Howdkllonnattt,gthedllta ll'l'lpfOYe tl'lenumc,rlctlsplly 

5. OQ mmpline, wbmtt yo1,1r Pro,ect. YolJ ca'! find a Rubdc at tte 
e,,d(lf1tll9 P~ 

Rubric 

Oescnptlo11 Poss,bte 
Pomts 

Concept & Understanding: 90 
, Undel"st.andno,Jol theconcapliscklarty•WWlfll 
, Efloctiv. formaning tachnq.JQS w«o applMld ID tha coclo 
, Undent;mding of kxmatting d.it.:i to ~ o.-e numeric 
di!.pbysw:K appa<MII 

, Coda wa dllarty IM"Olt aflat tomlaning was appli,@d 

Cranmanshlp : 
, Pa,:igr.lph was wel written UU1g proper gr.11mn31 

Proctucdoru"Effon: 
, Clautimep,ovidediollheprojeclwa$vsedelficiMltly 
, Tomeandeflortareevidentinlheexewtionr;,ltheend 
pod"" 
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Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 

Creating Outputs 
To create a simple text output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
severa l variations to change how the data is displayed. Below are exam ples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several different scenarios. Keep in mind 
when creating text output, the code in green is what will be displayed for the user. 

ff BasH text output using the pr·int ·unct.1or1 
( "Hello World" ) 

If Specific information with text explain 111hat the information s1 Jws 
n e "Tin" 
food "Pizza" 

( "Na111e:" , name, " Favorite Food:" , "ood) 

# For att... 1g specific results of a function 
numl 7 
nu 12 
su , re':iul nu ,.. '1Um2 

- (f"The sur, of {numl} and {num2} is {suin_resul t}. " ) 

# Multiple ite11s in a text display 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x, y, and z represent 

Properly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 

X, y; z) 

When c reating text output, it is important to make sure the user wi11 understand what is 
being displayed. Properly labeling output is an important part of visual representation 
arld can make code more user-friend ly. Below are a few examples of labels to ma ke 
the code easier to read and understand. 

# The lab1>ls 'N· 'llf!' 'Ir 'Favor te Food' ake -.:he display more CJ.ear 
and help define what the tern relate to 
name "Ti11" 
food "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , name, "Favorite Food:" , "ood) 

Standard Formatting Styles 
Formatting styles can vary depending on what the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the cOding standards of a business or o rganizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style Guide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm a nd Docstring Conventions. The coding examples given in th is handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide . .vhich is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The eode to c reate a vector g raphic using lines rs shown below. This cede uses 
matp!otlib to create this shape 

import 1atplotlib.py1 lot as plt 

# Df!cide what figure you wi. l create and the axis 
1g, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
Xl, y... 1 , 1 
x2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , 5 

If Draw each l ... nes 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2]. label- ' Line l ' ,color 'blue· , linewidth 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3J, y2, y3], 1 bel 'Line 2' ,color 'red ' , inestyle- '·· 
' , linewidth 2 ) 

# Set the labels ·or each line and titles 
ax set xlabel( 'X-axis' ) 
ax. setJ°label( 'Y-axis· ) 
ax.set title( 'Simple vector Graphics with Lines ' ) 

It Add the le~end 
ax. legend() 

# Show the plot
pl t sh iw() 

S imple Vector Graphics Us ing Circ les 
An example cOde to create a vector graphic using circles is shown below. This cOde 
uses matplotlib to create the s hape 

i mport matplotlib.pyplo1 as lt 

# [n tliis example, pu+ting the information that i· calculated in a 
enterice helps convey what function was pE>r m med 

numl 7 
num2 4 
sum resul, numl + nu 12 

- ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {sum_result} " ) 

-II Add ng labels .hat st- iw w 1ai x, y, arid z correlate makes the display 
easier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 

( "For this example x. y, and z represent :" , x. y, z) 

# Add .... ng un ... t<; when displaying spec~ ic infor at.-.on can also 111ake text 
displays 'K>rlc' clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 

( f"Loaded Weight : {numl}lbs Unloaded Weight: {num2}lbs" ) 

# When there are several types of complex information being lisplayed, 
descriptive labels _ar help clear my confusioo 
name "Benjamin" 
nu 1ber 4 
transactions 13 

( f"Customer: (name)") 
( f"Customer Number for December : {number}" } 
( f"Nunber of Transaction f or Noveriber: {transactions}" ) 

Interacti ve Input Interfaces 
When creat ing inte ractive input inte rfaces with relevant user prompts to a cquire data 
from a user, it is important the code is readable and easy to understand. This code 
requires informat ion from the user to d isplay a certain message or action. An example 
of a code that re quires user input is shown below. 

It The pr0111pt Jelo.. asks ror i11puts roll ttie user to displ.iy u 1,1~.LLot1e 
es sage 

name • i rpu :( "Enter your naflle:" ) 

ff Nuw the text will be displayed w~th the information that the user 
added 

( f"Welcome {name}!") 

# Decide whc11 "igure you wi rec1te and tht axis 
fig, a p Lsubplots() 

tt 0€f .1..ne the circle par neter·s 
circlel. plt,Circle((l , 1 ). 0.5, edgecolor 'blue' , ficecolo1 'none' , 
linewidth- 2, lnb 'Circle 1' } 
circle: plt.Circle( 3 , 2). 0 . 8 , edgecolor- 'red' , facecolor 'none' , 
linew dth 2, lat •l 'Circle 2' ) 

It Add the C.L -cles to tire ax.1..s 
ax. add_patch( circlel) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Sf>t the labels f< r each 1 ne a11d +itles 
ax. set __ xlabel ( 'X· axi5' ) 
ax, set__ylabel ( 'Y•axis' ) 
ax. set_ title1 · Si rip le vector Graphics with Circles· ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. lf>gend() 

ft Set the a . pect ratio to e11sure bu:te1 ·epresentation 
ax. legend( · equal · , adjustable · box · ) 

# srow the plo1 
f:,li:: SI 1W() 

Simple Vector Graphics Us ing Rectangles 
An example code to c reate a vector graphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matplotlib to create the shape. 

import atpiotlib pyplot as pJt 
import atplotlib.patches as patcties 

# Decide what figure you will create and the axis 
11g, .ix plt.subplots() 

# Def ne .he ·e .tangle ~ar 1meters 
rectl - patches. Rectangle( (1, 1 ). 2, 3, edgecolor 'blue' , 
faLecolor 'none' , linewidth-2, labe'.. 'Rectangle l' ) 
rect2 - patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1. 5, 2.5 edgecolor ·red ' , 
facecolor- 'none' , .Linewidth· 2, label ' Rectangle 2' ) 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 
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I Add 
ax od 
ax. d p tc ( ·ect.z) 

# Set the ... abels fol" ea1.:h l.1.;ie and tltJ.es 
ax.set xlabel, 'X-axis' • 
ax.set ylabel, 'Y•axis' 
ax. set_ tit.., ( 'Sh,ple Vector Graphics with Rectangles· ) 

tt Aa:i thl' 1£ end 
ax . legend! 1 

ff Set t ie lee at~o to E. ; ur e ·t epl"esent ltion 
ax.h~ge 1d( 'equal' , adjur- a l lP- 'box' 

Matplothb 1s a widely-used library for creating static, animated and mteractrve 
visualizations. This example will showcase the inputs. outputs and data display for a 
line, circle Of red:ang le . 

.... Dialog- style application . .,.,., 

1.llport ys 
f r0111 QyQt6 Qtliil :lge ts i11port ( 

QApp.i.i.- !.&.on. 
QOI log, 
QOi • .Jg8u1>tonBox. 
~-or-l ~yout, 
~dneEdlt, 
QV8 

chss Window ~ialog 
def _init_ 

t { parerit None) 

---JCEV,,-=,.,,,...,,,.,.=,...,=.~"',,-----------

Project - Data V!Sualization Program 
Vtaial Presenlabon 

1 "" 

Difeetions: 

1 On Yol,S oomputer, ~ the maiplotlib libttwy The molplodib 
lib• r, is nd in the Stllnda,d Pylhcn Lbaiy, You 01111 fnd -,i or6ie 
ccmpier by- efltemg "onlne matplolib mm~ in a -!di enghe 

2 Enler and run each DI the lolcwing codes The code• 1 .... 11 c1.itate a 

line graph. cwcle graph ond l'eciangle graph wilh the QN'.-i. Ind., 
data A(l't ~ and a me lo thA mart. CMnoe Iha dala And 
cll'UomiZo each chart ti, adding moomingful H is I.I~ and a 

meanirigful 1~1111. AdIust the ookn, markers and other propefln d 
tlw ct-t tthfrfllfnls. Feel f1@o8 lo nc:1'110se the qu!!nlf-, ol dtll~ poi,,1&. 

ForlllEII ~our code k)I' r8Adablity. VW.ldlin!) a video on matplollib 

plots !er adding these extra fealurtt ~ be helpful. 

J , Line Gro:ph 

u,port ~Hplotl . t .pyplot h pll 

I s.p:, !uh 

I • [l, 2,3,4,!,] 

y• {l, 41 6, t,19) 

• {rHte • 11.-, c~••t 
plt. pfot( I ,f) 

I Md U~h •rd tltle 
11lt.Kl•t>el ('lC• ui1-latoel') 

:,lt.ylal>el("Y•fJ<~t. hbfl.) 

:>lt. tH. e (°Tttleot U., d11r1.·) 

t Dhpl.ity the chart 

pit.show() 

4 Cirde Graph 

iaport aatplotlib.pyplot H plt 
iaport -tplotlib.patches u patches 

• Define the fleure illnd the illl.h 
f1c, a•. pit.subplots() 

I Define the ctl"<le p;>r.-ters 

drc}f'l • plt.Circb((l, 1). e . 5, f'dce-colo....,•b111 
ctl"Cle1 • plt .C11"C l e((3, 1), 0 .1, ectcecolo....,·red 

t Add thr circ les to thf' "xis 
ax .addyatch(circ lel) 

, ~~,~~-t~n:ll{lt~~O:J~-~ 
.u.s11et_xli>bel('X axh'} 

a.:.-.et_ylati.1( ·v-axts·> 
.u.set_tttle("lltle of c~rt•) 

' Add the lerend 

•· l,eeead() 

t 5et the ~pe<t r.ilio to eawre better NpN!of'ff 

,11x. lq:et1d( 'eq.ial ' , adjusUble• 'boll') 

• 'ihow the plot plt,M'IOW() 
5. Recltltlgle Gutph 

illport -.;itplot lib.pyplot H plt 
iaport ...tpJotlib.patcMs H patches 

I Decide what firure -,ou 1<1111 er.ate IKld the axi 
ftg, :i:. • plt,Mibplots() 

I Define the rtctan,:lt p11rMeters 

rectl • p.i.ttMs.llectMn&le((l, 1), 2, J, ed~co lo 
,-.,.,,u • patchP'i.llPCt.,gle((4, 7) , , .... 7.'i , '!de, 

f Add the l"eCt.:,n11es to the .lids 
o.■dd patcl'l(l"fftl) 

al(,,11dd_patch(l"fft2) 

I Set the labels for each line aAd t1tlts 

.x.set_.dabel( 'X-axis') 
;u;.s.et_ylabll( ·v-11Xts·) 
.1111.set_tttle( ' Utle of cl'lart') 

, Add thf' lerend 

;n;.l~f'lld() 

• Set the aspe<t ratio to fflSUN Mtter represet1 

.x.l,eeead( 'eq,ial · , adjustable-- 'box') 

I Show the plot plt.1.how() 

e Analyze th■ resuhig gr91Ph111nd 1111- lhe klllov11ng question1 in 
o pgragn,ph: 

a Haw do tho changoe. you mado Impact !ho mouago !tie 

gr.Iph lmp;,rts 
a Does the formatting~ lhe code and the nurnelic IOfmatthg 

impad ttMJ Olllput 

a How did lormillltlllg IM dala lmpnw• 1M numeric di&plwr 
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Rubric 

Conc:epl&Underst.1ndi~ : 
• Undenlalldin<, ol the concept B dearly evident 
• Effect1velonnatung tedm1que5wereappl!edtolhecode 
• Understandin<, ol l ormattmg data to improve numeoc 

displ;lys.W11Sappare111 
• Codll was clearly wutten aft.el' fomiatbng WdS appl,w 

Cr:1ftmansh lp: 
• Paragraphwaswellv.mtenusir,gpropergranvnar 

Production/Effon: 
• Class time provided lor Ille pro,eci wu used efficiently 
• Timeandeffoftareevidentintheeirecutioooltheend ~-

C..'(124- ..... /nghtl~Ad ('-'MI MOW(CJOOCtC·1 

Yo., la~t OCC!~lr"l si:e&/202024 111 3:51PI.I UTC t"Of'l'IIP216.1671E2131 

90 

§Review 
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(SE)(Breakout(s)) and (Citation Type(s)) 
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Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of currently adopted content 
Visual Presentation (Slides 49-54), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU001/lesson/21653 

Project- Data Visualization Program, 
https://files.icevonline.com/html/CEV71620_TXP24/CEV71620_TXP24_Project_-
_Data_Visualization_Program.htm 

Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Visual Presentation Student Handout-Inputs, Outputs and Data Displays Examples, 
https://files.icevonline.com/html/CEV71620_V2_HTML/CEV71620_V2_HTML_Student_Handout_-
_Inputs_Outputs_and_Data_Displays_Examples.htm 
This Student Handout is found in the Visual Presentation lesson beneath the Instructional Materials 
heading. 

Project- Data Visualization Program, 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22314/CEV71620_V2_Project01 
This Project is found in the Visual Presentation lesson beneath the Interactive Assignments heading. 
After clicking the link to the Project, if a page appears asking if you want to continue where you left off 
or start over, select Start Over to view the Project. 
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6/21/2024 6/ 21/2024 

Vector Graphics Metplotlib 

• Are a type of digital image made up of • Is a widely-used libra,y for creating static, 
mathematical formulas describing lines and animated and interactive v isualizations 
shapes • lndudes functions like 

• Can be resized w ithout losing quali ty - plot and scatter to create scatter plots 
-are not made up of pixels like raster graphics -circle to draw circle 

(JPEG or PNG) - rectangle to draw rectangles 

• Are typically created using graphic 
softwares like Adobe lllustratoi® and 
lnkscape™ ·1·1 

,CEV . -· ,CEV 

Vector Graphics Pygame 

• Can be d isplayed in Python us ing a vanety • Is a set of modules designed for wliting 
of libraries and tools including v ideo games 

- metplotlib • lndudes a range of functions for creating 
-pygame 
- PyQt 
-tk.inter 

and displaying graphics like: 
-draw.line for drawing lines 
- draw.circle for drawing circles 
- draw.redangle for drawing redangtes 

,cEV " ,CEV " 

6/2 1/2024 

PyQt 

• Is a set of Python bindings for the Qt 
application framework 

• lndudes a range of functions like: 
- OGraphicsLineltem and QGraphicsEllipseltem 

for drawing lines and circles 
- QGraphicsRectltem for drawing rectangles 

,CEV " 

Tkinter 

• Is an interface to the Tk GUI toolkit 
• lndudes functions like: 

- create_ line for drawing lines 
- create oval for drawing circles 
- create=rectangle for drawing rectangles 

,cEV " 
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Project - Data Visualization Program 
v,su;tl Pre,sent.,lion 

'"" 
Dl~ns: 

1. On yoi,r computer, aoceu t18 rnatplotllb llbra,y. Tt,e matpbtllb 

l brary It not In the &ancll~ Pylhon Library. YolJ can l'nd an onllne 

a:,mplle,r by ..urtng "onll,,.mltploCllb eompO•f'" II, • ..atth qlr,e. 
2. Enterlndl'\lnthefOloWlngcode. 

import matplOl!ib.pyplot as pit 

#SampleOata 
X"' [1, 2 , 3, 4 . 5) 
Y"l2, 4 , 6, 8, 101 

# Create a line chart 
plq>lot(x,y) 

# Add Labels aod t,tle 
pll.Jo::13bel("X-ax1Slabef") 
plt.ldabel('Y--axislabet) 
plt.Jdabel(Title of the cha1f) 

• Display !he chart 
p11.show{) 

3. Thlaocdewtllcrw'aa llr,egr11ph1Mththegtw9nxandydatll,then 

add labels arid a title io the c11a1t. Q\ange the dG arid cuttorrae 
the chlrl by «kllng rnet1nqzful aldl II.belt and a mN.nngful Ille. 

Adjust t'9 colcq, m.-.,.. Ind o1:t1tr propert!Mof tt,e ehart 
elements. Fed ,,.. I) inCl'eUe the quan«y Of dtte por,t,_ Fo'm,t 
)OUf cede for l'Ndablllty. watching. Y1deo on iratplotl b plotl.for 

ackllng tlleN ectra feltu!"ff may be t,elpfo,11. 
4. MIJya the l'NUltlng graph and arewer it,e folloWlng QJHtk:nl In • 

Pffli0/111)h: 
• How do the ChaJ'ueS )'OU m• lmpect the~ the 

graphtmi,.rt:a 

• Does 11,e t:irmlltllng of tie cod9 and ll"le nurnc,rlc: rtn,.ut111 
lmp,actthe~ 

0 Howdkllonnattt,gthedllta ll'l'lpfOYetl'lenurnc,rlc:"8plly 
5. OQ mmpline, wbmtt your Pro,ect. YolJ ca'! find a Rubdc at tte 

e,,d(lf1tll9 P~ 

Rubric 

Oescnptlo11 Poss,bte 
Pomts 

Concept & Understanding: 90 
, Undel"st.andno,J oltheconcaplis cklarty•WWlfll 
, Eflactiv. fom\aning tllChnq.JQSw«OapplioodlO thacoclA 
, Undent;mding of kxmatting d.it.:i to ~o.-e numeric 
di!.pbys w:Kappa<MII 

, Coda wa dllarty IM"Olt aflat tomlaning was appli,@d 

Cranmanshlp : 
, Pa,:igr.lph was wel written UU1g proper g r.imm31 

Proctucdoru"Effon: 
, Clautime p,ovidediollheprojedwa$vsedelficiMltly 
, Tomeandeflortareevident in lheexewtionr;,lthe end 
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Inputs, Outputs & Data Displays Examples 

Creating Outputs 
To create a simple text output, the 'print' function is most often used, but it can have 
several variations to change how the data is displayed. Below are examples of how to 
create a text output with the print function for several d ifferent scenarios. Keep in mind 
when creating text output, the code in green is what wi ll be displayed for the user_ 

It Basic t"xt outpu using the pr·in unction 
p ( "Hello WorldH ) 

# Specific info1 nation with text explain what the information s hws 
name "Tin" 
food -= "Pizza" 

( "Name:" , n, ,e, "Favorite Food:", :,od) 

# Fo1 att ng specif .. c results of a funct; ;.m 
numl 7 
nu 2 
~u resul - nu ,.. num2 

( f"The su11 of {numl} and {num2} is {su11_result}. " ) 

# Multiple ite 1s in ;:i text dis ,lny 
"Yes" 
"No" 
"Ma ybe" 

( "For this example x , y, and z represent 

P roperly Labeling and Displaying Outputs 

X, y, z) 

When creating text output, it is imponant to make sure the user will uooerstand what is 
being displayed. Property labeling output is an importa nt part of visual representation 
arld can make oode more user-friendly. Below are a few examples of labels to make 
the code easier to read and understarld. 

# The labels 'Name' am 'Favorite Food' make the display more clear 
and help define what the terrrs relate to 
namt! -= "Ti11" 
food "Pizza" 

{"NaA1e:" , name, "Favorite Food:H , ood) 

Standard Fo rmatting Styles 
Formatting styles can vary depending on what the code is being used for, personal 
preference or the coding standards of a business or organizat ion. A few common 
formatting styles are PEP 8 Style Guide, the Google Python Style Guide, YAPF, 
PyCharm and Docstring Conventions . The coding examples given in th is handout 
follow the PEP 8 Style Guide , wtlich is standard for Python coding 

Simple Vector Graphics Using Lines 
The code to create a vector graphic using lines ts shown below. This code uses 
matplotlib to create this shape 

import ,atplotllb.pyplot as plt 

# Declde what figure you wi.11 create and the axis 
ig, ax plt.subplots() 

# Define the coordinates for each lines 
xl, y .1 1 , 1 
X2, y2 4 , 4 
x3, y3 2 , S 

ff Draw each L 1es 
ax.plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], label 'Line 1' ,color ' blue· , linewidth- 2) 
ax.plot([x2, x3]. ·y2, y3]. label 'Line 2' ,color 'red' , linestyle •-
' , linewidtr 2 ) 

# Set the labels or each line and itles 
ax. set_xlabel {•X-axis' ) 
ax. set_ylabel{ 'Y-axis· ) 
ax.set_ -title( ' Simple Vector Graphics with Lines ' ) 

# Add the le~end 
ax. legend() 

# Show thP plo-t 
plt.show() 

Simple Vecto r Graphics Us ing Circ les 
An e xample code to cre ate a vector graph ic using circles is s hown below. This code 
uses matplotlib to create the shape. 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# In this e .. ample, putting the in ·or ation that is calcu..1.ated in a 
entence helps convey what func .ion was per ·o, ned 

numl 7 
num2 4 
sum result numl + nu 12 

· { f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is {su11_result} " ) 

Add ng labels hat show w 1a1 x, y, arid z correlate akes the display 
e, ier to read 

"Yes" 
"No" 
"Maybe" 
{"For this exampl e x, y, and z represent:" , x, y, z) 

# Add.1ng un.1ts w ,en displaying speci ic infer iat.wn can also make text 
disp ays ort! clear 
numl 7 
num2 4 
p ( f"Loaded Weight : {numl}lbs Unloaded Weight: {num2}lbs" ) 

# When there are several type~ ot c plex infornation being displayed, 
descr ptive labels .ar help clt!ar my confus oo 
name "Benjamin" 
nu Jer 4 
tr;:in<;;:ictions B 

( f"Customer: (name)" ) 
( f"Customer Number for Deceinber : {number}" ) 
{f"Nunber of Transactioo for Nove11ber: {transactions}" ) 

Interactive Input Interfac es 
When creat ing interactive input interfaces with releva nt us e r prompts to acquire data 
from a use r, it is important the code is readable a nd easy to understand. This code 
requires informat ion from the user to d isplay a cenain message or action. An exa mple 
of a code that requires user input is shown below. 

1t The prOll'lpt bdoi., asks for i,1puts fro the user to displ.iy a welco,,e 
111essage 
name • inpu ( "Enter your naf'oe:" ) 

tt N\ w he text will b~ displayt!d with the information that thi:! user 
added 

ff Decide what "igure you wL... ·ente ind thtc nxis 
ng, a· plt. subplots{) 

ff Def ... ne the circle par •ter·s 
circlel plt.Circle((l , 1 ). 0.5, edgecolor- 'blue ' , facecolo1 ' none' , 
linewidth- 2 , lab •l 'Circle 1' ) 
circle2 p ... t.C_ ·cle( 3 , 2). 0 . 8 , edgecolor 'red' , f;:icecolor 'nooe' , 
linew d h 2, lat, ... 'Circle 2' ) 

tt Add he c "Cles to he ax s 
ax .add __ patch( circlel) 
ax. add __ patch( circle2) 

# Set the labels for each 1 ·ne and t-itles 
ax. set_ xlabel ( ' x - axis ' 
ax. set _ _ylabel ( 'Y-axis' ) 
ax. set __ title{ 'Siliple Vector Graphics with Circles· ) 

# Add the legend 
ax. legPnd() 

rt St!t he aspect r·atio to e11sure tt!1 "t!presentation 
ax. legend( · equal' , adjustable 'box' ) 

# Show the plot 
pl1 show() 

Simp le Vector Graphics Using Rectangles 
An example code to c reate a vector g raphic using rectangles is shown below. This 
code uses matplotlib to create th e shape 

import atplotlib pyplot as plt 
import atplotlib.patches as patches 

# Decide what -figure you will reate and the axis 
fig, ax plt.subplots{) 

# 0€f .1ne the re tangle par imeters 
rectl - pc1tches.Rectangle((l, 1 ), 2, 3, edge,olor· 'bl ue' , 
fac:t!color 'nont!' , .int!width 2 , label 'Rectangl e 1' ) 
rect2 patches.Rectangle((4 , 2 ), 1 - 5~ 2.5 edgecolor ' red ' , 
facecolor- 'none' , h 1ewidth 2, label 'Rectangle 2' ) 
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I Add 
ax od 
ax. d p tc ( ·ect.z) 

# Set the ... abels fol" ea1.:h l.1.;ie and tltJ.es 
ax.set xlabel, 'X-axis' • 
ax.set ylabel, 'Y•axis' 
ax. set_ tit.., ( 'Sh,ple Vector Graphics with Rectangles· ) 

tt Aa:i thl' 1£ end 
ax.legend! 1 

ff Set tie lee at~o to E. ;ure ·t epl"esent ltion 
ax.h~ge1d( 'equal' , adjur- al lP- 'box' 

Matplothb 1s a widely-used library for creating static, animated and mteractrve 
visualizations. This example will showcase the inputs. outputs and data display for a 
line, circle Of red:ang le . 

.... Dialog- style application . .,.,., 

1.llport ys 
f r0111 QyQt6 Qtliil :lge ts i11port ( 

QApp.i.i.- !.&.on. 
QOI log, 
QOi • .Jg8u1>tonBox. 
~-or-l ~yout, 
~dneEdlt, 
QV8 

chss Wi ndow ~ialog 
def _init_ 

t { parerit None) 

---JCEV,,-=,.,,,...,,,.,.=,...,=.~"',,-----------

ProJeci: - Data Visualization Program 
V,,uat Ptl:9enbbofl 

Dirfl:tions: 

1 Onyowoc:,mputer, acx:aes61hemolplodiblbttwy. Themolplodib 

la11y - ~ in.,,. Slundetd Pylhon Libnuy. )bu Oltlrl rnd WI orh 
CDmpier by-entering ·on1ne rratplotlbcompier"91 a -!di enga'le 

2 Enler and run each of lhe toloilwlg codes The eodes ,..,..1 cieate • 

lne grapl. circll! graph :md rectangle g,aph wi:h the ~en l orn:I y 
data A.dd labels and a m11 lo Iha chart. Cl\a"9'1 IM ciala And 

cllllon'Wl each chart by addi1"19 mcanmgful n il labota and a 

meaningful title. Adjust the oolors, marlrers and «her propet1-d 
thoe chttrt ttk,rrM1ls. Feel free lo nlll'i!ttse the quanlily of dtilil p(Wlts. 
Fom1AI your a:id11 lor rllAdabiily. ',/\&;,Idling a vkteo on matplollib 
plots lor adding these extra fealures ~ be he.,lul. 

3, Line Graph 

h1p0rt " Hpl0tl.1>.pypl0t ii, pll 

1$.al!IJ>l•D.IU 

1' •[1, 2,3, ,,S] 

y• [l,.,6,1,19} 

• CrHtl • lir• c~•~t 

:,It. plot(•, y) 

IAdd L1~ls1r<:1tltle 
Plt. ,:hbel ('X· n~t- hbel' J 

:,lt. ybto.l ( "'t'- u i t- hbal "J 

::>ll. Ut. e (°Tl~J~ ot tt,,r a., rt.' ) 

I Ohpl.ay the ch.art 
plt.5haw() 

'""""'°""" illport ..-t.plotlib.P)lplot H plt 
1.lllport Mtplotlib.~tches - p.atches 

• Deft,,. the fleu~ and the a.-Is 
ftc , ax .. pit.subplots() 

, oenne the ctrcle p.,r.-ter-s 

drclel • plt.Circb((l, 1), e .5, edlttolo,.,_'blu 
circle2 • plt .Circle(( l , 2) , e . 1, ectcttolor,,'red 

• Add the circles to the axh 
lllt,1tod__patch(circlel) 

, i~~t.J:l:~.tt&.'\..Y(leJ.r.'C:J~ ...... _.. .... 
u.set_xlabel( 'X uh"} 
ax.~111_ylaMl( ·v-airts'} 
U.H:t_tttle ('!Ule c>f , ~rt') 

• Acid the ICft:nd 
aa.l~ffld{) 

• St>l the MPt:( t r;etlo to enwre better repre
.u.lq:end( 'equal ' , adjusUblt• 'box') 

• Show the p lot plt.lhow() 
5. R-.:ltlrlgleGuoph 

taport .atplot 11b. pyplot U plt 
taport ..-t.plotlib.~tches H patches 

• Dr<ide wn,t fieure you 111111 cr-Hte and the 11d 
ftg, .u • pit.subplots() 

• Drfine the rec t11n,ile p,ra,11eters 

r'etll • p.llCheS,ll~lllll&le((l, 1), 2, 3, t!di ~(O}O 
NtCU • plltcM~.llf'U.tngle((4, )). 1. S, ).~ , MCf' 

• Add the l"Clctan11es to the .:ids 
ex . .add patch(r«tl) 
.:ax.add_p.:atch(r«U) 

, ~t the labels for e.xh line a!WI titles 

ax.set_dabel( 'X•axh') 
;u(,Hlt_ylilbel( 'V-axts') 
111. ~et_title( ' Tttle c>f chart") 

• Add the le.tt:nd 
a.:. llJC"d{) 

• ~ t the aspec t ratio to enwN Detter r.pr,eua 

u . lecend( 'eq.ial ' , ~justable• ' box") 

I Show the plot plt.lhw() 

e Arulvze the N11Ul1n9 gr"P!• • nd _._ the following questio"' in 
a poragrai,h: 

o Haw do !ho chang• you~ Impact !ho mouago !ho 

gr,;ipt,~ 

o Does the lormattlng 01 thll code- and the ni.meric lonnatti,g 
impadlhoOUlpuf 

o How did lormatt,ng !ho cu-la lmpmv1 tM numeric d&Jllily 
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Conc:epl&Underst.1ndi~ : 
• Undenlalldin<, ol the concept B dearly evident 
• Effect1velonnatung tedm1que5wereappl!edtolhecode 
• Understandin<, ol l ormattmg data to improve numeoc 

displ;lys.W11Sappare111 
• Codll was clearly wutten aft.el' fomiatbng WdS appl,w 

Cr:1ftmansh lp: 
• Paragraphwaswellv.mtenusir,gpropergranvnar 

Production/Effon: 
• Class time provided lor Ille pro,eci wu used efficiently 
• Timeandeffoftareevidentintheeirecutioooltheend ~-
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Programming Problem-Solving Processes 
The content within this transaipt has been created utilizing a third-party software 
company which complies with all federal accessibility laws and international standards 
for web accessibility, providing a measured accuracy rate of 99.6 percent. 

1. Overview of the Solving Processes 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Programming Problem-Solving Processes 
Overview of Solving Processes 

Computer programming is the process used to write code that instructs how a 
computer, application or software program performs. Computer programmlng's core 
function is to solve or create solutions to problems or needs. The process of making a 
program or a set of instructions for a computer to execute includes the following steps
understand the problem, design a solution, translate the solution into a program, and 
test and debug the program. 

The first step of the programming problem-solving process is understanding the 
problem. This can be done through research, questioning, and identifying key 
components of the problem. Most of the time, this Information wlll come from the 
customer or the key identifier of the problem. 

Once the data has been collected and the problem is understood, the next step is to 
design a solution. Charting and working through ideas will create a solution. We'll use 
the example of making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich to better visualize this 
process. 

Look at the diagram. It shows the potential choices needed to make a peanut butter 
and jelly sandwich. The first decision answers the question, what kind of peanut butter? 
Chunky or creamy? The next decision involves the type of jelly to use. This process 
continues building on this concept until all possibilities in making 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A d iagram showing 1he choices to make a peanut butter 
and Jelty sandwich. At the top it starts with the question, what kind of peanut 
butter would you like. Then It hu two arrows going down, on tha left It say& 
creamy and then on the right it says chunky. Then th•re are two more arrows 
going down to the question what kind of Jelly would you llke. 

the sandwich are explored- bread type. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A diagram showing the choices of bread type. At the top it 
starts with the question, what type of bread I• used. Then It has two arrows 
going down, on the left it N)'S white end on the right it H y & whe•t. 

lrt\NsJl!IN~.~ 1114_lXP241CE\181114_1XP2._.....,_T..-.,;q,1.h!ir, 
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squares and the one on the far left says triangle. Then the next quntion is 
asked, should the crusts be on or off. Then h has two aff'Ows going down, the 
one on the left says one and the one on the right says off. 

In this case, the first question that would be seen by the user Is, what kind of peanut 
butter would you like? Chunky or creamy? 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of a computer screen Is detalled with a diagram 
showing the choices to make a peanut butter and Jelly sandwich. At the top It 
starts with the question, what kind of peanut butter would you like. Then rt has 
two arrows going down, on the left It says creamy and then on the right It says 
chunky. 

The program prompts the user to provide an input to the question before moving on to 
the next step. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of a computer screen Is detailed with a diagram 
showing the choices to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. At the top It 
starts with the question, what kind of jelly would you like. Then it has three 
arrows going down, on the left it says grape, in the middle it HY• apricot and 
then on the right It says strawberry. 

It goes through these steps until the end. Then the program gives an output of every 
selection and requests a confirmation of the options that the customer chose before 
finalizing the order. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of a computer screen Is detalled with various 
questions slldlng on and off the screen. The tltle of the computer Is order 
summary. QuHtion one- what kind of peanut butter would you like? Creamy. 
Question two-what kind of jelly would you like? Grape. Question three- What 
type of bread is used? White. Question four- How should the sandwich be cut? 
KHp as is. Question five- should the crusts be on or off? On. The last slide on 
the computer screen states thank you for your order. 

Finally, after the program is aeated, it is tested and refined. 
"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Test and debug ha program 

This process resets and starts again at step one to continuously improve and refine the 
original program version. 
TEXT ON SCREEN• Steps are listed to make a program or a set of Instructions 
for a computer lo execute. Step 1: understand the problem, step 2: design a 
solution, step 3: translate a solution into a program, step 4: test and debug the 
program. 

2. THks & Subtaake for Solving Problems 

lrt\NsJl!IN~~1114_lXP241CE\181114_1XP2._.....,_T..-.,;q,1.h!ir, 
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how to cut the sandwich, 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A diagram showing the choices of cutting a sandwich. At 
the top It starts with the question, how should the sandwich be cut. Then it has 
four aff'Ows going down, the one on the left says keep as la, the next one over 
says halved, the next one says aquaru and the one on the far left says triangle. 

crusts on or off. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A diagram showing the choices of crusts being on or off. At 
the top it starts with the question, should the crusts be on or off. Then it has two 
arrows going down, the one on the left says one and the one on the right uya 
off. 

The process of making a sandwich Is slmple, but the same process Is used to design a 
new phone app for a customer or a computer program for a major corporation. 

The next step in the programming problem-solving process is translating the gathered 
information and solution into a program. Programs are built on a step-by-step process 
called an algorithm. 

Algorithms are used in mathematics when following the order of operations to solve 
equations. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- PEMDAS is titled on screen to show how mathematics is 
used to follow the order of operations. P- parentheses, E· exponents, M- mutlple, 
D· dived, A· add, and S- subtract. The followlng equation explains PEMDAS: , x 5 
(6+4) = 200 

Let us explore some of the steps for making a program using the peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich Example we know from the first program what people want on their 
sandwich before it is made. 

We want to use the same questions and answers from our explored solutions. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- IMAGE ON SCREEN-A diagram showtng the choices to 
make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. At the top ft starts with the quntion, 
what kind of peanut butter would you llke. Then It has two an-ows going down, 
on the left It uys creamy and then on the right It says chunky, The next question 
is what kind ofjellywovld you like. The question about jelly has three arrows 
going down from It. The arrow on the left says grape, the arrow In the middle 
says apricot and the arTOw on the right says strawbeny. Then the next question 
is asked, what type of bread is used. Then it has two arrows going down, on the 
left It says white and on the right It says wheat. Then the next question Is asked, 
how should the sandwich be cut. Then it has four arrows going down, the one on 
the left Nys keep H Is, the next one over sa.ys halved, the next one says 
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TEXT ON SCREEN 
Programming Problem-Solving Procaases 
Tasks and Subtasks for SoMng Problems 

OK. We understand the steps for solving programming design problems. Now, let us 
break them into tasks and subtasks. Tasks are the steps needed to soive the problem 
or deliverable. Subtasks are smaller tasks associated w ith a larger and more complex 
task, which can be broken into three types- sequential, conditional, and iterative. 

Sequential subtasks are items that execute in order. Sequential subtasks are used in 
programs that have a linear flow. These subtasks are used in programs that do not 
offer choices to repeat a process. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic with a man standing and looklng at a phone. On 
the phone ia a timer with the words start and stop, The timer is enlarged on the 
left side of the screen as well. The timer is started and goes until 80 seconds. 

Asking the user for two numbers followed by a program, adding the numbers together, 
is an example of a sequential subtask. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic with a man standing and 
looking at a phone. On the phone is a dial consisting of numbers. On the far left 
tt starts wtth 1, 2, 3, going down on the left It starts with ,, 5, 6, going down on 
the far left it starts with 7, B, 9, and going down at tha very bottom &tarting on the 
left Is an X, 0, c heck mark. The dlal Is also enlarged on the left .side of the screen. 
l1Ki man taps 3 and 6. Then 3 + 6 • 9 pops up enlarged on the left side In replace 
of the dial. 

Conditional subtasks offer choices in the form of true/false statements. 

Conditional subtasks are used when programs need to make decisions about what to 
do based on user input or th8 results of other actions in the program. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic with a man standing and looking at a phone. On 
the phone la the choices A and B. The choices A and Bare also enlarged on the 
left side of the screen as Choice 'tA" and Choice "B". The man standing at the 
phone chooses A or Choice "A". The Choice " A" on the left side of the screen 
funnels down to Choice "A" and Choice "B ". Choice "A" and Choice "B" are 
connected. The man selects Choice "B" then from Choice "B" it funnels down to 
Choce "A" and Choice "'B". They are connected. Choice "A" Is selected. 

Asking a user if they would like to play a game again is a conditional subtask because 
the game w ill either start or exit depending on the answer. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic with a man standing and looking at a phone. On 
the phone la the choices yes or no. The choices yea or no ere also enl•rged on 
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the left side of the screen. The choice yes is selected by the man. 

Finally, iterative subtasks create a loop that continues until certain conditions are met 
This specific subtasks can create infinite loops if not used correctly. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic wtth a man standing and looking at a phone. On 
the phone Is the choices stop and start with a coin. The coin Is also enlarged on 
the left side of the screen. The enlarged coin flips continuously as the man 
presses start on the phone. 

Iterative subtasks repeat until a condition is met. A timer that counts down to O and 
ends once it h its O is an iterative subtask. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• A graphic wtth a man standing and looklng at a phone. On 
the phone Is the choices start and stop with a timer of 0:03.00. The timer Is also 
enlarged on the left aide of the screen. The man presses ■tart, and the timer 
goes from 0:02.60 to 0:00.00 

3. Data Types & ObjKts Needed 

"!EXT ON SCREEN 
Programming Problem-Solving Processes 
Date Types & Objects Needed 

There will be different data types associated with whatever specific computer 
programming language Is used. In PythOn, the data types are numeric, Int, Integer, tnat 
holds signed integers of non-limited length. Long hold long integers. Float holds 
floating precision numbers and is accurate up to 15 decimal places. Complex holds 
complex numbers. 

String is a sequence of characters which can be letters, numbers, or special. And lists 
ar& uS8d to st0<8 a SBt of information. For example, 0, 1 2, or purple, blue, r8d. Th8 
problem must be analyz8d, and the solution must be explored to understand the data 
types and objects needed to create the program. 

In most cases, it will need multiple data types in ttie same program to make it work. 
Remember the sandwich program discussed earlier. We would use the string data type 
to store the user's answel'S to the questions crunchy or creamy. We would use the int 
data type to store hcN.' many sandwiches they would like to order. 

A list can be used to print out all the options that the user has entered for the entire 
program before they confirm that they are done with their order. 

4. Applying the Prooesa 

ht\NJJl!IN~~11 14_TICP241CE\181114_1XP2◄_-....,_T,....q,IJ,lir, 
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In line number six, system.out.println original number plus num, it creates an output to 
the screen that the user can see. Original number, 1234. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is displayed on screen. 
Line 6 Syetem.out.prtntJn( "Original Number: " + num); with printtn in brown, 
"Orlglnal Number: "In orange and + In dark blue 

Line number e~ht is a note that only programmers see and helps identify what the 
lines of code are being used for. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding ia displayed on screen. 
Line 8 /1 run loop until num becomes O with everything in gray 

Line number nine, while integer num is not equal to 0, the program will repeat. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding Is dlsplayed on screen. 
Line 9 while (num I= O) { with whlle, I and= In blue, and o In green 

Line number 11 is another note created by the programmer to identify the next section 
of code will get the last number from the int named num. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is displ• yed on screen. 
Line 111/ get last digit from num wtth everything In gray 

Line number 12 is creating an int named digit. wtiich is equal to num modulo 10. 
Modulo returns the remainder from division. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is displayed on screen. 
Line 12 Int digit= num % 10; with Int In blue,= and In dark blue, and 10 In green 

Line number 13 is now making reversed equal reversed multiply 10 plus digit. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is displayed on screen. 
Line 13 reversed= reversed• 10 + digtt; with= and• In dark blue, 10 in green, 
and+ in blue 

Line number 15 is the final programming note that line numb8r 16 will remove the last 
digit from number. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding Is dlsplayed on screen. 
Line 1S// remove the last digil from num with everything gray 

Line number 16, num divide and assignment operator 10. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• Coding is displayed on screen. 
Line 16 num I= 10; with/ and= In dark blue and 10 In green 
Line 17} 

Finally, line number 19, system.out.println reversed number plus reversed, will send a 
message to the screen for ttie user to read, stating, reversed number- 4321. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding i s dlspl•yed on screen. 
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"!EXT ON SCREEN 
Programming Problem-Solving Processes 
Applying the Process 

Feathered Paws, a new pet store, hired computer programmers to help their new 
application be more secure when users enter data. Currently, users need to input a 
four-digit code to gain access to their mobile application. Let us look at creating a 
program that can help users protect their data. 

Step one, understanding the problem. Through discussions with the dient, when users 
select their four-digit code, it is transferred to Feathered Paws's database in plain text 
This means whatever the user enters is sent exactly as selected. 

There are ways that hackers can collect information being sent over the internet. 
Feathered Paws needs additional security for their data transfer to protect the 
information. If a hacker steals the information, they can access the user's account, and 
this causes possible legal actions against Feathered Paws. That is the problem. 

Now move on to step number two, design a solution that researches and creates ideas 
to solve Feathered Paws's problem. After some research into basic cybersecurity, 
you've discovered some previousty used techniques to protect information. As the team 
lead on the project and after discussing the options with your colleagues, you decide to 
reverse the order of the four-digit code to help protect the data. 

Step three, translate the solution into a program using the iterative subtasks to create 
the code. 

tn lines number one and number two, this is the basic language that is used when 
starting programs. Most programming software will atomically have lines number one 
and numOOr two written for you. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• Coding lo displayed. 
Line 1 class Main { with class In blue 
Line 2 public static void main(Strlng [] arga) { with public static void and String 
In blue 

In line number four, we are creating an int named num that is storing a tour-digit 
number, 1234, and reversed that is storing 0. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• Coding Is displayed. 
Line 4 int num = 1234, reversed= O; with int in blue, = signs in dark blue, and 
1234 and 0 In green 
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Line 19 System.out.println("Reversed Number: "+ reversed); with println in 
brown, "Reversed Number:" In red, and + In blue 
Line 20 icon of a light bulb} 
Line 21} 

When programming, always look for ways to reuse previously created lines of code or 
create processes that reduce the lines of code needed to make the program function. 
This saves time for the programmer, uses less space on the device's storage, and 
allows any other programmers that are working on the project have an easier time 
reading the code. 

As seen in the example, system.out.println was used in two different sections of the 
program. The line was copied for reuse and updated to produce the new required 
output. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding Is dlaplayed. 
Line 1 class Main { with class in blue 
Line 2 public static void main(String [] arga) { w ith public static void and String 
in blue 
Line 4 Int num • 1234, reversed • O; wtth Int In blue, • signs In dark blue, and 
1234 and o in green 
Line 6 System.out.prlntln( "Original Number : " + num); with println in brown, 
"Orlglnal Number: " In orange and + In dark blue 
Lina 81/ run loop until num becomes O with everything in gray 
Line 9 whlle (num I= 0) { with whlle, I and= In blue, and O In green 
Lina 11 1/ get last digit from num With everything In gray 
Line 12 int digit= num % 10; with int in blue, = end in dark blue, and 10 in green 
Line 13 reversed •reversed• 10 + digit; with• and • in dark blue, 10 in green, 
and+ In blue 
Lina 151/ remove tha last digit from num w ith everything gray 
Line 16 num /= 10; with / and= In dark blue and 10 In green 
Line 17} 
Line 19 Syetem.out.println(" Reversed Number: "+ reversed); with println In 
brown, "Reversed Number: " In red, and + In blue 
Line 20 Icon of a light bulb} 
Line 21 } 

Line 6 and 19 • re highlighted to ahow how the line was copied, reuaed and 
updated to produce the new required output. 

step four, test and debug the solution ... 
"!EXT ON SCREEN 
• •. Program 
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When testing this program, a four-digit number can be entered, and the output is the 
number reversed. If it does not have the requested outcome of reversing the order of 
the number, refine your program and retest. 

---j~ "-"""'•""ce,=,,_.,-_-,--,,,LC,-----------

Creating Program Solutions 

Task: and subtasks (sequential, conditional and iterative) are demonstrated below. 
Using the steps of program design problem-solving strategies, assess the following 
code for any errors. 

# Hain program 
sequential_subtask() #Execute the sequential subtask 

while conditional_subtask(): # Keep repeating as long as user wants to 
play 

sequential __ subtask() #Execute the sequential subtask 
again 

iterative_subtask() #Execute iterative subtask 

def sequential _subtask(): 
# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers 

numl uoH( (uEnter t he f i r st number: " )) 
numl • float ( c•enter the second number: ff)) 

# Then this adds them together 
result "' numt num2 

(f"The s u111 of {numl} and {num2} i s: {res ult}" ) 

def condit i onal _subtask(): 
# This is a cond1 tional subtask:. It asks the users if 
they would like to play the game again 
play_again "" 1 ( ... Do you want to pl ay again? (yes/no): 
" ) .lower() 

# Checking the users choice 
1f play_again == "yesN: 

( ... Let's play again!") 
return True 

elif play _again == "no» : 
(Goodbye! ) 

return False 
else: 

("Invalid choice. Please e nter 'yes • or ' noJ . ) 
return condition subtask() 

hllp•tliln~ .~1114_Vl_HTW.ICEW1t14_Vl_KTML_Q _ _ H.-_·_C..tina_f""l!....,_&oiJ_,..Nm 

# Recursive call to handle an invalid response 

def iterative_subtask(): 
# Iterative subtask: Creating a loop that will continue 
until a certain condition is met. This loop is a timer 
timer - s # This is the initial timer value 

while timer > 0 : 
( f"Timer : {tiner}") 

timer - 1 

("Iterative subtask is cmplete. Tiner has reached 
0 . " ) 

One example of a possible error for the code above is shown below. 

play_again .. 
" ). lower() 

"Co you want to pl ay again? (yes/ no) : 

To find the error, use the steps of program design problem-s Olvlng strategies. The 
steps are listed below, as well as the solution to debug the code. 

Step 1: Understand the problem 
Step 2: Design a solution 
Step 3: Translate a solution into a program 
Step 4: Test and debug the program 

Step 1: By examining the code, it is apparent there is a syntax error. There Is an open 
parenthesis missing before -□o you want to play again?. This is the problem with the 
code. 
Step 2: Adding the parenthesis will e nsure proper spacing and code formatting. The 
eode should be function al. 
Step 3: To fix this error, an additional parenthesis should be placed in the correct 
position. 
Step 4: After adding the parenthesis, the code appears to be fixed as shown below. 
Running the program shows there are no errors, so the code is now debugged. 

play_again = 
• ). lower() 

( "Do you want t o play again? (yes/no) : 

Using the example above, make pseudocode for problem-solving processes within a 
program. 
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Step 1: Understand the problem 
Identify issues in a oode 

• Analyze inputs and outputs 
• Examine error codes 

Step 2: Design a solution 
Break the problem into smaller sub-steps 

• Create a new approach to completing the code 
• Identify how to solve error oodes 

Step 3: Translate a solution Into a program 
Use a specific coding language 

• Write a fixed code that solves previous issues 
• Implement any data found missing 

Step 4: Test and debug the program 
• Develop test cases 

Execute tests 
• Resolve bugs identified in the code 
• Repeat testing unti l the code is functional 

// Pseudocode for tasks and subtasks 

// Main program # The main program in the example above keeps each 
subtask running until the conditions of the iterative subtask are met 
or until the user selects 'no' on the conditional subtask 

/ /Sequential_subtask() # This is a subtask that asks the 
user for items that execute in order. In the above 
example, this subtask asks users for two numbers to then 
add together 

examplel "' float(input("Enter information: ")) 
example2 "' float(input("Enter information: 0

)) 

# Then this would perform a specific function with the 
information provided 
result "' examplel () example2 
print(f"The function performed on {examplel} and 
{example2} is: {result}") 
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// Conditional_subtask() # This subtask is a true or 
false answer that requires input from the user. In the 
example it asks the user if they would like to 
continue playing the game and displays the appropriate 
response based on the user input. 

example_function "' input("This is where a question would 
be asked. It should be (true/false) or 
(yes/no): ").lower{) 

if example_function -- "yes/true": 
elif example __ function == "no/false": 
else: 

print ( "Invalid choice. Please enter eyes/true' or 
'no/false'.) 
return condition_subtask() 

//Iterative_subtask() # This subtask is one that will 
create a loop until a certain condition is met. In the 
example above this condition is time. Once the time has 
run out the program is ended. 

loop example = S 
while condition is not met: 

function -= 1 
print("Iterative subtask is complete. Condition has been 
reached") 

---iCEV,.""--=co=-"'-="'~"',-----------
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Valid & Invalid Test Data 

• Include ways to test the program solutions 
and analyze the resulting behavior 

•CEV 

- write test cases which include valid and invalid 
input data 

-run the program with the test data 
-observe the behavior of the program and 

compare it to the expected behavior 
• if the program does not produce the expected 

behavior, debug the program 
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Testing Program Solutions 
Testing Program Solutions with Valid and Invalid Test Data 
Test data ls what a user inputs that allows a function to be perfonned to test a system 
of programs. Valid test data is lNhen the information added is in a recognizable range 
and fonnat. When test data is invalid, it is not recognized by the program and will 
produce errors. The code below is an example of a program with invalid test data. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( •~ ( "Enter the first number: 8 " )) 
num2 = float (in :( "Enter the second number: none " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When examining the code, the num2 input is not a number, but a word insened 
instead. In this scenario, the code would not recognize a term other than a number and 
would not produce an answer. This would result in a ValueError code if tested. To make 
this test data valid, the word 'none' would need to be replaced with a number. 
Anatyzing the resulting behavior and comparing it to the expected behavior is an 
important step in debugging any errors. 

Solving Problems 
The following task is an example of a program that is correctly coded and will display a 
correct solution. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • float(1 ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 "" float ( ! ( .. Enter the second number: " )) 

result "" num1 + num2 
·( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

The following task Is an example of the same oode as above, but with an error that will 
cause the program to display an error message. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • float( i ( "Enter the first number: " 

p ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

Another example of a code with errors is shown below. 
# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users +or two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

nu1111 = float (! {"Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 float{t1 ( "Enter t he second number: " }) 

result numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of numl and num2 is: result") 

In this code, there are no brackets around the 'numt' and num2' or the 'result' displays 
in the print function. This would cause a runtime error, possibly causing the program to 
crash. To resolve th is issue, look at language documentation such as Python 
documentation. This programming language code documentation can help explain 
what is required for a code to be functional. The corrected code is show n be low 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl float (i, ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 flcat{'1n ( " Enter the second number: " )) 

result numl + num2 
p, ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

---;gy-'«-,-, .. -"-.. -,-- M-~,-----------

num2 fl~t ( in ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2) is: {result}" ) 

When this code is inputted in Python, the following error message will occur. 

File "example.py", line 1 
numl • floot ( ln ( "Enter the first number: " 

SyntaxError: unexpected EOF while parsing 

After reading the error message, it is noted there is a syntax error near the end of line 
four. To solve this problem, the code must be fixed and the correct syntax should be 
used. Once the error has been resolved the code will match the first example given. 

Another example of a potential problem and solution is shown in the example below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = fk (("Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = fl<l (( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

In this example, the code was copied over from a reference material, but the 
programmer missed putting in the input function after the float function. Without the 
input function, the numbers added by the us.er would not become a string, and then 
into a float. This would display an error. One way to fix this issue would be to use a 
search engine to find the error or doubl&-check the source of the code for missing 
information. This issue could also be resolved by analyzing the reference material and 
double checking for errors. The corrected code will appear as shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl floot ( l ( "Enter the first number : " )) 
num2 = float ( 1 ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
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Project- Error Types & Debugging 
Error Typ,;s & Dvbug,;iing Sll'll~IVS 

Project Overview: 
You wlll conduct research on error types and debugging techniques to create a slide 
presentation to detail your findings. 

Direction•: 
1. Conduct 1"9$8arch on error typelJ and debugging techniques. 
2. Create a shde presentation to share your findings. Your presentation shoo Id cover the following 

topics: 
o Whatareerrors 

0 How to test program SOIUtiOn8 wtth vald and lnvalld test data 

• Include coding examples for both data types 
o Common types of error1 'M!h in..-alid test data in Python programming , such es: 

• syntaxerrors 
• Nn-limeerrors 

• type errors 
• logieerrors 

• lexic:81 errors 
o Resutting behavior after using valid and invalid data in Python programming 
o Techniqueg for debugging errors while working with invalid test data, includi"lg built-in 

tools and advanced techniques 
o Best practices tor debogglng 

3. Inell.Kie examples in your presentation to Wlustntte the concepts. You can create your own code 
examples or use examples fn;im on1ine resources. Make sure to cite any souroes used. 

o UN your IOE to write a program that has at lent three errorg, take a saeenshol of those 

errors and insert into yoJr pre3entation 
o Make the necessary changes so the program runs correctly, take• sae&nshol end Insert 

into yoor presenteticri 

4 . Once complete, upload your Jl(esenlation in the space pmvidad below, then submit your Project. 

You can find a Rubn'c at the end of this Project. 

Rubric 

Description Possible 
Pomts 

Re s earch & Organization: 10 
Proper research was conducted to complete the 
assignment 

• Sources were cited appropriatety 
• Error types and debugging information was presented 

in a logical organized manner 

Concept & Understanding: 40 
Unde rstanding of the error types 1s clearly evident 

• Effective strategies were used to include coding 
examples 

• Techniques for debugging is c learty understood 

Creativ ity/C raftmanship: 10 
• Slide presentation is unique and reflects the student's 

or group's individuality 
• Slide presentation is clearly high quality 

Productio n/Effort : 40 
Class time provided for the slide presentation was 
used efficiently 
Slide presentation answers all topic bullets listed 
Time and effort are evident in the execution of the 
slide presentation 

Total Pomts 100 

◄ §Review 
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Valid & Invalid Test Data 

• Include ways to test the program solutions 
and analyze the resulting behavior 

ICE.V 

-write test cases which include valid and invalid 
input data 

-run the program with the test data 
-observe the behavior of the program and 

compare it to the expected behavior 
• if the program does not produce the expected 

behavior, debug the program 
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Testing Program Solutions 
THting Program Solutions with Valid and Invalid THt Data 
Test data is what a user inputs that allows a function to be performed to test a system 
of programs. Valid test data is when the information added is in a recognizable range 
and format. When test data is invalid, it is not reoognized by the program and will 
produce errors. The code below is an example of a program with invalid test data. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( i ( "Enter the first number: 8 " )) 
num2 • float (i1 .( "Enter the second number: none ")) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When examining the code, the num2 input is not a number, but a word inserted 
instead. In this scenario, the code would not recognize a term other than a number and 
would not produce an answer. This would result in a Va1ueError code if tested. To make 
this test data valid, the word 'none' would need to be replaced with a number. 
Anafyzing the resulting behavior and comparing it to the expected behavior is an 
important step in debugging any errors . 

Solving Problems 
The following task is an example of a program that is correctly coded and will display a 
correct solution. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • flaat( i ( "Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = float ( • ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
·( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

The following task Is an example of the same code es above, but with an error that will 
cause the program to display an error message. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float ( in ( "Enter the first number: " 

num2 f,6,~t ( ir ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of {numl} and (num2} is: {result}" ) 

When this code is inputted in Python, the following error message will occur. 

File "example.py", line 1 
numl .. fl0at (1 ( "'Enter the first number: " 

SyntaxError: unexpected EOF while parsing 

After reading the BITOr message, it is noted there is a syntax e1TOr near the end of line 
four. To solve this problem, the code must be fixed and the correct syntax should be 
used. Once the error has been resolved the code will match the first example given. 

Another example of a potential problem and solution is shown in the example below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • fl (("Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = fl (( "'Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

In this example, the code was copied over from a reference material, but the 
programmer missed putting in the input function after the float function. Without the 
input function, the numbers added by the user would not become a string, and then 
into a float. This would display an error. One way to fix this issue would be to use a 
search engine to find the error or double-check the source of the code for missing 
information. This issue could also be resolved by analyzing the reference material and 
double checking for errors. The corrected code will appear as shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float ( in ("Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = f 1 oat ( tn ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
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p ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

Another example of a code with errors is shown below. 
# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users +or two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

nu1111 = f loat (! ("Enter the fir"St number: " )) 
num2 float{ t1 ( "Enter the second number: " }) 

result numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of numl and num2 is: result" ) 

In this code, there are no brackets around the 'num1' and num2' or the 'result' displays 
in the print function. This would cause a runtime error, possibly causing the program to 
crash. To resolve th is issue, look at language documentation such as Python 
documentation. This programming language code documentation can help explain 
what is required for a code to be functional. The corrected code is shown be low 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl f loat (i, ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 flcat ('1n ( "Enter the second number : " )) 

result numl + num2 
p, ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 
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Project• Error Types & Debugging 
Error Ty~ & DGbuggwig Str:1teg111s. 

Project Overview: 
You wlll conduct research on error types and debugging techniques to create a sllde 
presentation to detail your findings. 

Dirttctlona: 
1. Conduct rasean:h on error types and debugging techniques. 
2. Cornie a slide presentatioo to share yoor findings. Your presentation shoo Id cover the following 

""'"" o Whatareerrors 
o How to test program SOiutions with vald and ln'lalld test data 

• Include coding examples for both data types 
o Commoo types ofermn with in..-alid test data in Python programming, sldi as: 

• syntax ermrs 
■ run-time11nur11 

• type errors 

• logicerrors 
• lexical errors 

o Resulting behavior efl:er using valid and invalid date in Python programming 
o Techniques for debugging errors wtiile working 'frith invalid test data, includng built-in 

toots and ad'vane&d teehnlques 
o Best practices for debugging 

3. Include e-xamples in your presentation to illustrate the conoepb. You can create yoor own code 
examples or use examples from on1ine resouroes. Mall;e sure to cite any souroes used. 

o Uise your IDE to 'Mite a program that ha& al lea~I three errora, take a &a"8eoshot of those 
errors and insert into yoJr presentation 

o Make Iha necessary ctlange,s so Iha program runs correctly, take a screenShol end insert 
into yoor presentation 

4, Or,ce complete, upload your presentation in the space provided below, then submit your Project. 

You can find a Rubric at the efld of this Project. 
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Description Possible 
Points 

Research & Organization: 10 
Proper research was conducted to complete the 
assignment 

• Sources were cited appropriately 
• Error types and debugging information was presented 

in a logical organized manner 

Concept & Understanding: 40 
Understanding of the error types is clearly evident 

• Effective strategies were used to include coding 
examples 

• Techniques for debugging is clearly understood 

Creativity/Craftmanship: 10 
• Slide presentation is unique and reflects the student's 

or group's individuality 
• Slide presentation is clearly high quality 

Production/Effort : 40 
Class time provided for the slide presentation was 
used efficiently 
Slide presentation answers all topic bullets lisled 
Time and effort are evident in the execution of the 
slide presentation 
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Valid & Invalid Test Data 

• Include ways to test the program solutions 
and analyze the resulting behavior 

•CEV 

- write test cases which include valid and invalid 
input data 

-run the program with the test data 
-observe the behavior of the program and 

compare it to the expected behavior 
• if the program does not produce the expected 

behavior, debug the program 
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Testing Program Solutions 
Testing Program Solutions with Valid and Invalid Test Data 
Test data ls what a user inputs that allows a function to be perfonned to test a system 
of programs. Valid test data is lNhen the information added is in a recognizable range 
and fonnat. When test data is invalid, it is not recognized by the program and will 
produce errors. The code below is an example of a program with invalid test data. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( •~ ( "Enter the first number: 8 " )) 
num2 = float (in :( "Enter the second number: none " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When examining the code, the num2 input is not a number, but a word insened 
instead. In this scenario, the code would not recognize a term other than a number and 
would not produce an answer. This would result in a ValueError code if tested. To make 
this test data valid, the word 'none' would need to be replaced with a number. 
Anatyzing the resulting behavior and comparing it to the expected behavior is an 
important step in debugging any errors. 

Solving Problems 
The following task is an example of a program that is correctly coded and will display a 
correct solution. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • float(1 ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 "" float ( ! ( .. Enter the second number: " )) 

result "" num1 + num2 
·( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

The following task Is an example of the same oode as above, but with an error that will 
cause the program to display an error message. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • float( i ( "Enter the first number: " 

p ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

Another example of a code with errors is shown below. 
# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users +or two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

nu1111 = float (! {"Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 float{t1 ( "Enter t he second number: " }) 

result numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of numl and num2 is: result") 

In this code, there are no brackets around the 'numt' and num2' or the 'result' displays 
in the print function. This would cause a runtime error, possibly causing the program to 
crash. To resolve th is issue, look at language documentation such as Python 
documentation. This programming language code documentation can help explain 
what is required for a code to be functional. The corrected code is show n be low 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl float (i, ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 flcat{'1n ( " Enter the second number: " )) 

result numl + num2 
p, ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

---;gy-'«-,-, .. -"-.. -,-- M-~,-----------

num2 fl~t ( in ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2) is: {result}" ) 

When this code is inputted in Python, the following error message will occur. 

File "example.py", line 1 
numl • floot ( ln ( "Enter the first number: " 

SyntaxError: unexpected EOF while parsing 

After reading the error message, it is noted there is a syntax error near the end of line 
four. To solve this problem, the code must be fixed and the correct syntax should be 
used. Once the error has been resolved the code will match the first example given. 

Another example of a potential problem and solution is shown in the example below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = fk (("Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = fl<l (( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

In this example, the code was copied over from a reference material, but the 
programmer missed putting in the input function after the float function. Without the 
input function, the numbers added by the us.er would not become a string, and then 
into a float. This would display an error. One way to fix this issue would be to use a 
search engine to find the error or doubl&-check the source of the code for missing 
information. This issue could also be resolved by analyzing the reference material and 
double checking for errors. The corrected code will appear as shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl floot ( l ( "Enter the first number : " )) 
num2 = float ( 1 ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
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Project- Error Types & Debugging 
Error Typ,;s & Dvbug,;iing Sll'll~IVS 

Project Overview: 
You wlll conduct research on error types and debugging techniques to create a slide 
presentation to detail your findings. 

Direction•: 
1. Conduct 1"9$8arch on error typelJ and debugging techniques. 
2. Create a shde presentation to share your findings. Your presentation shoo Id cover the following 

topics: 
o Whatareerrors 

0 How to test program SOIUtiOn8 wtth vald and lnvalld test data 

• Include coding examples for both data types 
o Common types of error1 'M!h in..-alid test data in Python programming , such es: 

• syntaxerrors 
• Nn-limeerrors 

• type errors 
• logieerrors 

• lexic:81 errors 
o Resutting behavior after using valid and invalid data in Python programming 
o Techniqueg for debugging errors while working with invalid test data, includi"lg built-in 

tools and advanced techniques 
o Best practices tor debogglng 

3. Inell.Kie examples in your presentation to Wlustntte the concepts. You can create your own code 
examples or use examples fn;im on1ine resources. Make sure to cite any souroes used. 

o UN your IOE to write a program that has at lent three errorg, take a saeenshol of those 

errors and insert into yoJr pre3entation 
o Make the necessary changes so the program runs correctly, take• sae&nshol end Insert 

into yoor presenteticri 

4 . Once complete, upload your Jl(esenlation in the space pmvidad below, then submit your Project. 

You can find a Rubn'c at the end of this Project. 

Rubric 

Description Possible 
Pomts 

Re s earch & Organization: 10 
Proper research was conducted to complete the 
assignment 

• Sources were cited appropriatety 
• Error types and debugging information was presented 

in a logical organized manner 

Concept & Understanding: 40 
Unde rstanding of the error types 1s clearly evident 

• Effective strategies were used to include coding 
examples 

• Techniques for debugging is c learty understood 

Creativ ity/C raftmanship: 10 
• Slide presentation is unique and reflects the student's 

or group's individuality 
• Slide presentation is clearly high quality 

Productio n/Effort : 40 
Class time provided for the slide presentation was 
used efficiently 
Slide presentation answers all topic bullets listed 
Time and effort are evident in the execution of the 
slide presentation 

Total Pomts 100 
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Valid & Invalid Test Data 

• Include ways to test the program solutions 
and analyze the resulting behavior 

ICE.V 

-write test cases which include valid and invalid 
input data 

-run the program with the test data 
-observe the behavior of the program and 

compare it to the expected behavior 
• if the program does not produce the expected 

behavior, debug the program 
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Testing Program Solutions 
TH ting Program Solution, with Valid and Invalid THt Data 
Test data is what a user inputs that allows a function to be performed to test a system 
of programs. Valid test data is when the information added is in a recognizable range 
and format. When test data is invalid, it is not recognized by the program and will 
produce errors. The code below is an example of a program with invalid test data. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( in ( "Enter the first number: 8 " )) 
num2 • float (in .( "Enter the second number: none ")) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When examining the code, the num2 input is not a number, but a word inserted 
instead. In this scenario, the oode would not recognize a term other than a number end 
would not produce an answer. This would result in a Va1ueError code if tested. To make 
this test data valid, the word 'none' would need to be replaced with a number. 
Anatyzing the resulting behavior and comparing it to the expected behavior is an 
important step in debugging any errors. 

Solving Probleme 
The following task is an example of a program that is correctly coded and will display a 
correct solution. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • flaat( i ( "Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = float ( l ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • nurnl + num2 
·( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

The following task Is en example of the same code es above, but with en error that will 
cause the program to display an error message. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the usel"'S fol"' two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( io ( "Enter the first number: " 

num2 float ( in ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When this code is inputted in Python, the following error message will occur. 

File "example.py", line 1 
numl .. f l0i1t ( i n ( "'Enter the first number: " 

SyntaxError: unexpected EOF while parsing 

After reading the e1TOr message, it is noted there is a syntax 01TOr near the end of line 
four. To solve this problem, the code must be fixed and the correct syntax should be 
used. Once the error has been resolved the code will match the first example given. 

Another example of a potential problem and solution is shown in the example below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • f' (("Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = f l<1 (( "'Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

In this example, the code was copied over from a reference material , but the 
programmer missed putting in the input function after the float function. Without the 
input function, the numbers added by the user would not become a string, and then 
into a float. This would display an error. One way to fix this issue would be to use a 
search engine to find the error or double-check the source of the code for missing 
information. This issue could also be resolved by analyzing the reference material and 
double checking for errors. The corrected code will appear as shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl float ( i ("Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = float ( ! ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
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p ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

Another example of a code with errors is shown below. 
# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users +or two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

nu1111 = f loat (! ("Enter the fir"St number: " )) 
num2 float{ t1 ( "Enter the second number: " }) 

result numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of numl and num2 is: result" ) 

In this code, there are no brackets around the 'num1' and num2' or the 'result' displays 
in the print function. This would cause a runtime error, possibly causing the program to 
crash. To resolve th is issue, look at language documentation such as Python 
documentation. This programming language code documentation can help explain 
what is required for a code to be functional. The corrected code is shown be low 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl f loat (i, ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 flcat ('1n ( "Enter the second number : " )) 

result numl + num2 
p, ( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

---;gy-'«-,-, .. -"-.. -,-- M-~,-----------

Project - Error Types & Debugging 
Ern::r Ty::iei,&Oiibuw ingStnlt.iglOS 

Project Overview: 
You will oonduct research on error types and debugging techniques to create a slide 
presentation to detail your findings. 

Directions: 
1. Conduct 1'838arch on error typn and debugging lechnlQues. 
2. Cn:late a slick! pr'8Sentation to shan, yoor findings. Yoor ~talion shoo Id cover the following 

topics: 
o Whatareerrors 

o Haw to test program aolutlon8 wtth vald and Invalid test data 

• Include coding examples for both data types 
o Common types of error1 'Mth irT\lalid test data in Python programming, such as: 

• syntaxerrors 
• run-time errors 

• type errors 
• logieerrors 
• lexieal errors 

o Resulting behavior after using valid and invalid data in PylhOfl i:wogramming 
o TechniQues fo( debugging errors while working with invalid test data, includ ing built-in 

tools and act.-ancad technlQues 
o Best p ractices for debugging 

3. lncl:OOe examples in your presentation to Mtuslntte the concepb. Yoo can create your own code 
examples or U$e examples from onune resources. MaKe sure to Cite any souroes used. 

o Use your IDE to write a program that has at least three errors, take a saeeoshot of those 

errors and insert into yoJr l)(eS&ntation 
o Ms.Ke the nec&SS9ry changes so the progrt1m n.ins oorreclly, ts.ke a screenshot and insert 

into yoor presentation 
4. Once complete, upload your presentation in the space pmvided below, then submit your Project. 

You can find a Rubric at the end cf this Project 
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Description Possible 
Points 

Research & Organization: 10 
Proper research was conducted to complete the 
assignment 

• Sources were cited appropriately 
• Error types and debugging information was presented 

in a logical organized manner 

Concept & Understanding: 40 
Understanding of the error types is clearly evident 

• Effective strategies were used to include coding 
examples 

• Techniques for debugging is clearly understood 

Creativity/Craftmanship: 10 
• Slide presentation is unique and reflects the student's 

or group's individuality 
• Slide presentation is clearly high quality 

Production/Effort : 40 
Class time provided for the slide presentation was 
used efficiently 
Slide presentation answers all topic bullets lisled 
Time and effort are evident in the execution of the 
slide presentation 
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Debugging 

• Is the process of identifying and fixing 
errors or bugs in a software program 

• Is a crucial step in the software 
development process 

-helps to ensure the final product is reliable 
and functional 

• Requires careful language documentation 
to keep track of progress and methods 

'°"' 

Critical Thinking 

• Is often the first step in debugging 
• Requires utilization of problem-solving 
ski lls. such as: 
-identifying u,e problem 
- brainstorming possible causes of the prob lem 
- planning strategies and methods to solve the 

problem 

The Assert Statement 

• Is used to check if a certain condition is 
true, and if it is not, an AssertionError is 
ra ised 

Try & Except Statements 

• Are made up of: 
- try b lock 

• conta ins the code which may cause an error 
- except block 

• contains the code which will be executed in 
case of an error 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 

Print Statements 

• Isa technique involving adding print 
statements to the code to display the 
values of variables and check the flow of 
the program 

- displays the values of variables 
- checks the flow of the program 
-helps identify where the error is occurring and 

whic h values are being processed at the point 

Interactive Debugging 

• Isa technique involving a debugger tool 
- al lows to step through the code, pause it at 

any point, inspect variables and their values, 
and evaluate expressions 

• Tools are available in most integrated 
development environments (IDEs) for 
Python 

Error-Checking Functions 

• Are built-in functions, such as the built-in 
function isinstance() 

-can be used to check for errors 

Code Instrumentation 

• Involves adding extra code to the program 
to help diagnose and isolate errors 

• Can include adding logging statements to: 
-log messages 
- pertormance metrics 
- adding assertions 
- check for certain conditiOns which must be 

true at a certain point in the code 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 
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Valid & Invalid Test Data 

• lndude ways to test the program solutions 
and analyze the resulting behavior 

'°"' 

- write test cases which include valid and invalid 
input data 

-run the program with the test data 
- observe the behavior of the program and 

compare it to the expected behavior 
• if the program does not produce the expected 

behavior, debug the program 

Error Messages 

• Can be debugged and solved using the 
following steps: 

-reading the error message and trying to 
understand what it is saying 

-looking up the error message in the Python 
documentation or on a search engine to find 
explanations and solutions 

Testing Program Solutions 
TH ting Program Solution, with Valid and Invalid THt Data 

6/21 /2024 

Test data is what a user inputs that allows a function to be performed to test a system 
of programs. Valid test data is when the information added is in a recognizable range 
and format. When test data is invalid, it is not recognized by the program and will 
produce errors. The code below is an example of a program with invalid test data. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( in ( "Enter the first number: 8 " )) 
num2 • float (in .( "Enter the second number: none " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When examining the code, the num2 input is not a number, but a word inserted 
instead. In this scenario, the oode would not recognize e term other then e number end 
would not produce an answer. This would result in a Va1ueError code if tested. To make 
this test data valid, the word 'none' would need to be replaced with a number. 
Anatyzing the resulting behavior and comparing it to the expected behavior is an 
important step in debugging any errors. 

Solving Problem, 
The following task is an example of a program that is correctly coded and will display a 
correct solution. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • flaat( i ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = float ( l ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • nurnl + num2 
·( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

The following task Is an example of the same code es above, but with an error that will 
cause the program to display an error message. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the user-s for- two 
numbers and then i t will add them together. 

numl = float( io ( "Enter the first number: " 

Error Messages 

• Can be debugged and solved using the 
following steps 

-checking the code and comparing it to the 
documentation to see if there are any syntax 
errors or olher mistakes 

-experimenting with different solutions and 
using the print statements and interactive 
debugging techniques lo help diagnose the 
problem 

num2 float ( in ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When this code is inputted in Python, the following error message will occur. 

File "example.py", line 1 
numl .. fl0i1t ( in ( "'Enter the first number: " 

SyntaxError: unexpected EOF while parsing 

6/21/2024 

After reading the BITOr message, it is noted there is a syntax BITOr near the end of line 
four. To solve this problem, the code must be fixed and the correct syntax should be 
used. Once the error has been resolved the code will match the first example given. 

Another example of a potential problem and solution is shown in the example below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • f' (("Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = f l<1 (( "'Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

In this example, the code was copied over from a reference material, but the 
programmer missed putting in the input function after the float function. Without the 
input function, the numbers added by the user would not become a string, and then 
into a float. This would display an error. One way to fix this issue would be to use a 
search engine to find the error or double-check the source of the code for missing 
information. This issue could also be resolved by analyzing the reference material and 
double checking for errors. The corrected code will appear as shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl float ( l ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = float ( ! ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
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( f"The sum of {numl) and {num2) is: {result)" ) 

Another example of a code with errors is shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users -for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float ( io ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = float ( inp, ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of numl and num2 is: result" ) 

In th is code, there are no brackets around the 'num1' and num2' or the 'result' displays 
in the print function. This would cause a runtime error, possibly causing the program to 
crash . To resolve th is issue, look at language documentation such as Python 
documentation . This programming language code documentation can help explain 
what is required for a code lo be functional. The corrected code is shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = f loat ( i r {"Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 float ( ir ( " Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
pr ( f"The sum of {numl) and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

---;CEV-c,.-,,-,,-"-.,-.,-.~-,-,.-u-,-----------
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Debugging 

• Is the process of identifying and fixing 
errors or bugs in a software program 

• Is a crucial step in the software 
development process 

-helps to ensure the final product is reliable 
and functional 

• Requires careful language documentation 
to keep track of progress and methods 

'°"' 

Critical Thinking 

• Is often the first step in debugging 
• Requires utilization of problem-solving 
ski lls. such as: 
-identifying u,e problem 
- brainstorming possible causes of the prob lem 
- planning strategies and methods to solve the 

problem 

The Assert Statement 

• Is used to check if a certain condition is 
true, and if it is not, an AssertionError is 
ra ised 

Try & Except Statements 

• Are made up of: 
- try b lock 

• conta ins the code which may cause an error 
- except block 

• contains the code which will be executed in 
case of an error 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 

Print Statements 

• Isa technique involving adding print 
statements to the code to display the 
values of variables and check the flow of 
the program 

- displays the values of variables 
- checks the flow of the program 
-helps identify where the error is occurring and 

whic h values are being processed at the point 

Interactive Debugging 

• Isa technique involving a debugger tool 
- al lows to step through the code, pause it at 

any point, inspect variables and their values, 
and evaluate expressions 

• Tools are available in most integrated 
development environments (IDEs) for 
Python 

Error-Checking Functions 

• Are built-in functions, such as the built-in 
function isinstance() 

-can be used to check for errors 

Code Instrumentation 

• Involves adding extra code to the program 
to help diagnose and isolate errors 

• Can include adding logging statements to: 
-log messages 
- pertormance metrics 
- adding assertions 
- check for certain conditiOns which must be 

true at a certain point in the code 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 
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Valid & Invalid Test Data 

• lndude ways to test the program solutions 
and analyze the resulting behavior 

'°"' 

- write test cases which include valid and invalid 
input data 

-run the program with the test data 
- observe the behavior of the program and 

compare it to the expected behavior 
• if the program does not produce the expected 

behavior, debug the program 

Error Messages 

• Can be debugged and solved using the 
following steps: 

-reading the error message and trying to 
understand what it is saying 

-looking up the error message in the Python 
documentation or on a search engine to find 
explanations and solutions 

Testing Program Solutions 
THting Program Solutions with Valid and Invalid THt Data 

6/21 /2024 

Test data is what a user inputs that allows a function to be performed to test a system 
of programs. Valid test data is when the information added is in a recognizable range 
and format. When test data is invalid, it is not reoognized by the program and will 
produce errors. The code below is an example of a program with invalid test data. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( i ( "Enter the first number: 8 " )) 
num2 • float (i1 .( "Enter the second number: none ")) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When examining the code, the num2 input is not a number, but a word inserted 
instead. In this scenario, the code would not recognize a term other than a number and 
would not produce an answer. This would result in a Va1ueError code if tested. To make 
this test data valid, the word 'none' would need to be replaced with a number. 
Anafyzing the resulling behavior and comparing it to the expected behavior is an 
important step in debugging any errors. 

Solving Probleme 
The following task is an example of a program that is correctly coded and will display a 
correct solution. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • flaat( i ( "Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = float ( • ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
·( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

The following task Is an example of the same code es above, but with en error that will 
cause the program to display an error message. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the user's for two 
numbers and then i t will add them together. 

numl = float( in ( "Enter the first number: " 

Error Messages 

• Can be debugged and solved using the 
following steps 

-checking the code and comparing it to the 
documentation to see if there are any syntax 
errors or other mistakes 

-experimenting with different solutions and 
using the print statements and interactive 
debugging techniques lo help diagnose the 
problem 

num2 f,6,~t ( ir ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

When this code is inputted in Python, the following error message will occur. 

File "example.py", line 1 
numl .. fl0at ( 1 ( "'Enter the first number: " 

SyntaxErrol": unexpected EOF while parsing 

6/21/2024 

After reading the e1TOr message, it is noted there is a syntax error near the end of line 
four. To solve this problem, the code must be fixed and the correct syntax should be 
used. Once the error has been resolved the code will match the first example given. 

Another example of a potential problem and solution is shown in the example below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • fl (("Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = fl (( "'Enter the second number: " )) 

result • num1 + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

In this example, the code was copied over from a reference material, but the 
programmer missed putting in the input function after the float function. Without the 
input function, the numbers added by the user would not become a string, and then 
into a float. This would display an error. One way to fix this issue would be to use a 
search engine to find the error or double-check the source of the code for missing 
information. This issue could also be resolved by analyzing the reference material and 
double checking for errors. The corrected code will appear as shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float ( in ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = f 1 oat ( 1r, ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
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( f"The sum of {numl) and {num2) is: {result)" ) 

Another example of a code with errors is shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users -for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float ( io ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = float ( inp, ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of numl and num2 is: result" ) 

In th is code, there are no brackets around the 'num1' and num2' or the 'result' displays 
in the print function. This would cause a runtime error, possibly causing the program to 
crash . To resolve th is issue, look at language documentation such as Python 
documentation . This programming language code documentation can help explain 
what is required for a code lo be functional. The corrected code is shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = f loat ( i r {"Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 float ( ir ( " Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
pr ( f"The sum of {numl) and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

---;CEV-c,.-,,-,,-"-.,-.,-.~-,-,.-u-,-----------
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Debugging 

• Is the process of identifying and fixing 
errors or bugs in a software program 

• Is a crucial step in the software 
development process 

-helps to ensure the final product is reliable 
and functional 

• Requires careful language documentation 
to keep track of progress and methods 

'°"' 

Critical Thinking 

• Is often the first step in debugging 
• Requires utilization of problem-solving 
ski lls. such as: 
-identifying u,e problem 
- brainstorming possible causes of the prob lem 
- planning strategies and methods to solve the 

problem 

The Assert Statement 

• Is used to check if a certain condition is 
true, and if it is not, an AssertionError is 
ra ised 

Try & Except Statements 

• Are made up of: 
- try b lock 

• conta ins the code which may cause an error 
- except block 

• contains the code which will be executed in 
case of an error 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 

Print Statements 

• Isa technique involving adding print 
statements to the code to display the 
values of variables and check the flow of 
the program 

- displays the values of variables 
- checks the flow of the program 
-helps identify where the error is occurring and 

whic h values are being processed at the point 

Interactive Debugging 

• Isa technique involving a debugger tool 
- al lows to step through the code, pause it at 

any point, inspect variables and their values, 
and evaluate expressions 

• Tools are available in most integrated 
development environments (IDEs) for 
Python 

Error-Checking Functions 

• Are built-in functions, such as the built-in 
function isinstance() 

-can be used to check for errors 

Code Instrumentation 

• Involves adding extra code to the program 
to help diagnose and isolate errors 

• Can include adding logging statements to: 
-log messages 
- pertormance metrics 
- adding assertions 
- check for certain conditiOns which must be 

true at a certain point in the code 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 
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Valid & Invalid Test Data 

• lndude ways to test the program solutions 
and analyze the resulting behavior 

'°"' 

- write test cases which include valid and invalid 
input data 

-run the program with the test data 
- observe the behavior of the program and 

compare it to the expected behavior 
• if the program does not produce the expected 

behavior, debug the program 

Error Messages 

• Can be debugged and solved using the 
following steps: 

-reading the error message and trying to 
understand what it is saying 

-looking up the error message in the Python 
documentation or on a search engine to find 
explanations and solutions 

Testing Program Solutions 
THting Program Solutions with Valid and Invalid THt Data 

6/21 /2024 

Test data is what a user inputs that allows a function to be performed to test a system 
of programs. Valid test data is when the information added is in a recognizable range 
and format. When test data is invalid, it is not reoognized by the program and will 
produce errors. The code below is an example of a program with invalid test data. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float( i ( "Enter the first number: 8 " )) 
num2 • float (i1 .( "Enter the second number: none ")) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

When examining the code, the num2 input is not a number, but a word inserted 
instead. In this scenario, the code would not recognize a term other than a number and 
would not produce an answer. This would result in a Va1ueError code if tested. To make 
this test data valid, the word 'none' would need to be replaced with a number. 
Anafyzing the resulling behavior and comparing it to the expected behavior is an 
important step in debugging any errors. 

Solving Probleme 
The following task is an example of a program that is correctly coded and will display a 
correct solution. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • flaat( i ( "Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = float ( • ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
·( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

The following task Is an example of the same code es above, but with en error that will 
cause the program to display an error message. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the user's for two 
numbers and then i t will add them together. 

numl = float( in ( "Enter the first number: " 

Error Messages 

• Can be debugged and solved using the 
following steps 

-checking the code and comparing it to the 
documentation to see if there are any syntax 
errors or other mistakes 

-experimenting with different solutions and 
using the print statements and interactive 
debugging techniques lo help diagnose the 
problem 

num2 f,6,~t ( ir ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
.( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

When this code is inputted in Python, the following error message will occur. 

File "example.py", line 1 
numl .. fl0at ( 1 ( "'Enter the first number: " 

SyntaxErrol": unexpected EOF while parsing 

6/21/2024 

After reading the e1TOr message, it is noted there is a syntax error near the end of line 
four. To solve this problem, the code must be fixed and the correct syntax should be 
used. Once the error has been resolved the code will match the first example given. 

Another example of a potential problem and solution is shown in the example below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl • fl (("Enter the first number: ")) 
num2 = fl (( "'Enter the second number: " )) 

result • num1 + num2 
( f"The sum of {numl} and {num2} is : {result}" ) 

In this example, the code was copied over from a reference material, but the 
programmer missed putting in the input function after the float function. Without the 
input function, the numbers added by the user would not become a string, and then 
into a float. This would display an error. One way to fix this issue would be to use a 
search engine to find the error or double-check the source of the code for missing 
information. This issue could also be resolved by analyzing the reference material and 
double checking for errors. The corrected code will appear as shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float ( in ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = f 1 oat ( 1r, ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result • numl + num2 
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( f"The sum of {numl) and {num2) is: {result)" ) 

Another example of a code with errors is shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users -for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = float ( io ( "Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 = float ( inp, ( "Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
( f"The sum of numl and num2 is: result" ) 

In th is code, there are no brackets around the 'num1' and num2' or the 'result' displays 
in the print function. This would cause a runtime error, possibly causing the program to 
crash . To resolve th is issue, look at language documentation such as Python 
documentation . This programming language code documentation can help explain 
what is required for a code lo be functional. The corrected code is shown below. 

# This is a sequential subtask. It asks the users for two 
numbers and then it will add them together. 

numl = f loat ( i r {"Enter the first number: " )) 
num2 float ( ir ( " Enter the second number: " )) 

result = numl + num2 
pr ( f"The sum of {numl) and {num2} is: {result}" ) 

---;CEV-c,.-,,-,,-"-.,-.,-.~-,-,.-u-,-----------
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Problem Solving with Algorithms 
The content within this transaipt has been created utilizing a third-party software 
company which complies with all federal accessibility laws and international standards 
for web accessibility, providing a measured accuracy rate of 99.6 percent. 

1. Common Algorithms 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Problem Solvlng with Algorlthms 
Cammon Algorithms 

What are algorithms? An algorithm is a set of well-defined logical steps to follow when 
performing a task. For example, the procedure or algorithm for boiling water would be 
fill a pot with water. Place the pot on a bumer on the stove. Tum on the bumer to high. 
Observe the water until it starts bubbling. When the water is bubbling, the water is 
boiling. 

When are algorithms used? Algorithms are used in every part of computer science. 
They form the field's backbone. In computer science, an algorithm gives the oomputer 
a specific set of instructions, which allows the computer to do everything, be it running 
a calculator or running a rocket. 

Computer programs are at their core algorithms wrttten In programming languages that 
the computer can understand. Computer algorithms play a big role in how social media 
works, which posts show up, which ads are seen, and so on. These decisions are all 
made by a lgorithms. 

Programmers who build search engines use algorithms to optimize searches, predict 
what users are going to type, and more. Much of computer programming involves 
using algorithms to solve problems, such as increasing the relevance of search results 
or making websites load faster. Programming has almost unlimited uses and 
applications. 

Smartphones are just one example of devices utilizing programming. Although each 
app is programmed differently for different functions, all programming uses similar logic 
to process data and produce results . Another example where programming is 
especially useful is the field of data science and analytics. Many companies collect 
user data to make product decisions. These data collections are very large and need lo 
be organized, sorted, and manipulated before analysis can begin. The programming 
language Python is used extensively for data analysis. 
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The Euclidean algorithm is a better way of finding the greatest common factor. It works 
as follows. Given two numbers, where a is the larger value and b the smaller, divide a 
by b and get the remainder r. Then replace a with b and replace b with r. Repeat this 
process unUI r equal 0. When the remainder equal 0, bis the greatest common factor 
of the two numbers. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of a computer screen with the following text: 
Find the GCF of a and b (where a> b): 
Repeat unlll r ■ 0 
a+b- ? r=? 
a+ b = ? r = ? 

a + b= ? r = O 

Here's an example. Find the greatest common factor of 30 and 12. First. divide the 
larger number 30 by the smaller number 12. The result Is 2 with a remainder of 6. 

Now continue and divide 12 by 6, the remainder in the previous step. 12 divided by 6 
equals 2 with no remainder. Because there is no remainder, the task is complete. And 
the last number used to divide is the greatest common factor, which in this case is 6. 

Let's do another example. Find the greatest common factor of 123 and 36. 123 divided 
by 36 is 3 with a remainder of 15. Continue to divide 36 by 15 because 15 was the 
remainder of the previous step. 

36 divided by 15 equals 2 with a remainder of 6. Continue to divide 15 by 6. which 
equals 2 with a remainder of 3. And, flnally, 6 dMC!ed by 3 equals 2 with no remainder. 
Therefore, our greatest common factor is 3 . 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
. .. Finding the biggest number- here is another type of calculation. 

Given three integer numbers, called num1, num2, and num3, respectively find the 
largest number using an algorithm like this. Check if num1 is greater than num2. If true, 
check if num1 Is greater than num3. If true, then show num1 is the largest number. If 
false, then show num3 as the largest number. If num1 is not greater than num2, check 
if num2 is greater than num3. If true, then show num2 to as the larges t number. If false, 
then show num3 as the large.st number. This algorithm or set of steps will always work 
given any three numbers. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic organizer Is displayed. 
The vary top box: find the largest number (num1], (num2], (num3] 
The next box branching down from the top box: Is [num1) > [num2]? 
Branching from the above box it splits into two boxes: on the left is true and on 
the right is f11lee. 
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Common algorithms-when writing an algorithm, it's often helpful to have a good 
understanding of some common, well-knOY(Jl algorithms. This hefps save time because 
programmers can re-use or adapt the algorithm to fit their needs. 

For example, to sort the items of a list, often referred to as an array, Into a parUcular 
order, it is helpful to refer to sorting algorithms. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic dis plays four books and they are labeled A, B, C, 
and D, from left to right. A and Dare then switched, so D Is on the far left and A ls 
on the far right. Then Band Care switched, so C is on the left in the middle and 
Bis on the right in the middle. Therefore, the books end up In the order D, C, B, 
and A from left to righl 

Similar1y, searching algoritlims are used to find and retrieve an element from wherever 
It Is stored In a date structure. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A computer screen Is displayed with an algorithm: array 
[duck, duck, goose]. Then a magnifying glass is seen at the bottom by the word 
goose. This means the searching algorithm is looking for goose. The magnifying 
glHs then goes up to the algorithm to find the word goose. 

Finding the Greatest Common Factor, GCF. The greatest common factor, sometimes 
called the greatest common divisor, is the largest number that div ides two or more 
numbers without a remainder. For example, the greatest common factor of 4 and 1 O is 
2 because 2 is the largest number divisible into 4 and 10 without a remainder. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-The numbers 4 and 10 are dlsplayed. Under4 are two l lnea 
each pointing to the number 2. Under 10 aro two llnH, one pointing to the 
number 5 and the other pointing to the number 2. Number 2 is eircled under both 
4 and 10. 

Computing a greatest common factor is important because it allows us to reduce 
fractions efficiently. On paper, it may seem simple to explain the process or algorithm 
of finding the gr0atest common factor. 

One way is to simply divide two numbers by all the numbers less than the smaller 
number until the largest number that divides into both is found. T his strategy will work. 
However, there is a better way to reduce the number of total calculations, which 
increases overall efficiency. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• The title computing the greatfft common factor is at the 
top. The numbers 4 and 10 are on screen. Underneath 4 are the following 
equatJona: 4 + 2 = 1.333 ••. marked out a nd 4 + 2 = 2 with the l in the eq uation 
circled. Unde rneuth 10 are the following equations: 10 + 4 = 2.S marked out, 10 + 3 
""' 3.333 •.. marked out, and 10 + 2 • 5 " 1th the 2 in the equation circled. 
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Boxes underneath tn.ie: 
Is (num1] > (num3] ? 
Branching into two: Tn.ie on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath Tn,e: (num1] Is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3 Is the largest number 
Boxn underneath Fain: 
Is (num2] > (num3] ? 
Branching Into two: True on th• left or False on the right 
Box underneath Tn.ie: (num2] is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3] is the largest number 

Let's work through an example. Suppose num1 equals 6, num2 equals 10, and num3 
equals 25. Now use the algorithm above to determine the largest number. Is num1 
greater than num2? In other words, Is 6 greater than 10? No. Therefore, the next 
question is, is num2 to greater than num3? In other words, is 10 greater than 25? The 
answer is no. So the output states num3 or 25 must be the largest number. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic organizer is displayed. 
TIie very top box: find the largest number num • 6, num2 • 10, num3 • 25 
The next box branching down from the top box: Is [num1] > [num2]? 6 > 10? 
Branching from the above box It splits into two boxes: on the left is true and on 
the right is false. 
Boxes underneath true: 
is [num1] > [num3] ? 
Branc::hlng Into two: True on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath True: (num1] Is the largost: number 
Box underneath False: [num3 is the largest number 
Boxes underneath False: 
ls [num2] > [num3] ? 10 > 25? 
Branching into two: Tn.ie on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath True: [num2] Is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3] is the largest number, 25 is the largest number 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
... Finding primes- a prime number is a positive integer greater than 1 that can only be 
d ivided by itself and 1. The numbers 2, 3, 5, 7 , et cetera are prime numbers, as they do 
not have any other factors. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• A chart of prime numbers Is displayed. The chart Includes 
numbers: 
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41 , 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 
97, 101,103,107,109, 113, 127,131, 137,139, 149,151,157, 163,167, 173, 179, 
181,191, 193,197,199,211,223, 227, 229, 233, 239, 241, 251, 257, 263, 269, 271 , 
277, 281, 283, 293,307, 311, 313,317, 331, 337,347, 349, 353, 359, 367, 373,379, 
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383,389,397, 4-01, 4-09, 419,421,431,433,439,443,449,457,461, 4l;3, 467,479, 
487,491,499,503,509,521,523,541,547,557,563,569,571,577,587,593,599, 
601,607,613,617,619,631,641,643,647,653,659,661,673,677,683, 691, 701, 
709,719,727,733,739,743,751,757,761,769,773,787,797,809,811,821,823, 
827,829,839,853,857,859,883,877,881,883,887,907,911,919,929,937,941, 
947,967,971,977,983,991,997,953 

To test if a number is prime, check ever; number greater than 1 to see if the number 
divides the potential prime number. 

One of the most widely used applications of prime numbers in computing is an 
encryption system. In 1978, Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonhard Adleman oombined 
some simple known facts about numbers to aeate RSA encryption, named after the 
Inventors. The system they developed allows for the seCt.Jre transmission of 
information, such as credit card numbers, online. The first ingredient required for the 
algorithm are two large prime numbers. The larger the numbers, the safer the 
encryption. 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
... Making change-- when making a purchase with cash, the amount of change due is 
calculated using another common algorithm. Find the sum of all the purchases to store 
in a variable named totalCost. Input the cash paid in a different variable named 
amountPaid. Subtract total cost from amountPaid to find the change stored in a third 
var1able named Change. Change equats amount paid minus totalCost. 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
. . . Finding the average-- to find the arithmetic average or mean, add up a list of 
numbers. And then divide by the quantity of numbers summed up. Here is a set of eight 
numb8rs-4, 5, 1, 2, 9, 7 , 10, 8. The sum of the numbers is 4 plus 5 plus 1 plus 2 plus 
9 plus 7 plus 10 plus 8, which equals 46. So the average is 46 divided by 8, which 
comes to 5. 75. 

2. Programming Concepts 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Problem Solvtng with Algorithms 
Programming Concepts 

Part of learning how to program is learning what tools and functions can be leveraged 
to solve problems and write custom algorithms. When It comes to solving problems, the 
first step is to fully understand the problem at hand. Without proper understanding, it's 
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For example, if a contact form prompts a user to enter data into a database, the 
program must first ask the user for the data before it can be saved to the database. 
otherwise, there is no data to save. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of website. On the website Is the text Join the 
mailing list and th•re Is a place to •nter an •mall addrNs. Then th•re Is a button 
to submit. 

conditional logic. Decision-making problems involve conditional statements or 
branching. Conditional statements are features of programming languages that tell the 
computer to execute certain act.ions provided certain user-defined conditions are met. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Conditional stat•ment or branching graphic. 
Begins at the word START 
Branches to an IF {condition) box 
The IF statement branchee Into false on the left or true on the right 
tf false it branches to an ELSE (code) statement 
If true It branches to a THEN (code) statement 
Both else and then statements branch into the END suitement 

For example, a program used to enter student grades may ask a teacher to input 
grades until the entire dass has a grade. Once that condition is met, the program will 
stop asking the teacher for grades. 

Conditional statements are used through the various programming languages to 
Instruct the computer on the decision to make when given some oon,mlons. These 
decisions are made if and only if the pre-stated conditions are either true or false, 
depending on the functions the programmer has in mind. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Conditional statement or branching graphic. 
Begins at the word START 
Branches to an IF {condition) box 
The IF statamant branches into false on the laft or trua on tha right 
If falee it branches to an ELSE (code) statement 
tf true It branches to a THEN {code) statement 
Both else and 1hen statements branch into the END statement 

All programming languages have conditional expression syntax, although ttie syntax 
Slighlly differs from one programming language to the olhers. 

Branching versus non-branching. When writing algorithms, it's often helpful to use a 
series of conditional statements to test complex criteria and execute appropriate 
actions, which is often referred to as branching. Using branching allows programmers 
to give precise Instructions based on a variety of conditions and then output a relevant 
result. As opposed to branching. non-branching programming simply refers to 
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easy to make assumptions about problems and potential solutions without really 
getting a dear picture of what's going on. 

Once a problem has been identified, take time to consider a solution and focus on 
writing clear Instructions one step at a time. Test the code to ensure It works as 
expected. Then continue to the next step. 

Importance of order when using algorithms. Sequential algorithms follow a step-by-step 
process, and the order of those steps are crucial to ensuring the oorrectness of an 
algorithm. 

Here's an algorithm for translating a word inlo Pig Latin. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG 

One, append a hyphen. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG• 

Two, append the first letter. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG•P 

Three, append A. Y. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG-PAY 

Four, remove the first letter . 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
IG-l'AY 

If the steps are completed out of order. the result would be different and incorrect. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG=IG..PAY in Pig Latin 

Sequential algorithms must follow the same order of the steps to be effective. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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programs that don't use conditional statements a real wor1d example would be fumiture 
assembly instructions. 

A program that doesn't use conditionals might resemble an input program that asks the 
user for data input to populate a database. 

Think of an email sign-up fonn on a website. You enter your information and cl ick 
Submit. There are not different paths or conditions that need to be accounted for. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic of a website contact us page. There are four 
areas for a user to fill out: Name- Jonah Torres, Email- Jmiabpt@emaH com 
Subject- Hours, and Mnsage- What are your updated store hours? 

Examples of branching programming. Conditional statements have a simple job-
check whether a condition has been met and retum True If yes, and False If not. Then 
based on those outputs, programmers can automate other decisions or actions and so 
on. 

Suppose a programmer is working on a program for teachers to enter student grades 
into a grade book. The programmer should consider how the data will be entered and 
saved into a database and create some oonditional expressions to help make the 
teacher's job easier and minimize errors. To help avoid typos, the program could be 
written to check that values entered as grades are numeric or that the scores are no 
greater than a maximum value. 

If a wrong number was entered, the program could dlSplay the grade In bright red or 
reject the input until an acceptable value is entered. 

Then a variable could be created to capture whether or not all scores have been 
entered. It would initially be set to False. And then once all grades are entered, it would 
be set to True. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Numbers are counted from 1 to 10D. 

This type of variable is called a Boolean variable. These only have two states: True or 
False. 

Iteration. Iteration is another way to say repetition. Programming that uses iteration will 
have some kind of loop that repeals a block of C<.lde. The repetition will lerminale after 
a predetermined number of repetitions or when a certain condition is met. If there is a 
process needing to be run over and over again, it's best to write the code so it can loop 
repeatedly, cycling through inputs or adjusting variables incrementally. This saves time 
programming and makes the process more efficient. Any program without a need to 
repeat a section of code could be considered non-Iterative. 
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Using loops. Iteration is implemented using the loop in programming. The two most 
common types of loops are for-loop and the while-loop. The for-loop is used when a 
loop needs to be run a certain number of times. The other type of loop, the while-loop 
repeats unU a specific condition is true. This is particularty useful when it's difficult or 
Impossible to predict how many times the loop will execute. 

Sequential search using loops. In oomputer science, linear search or sequential search 
is a method for finding a particular value in a list by checking each element in 
sequence until the desired element is found or the list is exhausted. The list doesn't 
have to be in order. 

Here is an example. The process starts with setting up variables. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
GOAL: find "6" 

The first variable captures the search position and is initially set to a value of 0. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position • 0 

The search position is the current position or current value being tested. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 

array [2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 Is In position 0, • Is In position 1, 6 Is In position 2 , 8 Is In position 3 

Aseoond Boolean variable stores one of two possible values, True or False. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position • 0 
var lsFound = 

array [2, 4, 6, 8J 
2 ls In position 0, • 1s In position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 ls In position 3 

At the start, this should be set to False. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false 

array [2, 4, 6 , 8] 
2 Is In position 0, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In position 2 , 8 Is In position 3 
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This means the code will now check the contents of the second position and repeat the 
process. The code terminates when found equals True or when position equals the 
total number of positions, which means the condition was never met and found equals 
False still . 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = 2 
var lsFound • true 

array [2, 4, 6 , 8] 
2 is in position O, 4 is In position 1, 6 ls in position 2 , 8 is In pos ition 3 

is "'6" equal to "6" 7 

The power of Iterative programming. Suppose a teacher wants to give their dass 10 
extra points on an exam. While the teacher could manually adjust each grade and do 
the calculation for every student, ite rative program is useful because the calculation of 
adding 10 to each grade is repeated. 

This example demonstrates the calculation using Python but the logic for ''fo(' and 
•while" loops is s imilar across languages. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding i s shown on screen as follows: 
llstOITwentyScores = (85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentyScores in light blue and all numbers in yellow 
newScores = [ J wtth newScores In llght blue 

for score in listOfTwentyScores: with for and in in dark blue and 
llstOfTwentyScores in light blue 
newScores.append( s core+ 10) with newScores in light blue and score, .append 
and 10 in yellow 

print( newScoros) with print( in yallow and nawScores in light blue 

#Output: In green 
#(95, 100, 80, 85, 93, 92, 91, 55, 88, 100, 66, 87, 55, 77, 90,100, 80, 60, 85, 100] in 

9""'" 
The code starts with a variable s toring an array of the grades Of the 20 students in the 
dass separated with commas. This variable is called list of 20 scores. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding Is shown on screen as follows: 
listofTwentyScorea = (BS, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with llstOfT\ventyScores In light blue and all numbers In y ellow 

A new variable is created to hold the final values. Right now, it's blank. 
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Once the condition is met, the variable will be instead set to Tn.Je, and the oode will 
stop running since the desired output has been generated. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = 2 
var lsFound • true 

array (2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 Is In position 0, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 ls In position 3 

The code works by looking at search position O and testing its condition. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false 

array [2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 is In position 0, 4 is in position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 i s In position 3 

If the condition is met. the second variable is changed from False to True and the 
process is over. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false to true 

array [2, 4 , 6, 8] 
2 Is In posttlon O, 4 Is In position 1, 6 Is In pos ition 21 8 Is In position 3 

Is "'2" equal to "6" ? 

If the condition is not met. and the value of the position variable is less than the length 
of the list, the code is set up to increment the position variable by 1. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = o + 1 
var lsFound • false 

0<3 • true 

arr•y (2, 4 , 6, 8] 
2 Is In position o, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In posit ion 2, 8 Is In position 3 

is "'2" equal to "6" ? 
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IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is shown on screen as follows: 
llstOfTwentyScores = [85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentyScores in light blue and all numbers in yellow 
newScores = (] with newScores in light blue 

Then for-loop starts. In plain language, this section accesses one score at a time within 
the list of 20 scores variable, adds 10 to it and appends it to the new score's variable 
Appending the new score allows the variable to hold multiple values and not get 
overwritten, This repeats until all 20 scores have been adjusted and stored in the new 
scores variab le. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is shown on screen as follows: 
listOfTwentyScores: (85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentySco res In light blue and all number's In yellow 
newScores = I] with newScores in light blue 

for score In llstOfTwentyScores: with fo r and In In dark blue and 
listOfTwentyScores in light blue 
newScores.append( score+ 10) with newScores in light blue and score, .append 
and 10 in yellow 

print( newScores) with print( in yellow and newScores in light blue 

#Output: in green 
#[95, 100, 80, 85, 93, 92, 91, 55, 88, 100, 66, 87, 55, 77, 90, 100, 80, 60, 85, 100] In 
green 

Knowing how to choose the best tool. Many problems in programming can be related 
back to one of the a lgorithms previously discussed. For example, an iterative looking 
program should be used if certain code can be reused, while a one-time calcu lation or 
action would use a non-iterati 11e sequentia l algorithm. 

Computer programmers constantly use algorithms, whether it's an existing algorithm 
for a common problem like sorting a list of values, or a completely new algorithm 
unique to the program. By understanding algorithms. programmers can make better 
decisions about which exis ting algorithms to use and learn how to make new 
algorithms that a re correct and efficient. 
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Problem Solving with Algorithims 
Sequential Algorithm for Non-Branching Problem&: 
In computer programming and algorithm design, the term ~non-branching• refers to a 
situation or code structure where there are no decision points or branches based on 
conditional statements. 

In a non-branctiing scenario, the code proceeds sequentially without any 
alternative paths based on conditions 
Sequential algorithms for non-branching problems often involve iteration, 
calculation or manipulation of data without the need to make choices based on 
oonditions 
Examples: 
- summing an array 
- finding the maximum element in a list 
- reversing the order of elements in a sequence 

Example: Sequential algorithm for calculating the sum of an array 
Problem: Given an array of numbers, calculate the sum of all the elements 
Algorithm: 
1. Initialize a variable sum to e. 
2. For each element in tt,e array: 

a. Add the element to the sum. 
3. Display or return the sum. 

Sequentlal Algorithm for Non.tteratlve Problems: 
Non-iterative problems refer to computational or algorithmic problems that do not 
require the use of iteration or repetitive structures to arrive at a solution. 

Iteration typically invotves using loops or recursive functions to perform a set 
of instructions repeatedly until a specific condition is met 
Examples: 
- mathematical computations 

• for example: calculating the square root of a number 
- string manipulations 

• for example: checking if a string is a palindrome 
- dired conversions or computations that can be accomplished in a single 

pass through the data 
• for example: calculating the average of a list of numbers 

Example: Algorithm to convert Celsius to Fahrenheit 
Problem: Convert a temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit 
Algorithm: 
1. Accept a temperature in Celsius as input. 

Unpredictable and are often used in various algorithms and applications 

The following are examples of random numbers in different languages: 
C++: 'rand()' 
Python: 'random{)' 
JavaScript: 'Math.random()' 

Loops: 
Structures that repeat a specific block of code until a certain condition is met 

The following are examples of loops in different languages: 

Python: 
# Problem: Print numbers from 1 to S 

# Solution using a for loop 
for i in ( 1 , 6 ): 

(1 1 end• ' ' ) 

() • Move to the next line 

Java: 
public class LoopExample { 

C++: 

public static void 11ai n(Stringl] args) { 
I I Problem: Print numbers from l to 5 

// solution using a for loop 
for (int i ... 1; i <• S; +i) { 

System.out.print(! + N " ); 

System.out,println(); // Move to the next line 

#include <iostream> 

int main() { 
// Problem: Print numbers from 1 to S 

// Solution using a for loop 
for (int i 1 ; i < S; ++i) 

std: :cout « i « " "; 

2. Calculate the equivalent temperature in Fahrenheit using the 
formula: Fahrenheit • (Celsius • 9/5) + 32. 
3. Display or return the temperature in Fahrenheit. 

Sequentiel Algorithm for Branching Control SUltements: 
Branching control statements, also known as conditional statements, are programming 
constructs that enable the execution of different sets of instructions based on certain 
conditions or criteria. These statements allow the flow of a program to branch into 
different paths, depending on whether a specified condition is true or false. The two 
primary branching control statements are the Rif' statement and the "switch" statement. 

The •if• statement is a fundamental branching control statement that allows a 
program to make decisions based on a given condition 
- The ~if" statement can be extended with an optional "else" clause to specify 

an altemattve set of Instructions to be executed when the condition Is false 
The ·SWltch" statement ls used when there are mumple posslble conditions to 
be checked against a single expression 
- The "switch" statement compares the expression against each case, and if 

a match Is found, the corresponding block of code Is executed. The "break" 
statement is used to exit the switch block 

Example: Algorithm to detennine if a number is even or odd 
Problem: Determine if a given integer is even or odd 
Algorithm: 
1. Accept an integer as input. 
2. If the input modulo 2 equals 0: 

a. Display "The number is even." 
3. Else: 

a. Display "The number is odd." 

Including a switch: 
1. Accept an integer as input. 
2. Switch on the result of the input modulo 2: 

a. case B: 
i. Display •rhe m1mber is even." 
ii. Break. 

b. Case 1: 
i. Display "The number is odd.· 
ii. Break. 

c. Default: 
i. Display •rnvalid input." (optional, in case the input is not 

an integer) 

Random Numbers: 

std: : cout « std: :endl; / / Move to the next line 

return 0 ; 

Conditionals: 
Allow the execution of different code blocks based on whether a specified condition 
evaluates to true or false 

The followlng are examples of condltlonals In different languages: 

Python: 
# Problem: Determine if a number is even or odd 

# Get user input 
number • ,,..... c, ( "Enter an integer: " )) 

# Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even or odd 
if number 1:: 2 .... 0 : 

( f"{number} is even. " ) 
else: 

( f"{number} is odd ." ) 

Java: 
import java.utU.scanner; 

public class Condit ionalExample { 
public static void inain(String[] args) { 

or odd 

II Probleni: Determine if a number is even or odd 

I I Get user input 
Scanner scanner • new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.print("Enter an i nteger : "); 
int number • scanner.nextint(); 

// Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even 

if (number X 2 .... 0) { 
Syste111.out.println(number + " i s even."); 

} else { 
System.out.println(number + ft i s odd.•); 
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: 

// Close the scanner to avoid resource leaks 
scanner. close (); 

#include <iost rean> 

i nt ma in () { 

odd 

I I Problem: Determine if a number is even or odd 

I I Get user input 
int number; 
std: :cout « "Enter an i nteger: 
std: : cin » number; 

// Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even or 

i f (number % 2 .... 0 ) { 
std: :cout « number « " is even . " « std: :endl; 

} else { 
std: :cout « number « .. is odd ."' « std: :endl; 

r eturn 0; 

---;gy-c.,,-,.-.-""- '"'--- .-,,-,-----------
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Problem Solving with Algorithms 
The content within this transaipt has been created utilizing a third-party software 
company which complies with all federal accessibility laws and international standards 
for web accessibility, providing a measured accuracy rate of 99.6 percent. 

1. Common Algorithms 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Problem Solvlng with Algorlthms 
Cammon Algorithms 

What are algorithms? An algorithm is a set of well-defined logical steps to follow when 
performing a task. For example, the procedure or algorithm for boiling water would be 
fill a pot with water. Place the pot on a bumer on the stove. Tum on the bumer to high. 
Observe the water until it starts bubbling. When the water is bubbling, the water is 
boiling. 

When are algorithms used? Algorithms are used in every part of computer science. 
They form the field's backbone. In computer science, an algorithm gives the oomputer 
a specific set of instructions, which allows the computer to do everything, be it running 
a calculator or running a rocket. 

Computer programs are at their core algorithms wrttten In programming languages that 
the computer can understand. Computer algorithms play a big role in how social media 
works, which posts show up, which ads are seen, and so on. These decisions are all 
made by a lgorithms. 

Programmers who build search engines use algorithms to optimize searches, predict 
what users are going to type, and more. Much of computer programming involves 
using algorithms to solve problems, such as increasing the relevance of search results 
or making websites load faster. Programming has almost unlimited uses and 
applications. 

Smartphones are just one example of devices utilizing programming. Although each 
app is programmed differently for different functions, all programming uses similar logic 
to process data and produce results . Another example where programming is 
especially useful is the field of data science and analytics. Many companies collect 
user data to make product decisions. These data collections are very large and need lo 
be organized, sorted, and manipulated before analysis can begin. The programming 
language Python is used extensively for data analysis. 
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The Euclidean algorithm is a better way of finding the greatest common factor. It works 
as follows. Given two numbers, where a is the larger value and b the smaller, divide a 
by b and get the remainder r. Then replace a with b and replace b with r. Repeat this 
process unUI r equal 0. When the remainder equal 0, bis the greatest common factor 
of the two numbers. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of a computer screen with the following text: 
Find the GCF of a and b (where a> b): 
Repeat unlll r ■ 0 
a+b- ? r=? 
a+ b = ? r = ? 

a + b= ? r = O 

Here's an example. Find the greatest common factor of 30 and 12. First. divide the 
larger number 30 by the smaller number 12. The result Is 2 with a remainder of 6. 

Now continue and divide 12 by 6, the remainder in the previous step. 12 divided by 6 
equals 2 with no remainder. Because there is no remainder, the task is complete. And 
the last number used to divide is the greatest common factor, which in this case is 6. 

Let's do another example. Find the greatest common factor of 123 and 36. 123 divided 
by 36 is 3 with a remainder of 15. Continue to divide 36 by 15 because 15 was the 
remainder of the previous step. 

36 divided by 15 equals 2 with a remainder of 6. Continue to divide 15 by 6. which 
equals 2 with a remainder of 3. And, flnally, 6 dMC!ed by 3 equals 2 with no remainder. 
Therefore, our greatest common factor is 3 . 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
. .. Finding the biggest number- here is another type of calculation. 

Given three integer numbers, called num1, num2, and num3, respectively find the 
largest number using an algorithm like this. Check if num1 is greater than num2. If true, 
check if num1 Is greater than num3. If true, then show num1 is the largest number. If 
false, then show num3 as the largest number. If num1 is not greater than num2, check 
if num2 is greater than num3. If true, then show num2 to as the larges t number. If false, 
then show num3 as the large.st number. This algorithm or set of steps will always work 
given any three numbers. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic organizer Is displayed. 
The vary top box: find the largest number (num1], (num2], (num3] 
The next box branching down from the top box: Is [num1) > [num2]? 
Branching from the above box it splits into two boxes: on the left is true and on 
the right is f11lee. 
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Common algorithms-when writing an algorithm, it's often helpful to have a good 
understanding of some common, well-knOY(Jl algorithms. This hefps save time because 
programmers can re-use or adapt the algorithm to fit their needs. 

For example, to sort the items of a list, often referred to as an array, Into a parUcular 
order, it is helpful to refer to sorting algorithms. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic dis plays four books and they are labeled A, B, C, 
and D, from left to right. A and Dare then switched, so D Is on the far left and A ls 
on the far right. Then Band Care switched, so C is on the left in the middle and 
Bis on the right in the middle. Therefore, the books end up In the order D, C, B, 
and A from left to righl 

Similar1y, searching algoritlims are used to find and retrieve an element from wherever 
It Is stored In a date structure. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A computer screen Is displayed with an algorithm: array 
[duck, duck, goose]. Then a magnifying glass is seen at the bottom by the word 
goose. This means the searching algorithm is looking for goose. The magnifying 
glHs then goes up to the algorithm to find the word goose. 

Finding the Greatest Common Factor, GCF. The greatest common factor, sometimes 
called the greatest common divisor, is the largest number that div ides two or more 
numbers without a remainder. For example, the greatest common factor of 4 and 1 O is 
2 because 2 is the largest number divisible into 4 and 10 without a remainder. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-The numbers 4 and 10 are dlsplayed. Under4 are two l lnea 
each pointing to the number 2. Under 10 aro two llnH, one pointing to the 
number 5 and the other pointing to the number 2. Number 2 is eircled under both 
4 and 10. 

Computing a greatest common factor is important because it allows us to reduce 
fractions efficiently. On paper, it may seem simple to explain the process or algorithm 
of finding the gr0atest common factor. 

One way is to simply divide two numbers by all the numbers less than the smaller 
number until the largest number that divides into both is found. T his strategy will work. 
However, there is a better way to reduce the number of total calculations, which 
increases overall efficiency. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• The title computing the greatfft common factor is at the 
top. The numbers 4 and 10 are on screen. Underneath 4 are the following 
equatJona: 4 + 2 = 1.333 ••. marked out a nd 4 + 2 = 2 with the l in the eq uation 
circled. Unde rneuth 10 are the following equations: 10 + 4 = 2.S marked out, 10 + 3 
""' 3.333 •.. marked out, and 10 + 2 • 5 " 1th the 2 in the equation circled. 
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Boxes underneath tn.ie: 
Is (num1] > (num3] ? 
Branching into two: Tn.ie on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath Tn,e: (num1] Is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3 Is the largest number 
Boxn underneath Fain: 
Is (num2] > (num3] ? 
Branching Into two: True on th• left or False on the right 
Box underneath Tn.ie: (num2] is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3] is the largest number 

Let's work through an example. Suppose num1 equals 6, num2 equals 10, and num3 
equals 25. Now use the algorithm above to determine the largest number. Is num1 
greater than num2? In other words, Is 6 greater than 10? No. Therefore, the next 
question is, is num2 to greater than num3? In other words, is 10 greater than 25? The 
answer is no. So the output states num3 or 25 must be the largest number. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic organizer is displayed. 
TIie very top box: find the largest number num • 6, num2 • 10, num3 • 25 
The next box branching down from the top box: Is [num1] > [num2]? 6 > 10? 
Branching from the above box It splits into two boxes: on the left is true and on 
the right is false. 
Boxes underneath true: 
is [num1] > [num3] ? 
Branc::hlng Into two: True on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath True: (num1] Is the largost: number 
Box underneath False: [num3 is the largest number 
Boxes underneath False: 
ls [num2] > [num3] ? 10 > 25? 
Branching into two: Tn.ie on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath True: [num2] Is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3] is the largest number, 25 is the largest number 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
... Finding primes- a prime number is a positive integer greater than 1 that can only be 
d ivided by itself and 1. The numbers 2, 3, 5, 7 , et cetera are prime numbers, as they do 
not have any other factors. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• A chart of prime numbers Is displayed. The chart Includes 
numbers: 
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41 , 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 
97, 101,103,107,109, 113, 127,131, 137,139, 149,151,157, 163,167, 173, 179, 
181,191, 193,197,199,211,223, 227, 229, 233, 239, 241, 251, 257, 263, 269, 271 , 
277, 281, 283, 293,307, 311, 313,317, 331, 337,347, 349, 353, 359, 367, 373,379, 
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383,389,397, 4-01, 4-09, 419,421,431,433,439,443,449,457,461, 4l;3, 467,479, 
487,491,499,503,509,521,523,541,547,557,563,569,571,577,587,593,599, 
601,607,613,617,619,631,641,643,647,653,659,661,673,677,683, 691, 701, 
709,719,727,733,739,743,751,757,761,769,773,787,797,809,811,821,823, 
827,829,839,853,857,859,883,877,881,883,887,907,911,919,929,937,941, 
947,967,971,977,983,991,997,953 

To test if a number is prime, check ever; number greater than 1 to see if the number 
divides the potential prime number. 

One of the most widely used applications of prime numbers in computing is an 
encryption system. In 1978, Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonhard Adleman oombined 
some simple known facts about numbers to aeate RSA encryption, named after the 
Inventors. The system they developed allows for the seCt.Jre transmission of 
information, such as credit card numbers, online. The first ingredient required for the 
algorithm are two large prime numbers. The larger the numbers, the safer the 
encryption. 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
... Making change-- when making a purchase with cash, the amount of change due is 
calculated using another common algorithm. Find the sum of all the purchases to store 
in a variable named totalCost. Input the cash paid in a different variable named 
amountPaid. Subtract total cost from amountPaid to find the change stored in a third 
var1able named Change. Change equats amount paid minus totalCost. 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
. . . Finding the average-- to find the arithmetic average or mean, add up a list of 
numbers. And then divide by the quantity of numbers summed up. Here is a set of eight 
numb8rs-4, 5, 1, 2, 9, 7 , 10, 8. The sum of the numbers is 4 plus 5 plus 1 plus 2 plus 
9 plus 7 plus 10 plus 8, which equals 46. So the average is 46 divided by 8, which 
comes to 5. 75. 

2. Programming Concepts 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Problem Solvtng with Algorithms 
Programming Concepts 

Part of learning how to program is learning what tools and functions can be leveraged 
to solve problems and write custom algorithms. When It comes to solving problems, the 
first step is to fully understand the problem at hand. Without proper understanding, it's 
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For example, if a contact form prompts a user to enter data into a database, the 
program must first ask the user for the data before it can be saved to the database. 
otherwise, there is no data to save. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of website. On the website Is the text Join the 
mailing list and th•re Is a place to •nter an •mall addrNs. Then th•re Is a button 
to submit. 

conditional logic. Decision-making problems involve conditional statements or 
branching. Conditional statements are features of programming languages that tell the 
computer to execute certain act.ions provided certain user-defined conditions are met. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Conditional stat•ment or branching graphic. 
Begins at the word START 
Branches to an IF {condition) box 
The IF statement branchee Into false on the left or true on the right 
tf false it branches to an ELSE (code) statement 
If true It branches to a THEN (code) statement 
Both else and then statements branch into the END suitement 

For example, a program used to enter student grades may ask a teacher to input 
grades until the entire dass has a grade. Once that condition is met, the program will 
stop asking the teacher for grades. 

Conditional statements are used through the various programming languages to 
Instruct the computer on the decision to make when given some oon,mlons. These 
decisions are made if and only if the pre-stated conditions are either true or false, 
depending on the functions the programmer has in mind. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Conditional statement or branching graphic. 
Begins at the word START 
Branches to an IF {condition) box 
The IF statamant branches into false on the laft or trua on tha right 
If falee it branches to an ELSE (code) statement 
tf true It branches to a THEN {code) statement 
Both else and 1hen statements branch into the END statement 

All programming languages have conditional expression syntax, although ttie syntax 
Slighlly differs from one programming language to the olhers. 

Branching versus non-branching. When writing algorithms, it's often helpful to use a 
series of conditional statements to test complex criteria and execute appropriate 
actions, which is often referred to as branching. Using branching allows programmers 
to give precise Instructions based on a variety of conditions and then output a relevant 
result. As opposed to branching. non-branching programming simply refers to 
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easy to make assumptions about problems and potential solutions without really 
getting a dear picture of what's going on. 

Once a problem has been identified, take time to consider a solution and focus on 
writing clear Instructions one step at a time. Test the code to ensure It works as 
expected. Then continue to the next step. 

Importance of order when using algorithms. Sequential algorithms follow a step-by-step 
process, and the order of those steps are crucial to ensuring the oorrectness of an 
algorithm. 

Here's an algorithm for translating a word inlo Pig Latin. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG 

One, append a hyphen. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG• 

Two, append the first letter. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG•P 

Three, append A. Y. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG-PAY 

Four, remove the first letter . 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
IG-l'AY 

If the steps are completed out of order. the result would be different and incorrect. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG=IG..PAY in Pig Latin 

Sequential algorithms must follow the same order of the steps to be effective. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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programs that don't use conditional statements a real wor1d example would be fumiture 
assembly instructions. 

A program that doesn't use conditionals might resemble an input program that asks the 
user for data input to populate a database. 

Think of an email sign-up fonn on a website. You enter your information and cl ick 
Submit. There are not different paths or conditions that need to be accounted for. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic of a website contact us page. There are four 
areas for a user to fill out: Name- Jonah Torres, Email- Jmiabpt@emaH com 
Subject- Hours, and Mnsage- What are your updated store hours? 

Examples of branching programming. Conditional statements have a simple job-
check whether a condition has been met and retum True If yes, and False If not. Then 
based on those outputs, programmers can automate other decisions or actions and so 
on. 

Suppose a programmer is working on a program for teachers to enter student grades 
into a grade book. The programmer should consider how the data will be entered and 
saved into a database and create some oonditional expressions to help make the 
teacher's job easier and minimize errors. To help avoid typos, the program could be 
written to check that values entered as grades are numeric or that the scores are no 
greater than a maximum value. 

If a wrong number was entered, the program could dlSplay the grade In bright red or 
reject the input until an acceptable value is entered. 

Then a variable could be created to capture whether or not all scores have been 
entered. It would initially be set to False. And then once all grades are entered, it would 
be set to True. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Numbers are counted from 1 to 10D. 

This type of variable is called a Boolean variable. These only have two states: True or 
False. 

Iteration. Iteration is another way to say repetition. Programming that uses iteration will 
have some kind of loop that repeals a block of C<.lde. The repetition will lerminale after 
a predetermined number of repetitions or when a certain condition is met. If there is a 
process needing to be run over and over again, it's best to write the code so it can loop 
repeatedly, cycling through inputs or adjusting variables incrementally. This saves time 
programming and makes the process more efficient. Any program without a need to 
repeat a section of code could be considered non-Iterative. 
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Using loops. Iteration is implemented using the loop in programming. The two most 
common types of loops are for-loop and the while-loop. The for-loop is used when a 
loop needs to be run a certain number of times. The other type of loop, the while-loop 
repeats unU a specific condition is true. This is particularty useful when it's difficult or 
Impossible to predict how many times the loop will execute. 

Sequential search using loops. In oomputer science, linear search or sequential search 
is a method for finding a particular value in a list by checking each element in 
sequence until the desired element is found or the list is exhausted. The list doesn't 
have to be in order. 

Here is an example. The process starts with setting up variables. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
GOAL: find "6" 

The first variable captures the search position and is initially set to a value of 0. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position • 0 

The search position is the current position or current value being tested. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 

array [2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 Is In position 0, • Is In position 1, 6 Is In position 2 , 8 Is In position 3 

Aseoond Boolean variable stores one of two possible values, True or False. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position • 0 
var lsFound = 

array [2, 4, 6, 8J 
2 ls In position 0, • 1s In position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 ls In position 3 

At the start, this should be set to False. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false 

array [2, 4, 6 , 8] 
2 Is In position 0, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In position 2 , 8 Is In position 3 
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This means the code will now check the contents of the second position and repeat the 
process. The code terminates when found equals True or when position equals the 
total number of positions, which means the condition was never met and found equals 
False still . 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = 2 
var lsFound • true 

array [2, 4, 6 , 8] 
2 is in position O, 4 is In position 1, 6 ls in position 2 , 8 is In pos ition 3 

is "'6" equal to "6" 7 

The power of Iterative programming. Suppose a teacher wants to give their dass 10 
extra points on an exam. While the teacher could manually adjust each grade and do 
the calculation for every student, ite rative program is useful because the calculation of 
adding 10 to each grade is repeated. 

This example demonstrates the calculation using Python but the logic for ''fo(' and 
•while" loops is s imilar across languages. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding i s shown on screen as follows: 
llstOITwentyScores = (85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentyScores in light blue and all numbers in yellow 
newScores = [ J wtth newScores In llght blue 

for score in listOfTwentyScores: with for and in in dark blue and 
llstOfTwentyScores in light blue 
newScores.append( s core+ 10) with newScores in light blue and score, .append 
and 10 in yellow 

print( newScoros) with print( in yallow and nawScores in light blue 

#Output: In green 
#(95, 100, 80, 85, 93, 92, 91, 55, 88, 100, 66, 87, 55, 77, 90,100, 80, 60, 85, 100] in 

9""'" 
The code starts with a variable s toring an array of the grades Of the 20 students in the 
dass separated with commas. This variable is called list of 20 scores. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding Is shown on screen as follows: 
listofTwentyScorea = (BS, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with llstOfT\ventyScores In light blue and all numbers In y ellow 

A new variable is created to hold the final values. Right now, it's blank. 
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Once the condition is met, the variable will be instead set to Tn.Je, and the oode will 
stop running since the desired output has been generated. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = 2 
var lsFound • true 

array (2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 Is In position 0, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 ls In position 3 

The code works by looking at search position O and testing its condition. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false 

array [2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 is In position 0, 4 is in position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 i s In position 3 

If the condition is met. the second variable is changed from False to True and the 
process is over. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false to true 

array [2, 4 , 6, 8] 
2 Is In posttlon O, 4 Is In position 1, 6 Is In pos ition 21 8 Is In position 3 

Is "'2" equal to "6" ? 

If the condition is not met. and the value of the position variable is less than the length 
of the list, the code is set up to increment the position variable by 1. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = o + 1 
var lsFound • false 

0<3 • true 

arr•y (2, 4 , 6, 8] 
2 Is In position o, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In posit ion 2, 8 Is In position 3 

is "'2" equal to "6" ? 
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IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is shown on screen as follows: 
llstOfTwentyScores = [85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentyScores in light blue and all numbers in yellow 
newScores = (] with newScores in light blue 

Then for-loop starts. In plain language, this section accesses one score at a time within 
the list of 20 scores variable, adds 10 to it and appends it to the new score's variable 
Appending the new score allows the variable to hold multiple values and not get 
overwritten, This repeats until all 20 scores have been adjusted and stored in the new 
scores variab le. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is shown on screen as follows: 
listOfTwentyScores: (85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentySco res In light blue and all number's In yellow 
newScores = I] with newScores in light blue 

for score In llstOfTwentyScores: with fo r and In In dark blue and 
listOfTwentyScores in light blue 
newScores.append( score+ 10) with newScores in light blue and score, .append 
and 10 in yellow 

print( newScores) with print( in yellow and newScores in light blue 

#Output: in green 
#[95, 100, 80, 85, 93, 92, 91, 55, 88, 100, 66, 87, 55, 77, 90, 100, 80, 60, 85, 100] In 
green 

Knowing how to choose the best tool. Many problems in programming can be related 
back to one of the a lgorithms previously discussed. For example, an iterative looking 
program should be used if certain code can be reused, while a one-time calcu lation or 
action would use a non-iterati 11e sequentia l algorithm. 

Computer programmers constantly use algorithms, whether it's an existing algorithm 
for a common problem like sorting a list of values, or a completely new algorithm 
unique to the program. By understanding algorithms. programmers can make better 
decisions about which exis ting algorithms to use and learn how to make new 
algorithms that a re correct and efficient. 
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Problem Solving with Algorithims 
Sequential Algorithm for Non-Branching Problem&: 
In computer programming and algorithm design, the term ~non-branching• refers to a 
situation or code structure where there are no decision points or branches based on 
conditional statements. 

In a non-branctiing scenario, the code proceeds sequentially without any 
alternative paths based on conditions 
Sequential algorithms for non-branching problems often involve iteration, 
calculation or manipulation of data without the need to make choices based on 
oonditions 
Examples: 
- summing an array 
- finding the maximum element in a list 
- reversing the order of elements in a sequence 

Example: Sequential algorithm for calculating the sum of an array 
Problem: Given an array of numbers, calculate the sum of all the elements 
Algorithm: 
1. Initialize a variable sum to e. 
2. For each element in tt,e array: 

a. Add the element to the sum. 
3. Display or return the sum. 

Sequentlal Algorithm for Non.tteratlve Problems: 
Non-iterative problems refer to computational or algorithmic problems that do not 
require the use of iteration or repetitive structures to arrive at a solution. 

Iteration typically invotves using loops or recursive functions to perform a set 
of instructions repeatedly until a specific condition is met 
Examples: 
- mathematical computations 

• for example: calculating the square root of a number 
- string manipulations 

• for example: checking if a string is a palindrome 
- dired conversions or computations that can be accomplished in a single 

pass through the data 
• for example: calculating the average of a list of numbers 

Example: Algorithm to convert Celsius to Fahrenheit 
Problem: Convert a temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit 
Algorithm: 
1. Accept a temperature in Celsius as input. 

Unpredictable and are often used in various algorithms and applications 

The following are examples of random numbers in different languages: 
C++: 'rand()' 
Python: 'random{)' 
JavaScript: 'Math.random()' 

Loops: 
Structures that repeat a specific block of code until a certain condition is met 

The following are examples of loops in different languages: 

Python: 
# Problem: Print numbers from 1 to S 

# Solution using a for loop 
for i in ( 1 , 6 ): 

(1 1 end• ' ' ) 

() • Move to the next line 

Java: 
public class LoopExample { 

C++: 

public static void 11ai n(Stringl] args) { 
I I Problem: Print numbers from l to 5 

// solution using a for loop 
for (int i ... 1; i <• S; +i) { 

System.out.print(! + N " ); 

System.out,println(); // Move to the next line 

#include <iostream> 

int main() { 
// Problem: Print numbers from 1 to S 

// Solution using a for loop 
for (int i 1 ; i < S; ++i) 

std: :cout « i « " "; 

2. Calculate the equivalent temperature in Fahrenheit using the 
formula: Fahrenheit • (Celsius • 9/5) + 32. 
3. Display or return the temperature in Fahrenheit. 

Sequentiel Algorithm for Branching Control SUltements: 
Branching control statements, also known as conditional statements, are programming 
constructs that enable the execution of different sets of instructions based on certain 
conditions or criteria. These statements allow the flow of a program to branch into 
different paths, depending on whether a specified condition is true or false. The two 
primary branching control statements are the Rif' statement and the "switch" statement. 

The •if• statement is a fundamental branching control statement that allows a 
program to make decisions based on a given condition 
- The ~if" statement can be extended with an optional "else" clause to specify 

an altemattve set of Instructions to be executed when the condition Is false 
The ·SWltch" statement ls used when there are mumple posslble conditions to 
be checked against a single expression 
- The "switch" statement compares the expression against each case, and if 

a match Is found, the corresponding block of code Is executed. The "break" 
statement is used to exit the switch block 

Example: Algorithm to detennine if a number is even or odd 
Problem: Determine if a given integer is even or odd 
Algorithm: 
1. Accept an integer as input. 
2. If the input modulo 2 equals 0: 

a. Display "The number is even." 
3. Else: 

a. Display "The number is odd." 

Including a switch: 
1. Accept an integer as input. 
2. Switch on the result of the input modulo 2: 

a. case B: 
i. Display •rhe m1mber is even." 
ii. Break. 

b. Case 1: 
i. Display "The number is odd.· 
ii. Break. 

c. Default: 
i. Display •rnvalid input." (optional, in case the input is not 

an integer) 

Random Numbers: 

std: : cout « std: :endl; / / Move to the next line 

return 0 ; 

Conditionals: 
Allow the execution of different code blocks based on whether a specified condition 
evaluates to true or false 

The followlng are examples of condltlonals In different languages: 

Python: 
# Problem: Determine if a number is even or odd 

# Get user input 
number • ,,..... c, ( "Enter an integer: " )) 

# Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even or odd 
if number 1:: 2 .... 0 : 

( f"{number} is even. " ) 
else: 

( f"{number} is odd ." ) 

Java: 
import java.utU.scanner; 

public class Condit ionalExample { 
public static void inain(String[] args) { 

or odd 

II Probleni: Determine if a number is even or odd 

I I Get user input 
Scanner scanner • new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.print("Enter an i nteger : "); 
int number • scanner.nextint(); 

// Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even 

if (number X 2 .... 0) { 
Syste111.out.println(number + " i s even."); 

} else { 
System.out.println(number + ft i s odd.•); 
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: 

// Close the scanner to avoid resource leaks 
scanner. close (); 

#include <iost rean> 

i nt ma in () { 

odd 

I I Problem: Determine if a number is even or odd 

I I Get user input 
int number; 
std: :cout « "Enter an i nteger: 
std: : cin » number; 

// Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even or 

i f (number % 2 .... 0 ) { 
std: :cout « number « " is even . " « std: :endl; 

} else { 
std: :cout « number « .. is odd ."' « std: :endl; 

r eturn 0; 
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Problem Solving with Algorithms 
The content within this transaipt has been created utilizing a third-party software 
company which complies with all federal accessibility laws and international standards 
for web accessibility, providing a measured accuracy rate of 99.6 percent. 

1. Common Algorithms 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Problem Solvlng with Algorlthms 
Cammon Algorithms 

What are algorithms? An algorithm is a set of well-defined logical steps to follow when 
performing a task. For example, the procedure or algorithm for boiling water would be 
fill a pot with water. Place the pot on a bumer on the stove. Tum on the bumer to high. 
Observe the water until it starts bubbling. When the water is bubbling, the water is 
boiling. 

When are algorithms used? Algorithms are used in every part of computer science. 
They form the field's backbone. In computer science, an algorithm gives the oomputer 
a specific set of instructions, which allows the computer to do everything, be it running 
a calculator or running a rocket. 

Computer programs are at their core algorithms wrttten In programming languages that 
the computer can understand. Computer algorithms play a big role in how social media 
works, which posts show up, which ads are seen, and so on. These decisions are all 
made by a lgorithms. 

Programmers who build search engines use algorithms to optimize searches, predict 
what users are going to type, and more. Much of computer programming involves 
using algorithms to solve problems, such as increasing the relevance of search results 
or making websites load faster. Programming has almost unlimited uses and 
applications. 

Smartphones are just one example of devices utilizing programming. Although each 
app is programmed differently for different functions, all programming uses similar logic 
to process data and produce results . Another example where programming is 
especially useful is the field of data science and analytics. Many companies collect 
user data to make product decisions. These data collections are very large and need lo 
be organized, sorted, and manipulated before analysis can begin. The programming 
language Python is used extensively for data analysis. 
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The Euclidean algorithm is a better way of finding the greatest common factor. It works 
as follows. Given two numbers, where a is the larger value and b the smaller, divide a 
by b and get the remainder r. Then replace a with b and replace b with r. Repeat this 
process unUI r equal 0. When the remainder equal 0, bis the greatest common factor 
of the two numbers. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of a computer screen with the following text: 
Find the GCF of a and b (where a> b): 
Repeat unlll r ■ 0 
a+b- ? r=? 
a+ b = ? r = ? 

a + b= ? r = O 

Here's an example. Find the greatest common factor of 30 and 12. First. divide the 
larger number 30 by the smaller number 12. The result Is 2 with a remainder of 6. 

Now continue and divide 12 by 6, the remainder in the previous step. 12 divided by 6 
equals 2 with no remainder. Because there is no remainder, the task is complete. And 
the last number used to divide is the greatest common factor, which in this case is 6. 

Let's do another example. Find the greatest common factor of 123 and 36. 123 divided 
by 36 is 3 with a remainder of 15. Continue to divide 36 by 15 because 15 was the 
remainder of the previous step. 

36 divided by 15 equals 2 with a remainder of 6. Continue to divide 15 by 6. which 
equals 2 with a remainder of 3. And, flnally, 6 dMC!ed by 3 equals 2 with no remainder. 
Therefore, our greatest common factor is 3 . 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
. .. Finding the biggest number- here is another type of calculation. 

Given three integer numbers, called num1, num2, and num3, respectively find the 
largest number using an algorithm like this. Check if num1 is greater than num2. If true, 
check if num1 Is greater than num3. If true, then show num1 is the largest number. If 
false, then show num3 as the largest number. If num1 is not greater than num2, check 
if num2 is greater than num3. If true, then show num2 to as the larges t number. If false, 
then show num3 as the large.st number. This algorithm or set of steps will always work 
given any three numbers. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic organizer Is displayed. 
The vary top box: find the largest number (num1], (num2], (num3] 
The next box branching down from the top box: Is [num1) > [num2]? 
Branching from the above box it splits into two boxes: on the left is true and on 
the right is f11lee. 
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Common algorithms-when writing an algorithm, it's often helpful to have a good 
understanding of some common, well-knOY(Jl algorithms. This hefps save time because 
programmers can re-use or adapt the algorithm to fit their needs. 

For example, to sort the items of a list, often referred to as an array, Into a parUcular 
order, it is helpful to refer to sorting algorithms. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic dis plays four books and they are labeled A, B, C, 
and D, from left to right. A and Dare then switched, so D Is on the far left and A ls 
on the far right. Then Band Care switched, so C is on the left in the middle and 
Bis on the right in the middle. Therefore, the books end up In the order D, C, B, 
and A from left to righl 

Similar1y, searching algoritlims are used to find and retrieve an element from wherever 
It Is stored In a date structure. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A computer screen Is displayed with an algorithm: array 
[duck, duck, goose]. Then a magnifying glass is seen at the bottom by the word 
goose. This means the searching algorithm is looking for goose. The magnifying 
glHs then goes up to the algorithm to find the word goose. 

Finding the Greatest Common Factor, GCF. The greatest common factor, sometimes 
called the greatest common divisor, is the largest number that div ides two or more 
numbers without a remainder. For example, the greatest common factor of 4 and 1 O is 
2 because 2 is the largest number divisible into 4 and 10 without a remainder. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-The numbers 4 and 10 are dlsplayed. Under4 are two l lnea 
each pointing to the number 2. Under 10 aro two llnH, one pointing to the 
number 5 and the other pointing to the number 2. Number 2 is eircled under both 
4 and 10. 

Computing a greatest common factor is important because it allows us to reduce 
fractions efficiently. On paper, it may seem simple to explain the process or algorithm 
of finding the gr0atest common factor. 

One way is to simply divide two numbers by all the numbers less than the smaller 
number until the largest number that divides into both is found. T his strategy will work. 
However, there is a better way to reduce the number of total calculations, which 
increases overall efficiency. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• The title computing the greatfft common factor is at the 
top. The numbers 4 and 10 are on screen. Underneath 4 are the following 
equatJona: 4 + 2 = 1.333 ••. marked out a nd 4 + 2 = 2 with the l in the eq uation 
circled. Unde rneuth 10 are the following equations: 10 + 4 = 2.S marked out, 10 + 3 
""' 3.333 •.. marked out, and 10 + 2 • 5 " 1th the 2 in the equation circled. 
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Boxes underneath tn.ie: 
Is (num1] > (num3] ? 
Branching into two: Tn.ie on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath Tn,e: (num1] Is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3 Is the largest number 
Boxn underneath Fain: 
Is (num2] > (num3] ? 
Branching Into two: True on th• left or False on the right 
Box underneath Tn.ie: (num2] is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3] is the largest number 

Let's work through an example. Suppose num1 equals 6, num2 equals 10, and num3 
equals 25. Now use the algorithm above to determine the largest number. Is num1 
greater than num2? In other words, Is 6 greater than 10? No. Therefore, the next 
question is, is num2 to greater than num3? In other words, is 10 greater than 25? The 
answer is no. So the output states num3 or 25 must be the largest number. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic organizer is displayed. 
TIie very top box: find the largest number num • 6, num2 • 10, num3 • 25 
The next box branching down from the top box: Is [num1] > [num2]? 6 > 10? 
Branching from the above box It splits into two boxes: on the left is true and on 
the right is false. 
Boxes underneath true: 
is [num1] > [num3] ? 
Branc::hlng Into two: True on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath True: (num1] Is the largost: number 
Box underneath False: [num3 is the largest number 
Boxes underneath False: 
ls [num2] > [num3] ? 10 > 25? 
Branching into two: Tn.ie on the left or False on the right 
Box underneath True: [num2] Is the largest number 
Box underneath False: [num3] is the largest number, 25 is the largest number 

"TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
... Finding primes- a prime number is a positive integer greater than 1 that can only be 
d ivided by itself and 1. The numbers 2, 3, 5, 7 , et cetera are prime numbers, as they do 
not have any other factors. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN• A chart of prime numbers Is displayed. The chart Includes 
numbers: 
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41 , 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 
97, 101,103,107,109, 113, 127,131, 137,139, 149,151,157, 163,167, 173, 179, 
181,191, 193,197,199,211,223, 227, 229, 233, 239, 241, 251, 257, 263, 269, 271 , 
277, 281, 283, 293,307, 311, 313,317, 331, 337,347, 349, 353, 359, 367, 373,379, 
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383,389,397, 4-01, 4-09, 419,421,431,433,439,443,449,457,461, 4l;3, 467,479, 
487,491,499,503,509,521,523,541,547,557,563,569,571,577,587,593,599, 
601,607,613,617,619,631,641,643,647,653,659,661,673,677,683, 691, 701, 
709,719,727,733,739,743,751,757,761,769,773,787,797,809,811,821,823, 
827,829,839,853,857,859,883,877,881,883,887,907,911,919,929,937,941, 
947,967,971,977,983,991,997,953 

To test if a number is prime, check ever; number greater than 1 to see if the number 
divides the potential prime number. 

One of the most widely used applications of prime numbers in computing is an 
encryption system. In 1978, Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonhard Adleman oombined 
some simple known facts about numbers to aeate RSA encryption, named after the 
Inventors. The system they developed allows for the seCt.Jre transmission of 
information, such as credit card numbers, online. The first ingredient required for the 
algorithm are two large prime numbers. The larger the numbers, the safer the 
encryption. 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
... Making change-- when making a purchase with cash, the amount of change due is 
calculated using another common algorithm. Find the sum of all the purchases to store 
in a variable named totalCost. Input the cash paid in a different variable named 
amountPaid. Subtract total cost from amountPaid to find the change stored in a third 
var1able named Change. Change equats amount paid minus totalCost. 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Common Algorithms: ... 
. . . Finding the average-- to find the arithmetic average or mean, add up a list of 
numbers. And then divide by the quantity of numbers summed up. Here is a set of eight 
numb8rs-4, 5, 1, 2, 9, 7 , 10, 8. The sum of the numbers is 4 plus 5 plus 1 plus 2 plus 
9 plus 7 plus 10 plus 8, which equals 46. So the average is 46 divided by 8, which 
comes to 5. 75. 

2. Programming Concepts 

TEXT ON SCREEN 
Problem Solvtng with Algorithms 
Programming Concepts 

Part of learning how to program is learning what tools and functions can be leveraged 
to solve problems and write custom algorithms. When It comes to solving problems, the 
first step is to fully understand the problem at hand. Without proper understanding, it's 
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For example, if a contact form prompts a user to enter data into a database, the 
program must first ask the user for the data before it can be saved to the database. 
otherwise, there is no data to save. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- A graphic of website. On the website Is the text Join the 
mailing list and th•re Is a place to •nter an •mall addrNs. Then th•re Is a button 
to submit. 

conditional logic. Decision-making problems involve conditional statements or 
branching. Conditional statements are features of programming languages that tell the 
computer to execute certain act.ions provided certain user-defined conditions are met. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Conditional stat•ment or branching graphic. 
Begins at the word START 
Branches to an IF {condition) box 
The IF statement branchee Into false on the left or true on the right 
tf false it branches to an ELSE (code) statement 
If true It branches to a THEN (code) statement 
Both else and then statements branch into the END suitement 

For example, a program used to enter student grades may ask a teacher to input 
grades until the entire dass has a grade. Once that condition is met, the program will 
stop asking the teacher for grades. 

Conditional statements are used through the various programming languages to 
Instruct the computer on the decision to make when given some oon,mlons. These 
decisions are made if and only if the pre-stated conditions are either true or false, 
depending on the functions the programmer has in mind. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Conditional statement or branching graphic. 
Begins at the word START 
Branches to an IF {condition) box 
The IF statamant branches into false on the laft or trua on tha right 
If falee it branches to an ELSE (code) statement 
tf true It branches to a THEN {code) statement 
Both else and 1hen statements branch into the END statement 

All programming languages have conditional expression syntax, although ttie syntax 
Slighlly differs from one programming language to the olhers. 

Branching versus non-branching. When writing algorithms, it's often helpful to use a 
series of conditional statements to test complex criteria and execute appropriate 
actions, which is often referred to as branching. Using branching allows programmers 
to give precise Instructions based on a variety of conditions and then output a relevant 
result. As opposed to branching. non-branching programming simply refers to 

lrt\Ns;Jl!IN~~111$_TICP24'CE\181119_TI0'2._-....,_l,....q,1)',lir, 
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easy to make assumptions about problems and potential solutions without really 
getting a dear picture of what's going on. 

Once a problem has been identified, take time to consider a solution and focus on 
writing clear Instructions one step at a time. Test the code to ensure It works as 
expected. Then continue to the next step. 

Importance of order when using algorithms. Sequential algorithms follow a step-by-step 
process, and the order of those steps are crucial to ensuring the oorrectness of an 
algorithm. 

Here's an algorithm for translating a word inlo Pig Latin. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG 

One, append a hyphen. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG• 

Two, append the first letter. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG•P 

Three, append A. Y. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG-PAY 

Four, remove the first letter . 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
IG-l'AY 

If the steps are completed out of order. the result would be different and incorrect. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
PIG=IG..PAY in Pig Latin 

Sequential algorithms must follow the same order of the steps to be effective. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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programs that don't use conditional statements a real wor1d example would be fumiture 
assembly instructions. 

A program that doesn't use conditionals might resemble an input program that asks the 
user for data input to populate a database. 

Think of an email sign-up fonn on a website. You enter your information and cl ick 
Submit. There are not different paths or conditions that need to be accounted for. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN-A graphic of a website contact us page. There are four 
areas for a user to fill out: Name- Jonah Torres, Email- Jmiabpt@emaH com 
Subject- Hours, and Mnsage- What are your updated store hours? 

Examples of branching programming. Conditional statements have a simple job-
check whether a condition has been met and retum True If yes, and False If not. Then 
based on those outputs, programmers can automate other decisions or actions and so 
on. 

Suppose a programmer is working on a program for teachers to enter student grades 
into a grade book. The programmer should consider how the data will be entered and 
saved into a database and create some oonditional expressions to help make the 
teacher's job easier and minimize errors. To help avoid typos, the program could be 
written to check that values entered as grades are numeric or that the scores are no 
greater than a maximum value. 

If a wrong number was entered, the program could dlSplay the grade In bright red or 
reject the input until an acceptable value is entered. 

Then a variable could be created to capture whether or not all scores have been 
entered. It would initially be set to False. And then once all grades are entered, it would 
be set to True. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Numbers are counted from 1 to 10D. 

This type of variable is called a Boolean variable. These only have two states: True or 
False. 

Iteration. Iteration is another way to say repetition. Programming that uses iteration will 
have some kind of loop that repeals a block of C<.lde. The repetition will lerminale after 
a predetermined number of repetitions or when a certain condition is met. If there is a 
process needing to be run over and over again, it's best to write the code so it can loop 
repeatedly, cycling through inputs or adjusting variables incrementally. This saves time 
programming and makes the process more efficient. Any program without a need to 
repeat a section of code could be considered non-Iterative. 
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Using loops. Iteration is implemented using the loop in programming. The two most 
common types of loops are for-loop and the while-loop. The for-loop is used when a 
loop needs to be run a certain number of times. The other type of loop, the while-loop 
repeats unU a specific condition is true. This is particularty useful when it's difficult or 
Impossible to predict how many times the loop will execute. 

Sequential search using loops. In oomputer science, linear search or sequential search 
is a method for finding a particular value in a list by checking each element in 
sequence until the desired element is found or the list is exhausted. The list doesn't 
have to be in order. 

Here is an example. The process starts with setting up variables. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
GOAL: find "6" 

The first variable captures the search position and is initially set to a value of 0. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position • 0 

The search position is the current position or current value being tested. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 

array [2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 Is In position 0, • Is In position 1, 6 Is In position 2 , 8 Is In position 3 

Aseoond Boolean variable stores one of two possible values, True or False. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position • 0 
var lsFound = 

array [2, 4, 6, 8J 
2 ls In position 0, • 1s In position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 ls In position 3 

At the start, this should be set to False. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false 

array [2, 4, 6 , 8] 
2 Is In position 0, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In position 2 , 8 Is In position 3 

-~Ml115_T'Xl"24,'C£V81115_TXl"k_,.__r-1pl.hffl 

This means the code will now check the contents of the second position and repeat the 
process. The code terminates when found equals True or when position equals the 
total number of positions, which means the condition was never met and found equals 
False still . 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = 2 
var lsFound • true 

array [2, 4, 6 , 8] 
2 is in position O, 4 is In position 1, 6 ls in position 2 , 8 is In pos ition 3 

is "'6" equal to "6" 7 

The power of Iterative programming. Suppose a teacher wants to give their dass 10 
extra points on an exam. While the teacher could manually adjust each grade and do 
the calculation for every student, ite rative program is useful because the calculation of 
adding 10 to each grade is repeated. 

This example demonstrates the calculation using Python but the logic for ''fo(' and 
•while" loops is s imilar across languages. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding i s shown on screen as follows: 
llstOITwentyScores = (85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentyScores in light blue and all numbers in yellow 
newScores = [ J wtth newScores In llght blue 

for score in listOfTwentyScores: with for and in in dark blue and 
llstOfTwentyScores in light blue 
newScores.append( s core+ 10) with newScores in light blue and score, .append 
and 10 in yellow 

print( newScoros) with print( in yallow and nawScores in light blue 

#Output: In green 
#(95, 100, 80, 85, 93, 92, 91, 55, 88, 100, 66, 87, 55, 77, 90,100, 80, 60, 85, 100] in 

9""'" 
The code starts with a variable s toring an array of the grades Of the 20 students in the 
dass separated with commas. This variable is called list of 20 scores. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding Is shown on screen as follows: 
listofTwentyScorea = (BS, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with llstOfT\ventyScores In light blue and all numbers In y ellow 

A new variable is created to hold the final values. Right now, it's blank. 
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Once the condition is met, the variable will be instead set to Tn.Je, and the oode will 
stop running since the desired output has been generated. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = 2 
var lsFound • true 

array (2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 Is In position 0, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 ls In position 3 

The code works by looking at search position O and testing its condition. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false 

array [2, 4, 6, 8] 
2 is In position 0, 4 is in position 1, 6 ls In position 2, 8 i s In position 3 

If the condition is met. the second variable is changed from False to True and the 
process is over. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = O 
var lsFound = false to true 

array [2, 4 , 6, 8] 
2 Is In posttlon O, 4 Is In position 1, 6 Is In pos ition 21 8 Is In position 3 

Is "'2" equal to "6" ? 

If the condition is not met. and the value of the position variable is less than the length 
of the list, the code is set up to increment the position variable by 1. 
TEXT ON SCREEN 
var position = o + 1 
var lsFound • false 

0<3 • true 

arr•y (2, 4 , 6, 8] 
2 Is In position o, 4 Is In position 1, 6 ls In posit ion 2, 8 Is In position 3 

is "'2" equal to "6" ? 
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IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is shown on screen as follows: 
llstOfTwentyScores = [85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentyScores in light blue and all numbers in yellow 
newScores = (] with newScores in light blue 

Then for-loop starts. In plain language, this section accesses one score at a time within 
the list of 20 scores variable, adds 10 to it and appends it to the new score's variable 
Appending the new score allows the variable to hold multiple values and not get 
overwritten, This repeats until all 20 scores have been adjusted and stored in the new 
scores variab le. 
IMAGE ON SCREEN- Coding is shown on screen as follows: 
listOfTwentyScores: (85, 90, 70, 75, 83, 82, 81, 45, 78, 90, 56, 77, 45, 67, 80, 90, 
70, 50, 75, 90] with listOfTwentySco res In light blue and all number's In yellow 
newScores = I] with newScores in light blue 

for score In llstOfTwentyScores: with fo r and In In dark blue and 
listOfTwentyScores in light blue 
newScores.append( score+ 10) with newScores in light blue and score, .append 
and 10 in yellow 

print( newScores) with print( in yellow and newScores in light blue 

#Output: in green 
#[95, 100, 80, 85, 93, 92, 91, 55, 88, 100, 66, 87, 55, 77, 90, 100, 80, 60, 85, 100] In 
green 

Knowing how to choose the best tool. Many problems in programming can be related 
back to one of the a lgorithms previously discussed. For example, an iterative looking 
program should be used if certain code can be reused, while a one-time calcu lation or 
action would use a non-iterati 11e sequentia l algorithm. 

Computer programmers constantly use algorithms, whether it's an existing algorithm 
for a common problem like sorting a list of values, or a completely new algorithm 
unique to the program. By understanding algorithms. programmers can make better 
decisions about which exis ting algorithms to use and learn how to make new 
algorithms that a re correct and efficient. 
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Problem Solving with Algorithims 
Sequential Algorithm for Non-Branching Problem&: 
In computer programming and algorithm design, the term ~non-branching• refers to a 
situation or code structure where there are no decision points or branches based on 
conditional statements. 

In a non-branctiing scenario, the code proceeds sequentially without any 
alternative paths based on conditions 
Sequential algorithms for non-branching problems often involve iteration, 
calculation or manipulation of data without the need to make choices based on 
oonditions 
Examples: 
- summing an array 
- finding the maximum element in a list 
- reversing the order of elements in a sequence 

Example: Sequential algorithm for calculating the sum of an array 
Problem: Given an array of numbers, calculate the sum of all the elements 
Algorithm: 
1. Initialize a variable sum to e. 
2. For each element in tt,e array: 

a. Add the element to the sum. 
3. Display or return the sum. 

Sequentlal Algorithm for Non.tteratlve Problems: 
Non-iterative problems refer to computational or algorithmic problems that do not 
require the use of iteration or repetitive structures to arrive at a solution. 

Iteration typically invotves using loops or recursive functions to perform a set 
of instructions repeatedly until a specific condition is met 
Examples: 
- mathematical computations 

• for example: calculating the square root of a number 
- string manipulations 

• for example: checking if a string is a palindrome 
- dired conversions or computations that can be accomplished in a single 

pass through the data 
• for example: calculating the average of a list of numbers 

Example: Algorithm to convert Celsius to Fahrenheit 
Problem: Convert a temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit 
Algorithm: 
1. Accept a temperature in Celsius as input. 

Unpredictable and are often used in various algorithms and applications 

The following are examples of random numbers in different languages: 
C++: 'rand()' 
Python: 'random{)' 
JavaScript: 'Math.random()' 

Loops: 
Structures that repeat a specific block of code until a certain condition is met 

The following are examples of loops in different languages: 

Python: 
# Problem: Print numbers from 1 to S 

# Solution using a for loop 
for i in ( 1 , 6 ): 

(1 1 end• ' ' ) 

() • Move to the next line 

Java: 
public class LoopExample { 

C++: 

public static void 11ai n(Stringl] args) { 
I I Problem: Print numbers from l to 5 

// solution using a for loop 
for (int i ... 1; i <• S; +i) { 

System.out.print(! + N " ); 

System.out,println(); // Move to the next line 

#include <iostream> 

int main() { 
// Problem: Print numbers from 1 to S 

// Solution using a for loop 
for (int i 1 ; i < S; ++i) 

std: :cout « i « " "; 

2. Calculate the equivalent temperature in Fahrenheit using the 
formula: Fahrenheit • (Celsius • 9/5) + 32. 
3. Display or return the temperature in Fahrenheit. 

Sequentiel Algorithm for Branching Control SUltements: 
Branching control statements, also known as conditional statements, are programming 
constructs that enable the execution of different sets of instructions based on certain 
conditions or criteria. These statements allow the flow of a program to branch into 
different paths, depending on whether a specified condition is true or false. The two 
primary branching control statements are the Rif' statement and the "switch" statement. 

The •if• statement is a fundamental branching control statement that allows a 
program to make decisions based on a given condition 
- The ~if" statement can be extended with an optional "else" clause to specify 

an altemattve set of Instructions to be executed when the condition Is false 
The ·SWltch" statement ls used when there are mumple posslble conditions to 
be checked against a single expression 
- The "switch" statement compares the expression against each case, and if 

a match Is found, the corresponding block of code Is executed. The "break" 
statement is used to exit the switch block 

Example: Algorithm to detennine if a number is even or odd 
Problem: Determine if a given integer is even or odd 
Algorithm: 
1. Accept an integer as input. 
2. If the input modulo 2 equals 0: 

a. Display "The number is even." 
3. Else: 

a. Display "The number is odd." 

Including a switch: 
1. Accept an integer as input. 
2. Switch on the result of the input modulo 2: 

a. case B: 
i. Display •rhe m1mber is even." 
ii. Break. 

b. Case 1: 
i. Display "The number is odd.· 
ii. Break. 

c. Default: 
i. Display •rnvalid input." (optional, in case the input is not 

an integer) 

Random Numbers: 

std: : cout « std: :endl; / / Move to the next line 

return 0 ; 

Conditionals: 
Allow the execution of different code blocks based on whether a specified condition 
evaluates to true or false 

The followlng are examples of condltlonals In different languages: 

Python: 
# Problem: Determine if a number is even or odd 

# Get user input 
number • ,,..... c, ( "Enter an integer: " )) 

# Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even or odd 
if number 1:: 2 .... 0 : 

( f"{number} is even. " ) 
else: 

( f"{number} is odd ." ) 

Java: 
import java.utU.scanner; 

public class Condit ionalExample { 
public static void inain(String[] args) { 

or odd 

II Probleni: Determine if a number is even or odd 

I I Get user input 
Scanner scanner • new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.print("Enter an i nteger : "); 
int number • scanner.nextint(); 

// Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even 

if (number X 2 .... 0) { 
Syste111.out.println(number + " i s even."); 

} else { 
System.out.println(number + ft i s odd.•); 
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C++: 

// Close the scanner to avoid resource leaks 
scanner. close (); 

#include <iost rean> 

i nt ma in () { 

odd 

I I Problem: Determine if a number is even or odd 

I I Get user input 
int number; 
std: :cout « "Enter an i nteger: 
std: : cin » number; 

// Use a conditional statement to check if the number is even or 

i f (number % 2 .... 0 ) { 
std: :cout « number « " is even . " « std: :endl; 

} else { 
std: :cout « number « .. is odd ."' « std: :endl; 

r eturn 0; 
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Random Numbers Check for Understanding 
Directions: 
Answer the following questions. 

1. Which of the following is a common use for random numbers? 
A. Creating business websites 
B. Encrypting passwords 
C. Keeping a consistent color scheme on a webpage 
D. Generating the same exact output with each click of a button 

2. Which of the following is a function in Python which generates a random number 
between O and 1, where O is included and 1 is not? 

A. math.random() 
B. random.randint() 
C. random.random(} 
□ . rand() 

3. Which of the following could be used to simulate the rolli ng of a dice? 
A. random.random()* 6 
B. random.rand int(O , 6) 
C. random.randint(O, 6) + 1 
D. random.randint(1, 6) 

4. Jackie wants to simulate the flipping of a coin by generating random numbers where 
zero represents heads and one represents tails. Which of the following could be 
used? 

A. random.randint(O, 1) 
B. random.random() 
C. random.randint(O, 2) 
□. int{random.random()) 

5. Describe the possible values of the call int(random .random()"3) + 2. 
A. Integers between 2 and 5, inclusive 
B. Integers between 2 and 4, inclusive 
C. Integers between O and 5, inclusive 
D. Integers between O and 3, inclusive 
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Numbers Check for Understanding 
Directions: 
Answer the following questions. 

1. Wh ich of the following is a common use for random numbers? 
A. Creaci ng business websites 
B. Encrypting passwords 
C. Keeping a consistent color scheme on a webpage 
D. Generating the same exact output with each click of a button 

2. Which of the following is a function in Python which generates a random number 
between O and 1, where O is included and 1 is not? 

A. math .random(} 
B. random.rand int() 
C. random.random(} 
D. rand() 

3. Wh ich of the following could be used to simulate the roll ing of a dice? 
A_ random.random()" 6 
B. random.randint(O, 6) 
C. random.randint(O, 6) + 1 
D. random.randint(1, 6) 

4. Jackie wants to simulate the flipping of a coin by generating random numbers where 
zero represents heads and one represents tails. Which of the following could be 
used? 

A. random.rand int{O, 1) 
B. random.random() 
C. random.randint(O, 2) 
D. int{random.random()) 

5. Describe the poss ible values of the call int(random .random()*3) + 2. 
A. Integers between 2 and 5, inclusive 
B. Integers between 2 and 4, inclusive 
C. Integers between O and 5, inclusive 
D. Intege rs between O and 3, inclusive 
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5. Using your notes, define intellectual property, ptiv:,cy, sharin9 of 

inli:xmfl.lion, eopyright laws Md ool'tw.sre licensing ~nts on 
your sheet of P8(Jel. 
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Activity - Beach Ball Game 
Intellectual Property & Software Development 

ActMty Overview: 

SAVE PROGRESS 

Students will participate in a beach ball game to discuss intellectual property, privacy, sharing of 

information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 

Directions: 
1. Find a blank slieet of paper, then sit in a circle. 

2. A beach ball \Ii/ill be tossed around the circie. The beach ball will have the terms Intellectual 

property, privacy, sharing of information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 
When you catch the baD, 'llf'lleh8V8r term your right Index finger touches or Is dose$I to, provide 

the falowing: 

o Definition of the tenn 
o An example of the practice; for example, copyright laws prevent you from posting 

someone else's blog post as your own 
3. If you land on a term which was already defined, give a different example of the practice and use 

the term in a sentence. 
4. M&r catching Iha beacti ball and providing information about the term, take notes on your paper 

of which term you landed on and your answers. 
5. Using your notes, define the following terms on your sheet of paper. 

o Intellectual property 

o Privacy 

o Sharing of infotmation 

o Copyright laws 
o Software licensing agreements 

8. Using your not&s, definitions and knowtedge gained from the discussion during the beach ball 

portiOn, participate in a dass discussion. As a dass, discuss and explain tne terms mentioned in 
Step 5. Write down anything you missed in the first discussion or felt was noteworthy. 

7. Once complete, upload your notes and definitions in the space provided below, the n submit your 

Activity. 
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Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Refers to the way users share personal 
information and data, including: 

- browser history 
- passwords 
-photos 

• Describes the personal information 
individuals are willing to share or are 
knowledgeable of sharing 

• Is regulated by IP, copyright and licensing 
agreements 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lndudes the right to choose what data and 
information a user shares with a software, 
platform or company 

-for example, when an individual visits a 
website or platform they are usually prompted 
to accept or decline the terms and cond itions 

,cEV 

6/21/2024 

H 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lndudes policies or laws 
- used by apps, websites and other platforms to 

disclose how personal information will be 
collected and used 

- require users to acknowledge and agree to 
their data being used by the platform 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws: 
- Privacy Act of 197 4 

• defines regulations rega rding U.S. government 
agencies' collection , use and disclosure of 
personal information 

- HIPAA 
• Health Insurance Portability & Accountability 

Act 
• federal privacy protection law reg arding 

individuals' medical information 

,cEV 

6/21/2024 
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Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws 
-COPPA 

'°"' 

• Cliildren's Online Privacy Protection Rule 
• prote<:ts online privacy of minors 

-GLBA 
• Gramm-Leach-Billey Act 
• protects consumer privacy and applies to 

financial institutions whicli collect or use 
peoples' personal information 

Activity - Beach Bs!f Game 
!nt81ktua/Propwt_1&SOftw.t111 ~ t 

l o/1 

t:lin,ctions_- ""f lCl:V l ~ i:.:,W101 1tl'<:&IAGopt~:l,,,,.._J IM<h41y•~-t!al C:affll 
I.Findabuinkl:iflefttofpaper; tflt:'rlsitinacifc/ie. 

2. A beach balf will b9 tossod around ffl6 circ:19. 7119 OOach baJI wiH 
ha119 tng /QrmS intOOoc:hMJ ~y, privacy, stwring c,f inforrrnition, 

copyright f11ws nnd:softwsre lie~ ltQl'l!ffllellls_ When yoo catch 

the b&II. wl'lichew!r term Y<M' right index fitJOer ~s Of is 
cJos.&t to, prowae Chet-Olk!Wing: 

Cl lJefinition c,f the term 
o An exl!lmple c,f the practice; for example, cc,pyright l:Jws 

ptevent you from postitJO someone else s bk>a post as yc,u, 

3. If you /:JOO on il temi whictl WilS illtliiady rk;fk'IM, give anottl&r 

exmnple cf the pmctice. 
4 . After ~tmna the bettc(T ~ nnd prcvidkig infrxmlrtion ti.bout the 

tenn. t/JXe notes on roor paperot wtJich term yoo landed on and 
_youram~. 

5. Using your notes, d~fine intelleclual property, ptivacy, i.harif19 of 

inFotma/kxl, r;opyright laws and ooftw :sre licensing ~nts on 
yc,ur sheet of~ 

6. ())CR complatA, UpkxK/ ytXKcfeflnitionsin /l!A spar.e provirJ8d 

~ then submit your ActMfy. 

Upkxld your rrlc(S) h,;Jro 
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J: Uploadf/lel/ 

SI..Jppcned fi1o foonats: PDF, .JPG, GIF, Pl.JG, TXT, ZJP, ~ 
ExcrJ/. Powwpolll1, f>ublisiiQr, Opg,, Olf,cQ 
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Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lndudes policies or laws 

'°"' 

-used by apps, websites and other platforms to 
disclose how personal information will be 
collected and used 

-require users to acknowledge and agree to 
their data being used by the platform 

Sharing of Information & Privacy ~ 
Discussion 

What are examples of proper and improper 
sharing of information or privacy? 

Software Licensing Agreements 

• Are legal contracts between a licensor and 
purchaser of soft.ware 

• Are necessary when using copyrighted 
software 

• Protects IP and copynghts by: 
- preventing misuse of the software 

'°"' 

-reducing the liability from the software 
- securing ownership rights of the software 
- guaranteeing correct timing provisions for use 
of the software 

Software Licensing Agreements ~ 
Discussion 

Wny are software licensing agreements 
necessary? 

Activity - Beach Ball Game 
Intellectual Property & Software Development 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Refers to the way users share personal 
information and data, inciuding: 
-browser history 
-passwords 
- photos 

• Describes the personal information 
individuals are willing to share or are 
knowledgeable of sharing 

• Is regulated by IP, copyright and licensing 
agreements 

'°"' 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lnciudes the right to choose what data and 
information a user shares with a soft.ware, 
platform or company 

- for example, when an individual visits a 
website or platform they are usually prompted 
to accept or decline the tenns and conditions 

Privacy 

• In terms of intel lectual property and 
software development addresses the 
proper storage, access, retention and 
serurity of data 

• Is typically associated with the proper 
handling of personal data or identifiable 
information 

'°"' 

SAVE PROGRESS 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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OVerAow: 
Students 'Nill participate in a beach ball game to discuss intellectual property, privacy, sharing of 
information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 

Directions: 
1. Find a blank sheet of paper, then sit in a circle. 
2. A beach ball will be tossed around the circle. The beach ball will have the terms Intellectual 

property, privacy, sharing of information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 
When you catch the ball, whichever term your right Index finger touches or Is dosest to, provide 
the following: 

o Definition of the term 
o An example of the practice; for example, copyright laws prevent you from posting 

someone else's blog post as your OY1n 
3. If you land on a term which was already defined, give a different example of the practice and use 

the term in a sentence. 
4. After catching the beacti ball and providing Information about the term, take notes on your paper 

of which tern, you landed on and your answers. 
5. Using your notes, define the following terms on your sheet of paper: 

o Intellectual property 
o Privacy 
o Sharing of Information 
o Copyright laws 
o Software licensing agreements 

6. Using your notes, definitions artd knowledge gained from the discussion during the beach ball 
portion, participate in a dass discussion. As a dass, discuss and explain the terms mentioned in 
Step 5. Write down anything you missed in the first discussion or felt was noteworthy. 

7. Once oomplete, upload your notes and definitions in the space provided below, then submit your 
Activity. 
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Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Refers to the way users share personal 
information and data, including 

- browser history 
-passwords 
- photos 

• Describes the personal information 
individuals are willing to share or are 
knowledgeable of sharing 

• Is regulated by IP, copyright and licensing 
agreements 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lndudes the right to choose what data and 
information a user shares with a software, 
platform or company 

~ 

- for example. when an individual visits a 
website or platform they are usually prompted 
to accept or decline the terms and conditions 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws 
- COPPA 

• Children·s Online Privacy Protection Rule 
• protects online privacy of minors 

- GLBA 
• Gramm-Leach-Billey Act 
• protects consumer privacy and applies to 

financial institutions which collect or use 
peoples' personal information 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lndudes policies or laws· 
-used by apps, websites and other p latforms to 

disclose how personal information will be 
collected and used 

- require users to acknowledge and agree to 
their data being used by the platform 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws· 
- Prtvacy Act of 1974 

ICfN 

• defines regulations regarding U.S. government 
agencies' collection, use and disclosure of 
personal information 

-HIPAA 
• Health Insurance Portability &Accountability 

Act 
• federal priv acy protection law regarding 

individuals' medical information 

6/21/2024 
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Activity - Beach Ba!! Gama 
tnf9/f&ctual Propilrty & Sottwara Dfw&lopm!KI! 

"" 
()i,ections; "'1'C:l:c\t l CG'flP'-W S,.....,.l (l'OalMOptll>'IS~) IA C:Mfy• ll•lffl t\al i:.-

f, F/001:1 bll:ll'll!~of pt1per, then sil iaacircle. 

2. A beach ball wfJI 00 loss.xi 9JO(Jrl(J the circ:19. T?WJ beach baH wiil 

haVB tng lfKmS int9'1w:hJil! ptopf>rly, privacy. ~irtg of information, 

copyright laws nnd softw5ffl licernt/ng IIQl?lements. When you catch 
the b~. whichever temi your right index finoe, t0u ches or i$ 

cJosesf IO, provide the foJI-Owing• 

o Definilion of the term 
<> An example of the practice; f(!(" example, copyrighl /.Jws 

~t you from posting someone else s blog post e your ~, 
3. lfyoo land 00 a ta,m which Wa& ;ilff..:Jdj rh.fintld, g ivfl illtlOlhfN 

tlXIUTlp/e of the pmclice. 

4. After CtJtchins} the bench bnJI Md providing infomuttion ~ thti 
renn. 1a1<e notes on your {)fJl)e( or Which 1erm you landed on at1(J 

j,OUl'ilf)l:~. 

s. Using you, ~es, rJefine intellectual property, JXNOC'f, snar1r19 of 
information, COpy(/g/)! IBws Ma softw/Sfe licensing agreements- on 
your sheet of psper. 

6. OncR compwtt:1-, upJood yourrJfllinitionsin lhR~provitmd 

bMnv, t'-1 submit }Qllf Activity. 

Up,oodyourrlfo(_S)lloro 

~ T DD 
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Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lndudes policies or laws 

'°"' 

-used by apps, websites and other platforms to 
disclose how personal information will be 
collected and used 

-require users to acknowledge and agree to 
their data being used by the platform 

Sharing of Information & Privacy ~ 
Discussion 

What are examples of proper and improper 
sharing of information or privacy? 

Software Licensing Agreements 

• Are legal contracts between a licensor and 
purchaser of soft.ware 

• Are necessary when using copyrighted 
software 

• Protects IP and copynghts by: 
- preventing misuse of the software 

'°"' 

-reducing the liability from the software 
- securing ownership rights of the software 
- guaranteeing correct timing provisions for use 
of the software 

Software Licensing Agreements ~ 
Discussion 

Wny are software licensing agreements 
necessary? 

Activity - Beach Ball Game 
Intellectual Property & Software Development 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Refers to the way users share personal 
information and data, inciuding: 
-browser history 
-passwords 
- photos 

• Describes the personal information 
individuals are willing to share or are 
knowledgeable of sharing 

• Is regulated by IP, copyright and licensing 
agreements 

'°"' 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lnciudes the right to choose what data and 
information a user shares with a soft.ware, 
platform or company 

- for example, when an individual visits a 
website or platform they are usually prompted 
to accept or decline the tenns and conditions 

Privacy 

• In terms of intel lectual property and 
software development addresses the 
proper storage, access, retention and 
serurity of data 

• Is typically associated with the proper 
handling of personal data or identifiable 
information 

'°"' 

SAVE PROGRESS 
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OVerAow: 
Students 'Nill participate in a beach ball game to discuss intellectual property, privacy, sharing of 
information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 

Directions: 
1. Find a blank sheet of paper, then sit in a circle. 
2. A beach ball will be tossed around the circle. The beach ball will have the terms Intellectual 

property, privacy, sharing of information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 
When you catch the ball, whichever term your right Index finger touches or Is dosest to, provide 
the following: 

o Definition of the term 
o An example of the practice; for example, copyright laws prevent you from posting 

someone else's blog post as your OY1n 
3. If you land on a term which was already defined, give a different example of the practice and use 

the term in a sentence. 
4. After catching the beacti ball and providing Information about the term, take notes on your paper 

of which tern, you landed on and your answers. 
5. Using your notes, define the following terms on your sheet of paper: 

o Intellectual property 
o Privacy 
o Sharing of Information 
o Copyright laws 
o Software licensing agreements 

6. Using your notes, definitions artd knowledge gained from the discussion during the beach ball 
portion, participate in a dass discussion. As a dass, discuss and explain the terms mentioned in 
Step 5. Write down anything you missed in the first discussion or felt was noteworthy. 

7. Once oomplete, upload your notes and definitions in the space provided below, then submit your 
Activity. 
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Copyright 

·Is a legally binding type of IP which 
protects original wor1<s of authorship 

-authorship includes writing but also includes 
• coding 
• blogging 
• programming 

• Was first defined by the Copynght Act of 
1790 

• Is usually owned by the creator of the IP 
but might be sold to another party 

Software Licensing Agreements 

• Are legal contracts between a licensor and 
purchaser of a software 

• Are necessary when using a copyrighted 
software 

• Protects IP and oopynghts by: 
- preventing misuse of the sonware 
- reducing the liability from the software 
- securing ownership rights of the software 
- guaranteeing correct timing provisions for use 

o f the software 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• lndudes policies or laws 

<:EV 

-used by apps, websites and other platforms to 
disclose hO'W personal information will be 
collected and used 

-require users to acknowledge and agree to 
their data being used by the platform 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws 
- Privacy A ct of 197 4 

• defines regulations regarding U.S . government 
agencies' collection, use and disclosLire of 
personal infOf"mation 

- HIPAA 
• Hea lth Insurance Portability &Accountability 

Act 
• federal privacy protection law regarding 

indiv iduals' medica l information 

Ac tivity - Beach Ball Game 
tnt.fll!ectua/ P,opii<f_1 & SOttware Dev9/'Clpment 

l ol l 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Refers to the way users share personal 
information and data, including: 
-browser history 
-passwords 
- photos 

• Describes the personal information 
individuals are willing to share or are 
knowledgeable of sharing 

• Is regulated by IP, copyright and licensing 
agreements 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Includes the right to choose what data and 
information a user shares with a software, 
platform or company 

-for example, when an individual visits a 
website or platform they are usually prompted 
to accept or decline the terms and conditions 

Sharing of Information & Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws: 
-COPPA 

• Children's Online Privacy Protection Rule 
• protects on line privacy of minors 

- GLBA 
• Gramm-Leach-Billey Act 
• protects consumer privacy and applies to 

financial institutions which collect or use 
peoples' personal information 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 
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Dimctiofls: W'f lCl:\l j ~ ~ lll-'O&[AOcp[l<>'l:llll"llfM) I M<Mly - t:!•- t!al U....,. 
I. Fmd a bll:lllk :ihe,et of pep,er, then sit ia a c:ircle. 
2. A ooach bait will 00 100$00 around the c:irc:19. 1118 /xlac;h baJI wiH 

ha\18 tflg l/iKTl7<S intQ//odu~ prop(Kfy, prwocy. :shw1ing of ink.Jmmtion, 

copyright lt1ws snd saftwa/'fl lie~ "'1/'flemetJ~- When yov Cl!lch 

tfM bttll. whkhever tnnn YoUf' right index finoe,r touches 0t is 

cJo~t to, prO'lkfe Chef-Olk!Wing: 

<> An example of the pnK;tice; for example, copyright ~ YIS 

prevent you from poffif'IO sorr,eo,,e else ~ blog post ss your 
own 

.'.l /fyov land on a tomi whicll was already rk;fiil(Jd, g;ve ilflOtfl&r 

exl!ITlple of the pn1etice. 

4. After r:i,tching the bettc(T bell l!Jnci providing informlrtion 5bollt the 
tenn. tAAe fl04>s on yoor paper of which ,erm you Ja/lded ()l'l and 
_youT.lll8~. 

5. Using your notes, define intellectual property, ptiv:,cy, sharin9 of 

inli:xmfl.lion, eopyright laws Md ool'tw.sre licensing ~nts on 
your sheet of P8(Jel. 

6. ()x'.R complAtA, upload )'O(ff rlefinitians in thA space provid9d 

below, fhwl submit your Activity_ 

Up;ood your rrici,S) ooro 

:t: T a 

J: Upload files 

St.JppctNKifllfl foonats• PDF, .JPG, GIF, PNG, 1XT, Z1P, L,\ooi, 
Exclli. Powwpoinl, f>ublisilQr, CJpgi1 Oltlal 

Ol 12 Fdellmit 

◄ I IE]Re.-iew 

Ethics 

• Is the idea individuals should try to do the 
right thing, morally, professionally and 
legally 

• Can refer to computer science standards, 
including: 

- not using technology to harm others 
-not looking at others' data without permission 
- not taking information without permission 
-not contributing to or spreading misinformation 

Ethics 

• Can refer to computer science standards, 
including: 

,C'EV 

- not purchasing p irated or copy software 
- not using others' resources unless authorized 

to do so 
- not claiming ownership of someone else's 

ideas 

6/20/2024 

Intellectual Property 

• Refers to original ideas, creative works or 
inventions protected by law 

• Is an intangible form of property 
• lnd udes software 
• Is often shortened to "IP" 

Copyright 

• ls a legally binding type of IP which 
protects original works of authorship 

- authorship includes writing but also includes 
• coding 
• blogging 
• programming 

• Was first defined by the Copynght Act of 
1790 

• Is usually owned by the creator of the IP 
but might be sold to another party 

6/20/2024 
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Copyright Laws 

• Provide copyright owners with rights: 
-protection of ideas. code and software 

'°"' 

- ownership of computer programs 
-license agreements 
- safety from creat ion and distribution of 

derivative works 
-dictation of how copies are made either by 

sale or other transfer of ownership such as: 
• rental 
• leas ing 
• lending 

Copyright Laws Discussion ~ 

\M1at impact do copyright laws have? 

Activity - Beach Ball Game 
Intellectual Property & Software Development 

ActMty Overview: 

SAVE PROGRESS 

StudenUJ will participate in a beach ball game to discuss intellectual property, privacy. sharing of 
information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 

Directions: 
1. Find a blank sheet of paper, then sit in a circle. 
2. A beach ball W'ill be tossed around the circle. TM beach ball will have the terms Intellectual 

property, privacy, sharing of information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 
When you catch the ban, whichever term your right Index finger to..ches or ts dosest to, provide 
the following: 

o Definition of the term 

o An example cf the practice; for example, copyright laws prevent you from posting 
someone else's blog post as your own 

3. If you land on a term which was already defined, give a different example of the practice and use 

the tarm in a sentence. 
4. Mer catching the beach ball and providing infonnation about the term, take notes on your paper 

of which term you laided on and your answers. 
5. Using your notes, define the following terms on your sheet of paper: 

o Intellectual property 
o Privacy 
o Sharing of information 
o Copyright laws 

o Software licensing agreements 
6. Using your notes, definitions and knowledge gained from the discussion during the beach ball 

portion, participate in a dass discussion. As a dass, discuss and explain the terms mentioned in 
Step 5. Write down anything you missed in the first discussion or felt was noteworthy. 

7. Once complete, upload your notes and definitions in the space provided below, then submit your 
Ac!Mty. 
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Licensing Agreements 

• Are legal contracts between a licensor and 
purchaser of a software 

• Are necessary when using a copyrighted 
software 

• Protects IP and copyrights by: 
-prevent ing misuse of the software 
- reducing the liability from the software 
-securing ownership rights of the software 
- guaranteeing correct timing provisions for use 

of the software 

,cev 

61211202A 
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Ethics 

• Is the idea individuals should try to do the 
right thing, morally, professionally and 
legally 

• Can refer to computer science standards, 
including: 

- not using technology to harm others 
-not looking at others' data without permission 
-not taking information without permission 
- not contributing to or spreading misinformation 

'°"' 

Ethics 

• Can refer to computer science standards, 
including: 
-not purchasing pirated or copy software 
-not using others· resources unless authorized 

to do so 
-not cla iming ownership of someone else's 

ideas 

Copyright Laws 

• Provide copyright owners with rights: 
-protection of ideas. code and software 

'°"' 

- ownership of computer programs 
-license agreements 
-safety from creat ion and distribution of 

derivative works 
-dictation of how copies are made either by 

sale or other transfer o f ownership such as: 
• rental 
• leasing 
• lending 

Copyright Laws Discussion ~ 

\M1at impact do copyright laws have? 

Activity • Beach Ball Game 
Intellectual Property & Software Development 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Intellectual Property 

• Refers to original ideas, creative works or 
inventions protected by law 

• Is an intangible form of property 
• lndudes software 
• Is often shortened to "IP" 

Copyright 

• Is a legally binding type of IP which 
protects original works of authorship 

- authorship includes writing but also inc ludes 
• coding 
• blogging 
• programming 

• Was first defined by the Copynght Act of 
1790 

• Is usually owned by the creator of the IP 
but might be sold to another party 

SAVE PROGRESS 

6/20/2024 
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OVerAow: 
Students 'Nill participate in a beach ball game to discuss intellectual property, privacy, sharing of 
information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 

Directions: 
1. Find a blank sheet of paper, then sit in a circle. 
2. A beach ball will be tossed around the circle. The beach ball will have the terms Intellectual 

property, privacy, sharing of information, copyright laws and software licensing agreements. 
When you catch the ball, whichever term your right Index finger touches or Is dosest to, provide 
the following: 

o Definition of the term 
o An example of the practice; for example, copyright laws prevent you from posting 

someone else's blog post as your OY1n 
3. If you land on a term which was already defined, give a different example of the practice and use 

the term in a sentence. 
4. After catching the beacti ball and providing Information about the term, take notes on your paper 

of which tern, you landed on and your answers. 
5. Using your notes, define the following terms on your sheet of paper: 

o Intellectual property 
o Privacy 
o Sharing of Information 
o Copyright laws 
o Software licensing agreements 

6. Using your notes, definitions artd knowledge gained from the discussion during the beach ball 
portion, participate in a dass discussion. As a dass, discuss and explain the terms mentioned in 
Step 5. Write down anything you missed in the first discussion or felt was noteworthy. 

7. Once oomplete, upload your notes and definitions in the space provided below, then submit your 
Activity. 
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Ethical Acquisition of Intellectual 
Property 

• Might indude: 

'°"' 

-purchasing the rights to use a software, image 
or song 

- asking permission from the developer or artist 
-using creative commons licensed work 
-choosing materials from the public domain 

• creative materials which are not protected by 
intel lectual property laws 

-choosing materials protected under Fair Use 
• using copyrighted materials for a limited 

purpose 

Ethical Use of Digital Information 

• Might include· 
- respecting data privacy 
- disclosing how collected personal data might 

be used 
- providing a privacy statement for consumers 

to consult before using a sonware or website 
which will be collecting personal data 

~ ', 

Privacy 

• Is generally composed of the following six 
elements: 

-legal framework 
- policies 
- practices 
- third party associations 
- data governance 
-global requirements 

Sharing of Information & 
Data Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws 
- Privacy Act of 197 4 

• defines regulations regarding U.S. government 
a gencies ' collection, use and disclosure of 
personal in fOfmation 

-HIPAA 
• Health Insurance Portability & Accountability 

Act 
• federal privacy protecti on law regarding 

individuals' medical information 

6/21/2024 
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cal Acquisition of Intel lectual 
Property 

• Might include: 

JCEV 

-purchasing the rights to use a software, image 
or song 

-asking permission from the developer or artist 
-using creative commons licensed work 
-choosing materials from the public domain 

• creative materials wh ich are not protected by 
intellecb.Jal property laws 

- choosing materials protected under Fair Use 
• using copyrighted materials for a limited 

purpose 

Ethical Use of Digital Information 

• Might include 
- respecting data privacy 

JCEV 

-disclosing how collected personal data might 
be used 

- provid ing a privacy statement for consumers 
to consu lt before using a software or website 
which will be collecting personal data 

Main Menu ,1 

6/21/2024 
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· Is generally composed of the fo llowing six 
elements: 

-legal framework 
- policies 
-practices 
-third party associations 
- data governance 
-global requi rements 

•CEV 

19 

Sharing of Information & 
Data Privacy 

• Are covered by the following laws: 
- Privacy Act of 1974 

• defines regulations regarding U.S. government 
agencies' collection, use and disclosure of 
personal information 

- HIPAA 
• Health Insurance Portability &Accountability 

Act 
• federal privacy protection la w regarding 

individuals' medical information 

,CEV 

10 
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Digital Etiquette 

• Refers to the way electronic 
communications should be conducted 

• Is the behavior rules for using technology 
devices or interacting with others on the 
internet 

ICEV 

Digital Etiquette 

• Can include: 
- use of appropriate language 
-respect for other's privacy 
- avoiding inflammatory or offensive posts and 

comments 
-not spamming people 
- slaying on topic in d iscussion forums and 

posts 
- double~ct,ecking messages and posts 

ICEV 

Activity- Acceptable Use Scenarios 
Oigit!tl Etiquette & Seaxity 

AdvltyOvervl-: 
Yoo win match i,ech scen11rio with the policy ii algns best with. You will then an#yze an artide thit1. 
AXpl0199 f• itUM 

01.-.ctlona: 
1. M8le"J'I the followif',g ~ to the policy tn&y best align with. 
2. Us~g ttie lntemeL locale a news article related to fair use and answer the questions listed below. 
3. Oooe oom~t•. s11brnil yo-ir Activity. 

NOTE: 

To complete th~ question without using the drag-and-drop feature, first dick on a 
single answer choice from the answer choice box, then dick in the response 
container you wish to answer. This wlll "drop" the answer choice Into the response 
container. 

To complete th is question while utillzlng a screen reader, use the Tab key lo na"1gate 
to an answer choice. Answer choices can be selecled and inserted using the Enter 
key, Space bar, left mouse button or touchpad. Using any of these keys, select your 
answer ChOic:e. Use the 1..1p and down arrow keys to navigate to the response 
container you Wish to place the selected answer Into. Press the key again to "drop• 
the answer choice into the response container. 

Matching 

JDe posts his rode on GitHub 
wiln loo mlenhon ol ae11liog a ~eel 

that many people can oontribute lo 

r------------------------

~ --- --- -------------------~===~ 
~="'=·,~==""=====""=;=,';.,="="','="= ... ==''=' ::'.~ l ________________________ _ 

Josecreatesapt-ctography project 
shcwcl!lsing ?=Ple in different 

professions and wants th& photos lo 

~ able lo b8 shal'9d freely t;,y the 
public 

Kiara posts her artwork to 

sociel media and does not wl!lnt 
anyonetoOO{)y it 

r-------------------------

-: 
~ --- --- -------------------

Digital Responsibility 

• Is using technology in an appropriate and 
constructive way 

• Can invo lve a variety of ethical situations 
related to privacy and transparency 

ICEV 

Digital Responsibility 

• Can include: 
- obeying intellectual property laws 
-following rules of conduct for every internet 

site 
- reporting inappropriate or harmful content 
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Fair Uae Queadona 

Whal pieca of work is being cell'8d into question for violating copyright? 

0 f 10000 word Unit 

What are the arguments that the wen is '3ir use? 

0 / 10000 word Unit 

Whet are the arguments that the wort is not fair ute? 

ir, yoor opinion, sho(Jld this wor1<.be~dered rar use? Why or why rt<Kl 
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Digital Etiquette 

• Refers to the way electronic 
communications should be conducted 

• Is the behavior rules for using technology 
devices or interacting with others on the 
internet 

• Are not enforced laws, but rather widely 
accepted social norms technology users 
follow and abide by 

ICEV 

Digital Etiquette 

• Should be demonstrated by: 
- using appropriate language 
-respecting other 's privacy 
- avoiding inflammatory or offensive posts and 

comments 
-not spamming people 
- slaying on topic in discuss ion forums and 

posts 
- double~ct,ecking messages and posts 

ICEV 

Digital Responsibility 

• Can include 
- obeying intellectual property laws 
- following rules of conduct for every internet 

site 
- reporting inappropriate or harmful content 
- following acceptable use policies 
- adhering to community guidelines 

ICEV 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

ICEV 

Digital Etiquette Discussion ~ 

What are othe r examples of how to 
demonstrate proper digi tal etiquette? 

Digital Responsibility 

• Is using technology in an appropriate and 
constructive way 

• Can involve a variety of ethical situations 
related to privacy and transparency 
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Activity - Acceptable Use Scenarios 
Digital Etiquette & Security 

1 of 1 

ActMty Overview: 
You will match each scenario with the policy it aligns best with. You will then analyze an article that 

explores fair use. 

Dlr.ctlons: 
1. Match thi! following scenarios to the policy they best align with. 
2. Using the Internet, locate a news article related to fair use and answer the questions listed below. 
3. Once complete, submit your Activity. 

NOTE: 

To complete this question without using the drag-and-drop feature, first click on a single 
answer choice from the answer choice box, then click in the response container you wish 
to answer. This wm '"drop" the answer choice Into the response container. 

To complete this question while utilizing a screen reader, use the Tab key to navigate to an 
answer choice. Answer choices can be selected and inserted using the Enter key, 
Spacebar, left mouse button or touchpad. Using any of these keys, select your answer 
choice. Use the up and down arrow keys to navigate to the response container you wish 
to place the selected answer into. Press the key again to ·drop· the answer choice into the 
response container. 

Matching 

Priyanka creates a parody video of a 

popular song 

Jae posts his code on GitHub 

with the intention of creating a project 
that many people can contribute to 

Jose creates a photography project 

showcasing people in different 

professions and wants the photos to 
be able to be shared freefy by the 

pub~c 

Klara posts her artwork to 

social media and does not want 

anyone to copy it 

.- ---- -------- ---- -------- -, 
' ' ' ' . ' . ' 
' ' L -- -- - -- - ---- •- -- --- - ---- _.J 

.- -- -- - -- ----- -- -- - --- - --- -, 
' ' ' ' ' ' . ' 
' ' ' ' ' ' L -- -- - -- - ---- -- -- --- - ---- _.J 

I'" -- -- - -- - ---- -- -- - --- - --- -., 
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Dlghal Etiquette Question,: 

Choose one of the scenarios listed above and give an example of how someone could use it to violate 

proper digital etiquette. Give an example of how you would demonstrate proper digital etiquette. 

8 I II !: I: 

D I 10()00 Word Limit 

Choose one of the scenarios listed above and give an example of how to demonstrate responslble use 
of software. 

II I: 

Fair Use Questions 
What piece of work is being called into question for violating copyright? 

B I I: 

0 110000 Word Limit 

What are the arguments that the work is fair use? 

B I 

0 / 10000 Word Limit 

What are the arguments that the work is not fair use? 

B I !J := •= 

O 110000 Word Limit 

In your opinion, shou ld this work be considered fair use? Why or why not? 

B I !J := i= 

0 110000 Word Limit 
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Digital Etiquette 

• Refers to the way electronic 
commun ications should be conducted 

• Is the behavior ru les for using technology 
devices or interacting with others on the 
internet 

ICEV 

Digital Etiquette 

• Can include: 
-use of appropriate language 
- respect for other's privacy 
-avoiding inflammatory or offensive posts and 

comments 
- not spamming people 
-staying on top ic in discussion forums and 

posts 
-double~checking messages and posts 

fCEV 

6/21/2024 

Digital Responsibility 

• Is using technology in an appropriate and 
constructive way 

• Can involve a variety of eth ical situations 
re lated to privacy and transparency 

ICEV 

Digital Responsibility 

• Can include: 
-obeying intellectual property laws 
- following ru les of conduct for every internet 

site 
- reporting inappropriate or harmful content 

fCEV 

612 1/2024 
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Copyright in Software 

• Applies to code programmers write 
• Infringement can be: 

ICEV 

-the plagiarism of someone else's code 
- continuing to use software after a subscription 

has ended 
-hackers selling counterfeit versions of a 

software 
• mak.e sure to use legal copyrighted software 

and not pirated versions 

Activity• Acceptable Use Scenarios 
Digillll Eliquelle & Seasily 

Activity overview: 
You will matdi i,ai;:h sc:en11rio with the polq' it algn:, bl,,st with. Yuu will then analyze.,, •rtlde that 
explo,esf■irUM. 

Directions: 
1. Match the followi!"lg toer"lalio9 k, the policy they be~t align with. 

2. Using tti• if1WTIEII, locate a new■ articie related to fair use and anSW91" the quntk>n• liStecl below. 
3. Once oomplelit, submit your Adivity. 

NOTE: 
To complete th is question without using the drag.and-drop feature, first click on a 
single answer choice from the answer c:hoioe box. then click in lhe response 
container you wish to answer. This will "drop• the answer choice into the response 
container. 

To complete th tS question while utilizing a screen reader, use the Tab key to navigate 
to an answer Choice. Answer Choices can be selected and Inserted using the Enter 
key, Space bar, left mouse button or touchped. Using any of these keys, select your 
answer choice. Use the up and down arrow keys to navigate to the response 
container you wish lo plaoa the selected answer into. Press thn key again to "drap· 
the al'\SWer Choice Into the response container. 

Matching 

Jzte post5 his code oo GitHub 

with the intention of creali'lg a projecl 
that many people can oontribute lo 

r ------------------------

------l ·-· ·-· --· --·--·--·----·--~================~ 
~p,;=·,~="=-=""""===:=,':,='""=;=·=•00=,1=,~~ .:: ::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: 

b11creatll<!lapherographyproject 
shcwcflsi,g people i-1 different 

professions and wart!l t~ photos lo 
t:lEI able lo be sha~ freely by the 

pub~c 

Kiara poss her artwork to 

social media and does not w1mt 
anyone to~ it 
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Fair U1e Que.dona 

Whal pieca of work is being cell4d into question for violating copyright? 

What are the arguments that the wen is '3ir use? 

Whet are the arguments that the wort is not fair ute? 

Digital Etiquette 

• Refers to the way electronic 
communications should be conducted 

• Is the behavior rules for using technology 
devices or interacting with others on the 
internet 

• Are not enforced laws, but rather widely 
accepted social norms technology users 
fol low and abide by 

Digital Etiquette 

• Should be demonstrated by: 
- using appropriate language 
- respecting other 's privacy 
- avoiding inflammatory or offensive posts and 

comments 
- not spamming people 
- slaying on topic in d iscussion forums and 

posts 
-double-checking messages and posts 

ICEV 

0 f 10000 word Unit 

0 / 10000 word Unit 

6120/2024 

Digital Etiquette Discussion ,,-

What are other examples of how to 
demonstrate proper digi tal etiquette? 

Digital Responsibility 

• Is using technology in an appropriate and 
constructive way 

• Can involve a variety of ethical situations 
related to privacy and transparency 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 
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Digital Responsibility Digital Responsibility Discussion 1" 

• Can include W hat are other examples of how to 
demonstrate responsible use o f software? -obeying intellectual property laws 

-following rules of conduct for every internet 
site 

-reporting inappro priate or harmful content 
-following acceptable use policies 
-adhering to community guidelines 

ICEV ICEV 

Digital Responsibility Copyright 

• Can include: • Is the exclusive right over a created 
material 

ICEV 

- being responsible with software utilization 
• not using or devekiping softw;;ire to h;;ir.iss 

other users 
• not using software to infiltrate or cause 

damage to a network 

• Protects creators from others publish ing, 
selling or distributing their inte lle ctua l 
property 

• avoiding plagiarism 
• maintain security by using strong passwords 

scanning for and patching vulnerabilities, and 
updating software 

Activity - Acceptable Use Scenarios 
Digital Etiquette & Security 

1 of 1 

ActMty Overview: 
You will match each scenario with the policy it aligns best with. You will then analyze an article that 

explores fair use. 

Directions: 
1. Match thi! following scenarios to the policy they best align with. 
2. Using the Internet, locate a news article related to fair use and answer the questions listed below. 

3. Once complete, submit your Activity. 

NOTE: 

To complete this question without using the drag-and-drop feature, first click on a single 
answer choice from the answer choice box, then click in the response container you wish 
to answer. This wm '"drop" the answer choice Into the response container. 

To complete this question while utilizing a screen reader, use the Tab key to navigate to an 

answer choice. Answer choices can be selected and inserted using the Enter key, 
Spacebar, left mouse button or touchpad. Using any of these keys, select your answer 
choice. Use the up and down arrow keys to navigate to the response container you wish 
to place the selected answer into. Press the key again to ·drop· the answer choice into the 
response container. 

• 
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Matching 

Priyanka creates a parody video of a 

popular song 

Jae posts his code on GilHub 

with the intention of creating a project 

that many people can contribute to 

Jose creates a photography project 

showcasing people in different 

professions and wants the photos to 

be able to be shared freely by the 
public 

Kiara posts her artwork to 
social media and does not want 

anyone to copy it 

r -- -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -, 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' l. -- -- - -- - ---- -- -- --- - ---- _.J 

r -- -- - -- - ---- -- -- -------- -, 

' ' 

' ' L -- -- - -- - ---- -- -- ---- - --- _.J 

' ' ' ' l. -- -- - -- - ---- -- -- ---- - --- _.J 

I :: Copyright 1 1 :: Fair Use 1 1 :: Creative Commons 11 :: Open Source I 

Dlgnal Etiquette Que1t1on1: 
Choose one of the scenarios listed above and give an example of how someone could use it to violate 
proper digital etiquette. Give an example of how you would demonstrate proper digital etiquette. 

Choose one of the scenarios listed above and give an example of how to demonstrate responslble use 

of 50ftware. 

I.I !: I: 

Fair UH Questions 
What piece of work is being called into question for violating copyright? 

B I I.I :: i: 
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are the arguments that the work is fair use? 

B I 

0 / 10000 Word Limit 

What are the arguments that the work is not fair use? 

B I 

O / 10000 Word Limit 

In your opinion, should this work be considered fair use? Why or why not? 

B / !J :: i: 

0 / 10000 Word Limit 
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Digital Etiquette 

• Refers to the way electronic 
communications should be conducted 

• Is the behavior rules for using technology 
devices or interacting with others on the 
internet 

ICEV 

Digital Etiquette 

• Can include: 
- use of appropriate language 
-respect for other's privacy 
- avoiding inflammatory or offensive posts and 

comments 
-not spamming people 
- slaying on topic in d iscussion forums and 

posts 
- double~ct,ecking messages and posts 

ICEV 

Digital Responsibility 

• Includes understanding acceptable use of 
d igital materia ls 

ICEV 

- checking the license of work can help to avoid 
issues of copyright infringement 

-understanding copyright can help when 
developing your own work to be shared with 
others 

M.i!i!!...M!!!l " 

6/2112024 

6/2112024 

Digital Responsibility 

• Is using technology in an appropriate and 
constructive way 

• Can invo lve a variety of ethical situations 
related to privacy and transparency 

ICEV 

Digital Responsibility 

• Can include: 
- obeying intellectual property laws 
-following rules of conduct for every internet 

site 
- reporting inappropriate or harmful content 

6/21/2024 
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Digital Etiquette 

• Refers to the way electronic 
communications should be conducted 

• Is the behavior rules for using technology 
devices or interacting with others on the 
internet 

• Are not enforced laws, but rather widely 
accepted social norms technology users 
follow and abide by 

ICEV 

Digital Etiquette 

• Should be demonstrated by: 
- using appropriate language 
-respecting other 's privacy 
- avoiding inflammatory or offensive posts and 

comments 
-not spamming people 
- slaying on topic in discuss ion forums and 

posts 
- double~ct,ecking messages and posts 

ICEV 

Digital Responsibility 

• Can include 
- obeying intellectual property laws 
- following rules of conduct for every internet 

site 
- reporting inappropriate or harmful content 
- following acceptable use policies 
- adhering to community guidelines 

ICEV 

Creative Commons 

• A llows creators to license their work with 
different specifications for the general 
public to use 

ICEV 

- creators can specify whether adaptations or 
their work will be allowed 

- creators can specify whether their work can be 
used for commercial purposes 

6/2012024 

6/2012024 

ICEV 

Digital Etiquette Discussion ~ 

What are other examples of how to 
demonstrate proper digi tal etiquette? 

Digital Responsibility 

• Is using technology in an appropriate and 
constructive way 

• Can involve a variety of ethical situations 
related to privacy and transparency 

Open Source 

• Is code accessible to the public 
• A llows programmers to post their code so 
others can modify and distribute it 

- can be helpful for community-built projects 
-leads to peer rev iew as programmers are 

frequently accessing and improving on the 
code 

• Is helpful for people learning to program 

ICEV 

6/20/2024 
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Project - Create a Social Media Post 
Digital Etiquette & Security 

1 Qf 1 

Project Overview: 
You will create a social media post You may use the social media platform of your choice 
but are required to format your content to fit the expectations or the site or applicatkln. 

Dl~io™'; 
1. Select one of ltle following prompts end choo9e e social media p~tlo(m to create a post 

eclucating users about dlgital security. The post shoulcl Include: 
oOet&cting&eams 
o Viruaprotection 
o Seo.Jre passwon:ls 
o Multl-fectorauthentication 

2. Ustlg all ava tlable resourees, oonduc! any additional re&earthwhlch may be necessary to gather 

the following post requirements: 
o Basic infQrmation on~ topic 

o Why the topic is important for digital security 
o Acalltoaction 

3. In the space provided below, write Iii pe~rapt, explaining how you will design your posl end why 

ii wil be an 111flldiVl!I wa y to prHenl d igillll s11CUrity stni tagias. Remam bllr ID oonsidm- your 

platform and lhfl formal expeclatJons )'Our post wil be required to meet. Keep in mind d igilal 

etiquette and responslble use as you wortc: on your po&l 

4. Create your post Make sure to review and make any edits ot revisions necessary to share 1he 

Information effici&ntly and effectively on your selected platform. 
5. Once a>mplet&. Uploacl a clocument which contains a link to your post In the space prov!cle<I 

below, then submit your Project. You can find a Rubric at the end of this Prqecl. 

Write your paragraph here. 

BTUic lc 

Upload yourftle{s) here. 

:l T Ill 

;1Uploadfles 

Supported ~le formett; PDF, JPG, GtF, PNG, TXT, ZIP, WO<d, Excel, Powerpont, Publiaher, Open 
omo, 

0 / 12FileUnit 
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Rubric 

OescnptIon Possible 

Research & Organlzal lon: 
The social media post was organized 
offactively and efficientty 
All required topics were researched 
thoroughly 
lnfOfmation was presented in a logical 
organized manner 

Concept & Understanding: 
Student clear!)• understands tiow to 
detac;;t scams, '1 irus protectioo, 
creating secure passwords, and multi• 
factor authentication 
Student created a social media post 
which effectivety portrayed the content 

CreatMty/Craftmanshlp: 
Social media post contains creatNity 
in the way i t is written 

• Social media post contains relative 
imagery (if included) 

Production/Effort: 
C lass time provided fOf the project 
was used efficrently 
Time and effort are evident in the 
ex&eution of the end product 

Points 

35 

45 

10 

10 

Total Points ·co 

Project - Create a Social Media Post 
Digita l Etiquette & Security 

1 of 1 

Project Overview: 

◄ I §Review 

You will create a social media post. You may use the social media platform of your choice 
but are required to format your content to fit the expectations of the site or application. 

Directions: 
1. Select one of ttie following prompts and choose a social media platform to create a post 

educating users about digital s&CUrity. Tne post snould Include: 
o Detecting scams 
o Privacy and security measures, includ ing virus protection arld detectkln 

o Virus protection 
o Secure passwords 

o Mult~factor authentication 

2. Using all available resources, conduct any additional research which may be necessary to gather 
the following post requirements: 

o Basic information on the topic 

o Why the topk: is important for digital security 

o A call to action 

3. In the space provided below, write a paragraph expla ining how you will design your post and why 

it will be an effective way to present digital security strategies. Remember to consider your 

platform and the format expectations your post will be required to meet Keep in mind dig ital 
etiquette and responsible use as you worx on your post 

4. Create your post. Make sure to review and make any edits or revisions necessary to share the 
infom,ation efficiently and effectively on your selected platform. 

5. Once complete, upload a document which contains a link to your post in the space provided 

below, then submit your Project. You can find a Rubric at the end of th is Project. 
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Write your paragraph here. 

B I I,! 

0 / 10000 Word Limit 

Upload your file{s} here. 

i: T !iii 

~ Upload files 

Supported file formats: PDF, JPG, GIF, PNG, TXT, ZIP, Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Publisher, Open 

Office 

Rubric 

Descr1puon Possible 
Points 

Resurch & Org:,,niz:1tion: 35 
The social media post was organized effectively and 
efficienlty 

• All req uired topics were researched thoroughly 
• Information was presented in a logical organized manner 

Concept & Understanding: 45 
Student clearly understands hON to detect scams, virus 
protection, creating secure passwords, and multi-factor 
authentication 
Student created a soaal media post which effecbvely 
portrayed the content 

Creativity/Craftmanship: 10 
• Social media post contains creativity in the way it is written 
• Social media post contains relative imai:ierv (if included) 

Production/Effort: 10 
Class lime provided for the project was used efficiently 
Tme and effort are evident tn the execution of the end 
product 

-;l2024-AII Rights Reserved. (WN1MDWK00005M) 

You las.I aocessed this site &20/2024 at 5:11 PM UTC from IP 73.103.1.227 
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Description of the specific location and hyperlink to the exact location of the proposed new content 
Defining Programming Languages (Slides 4-17), 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22304 
In the Defining Programming Languages PowerPoint, go to the slides suggested in the Page Number(s). 
When the PowerPoint opens, if a menu appears asking "Would you like to resume the presentation from 
the last slide viewed?" select No. 

Student Handout-History of Programming, 
https://files.icevonline.com/html/CEV71515_V2_HTML/CEV71515_V2_HTML_Student_Handout_-
_History_of_Programming.htm 
This Student Handout is found in the Defining Programming Languages lesson beneath the Instructional 
Materials heading. 

Activity-Programming Languages, 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22304/CEV71515_V2_Activity02 
This Activity is found in the Defining Programming Languages lesson beneath the Interactive 
Assignments heading. After clicking the link to the Activity, if a page appears asking if you want to 
continue where you left off or start over, select Start Over to view the Activity. 

Activity-KWL Chart Bell Ringer, 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22304/CEV71515_V2_Activity01?resu 
me=False 
This Activity is found in the Defining Programming Languages lesson beneath the Interactive 
Assignments heading. After clicking the link to the Activity, if a page appears asking if you want to 
continue where you left off or start over, select Start Over to view the Activity. 
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Insert a screenshot of your currently adopted content. 
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Programming Languages 

• Have evolved in complexity and 
functionality over time 

'°"' 

- for example, in the 2 ()!h century, punch code 
was a common mechanism used for machines 
to read and interpret da1a as holes were 
punched in specific l ocations to signify 
characters or data 

-this method and many others have advanced 
programming and data processing 

Machine Language 

• Is the language computers understand 
- binary language consisting of digits or bits 

• a bit is one piece o f information, either a O or 1 

• Is considered low-level language 

High-Level Programming 
Languaaes 

• Use English words and mathematical 
symbols 

• lndude C. C++, Java and Python 
• Are easy to learn. maintain and debug 
• Can generally run on any platform but need 
a compiler or interpreter for translation 

'°"' 

Compiling & Interpreting 

• Are required to translate high-level source 
code into machine code 

• Are determined by the programming 
language used, the type of application and 
the target platform 

• May be done by the same programming 
language, depending on the job at hand 

6/21 /2024 

6/21/2024 

Low-Level Programming 
Lanauages 

• Are closer to machine code, or binary 
• Are harder to learn and understand 
• Are machine-dependent 
• Need an assembler for translation 
• lndude assembly language and machine 

language 

Programming Language 

• Is written in English so humans can write 
and understand it when coding 

-humans write in programming language, then 
it is t ranslated into machine language 

• for example, 
- machine language for the text 'Hello 'W:::>rld" is 

01001000 01100101 01101100 01101100 
0 110 1111 0010000001010111 01101111 
0 1110010 01101100 01100100 

• Can include Python, Java or C++ 
• Is considered high-level language 

Compiled Languages 

• Convert the entire source code into 
machine code, saves it as an executable 
file, then runs it independently of the 
source code 

• Are efficient and suitable for larger, more 
complex projects or for applications 
needing to run on more than one platform 

• lndude C, C++ and Java 

Interpreted Languages 

• Read and execute the source code line-by• 
line, as it is encountered 

- require the interpreter be present on the 
computer where the program is being run 

• Are easier to write and debug because the 
source code is being executed directly and 
errors can be identified right away 

• Are suitable for small, relatively simple 
projects 

• lndude Python, Ruby and JavaScript 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 
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Popular Programming 
Languaaes 

• Are often multi-purpose and used in more 
than one area of computer science 

• lndude · 
-Python 
- Java 
- JavaSCript 
-C++ 

• Are used to create the software and 
applications used every day 

'°"' 

Python 

• Is one of the most popular multi-purpose 
languages used today 

• Is considered strong, dynamically typed 
• Is used in the following areas of computer 
science: 
-cybersecurity 
- data science 
- game development 
- cloud computing 
- application and software development 

C++ 

• Is an untyped language 
• Is used in the following areas of computer 
science· 

'°"' 

-application and software development. 
especially with a large numoer of graphics 

6/21 /2024 6/21/2024 

Java 

• Is considered a statically typed language 
• Is used in the following areas of computer 
science· 

-game development 
-cloud computing 
- application and software development 

JavaScript 

• Is an untyped language 
• Is used in the following area of computer 
science· 

-web-based applications 

6/21/2024 
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Programming Languages 

• Have evolved in complexity and 
functionality over time 

- for example, in the 2oth century, punch code 
was a common mechanism used for machines 
to read and interpret data as holes were 
punched in specific l ocations to signify 
characters or data 

- this method and many others have advanced 
programming and data processing 

Machine Language 

• Is the language computers understand 
- binary language consisting of d ig its or bits 

• a bit is tt,e smallest unit of data contain ing one 
of two values, 0 or 1 

• Is considered low-level language 

6/20/2024 
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Low-Level Programming 
Languages 

• Are closer to machine code, or binary 
• Are harder to learn and understand 
• Are machine-dependent 
• Need an assembler for translation 
• lndude assembly language and machine 

language 

Programming Language 

• Is written in English so humans can write 
and understand it when coding 

- humans write in programming language, then 
it is translated into machine language 

• for example, 
- machine language for !tie text "Hello vVorld" is 

0 10010000110010101101100 01101100 
0 11011110010000001010111 0110111 1 
01110010 01101100 01100100 

• Can include Python, Java or C++ 
• Is considered high-level language 

6/20/2024 
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High-Level Programming 
Languaaes 

• Use English words and mathematical 
symbols 

• lndude C#, C++, Java and Python 
• Are easy to learn, maintain and debug 
• Can generally run on any platform but need 
a compiler or interpreter for translation 

'°"' 

Compiling & Interpreting 

• Are required to translate high-level source 
code into machine code 

• Are determined by the programming 
language used, the type of application and 
the target platform 

• May be done by the same programming 
language, depending on the job at hand 

Popular Programming 
Languaaes 

• Are often multi-purpose and used in more 
than one area of computer science 

• lndude · 
- Python 
- Java 
- JavaSCript 
- C++ 

• Are used to create the software and 
applications used every day 

'°"' 

Python 

• Is one of the most popular languages used 
today 

• Provides a general programming language 
which emphasizes code readability and 
s1mplii>ty, while still being powerful enough 
to develop advanced programming 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 

Compiled Languages 

• Convert the entire source code into 
machine code, saves it as an executable 
file, then runs it independently of the 
source code 

• Are efficient and sui table for larger, more 
complex projects or for applications 
needing to run on more than one platform 

• lndude C, C++ and Java 

Interpreted Languages 

• Read and execute the source code line-by
line, as it is encountered 

- requ ire the interpreter Oe present on the 
computer where the program is Oeing run 

• Are easier to write and debug because the 
source code is being executed directly and 
errors can be identified right away 

• Are suitable for small, relatively simple 
projects 

• lndude Python, Ruby and JavaScript 

Python 

• Is considered a strong, dynamically typed 
language 

• Is used in the following areas of computer 
science: 

- cybersecurity 
-data science 
- game development 
- cloud computing 
- application and soft.ware development 

Java 

• Is ccnsidered a sta tically typed language 
• Provides a language which is versatile, 

portable and has a wide variety of 
applications in many different scales of 
development 

• Is used in the following areas of computer 
science: 

- game development 
- cloud computing 
- applicatiOn and software development 

6/20/2024 

6/20/2024 
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JavaScript 

• Is an untyped language 
• Is generally used in web development to 
enhance web pages to make them more 
dynamic and responsive 

• Is used in the following area of computer 
science: 

- web-based applicat ions 

'°"' 

C++ 

• Is an untyped language 
• Is generally used as a powerful 
programming development tool in graphics, 
software and operat ing systems that is 
capable of high-level and low-level system 
application 

• Is used in the following areas of computer 
science: 

- application anel software Clevelopment, 
especially with a large numt>er of graphics 

!!I Computer Science I -
UPDATED 
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Highlight any tex! to hear text-to-voice speech 

I Sel&d Languaoe y I 
~ i,,Goov- Transllte 

Programming Languages 
Activity Overview: 
You will identify programming languages which can be used in different scenarios 

Directions: 
1. Read each scenario 

2. Using the lesson content and any outside research, decide which programming language you would use and why for each scenario. Then, provide an example of a similar application w ith which you are familiar. 

3. Turn in your completed activity according lo your instruc tor's directions 

Scenario #1: 
You are developing the newest mobile app for storing and sorting music for users. 

language/program choice and reasoning: 

Example: 

Scenario #2: 
Your program requires statically typed variables and will be used for an app for connect ing users with seivices in the area 

l anguage/program choice and reasoning· 

Example-

Scenario #3: 
You are developing a web-based application that does not necessarily need to follow any typing discipline 

l anguage/program choice and reasoning 

Example 

Scenario #4: 
You are aspiring to develop the next suite of desktop programs and they will use many graphics 

l anguage/program choice and reasoning 

Example 

My Courses / Computer Science I · UPDATED / Coding Challenge: Town Population Growth · NEW ITEM / Coding Challenge Town Population Growth 

Highlight any text to hear text-to-voice speech. 

G Select l anguage • 

Coding Challenge: Town Population Growth 

1 Of 1 

(D Run Submrt C Solution Code C 
(p0, percent, aug, p ): 

INUlilEf 

0 Instructions (> 

(lhjPcliw 

Write a function nb_ye1'r to calculate the number of whole years required for the population of a 

town to reach 01 exceed a specified number 

Initial SPtup 

The town·s starting population is denoted as p0 

Each yea, the population increases by a cer1ain percentage ( l)"rcent ) and adjusts by a fixed 

number of people I au& ) which can be positive or negative 

Fu nf'tion Paranw tPrs 

p0 Initial population (a positi ve inleger greateI than 0) 

percent Annual population growth rate (a positive or zero floating-point number) Nol.e 

This rate is a percentage. so a peIcent value of 2 should be treated as O 02 in calculations 

tiui Annual nel change in population (an integer representing people coming or leaving) 
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Subroutines 

• Are named blocks of code that can be 
called multiple times from different parts of 
a program 

• Are also known as functions or methods 
• Are an essential part of modular 
programm,ng 

• Can help to simplify the design and 
organizat ion of a program 

,cev 

Subroutines Example 

• lndudes: 

,CEV 

- defined subroutine 'fah renheit_to_cetsius' 
takes a single argument 'tfh renheit' (the 
temperature in Fahrenheit) and returns the 
temperature in Celsius 

• formula for converting Fahrenheit (F) to 
Celsius (C) is '(F-32)'5/9 

6/21/2024 

Subroutines Example 

• lndudes: 

,cev 

-next, prompt the user to enter a temperature 
in F using the 'input' function and convert it to 
a floating-point number using the 'float ' 
function 

- then, call the 'Fahrenheit_to_Celsius' 
subrout ine to convert the temperature to C 
and store the result in the variable 'Ce lsius' 

Subroutines Example 

• lndudes: 

,cev 

-lastty, use the 'print' function to display the 
orig inal temperature in F and the converted 
temperature in C to the user 

6/21 /2024 
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Parameters 

• Are the variables defined in the function 
definition 

- for example, the 'sum()' funct ion has a 
parameter · •numbers· 

Arguments 

• Are the values passed into the function 
when it is called 

- for example, parameter, '"numbers·, means it 
can accept any numbers or arguments 

·~· •ctal 

total 

. ' 

. ' 

Subroutines Without Return Values 
Example 1' 

• Includes: 
- the ·say_hello() ' subroutine does not take any 

arguments or parameters and does not return 
a value 

-instead, it prints the string '"Hello, world!" ' to 
the console when it is called 

6/21/2024 
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Function 

• Executes to add up all the numbers passed 
into the arguments and returns the total as 
an output 

• Can be called with any number of 
arguments, and it will always return the 
sum of all the arguments 

Creating Subroutines Without 
Return Values 

• Is similar to creating subroutines that return 
values 

- instead of using the ·return' statement to return 
a value, the function can be used to perfonn 
some of the actions 

6/21/2024 
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Subroutines 
SubrouUnes are a way for a user to organize their code by breaking the code down into 
smaller ~s. The pieces of code are written once and then can be called mutiple 
times from various parts of a program. Sut>routines enhance a code's readability, 
maintainability and reusability. 

Parameters are the variables defined in the function def111ition. For example, the 'sum()' 
function has a parameter "numbers". Arguments are the values passed Into the 
function when it is called. For example, parameter, ·•numbers", means it can accept 
any numbers or arguments. 

def su111 (•numbers). 
total 0 
for n in numbers: 

total +• n 
return total 

# W@ can call the function with any number of arg1.1111~nts 
print( 1 , 2 , 3, 4)) # Output: 19 

.. - ( ( 18)) * Output: 18 (sllfl of a single nu111ber) 
( ( 2 , 4 6, s )) • output: 20 

Return Typed Values Without the Use of Arguments 
Subroutines can be created to return typed values without the use of arguments. This 
can be referred to as parameterless functions. Parameterless functions do not take any 
parameters, but they do perform a task and then return a result The result of this 
function can be a data type. 

The foftowing Is an example of a subroutine aeated to return a typed value wlhout the 
use of an argument In this example, the generate_random_number function does not 
have an argument but will return a random number between 1 and 50. 
illl)Of"t ran1loa 

def 1enerat e_randoll_nullber() 
return random. randint( l , 58) 

" Call tne f1mction and get the result 
rand011 number generate_random_number() 

( "Random Number: " , random_number) 

Return Typed Values With the Uu of Arguments 

• C.!ll e f1 t10 111,lth ar·gurN!nts and get the resul 
resu 1 t , 1d nu.t,er-s 1 7 9 
print(" Resul t:• r1 ..iJ.t) 

---igy .. _,,- ... "" .......... _ .... , ... ,,-----------

Subroutines can be created to return typed values with the use of arguments. This is 
often referred to as methods or functions in progranvning languages. The function wil 
accept an input parameter and pel'fonn the operation based on the input. Then, after 
the operation is perfooned, a specific resutt wil occur. 

The folowing is an exampte of a subroutine aeated to return a typed value with the 
used an argument In thtS example, the subtrac:t_numbers function takes the two 
arguments x and y, subtracts them, and then returns the result. 

def subtract_nunbers(x, y) 
return x - y 

# call the function with argu ents and get the result 
result subtract_numbers(3, 8) 

( "Result:", result) 

Return Typed Values Without the UH of Parameters 
Subroutines can be created to return typed values without tho use of parameters. 
These subroutines are functions or methods that do not take Input arguments but will 
produce a result. 

The following is an example of a subroutine aeated to retum e typed value wkhout the 
use of a parameter. In this example, the geLcurrent_year function does not have an 
argument but still returns the year 'Mlh the datetime module. 
iaport datetlll"e 

def get_current_year 
return datetir.'. da etiae 'l<>W() .year 

Call the functJ.01" and et th~ result 
current_yeal"' "' gf't_cur, ►_yea!"'\ 

( •current Year:· . current_year 

Return Typed Values With the UN of Parametera 
Subroutines can be aeated to return typed values with the use of parameters. These 
can be referred to as methods or functions In programming languages. These functions 
or methods accept an input parameter and perform the operation based on the input. 
Then, after the operation is performed, a specific result will occur. 

The following is an example of a subroutine aeated to retum a typed value wtth the 
use of a parameter. In this example, the add_numbers function takes the two 
arguments x and y, adds them, end then returns the result. 

def add_null'lbers(x, y): 
return x + y 
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Subroutines 

• Are named blocks of code that can be 
called mult iple times from different parts of 
a program 

• Are also known as functions or methods 
• Are an essential part of modular 
program m,ng 

• Can help to simplify the design and 
organizat ion of a program 

,CEV 

Subroutines Example 

• Includes: 

,CEV 

-defined subroutine 'fahrenheit_to_cetsius' 
takes a single argument 'tfh renheit' (the 
temperature in Fahrenheit) and returns the 
temperature in Celsius 

• formula for converting Fahrenheit (F) to 
Celsius (C) is '(F-32)'5/9 

6/21/2024 

Subroutines Example 

• lndudes: 

•CEV 

-next, prompt the user to enter a temperature 
in F using the 'input' function and convert it to 
a floating-point number using the 'float ' 
function 

- then, call the 'Fahrenheit_to_Celsius' 
subrout ine to convert the temperatu re to C 
and store the result in the variable 'Celsius' 

Subroutines Example 

• Includes: 

•CEV 

-lastty, use the ·print' function to display the 
orig inal temperature in F and the converted 
temperature in C to the user 

6/21/2024 
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Parameters 

• Are the variables defined in the function 
definition 

- for example, the 'sum()' funct ion has a 
parameter · •numbers· 

Arguments 

• Are the values passed into the function 
when it is called 

- for example, parameter, '"numbers·, means it 
can accept any numbers or arguments 

·~· •ctal 

total 

. ' 

. ' 

Subroutines Without Return Values 
Example 1' 

• Includes: 
- the ·say_hello() ' subroutine does not take any 

arguments or parameters and does not return 
a value 

-instead, it prints the string '"Hello, world!" ' to 
the console when it is called 

6/21/2024 
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Function 

• Executes to add up all the numbers passed 
into the arguments and returns the total as 
an output 

• Can be called with any number of 
arguments, and it will always return the 
sum of all the arguments 

Creating Subroutines Without 
Return Values 

• Is similar to creating subroutines that return 
values 

- instead of using the ·return' statement to return 
a value, the function can be used to perfonn 
some of the actions 
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Subroutines 
Subroutines are a way for a user to organize their code by breaking the code down into 
smaller pieces. The pieces of code are written once and then can be called mutiple 
times from various parts of a program. Subroutines enhance a code's readability, 
maintainability and reusability. 

Para mete~ are the variables defined in the function definition. For example, the 'sum()' 
function has a parameter "numbers•. Arguments are the values passed into the 
function when it is called. For example, parameter, '*numbers· , means it can accept 
any numbers or arguments. 

def suin(•numbers): 
total = 0 
for n in numbers: 

total +:::i n 
return total 

# We can call the function with any number of arguments 
print ( ( 1 , 2 , J , 4 )) # output: 10 
"'""if,t; ( ( 10)) # Output: 10 (sum of a single number) 

( ( 2 , 4 , 6) 8)) # Output: 20 

Return Typed Values Without the Use of Arguments 
Subroutines can be created to return typed values without the use of arguments. This 
can be referred to as parameter1ess functions. Parameterless functions do not take any 
parameters, but they do perfom, a task and then return a result. The result of this 
function can be a data type. 

The following is an example of a subroutine aeated to return a typed value without the 
use of an argument In this example, the generate_random_number function does not 
have an argument but will return a random number between 1 and 50. 
import random 

def generate_random_number(); 
return random. randint( l , 50) 

# Call the function and get the result 
random_number "' generate_random_number() 

. ( "Random Number : n, random_number) 

Return Typed Values With the Use of Arguments 

# Call the function with arguments and get the result 
result "' add_numbers( 7 , 9 ) 
Jl 1.t . ( "Resu l t:" , result) 

Subroutines can be created to return typed values with the use of arguments. Th is is 
often referred to as methods or functions in programming languages. The function will 
accept an input parameter and perfom, the operation based on the input. Then, after 
the operation is perfomied, a specific result will occur. 

The following is an example of a subroutine created to return a typed value with the 
use of an argument In this example, the subtract_numbers function takes the two 
arguments x and y, subtracts them, and then returns the result. 

def subtract_numbers (x, y): 
return x - y 

# Call the function with arguments and get the result 
result - subtract_numbers( 3, 8 ) 

( "Result:" , result) 

Return Typed Values Without the Use of Parameters 
Subroutines can be created to return typed values without the use of parameters. 
These subroutines are functions or methods that do not take input arguments but wlll 
produce a resu lt. 

The following is an example of a subroutine aeated to return e typed value without the 
use of a parameter. In this example, the get_current_year function does not have an 
argument but still returns the year with the datetime module. 
import datetime 

def get_current_year(): 
return datetime. datetime. now(). year 

# Call the function and get the result 
current_year = get_current_year() 

( "Current Year;" , current_year) 

Return Typed Values With the Use of Parameters 
Subroutines can be created to return typed values with the use of parameters. These 
can be referred to es methods or functions in programming languages. These functions 
or methods accept an input parameter and perform the operation based on the input. 
Then, after the operation is performed, a specific result will occur. 

The following is an example of a subroutine created to return a typed value with the 
use of a parameter. In this example, the add_numbers function takes the two 
arguments x and y, adds them, and then returns the result. 

def add_numbers(x, y): 
return x + y 
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Numeric Data 

• Is comprised of data points which are 
quantifiable, meaning mathematical 
calculations can be performed 

• Is numerical (quantitative) 
-discrete which are only particular numbers 
-continuous whieh are any numeric value 

• May include: 
- age 
- height 
-weight 
- test scores 

Numeric Data 

• Is based on meanings derived from 
numbers 

• Is a result of collection, numerical and 
standardized data available 

• Is an analysis of data conducted through 
mathematical operations, statistics and 
visualization diagrams 

~ 

ASCII 

• Stands for the "American Standard Code 
for Information lnterchangeM 

• Is used to represent character data 
• Requires seven bits for each character 

-extended ASCII is a superset of ASCII and 
requires eight bits for each character 

• provides codes for 256 characters, double of 
ASCII 

Unicode 

• Is an extension of ASCII 
-allows programmers to include a multitude of 

symbols and characters in all languages 
• Requires 16 bits for each character 

- enables Unicode to provide codes for 65,000 
characters 

• Uses hexadecimal (hex) ra ther than binary 
in order to produce many combinations 

~•ill.; ~-d"Hal~"has a Unio:>d. •of 
I U+0048U• 0065U+006CU+006CU+0065 

<:fN 
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Nonnumeric Data 

• Is data which cannot be manipulated using 
basic mathematical operations, but rather 
making use of symbcls and letters 

• Is categorical (qualitative) 
-nominal, which are named categories 
- ordinal , which are categories with an implied 

order 
• May include: 

- name 
-degree type 
- type of pet 

Nonnumeric Data 

• Is based on meanings expressed through 
words 

• Isa result of collection, non-standardized 
data which must be classified into 
categories 

• Includes analysis which is conducted 
through the use of conceptualization 

ICfN 

Representing Numeric Data 

• Stores numbers in memory by finding a 
way to represent the character sequence 

• Bases strategy used to store numbers on 
type of numerical data (decimal and binary) 

• Encounters problems due to limited 
memory capabilities including: 

- overflow 
• magnitude of a number exceeds the range 

allowed by the size 
-numeric value precision 

• number of digits in a number 

6/21/2024 
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ASCII Translation & Binary Conversions 

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) and Unicode are 
ctiaracter encoding standards used to represent text in computers. They assign 
numeric values to characters, allowing computers to store and communicate text In a 
standardized way. 

In ASCII, each character is rel)fesented by a 7-bit or 6-bit binary number. Unicode 
extends this concept by providing a unique numeric code fOI' every character, 
regardless of the platform, program or language. Unicode typically uses 16 bits (or 
more) for each character. 

Here Is a basic explanation of how binary representation can be converted to ASCII 
and Unicode: 

Numeric Conversions: 
Numeric data is typically represented In binary using ASCII or Unicode by encoding the 
ind ividual d igits. 

ASCII: 
Each digit has a unique ASCII code. For instance· 

• ASCII code for 'O' is 48 (in decimal), which is 00110000 in binary. 
• ASCII code for '1' is 49 (in decimal), whidl is 00110001 in binary. 

The binary representation of the numeric digit 'O' in ASCII is 00110000, and for '1', ifs 
00110001, and so on. 

Unicode: 
Unicode represents numeric dlaracters using oode points. For example: 

• Unicode code point for '0' is 46 {decimal), whidl is 0000000000110000 in binary. 
• Unicode code point for '1 ' is 49 {decimal), whidl is 0000000000110001 in binary. 

Tho binary representation of tho numeric digit 'O' in Unicode is 0000000000110000, 
and for'1 ', it's 0000000000110001. 

Nonnumeric Conversions: 
ASCII: 
ASCII represents dlaracters using 7 or 8 bits. Th is Is an example of using theASCll 
representation of the letter 'A': 

• ASCII code for 'A' is 65. 
• In binary, 65 is represented as 01000001 (6 bits). 

~Jllln..,..,.,..,..~ 71S19_V2_1-fTMUCEV11S19_V2_MTM.._~~--ASCII_T..,.tuo_N_Bin9,y_C.-.,..,.,..hl,,, 

Binary Code Character Represented 

100000 Space 

100001 I 

100010 

100011 # 
100100 $ 

100101 % 
100110 & 

100 111 

10 1000 ( 

101001 ) 

101010 

101011 + 

101100 

101101 

101110 

101111 I 
110000 0 

110001 1 

110010 2 

11 0011 3 

110100 4 
110101 5 
110110 6 

110111 7 

111000 8 

111001 9 

111010 

111011 

111100 < 

111101 = 
111110 > 

111111 ? 

~Jllln..,..,.,..,..~ 71S19_V2_1-fTMUCEV11S19_V2_MTM.._~~--ASCII_T..,.tuo_N _Bin9')"_C.-.,..,.,..hl,,, 

The binary representation of the nonnumeric character 'A' in ASCII is 01000001. 

Unicode· 
Unicode can use various bit lengths , considering a common repl'esentation with 16 
bits. Using the Unicode oode point for 'A': 

• Unicode code point for 'A' Is 65. 

• In binary, 65 (in 16 bits) is represented as 0000000001000001. 

The binary representation of the nonnumeric character 'A' in Unicode {using 16 bits) is 
0000000001000001. 

~~~-~1S19_VZ...HTMUCEVT1S,t_V2_MTM.._st.idenl._~-_J.&CII_T~_N _e.-,_C.-.~ 

1000000 @ 

1000001 A 

1000010 B 

1000011 C 

1000100 D 

1000101 E 
1000110 F 

1000111 G 

1001000 H 

1001001 I 

1001010 J 

1001011 K 

1001100 L 
1001101 M 

1001110 N 

1001111 0 

1010000 p 

1010001 a 
1010010 R 

1010011 s 
1010100 T 

1010101 u 
1010110 V 

1010111 w 
1011000 X 

1011001 y 

1011010 z 
1011011 I 
1011100 I 
1011101 I 
1011110 A 

101111 1 

1100000 

hllpo;Ahl.k,e,,,o,r6,o,.oomt.l~1S1t_VZ...lfflolUCEvr1519_V2_MTM.._&W9nl_~ ...:-_J.&Cll_7__..lul_lM_Blin9<y_c-.ionl~ 
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1110100 a 
11 00010 b 

1100011 C 

11 00100 d 

11 00101 • 
1100110 f 

11001 11 g 

11 01000 h 

11 01001 i 

11 01010 j 
1101011 k 

1101 100 I 

1101 101 m 

1101110 n 

11011 11 0 

1110000 p 

1110001 q 

1110010 r 
1110011 s 

1110100 t 
1110101 u 
11101 10 V 

1110 111 w 

1111000 X 

1111001 y 

1111010 z 
1111 01 1 ( 

1111100 I 
1111101 ) 
1111110 -
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Numeric Data 
• Is comprised of data points which are 
quantifiable , meaning mathematical 
calculations can be performed 

• Is numerical (quantitative) 
-discrete which are only particular numbers 
-continuous which are any numeric value 

• May include: 
- age 
- height 
-weight 
- test scores 

'°"' 

Numeric Data 
• Is based on meanings derived from 
numbers 

• Is a result of collection, numerical and 
standardized data available 

• Is an analysis of data conducted through 
mathematical operations, statistics and 
visualization diagrams 

ASCII 
• Stands for the "American Standard Code 
for Information Interchange~ 

• Is used to represent character data 
• Requires seven bits for each character 

- extended ASCII is a superset of ASCII and 
requires eight bits for each character 

'°"' 

• provides codes for 256 characters, double of 
ASCII 

Unicode 

• Is an extension of ASCII 
-allows programmers to include a multit ude of 

symbols and characters in all languages 
• Requires 16 bits for each character 

- enables Unicode to provide codes for 65,000 
characters 

• Uses hexadecimal (hex) ra ther than binary 
in order to produce many oombinations 

~aib; TMw,;,rd "Ho:lk:>"hua Uniwdeof 
I U+0048U·HX)65U♦006CU+006CU+0065. 

W:::EV 
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Nonnumeric Data 
• Is data which cannot be manipulated using 

basic mathematical operations, but rather 
making use of symbols and letters 

• Is categorical (qualitative) 
-nominal, which are named categories 
- ordinal , which are categories with an implied 

order 
• May include· 

- name 
-degree type 
- type of pet 

Nonnumeric Data 
• Is based on meanings expressed through 
words 

• Isa result of collection, non-standardized 
data which must be classified into 
categories 

• lnd udes analysis which is conducted 
through the use of conceptual ization 

Representing Numeric Data 

• Stores numbers in memory by finding a 
way to represent the character sequence 

• Bases strategy used to store numbers on 
type of numerical data (decimal and binary) 

• Encounters problems due to limited 
memory capabilities including: 

- overflow 
• magnitude of a number exceeds the range 

allowed by the size 
-numeric value precision 

• number of digits in a number 
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ASCII Translation & Binary Conversions 

ASCII (American standard Code for Information Interchange) and Unicode are 
diaracter encoding standards used to represent text in computers. They assign 
numeric values to characters, allowing oomputers to store and communicate text in a 
standardized way. 

In ASCII, each character is represented by a 7-bit or 8-bit binary number. Unicode 
extends this concept by providing a unique numeric oode for every character, 
regardless of the platform, program or language. Unicode typically uses 16 bits (or 
more) for each character. 

Here Is e basic explanation of how binary representation can be converted to ASCII 
and Unicode: 

Numeric Conversions: 
Numeric data is typically represented in binary using ASCII or Unicode by encoding the 
individual digits. 

ASCII: 
Each digit has a unique ASCII code. For instance: 

• ASCII code for '0' is 48 (in decimal), which is 00110000 in binary. 
• ASCII code for '1 ' is 49 (in decim81), which is 00110001 in binary. 

The binary representation of the numeric digit 'O' in ASCII is 00110000, and for'1 ', It's 
001 10001, and so on. 

Unicode: 
Unicode represents numeric ch8racters using oode points. For example· 

• Unicode oode point for 'O' is 46 {decimal), which is 0000000000110000 in binary. 
• Unicode oode point for '1' is 49 (decimal), which is 0000000000110001 in binary. 

The binary representation of the numeric digit 'O' in Unicode is 0000000000110000, 
andfor'1 ', it's 0000000000110001. 

Nonnumeric Conversions: 
ASCII: 
ASCII represents characters using 7 or 8 bits. This is an example of using the ASCII 
representation of the letter 'A': 

• ASCII code for 'A' is 65 
• In binary, 65 is represented as 01000001 (6 bits). 

hllp&~/ll.lu-.~151t _~l/CEW151t_V2_HTM..__ _ _____ A6CII_Tf'91'Ml"""_.,d_Binol,y_Cc,no,,a,_nli'II 

0/20/1,4,~,w- --~vrt~1, _v:z_~,1~1,_V2..)ffML_Sllcl"-..Hll~•-ASCI_Tl'tn _ __ _ _,_eo.... 
Binary Code Character Represented 

100000 Space 

100001 I 

100010 

100011 # 

100100 $ 
100101 % 

100110 & 
100111 

101000 ( 

101001 ) 

101010 

101011 + 

101100 

101101 

10 1110 

101111 I 
110000 0 

110001 1 

110010 2 

110011 3 

110100 4 
110101 5 

11 0110 6 
110111 7 

111000 8 

111001 9 
111010 

111011 

111100 < 

111101 ; 

111110 > 

111111 ? 

hllp&~/ll.lu-.~151t_~l/CEW151t_V2_HTM..__ _ _____ A6CII_Tf'91'Ml"""_.,d_Binol,y_Cc,no,,a,_nli'II 

The binary representation of the nonnumeric character 'A' in ASCII is 01000001. 

Unicode: 
Unicode can use various bit lengths , considering a common representation with 16 
bits. Using the Unioode oode point for 'A': 

• Unicode code point for 'A' Is 65. 
• In binary, 65 (In 16 bits) is represented as 0000000001000001. 

The binary representation of the nonnumeric character 'A' in Unicode {using 16 bits) is 
0000000001000001. 

hilp&- .i-o- .~151t _V2_KTMUCEVrl 5\9_\12,_HTM..__--.i_.....,_,_._A6CII_T,....._ ___ BiN,,y_Cc,no,,a,_.hlm 

0/20/1,4, ~,Wl'M ..__~VT1~1t_V2_~1151t_V2_HTML_Slud"-..HttlOOUl_•_ASCI_,.__...,_~ - ~ ---

1000000 @ 

1000001 A 

1000010 B 

1000011 C 

1000100 D 
1000101 E 

1000110 F 
1000111 G 
1001000 H 

1001001 I 

1001010 J 

1001011 K 

1001100 L 
1001101 M 

1001110 N 

1001111 0 
1010000 p 

1010001 a 
1010010 R 

1010011 s 
1010100 T 
1010,01 u 
1010110 V 

1010111 w 
1011000 X 

1011001 y 

10110 10 z 
1011011 I 
1011100 I 
1011101 I 
1011110 A 

101111 1 

1100000 

~ - - --m1C£'111 5~_V2_"'1Ml/CEVT151t_\12,_HTM. __ ~ -_J.&CII_Tr11 .... licrl ___ Binary_~.-
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1110100 a 
11 00010 b 

1100011 C 

11 00100 d 

11 00101 • 
1100110 f 

11001 11 g 

11 01000 h 

11 01001 i 

11 01010 j 
1101011 k 

1101 100 I 

1101 101 m 

1101110 n 

11011 11 0 

1110000 p 

1110001 q 

1110010 r 
1110011 s 

1110100 t 
1110101 u 
11101 10 V 

1110 111 w 

1111000 X 

1111001 y 

1111010 z 
1111 01 1 ( 

1111100 I 
1111101 ) 
1111110 -
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Activity- ASCII Translation & Binary Conversions 
Numeric & Noor1Jmerlc Data 

Activity Owrvlew: 
You wiU UM tho ASCII CorMJrsion Chtwt Sb>dont Hanoovt lo tran,lito word, and cflaracters inllJ their 
binary counterparts, then convert a variety d numbers from binary IIJ clecimel foon and clecimaJ 
numbers baci< ID !heir binary form. 

DlrectioM: 
1. In the llr5t s&etion, using the ASOI Table, trenslete the followtng oheraclenl and words to binary. 

2 In the NCOnd seciion, convert ucl1 binary number to illl decimal form. 
3. In the lhird HCtion, convert each decimal number lo its binary form 
4. Once oomptete, , ubmll )'Our Adlvlty. 

Section 1: 

Trans/at.e Iha cheraclsnl and words to biriary. 

1.Q 

2. ' 

3.R 

•. s 

' . 

8. To 

7. In 

8.ASC!I 

9. Binary 

Section 2: 
Convert lhe binary number to dedrnal foon. 

1.10101 

2.110110 

3.1011001 

4.10100101 
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Section 3: 
Convart 1h11 d9crnal n umMr to b inary form 

1. 17 

2. 45 

3. 112 

4. 191 

-t:20~ - Al Righto R• ...-..od (\~/N11t.101'1KOOCI06CJ 

Yau IHI .,,.,.&HO lhi&&• tlr.n2024at ~:3~ PM UTC from IP 1n .&;,.8t.1S<. 

Data Types & Structures 

• Represent different types of characters or 
values 

N•ffidfttM--l§•iiMY, 4 
lnlogor (inl) W..Ol<lnun'tKlrs 

Rilil'Floaling FratCtionaln,umt,e,rs 
Point\flo■t) 

~an Logietrtl9or la!M 
(Bc:-olean} 

Chu■~r {char) Single charact~r 
Amly(String) Seq~ ofcha1act81"s 

<CEV 

i!fflffitM 
-11, 295.0 

•6.23,0.0, 
3.141!59 

Truo. Fa!M 

l"-.f, & 

"Helo "lflt.nd!" 

Data Types & Structures 

• Are chosen based on the type of 
characters or data being stored 

• Examples include: 

<CEV 

-if the data consisted of the value '295' the 
integer data type would be chosen for use 

- if the data consisted of the value '1.375' the 
real {fioating point) data type would be chosen 

-if the data consisted of the value 'True' the 
Boolean data type would be chosen 

◄ I §Review 

6/2112024 
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ASCII Translation & Binary Conversions 
Activity Overview: 
You will use the ASCII Translatlon & Binary Conversions Student Handout to 
translate words and characters into their binary counterparts, then convert a variety of 
numbel'3 from binary to decimal form and decimal numbers back to their binary form. 

Directions: 

1. In the first secUon, using the ASCII Table, translate the following characters and 
words to binary. 

2 . In the second section, convert each binary number to its decimal form. 

3. In the third section, convert each decimal number to its binary fonn. 

4. In the fourth section, fill in the chart with the correct binary numbers in order from O 
to 15. 

5. Tum in your activity according to your instructor's directions. 

Section 1: 
Translate the characters and words to binary. 

1. a 

2. q 

3. R 

4. S 

5. a 

6. To 

7. In 

Decimal Binary 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

---;gy,-_-,_.,•"'m'°,'"""'",,,.-,-,.,"-',-----------

8. ASCII 

9. Binary 

Section 2: 
Convert the binary number to decimal form. 

1. 10101 

2. 110110 

3. 1011001 

4. 10100101 

Section 3: 
Convert the decimal number to binary form. 

1. 17 

2. 45 

3. 112 

4. 191 

Section 4: 
Fill in the chart with the correct binary numbers in order from Oto 15. 
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Types & Structures 

• Represent different types of characters or 
va lues 
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ln!ogor(rlt) \Mlolonun'b<!rs 

Roal/Aoa~ng Fractional r1Umbors 
Point\fklat} 

Booklan Logic tmo or fa IS9 
(Bool&an} 

CM.racter {c:har) Single ciia racter 

Array {St:ring) Se<111onc:9ofcharactors 

-11,295,0 

-8.23, 0.0, 
3 .141:i9 

Troo. False 

A. f. & 

"l-lolloW:irldl' 

,cev 

Data Types & Structures 

• Are chosen based on the type of 
characters or data being stored 

• Examples include: 
- if the data consisted of the value '295' the 

integer data type would be chosen for use 
- if the data consisted of the value '1 .375 ' the 

real (floating point) data type would be chosen 
- if the data consisted of the value 'True' the 

Boolean data type would be chosen 

,CEV 

" 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 
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Types & Structures 

• Represent different types of characters or 
va lues 
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Roal/Aoa~ng Fractional r1Umbors 
Point\fklat} 

Booklan Logic tmo or fa IS9 
(Bool&an} 

CM.racter {c:har) Single ciia racter 

Array {St:ring) Se<111onc:9ofcharactors 

-11,295,0 

-8.23, 0.0, 
3 .141:i9 

Troo. False 

A. f. & 

"l-lolloW:irldl' 
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Data Types & Structures 

• Are chosen based on the type of 
characters or data being stored 

• Examples include: 
- if the data consisted of the value '295' the 

integer data type would be chosen for use 
- if the data consisted of the value '1 .375 ' the 

real (floating point) data type would be chosen 
- if the data consisted of the value 'True' the 

Boolean data type would be chosen 

,CEV 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 
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Types & Structures 

• Represent different types of characters or 
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Data Types & Structures 

• Are chosen based on the type of 
characters or data being stored 

• Examples include: 
- if the data consisted of the value '295' the 

integer data type would be chosen for use 
- if the data consisted of the value '1 .375 ' the 

real (floating point) data type would be chosen 
- if the data consisted of the value 'True' the 

Boolean data type would be chosen 

,CEV 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 

---iCEV'•----•"""'""'"""'-"'"","","',-----------
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Variables 

• Are named locations in memory used to 
store a value 

• Can be used to store any type of data, 
such as numbers. strings, lists and more 

• Are assigned using the "=" operator, and 
their value can be accessed by referencing 
their name 

'°"' 

Variables Examples 

• Can include 
- ·x· is assigned the value · 10· 
-y is assigned the value ' hello" 
- ·z· is assigned the value ·11,2,3r 

-
Project - Objects & Scope 
Objects & Variables 

ProJ.ct Overview: 

6/ 21/2024 

You will 'Mite a program which uses at least two dasses and examp~s of both local and 
global scope. 

Di~ioq : 
1. Plan a program 1.1sing otiject-cxiemed dMign. You wil 1.1se at lreasttwo des&es, ~ one claH 

must be !he base for another class. You may have more lhan two~es tfyou wish. Constder 
'M'.3tyo.iWOOd likaloorganize. 

2 Opan a Python intefpreti;ir. Write a comment outline of )'()Ur program 
3. IM'tte lhe del"inltlon of your lwo dasaes. Remember, one d8Ss must use another clau as Its 
, __ 

4. Wrtta lhe main program wt,lch cniatol at leMI one ~stance of 1h11 aau which has a base dalll-. 

5. Make NII your program N$ ar, e>:ample of bolh local and global scope. AdQ a (:()fflm&flt lo the 
~ne to lclontify • ~ I ~•ble end glob4,,l "11riab(e. You onlY need to do this once fQf each type of .,,,.. 

6. In three to !Ive ~. explain If lhe vartables 1.1:,ed in !he program oontaln pftmlt!Yes, objec:ts 

7. Ron yo'¥ program 11nd fix any 8fl"(lt"S, if necessary. 
8. Ono& complete, 1.1pload II document which contains y0ur ~min the space provided bem, 

then aubmlt your Projed. You can flnd a Rubrfc at the eod al Iha. Project. 

Wrttoyourpe,ragrtlphi-e. 

,,, __ _ 

Primitive 

• Types in Python are simple data types that 
hold a single value 

• Are defined without any special methods 
and are usually the basic bui lding blocks of 
more complex data structures 

Objects 

• Are more complex data structures that can 
have multiple values and methods 

• Have their own state, which is represented 
by its instance variables 

• Have their own behavior, which is 
represented by its method 

• 

6/ 21/2024 
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Variables 

• Are named locations in memory used to 
store a value 

• Can be used to store any type of data, 
such as numbers. strings, lists and more 

• Are assigned using the "=" operator, and 
their value can be accessed by referencing 
their name 

CEV 

Variables Examples 

• Can include 
- ·,-: is assigned the value · 10· 
-y is assigned the value 'hello" 
- ·z· is assigned the value "(1,2,3)" 

-

6/20/2024 

--~$1t _ Y2_1-1~11$1t_Y2_HTMt._ ~ H fnOOUL•_ C:0.0_rt.~•-le"rl 

Object Example&: 
class Car : 

Coding Examples 

def _ init_ (self, make, model, year): 
self.make = make 
self.model = model 
self. year = year 

def descripti on (self}: 
return f"{self . year} {self . make} {s elf.model}"" 

# Create an object of the Car class 
my_car = Car( "Tesla" , "Hodel S" , 2022) 

#Access the attributes of the object 
print (my_car.make) # Tesla 
prtnt (my_car.model) # Model S 
print (my_car.year) # 2022 

# Call the method of the object 
print(my_car.description()) # 2022 Tesla Model S 

Object-Oriented Design Example 1: 

class Car : 
def _ init_ (self, make, model, year): 

self.make = make 
self.model - model 
self. year year 
self.speed = 0 

def accelerate(self, rate): 
self.speed += rate 

def brake(self, rate): 
self.speed -= rate 

def honk(self): 

1111pa~l'l.1u __ ~,s,e_~UCEvr1s 111_V2_HfM.... ____ ·_CodinL~·""" 

Primitive 

• Are basic data types not derived from any 
other data type 

• Data types include· 
-integers 

• age (17) 
- float 

• radius of a circle (6.5) 
- strings 

-Boolean 
• True or False 

Primitive 

• Types in Python are simple data types that 
hold a single value 

• Are defined without any special methods 
and are usually the basic building blocks of 
more complex data structures 

I NOTE: UM-th.I Coding El(~mploa S !Ud-onit Ha.ndoll: t,:.r rof!W"oneos. I 
CEV 

(f ""{self.make} {self.model} honksl" ) 

clas s ElectricCar (Car): 
def _ i nit_ (self, make, model, year): 

() ._init_(make, model, year) 
self. battery _level 100 

def honk(self): 
(f"{self.make} {self.model} beeps!" ) 

my_car = Car("Toyota" , "Camry" , 2020) 
my_car .accelerate(10} 
my_car. honk() # Output: Toyota Camry honks I 

my_electric_car = ElectricCar("Tesla" , "Model S" , 2021} 
my_electric_car.honk() # Output: Tesla Model S beeps! 

Object-Oriented Design Ex.ample 2: 
class Shape : 

def _ ini t _ (self, name): 
self. name = name 

def area (self): 
pass 

def perimet er (self): 
pass 

class Squar e (Shape): 
def _ ini t _ (self, length): 

() ._ init_ ( "Square") 
self. length = length 

def area (self): 
return self. length ** 

def peri meter(self): 
return 4 * self.length 

""""' ____ m/CEVl'1 51'11_'17,_,ITT,ll/CEV115111_V2_HTM.._6"denl_-._._Coding_~--
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class Circle(Shape): 
def _init_(self., radius): 

() ._init_( "Circle" ) 
self.radius = radius 

def area(self): 
return 3.14 • self.radius •• 2 

def per imeter(self): 
return 2 • 3,14 • self.radius 

shapes [Square(5), Circle(3), Square(]), Circle(2)) 
for shape in shapes: 

( f"The area of {shape.name) is {shape.area())" ) 
( f"The perimeter of {shape.name) is 

{shape. perimeter())" ) 

Primitive and Object Examples: 
class Rect angl e: 

def _ i nit _ (self, length, width): 
self.length= length 
self. width .. width 

def calcul at e_area(self): 
return self . .1ength • self.width 

# Create instances of the Rectangle class 
rectanglel .. Rectangle(s , 10) 
rectangle2 • Rectangle(8, 6) 

# Calculate and display the area of each rectangle 
areal • rectanglel. calculate_area() 
area2 = rectangle2. calculate_area() 

(f"The area of t he first rectangle is {areal} square units." ) 
(f.The area of t he second rectangle is {areal} square units. · ) 

Pl"ogfllm Example: 

class I t em : 
def _ ini t _ (self, name, quantity, unit_price): 

hllp&~--.<IQ'Mllffi\/CEW151e_V{_tfTMl/CEVT'!5111_V2_HTM.._ ______ ~Ean'4JIN,hlffl 

Activity • Primitives & Objects 
Oojects & Variables 

"'" 
Dir.ctions: 

1. In Python, yo.i :t.houd defne your dus using i:,:-imitives and 
objects.. lnci ~ at least flree ldenUllers, one ct eech type. both 
primitive and object. Eumples include: . ""-.... 

0 elelght 
o Eyecolor 

2. Cfeete lnsta~ofyourelaM usi~ your ~d identi~rs. For 
example: 

studl'ntl • i tudent(~Al:lt•M• 11, ~t,rc-,~ ) 

3. Display student information. For example· 
~etnt(P{person1. n111t!} ts {l)t!rS0,,1 . l lt! } yea.-s 016, and 

4. use l'.)ftmlli'.'e type& lor addlUonel lnform8"on. For example; 

1-...-1,-_a,. •{ltudfflt1. ac- , student2 .a,:1 , stllCSt!it1 .1 

5. Display additionlll informa!Jor, . For example: 
0 T~ number of stOOenls In the Ci<ISS 

o Av&r.1ge ag&otstOOents In the Class 
8. Run the program. 
7. Aher running the program. write ti four-sentence ntll'l'tllive 

Identifying whore you applied prlmlllvoo and ob}acts In yo.Jr coda. 

Anatyze the corv;:ept r;1 prmitive,s ano ot;lj,ects and tneir role in 

""""' 9. once oompl&te, s.ubmtt your ActMty. 

Write your n.emttive hete. 

a10,=I= 

0 I 10000 Word Limit 

◄ I §Review 

fN• -- --nll'.:t:.V1151tl_V2_11TMIJCl:.V1151! _ \lll_ H IML_~_HWllll>Ul_-_o.an..._1:>ao,p11•.htn 

self.name = name 
self. quantity quantity 
self.unit_pr"ice =- unit_price 

def tota l_price(self): 
return self.quantity • self.unit_price 

class Gr oceryinventory : 
def _ i ni t _ (self): 

self.items= [) 

def add_ item(self, item): 
self. items .append(item) 

def r emove_item(self, item_name): 
f or item in self.items: 

if item.narte ==: item nane: 
self. items. remov;(item) 
break 

def show_inventory(self): 
total = 0 

( "Name\tQuantity\tUnit Price\ tTotal Price" ) 
for item in self.items: 

(f" 
{i te• . name}\ t {i t em. quantity}\ t\ t${i t em. uni t_price} \ t\ t ${i t em. 
total _price() }" ) 

total += item. total_price() 
( f" \ nTotal : ${total) " ) 

inventory Grocerylnventory() 

iteml : Item("Bananas", 10, 0. 5) 
item2 = Item("Apple s" , 5, 1.0) 
item3 = Item("Or anges", 15, 0.75 ) 

---iCEV.---."'""'"-"""-..-uc""" _________ _ 
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Variables 

• Are named locations in memory used to 
store a value 

• Can be used to store any type of data, 
such as numbers. strings, lists and more 

• Are assigned using the"=" operator, and 
their value can be accessed by referencing 
their name 

Variables Examples 

• Can include: 
- ·x· is assigned the value "10· 
- ~y· is assigned the value "hello" 
- ·z· is assigned the value "(1 ,2,3)" 

,CEV 

6/21/2024 

18 

Primitive 

• Types in Python are simple data types that 
hold a single value 

• Are defined without any special methods 
and are usually the basic building blocks of 
more complex data structures 

Objects 

• Are more complex data stnuctures that can 
have multiple values and methods 

• Have their own state, which is represented 
by its instance variables 

• Have their own behavior, which is 
represented by its method 

• ,cEV 
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Project - Objects & Scope 
Objects & Variables 

ProJ.ct Overview: 
You will 'Mite a program which uses at least two dasses and examp~s of both local and 
global scope. 

Di~ioq: 
1. Plan a program 1.1sing otiject-cxiemed dMign. You wil 1.1se at lreasttwo des&es, ~ one claH 

must be !he base for another class. You may have more lhan two~es tfyou wish. Constder 
'M'.3tyo.iWOOdlikaloorganize. 

2 Opan a Python intefpreti;ir. Write a comment outline of )'()Ur program 
3. IM'tte lhe del"inltlon of your lwo dasaes. Remember, ooe d8Ss must use another clau as Its 
, __ 

4. Wrtta lhe main program wt,lch cniatol at leMI one ~stance of 1h11 aau which has a base dalll-. 

5. Make NII your program ha$ ar, e>:ample of bolh local and global scope. AdQ a (:()fflm&rJt lo the 
~ne to lclontify a local varillble end glob4,,I ~b(o. You onlY need to do this once fQf Nch type of .,,,.. 

6. In three to !Ive ~. explain If lhe vartables 1.1:,ed in !he program oontaln pftmlt!Yes, objec:ts 

7. Ron yo'¥ program 11nd fix any 8fl"(lt"S, if necessary. 
8. Ono& complete, 1.1pload a document which contains y0ur ~min the space provided bem, 

then aubmlt your Projed. You can flnd a Rubrfc at the eod of Iha. Project. 

wma your paragrBpl'I nere. 
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Variables 

• Are named locations in memory used to 
store a value 

• Can be used to store any type of data, 
such as numbers. strings, lists and more 

• Are assigned using the "=" operator, and 
their value can be accessed by referencing 
their name 

'°"' 

Variables Examples 

• Can include 
- ·x· is assigned the value · 10· 
-y is assigned the value ' hello" 
- ·z· is assigned the value ·11,2,3r 

-
Coding Examples 

Object Example&: 
class Car : 

def _ init_ (self, make, model, year): 
self.make = make 
self.model = model 
self. year = year 

def description (self}: 
return f"{self . year} {self . make} {self.model}" 

# Create an object of the Car class 
my_car = Car( "Tesla" , "Hodel S" , 2022) 

#Access the attributes of the object 
print (my_car.make) # Tesla 
prtnt (my_car.model) # Model S 
print (my_car.year) # 2022 

# Call the method of the object 
print(my_car.description()) # 2022 Tesla Model S 

Object-Oriented Design Example 1: 

class Car : 
def _ init_ (self, make, model, year): 

self.make = make 
self.model - model 
self. year year 
self.speed = 0 

def accelerate(self, rate): 
self.speed += rate 

def brake(self, rate): 
self.speed -= rate 

def honk(self): 

1111pa~l'l.1u __ ~,s,e_~UCEvr1s111_V2_HTM.._ _ _____ CodinL~ ·""" 

6/20/2024 

Objects 

• Are more complex data structures that can 
have multiple values and methods 

-examples: area of a shape (length x width) , 
make, model, year of a vehicle 

• Have their own state, which is represented 
by its instance variables 

• Have their own behavior, 
which is represented by its 
method 

(f"{self.make} {self.model} honks I" ) 

class ElectricCar(Car): 
def _ init _ (self, make, model, year): 

() ._init_(make, model, year) 
self. battery _level 100 

def honk(self): 
( f"{self.make} {self . model} beeps!" ) 

my_car = Car( "Toyota" , "Camry" , 2020) 
my _car. accelerate( 10) 
my_car.honk() # Output: Toyota Camry honksl 

my_electric_car = ElectricCar("Tesla" 1 "Model S" , 2021) 
my_electric_car.honk() # Output: Tesla Model S beeps! 

Object-Oriented Design Example 2: 
class Shape : 

def _ init_ (self, name): 
self.name = name 

def are a (self): 
pass 

def peri~eter(self): 
pass 

class Square(Shape): 
def _ init_ (self, length): 

·() ._ init_ ( "Square" ) 
self.length " length 

def area (self): 
return self.length ** 

def peri ~eter(self): 
return 4 * self. length 

6/20/2024 
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class Circle(Shape): 
def _init_(self., radius): 

() ._init_( "Circle" ) 
self.radius = radius 

def area(self): 
return 3.14 • self.radius •• 2 

def per imeter(self): 
return 2 • 3,14 • self.radius 

shapes [Square(5), Circle(3), Square(]), Circle(2)) 
for shape in shapes: 

( f"The area of {shape.name) is {shape.area())" ) 
( f"The perimeter of {shape.name) is 

{shape. perimeter())" ) 

Primitive and Object Examples: 
class Rect angl e: 

def _ i nit _ (self, length, width): 
self.length= length 
self. width .. width 

def calcul at e_area(self): 
return self . .1ength • self.width 

# Create instances of the Rectangle class 
rectanglel .. Rectangle(s , 10) 
rectangle2 • Rectangle(8, 6) 

# Calculate and display the area of each rectangle 
areal • rectanglel. calculate_area() 
area2 = rectangle2. calculate_area() 

(f"The area of t he first rectangle is {areal} square units." ) 
(f.The area of t he second rectangle is {areal} square units. · ) 

Pl"ogfllm Example: 

class I t em : 
def _ ini t _ (self, name, quantity, unit_price): 

hllp&~--.<IQ'Mllffi\/CEW151e_V{_tfTMl/CEVT'!5111_V2_HTM.._ ______ ~Ean'4JIN,hlffl 

Activity • Primitives & Objects 
Oojects & Variables 

"'" 
Dir.ctions: 

1. In Python, yo.i :t.houd defne your dus using i:,:-imitives and 
objects.. lnci ~ at least flree ldenUllers, one ct eech type. both 
primitive and object. Eumples include: . ""-.... 

0 elelght 
o Eyecolor 

2. Cfeete lnsta~ofyourelaM usi~ your ~d identi~rs. For 
example: 

studl'ntl • i tudent(~Al:lt•M• 11, ~t,rc-,~ ) 

3. Display student information. For example· 
~etnt(P{person1. n111t!} ts {l)t!rS0,,1 . l lt! } yea.-s 016, and 

4. use l'.)ftmlli'.'e type& lor addlUonel lnform8"on. For example; 

1-...-1,-_a,. •{ltudfflt1. ac- , student2 .a,:1 , stllCSt!it1 .1 

5. Display additionlll informa!Jor, . For example: 
0 T~ number of stOOenls In the Ci<ISS 

o Av&r.1ge ag&otstOOents In the Class 
8. Run the program. 
7. Aher running the program. write ti four-sentence ntll'l'tllive 

Identifying whore you applied prlmlllvoo and ob}acts In yo.Jr coda. 

Anatyze the corv;:ept r;1 prmitive,s ano ot;lj,ects and tneir role in 

""""' 9. once oompl&te, s.ubmtt your ActMty. 

Write your n.emttive hete. 

a10,=I= 

0 I 10000 Word Limit 

◄ I §Review 

fN• -- --nll'.:t:.V1151tl_V2_11TMIJCl:.V1151! _ \lll_ H IML_~_HWllll>Ul_-_o.an..._1:>ao,p11•.htn 

self.name = name 
self. quantity quantity 
self.unit_pr"ice =- unit_price 

def tota l_price(self): 
return self.quantity • self.unit_price 

class Gr oceryinventory : 
def _ i ni t _ (self): 

self.items= [) 

def add_ item(self, item): 
self. items .append(item) 

def r emove_item(self, item_name): 
f or item in self.items: 

if item.narte ==: item nane: 
self. items. remov;(item) 
break 

def show_inventory(self): 
total = 0 

( "Name\tQuantity\tUnit Price\ tTotal Price" ) 
for item in self.items: 

(f" 
{i te• . name}\ t {i t em. quantity}\ t\ t${i t em. uni t_price} \ t\ t ${i t em. 
total _price() }" ) 

total += item. total_price() 
( f" \ nTotal : ${total) " ) 

inventory Grocerylnventory() 

iteml : Item("Bananas", 10, 0. 5) 
item2 = Item("Apple s" , 5, 1.0) 
item3 = Item("Or anges", 15, 0.75 ) 

---iCEV.---."'""'"-"""-..-uc""" _________ _ 
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Numeric & Nonrumerk: Data 

Project Ov...,._w: 

SAVC PROGRCSS 

You will create a handbook on how to choose, identify and use the appropriate data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

Directioll9: 
1. Use the internet and other available resourcas lo resaarch each of Iha following data types or 

structures used In ~ram pro~ solutions. 
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o Atray(Strlng) 

o String concatena~on 

o char charAt(iol index) 
o Siring substring(inl beginlrlc:lex) 

o boolean contail'\S(CharSequenoe s) 
o One-dimensionaJarrays 

■ traVllflle . ,..,,. 
I modify 

2. Surnmar1m your 1\ndlngs for each of the data typas a structum&. The &umrruuy should IOOude 

how to choose, identify and UN &aeh data type a structure. Each data type a structure should 

be atleuthalfofap~e. 

3. Your handbook ,hould ndude the fulkiwing ,ections: 
o TIiie page 

o Table 01' contents 

o Headings 
o Pagenumbefs 

oCiteds.ources 

4. One& complete, upload your handbook In tt,e space provided beloW, then submit your Prcject. 
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Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numeric & Nonrumarl,:: Data 

Project Overview: 

SAV( PR0GRCSS 

You will create a handbook on how to choose, identify and use the appropriate data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

Di~ion11: 
1. U!!elhfl internet and othflr ava~ablfl resou~ lo resfl8rch flach oflhflfoOowing data typM ot 

strud!Jres used In projjlr&m protjem solutions. 

a Integer 

o Raa1/Flo.tting~int(flo11l) 
a Boolean 
o Character(Char) 

o Array(stnng) 

o String coocalwlatJon 
o char chsrAt(iol index) 

o StrinQ substring(lnl beginlndex) 
o boolean contains{CharSequenoe s) 
o One-dimensions!a1Tays 

I traV8fllO 
• ,..n,, 
I modify 

2. Summarize your flndlngs for each oflhe data lyp8' 0t slnletu1"'86. The gumrruuy should lndude 
how to choose, identify and use each data type Of s1ructur&. Each data type Of ttructur& shoukt 
b•allea.slhalfofapag•. 

3. Yoi;r handbook :,hould ndude the following 111ections: 
o TIiie page 
o Table 01' contenta 
o Headings 
o Pagenumbefs 

oCitedsouroes 

4. One& oomplat&, upload your handbook In !he space provided beloW, then submit your Prcjecl. 
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Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Nume-rlc & Nonrumerk: Data 

Project Overview: 

SAVE PROGRESS 

You will create a handbook on how to choose, identify and use the appropriate data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

Directio119: 
1. Use the internet end other available rMOurces to research eadl of the following data typM or 

structures used In program pmt»em solutioru. 
o lntuger 
oReal/floatjngpoint(float) 
oBooleen 
o Character(Cher) 

o Array(Stnng) 
o String concatenation 
o char charAt(iol indP:) 
o String substring(inl beginlndex) 
o boolean oontalr.s(CherSequenoe s) 

o One-dimensional arrays 
■ travene . '"'"" 
I modify 

2. Sumrnar1m your findings for each of the data typ&ii or atrud.uma. TIie summary should Ir.dude 

how to c:ho068, identify and use each data type or slrudure. Each data type or structure should 
beatleuthalfofapage. 

3. Your handbook shQuld ndude the folkiwing :iections: 
o TIiie page 

o Table or contents 
o Headings 
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oCitecls.ources 
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Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numeric & Nonrumarl,:: Data 

Project Overview: 

SAV( PR0GRCSS 

You will create a handbook on how to choose, identify and use the appropriate data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

Di~ion11: 
1. U!!elhfl internet and othflr ava~ablfl resou~ lo resfl8rch flach oflhflfoOowing data typM ot 

strud!Jres used In projjlr&m protjem solutions. 

a Integer 

o Raa1/Flo.tting~int(flo11l) 
a Boolean 
o Character(Char) 

o Array(stnng) 

o String coocalwlatJon 
o char chsrAt(iol index) 

o StrinQ substring(lnl beginlndex) 
o boolean contains{CharSequenoe s) 
o One-dimensions!a1Tays 
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I modify 
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I Array 

• Is the simplest type of linear array 
• Elements are stored linearly and can be 
traversed, searched and modified 

-define the String str1 = "DataMining" 

,cev 

Operations on Arrays 

W•l•9Mii•I, M#I# •tttfifuMII 
Trawrso c:har charAt(int index) Returns tho char value 

l,l<;idilr 

,cev 

i"ltindoKOl(irtch) 

String 
roptaco(CharSoquonc 
eokl, 
CharSequen,;enew} 

lorthep,11rti,;:ul111rinde;,c 

Raiurnsthospocifiad 
c:ha1va lueindex 

R'!place$al l 
occurrcnc:osolthe 
specified 
CharSequenc:e 
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Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numerk: & Noor1Jmerlc Data 

Project OvNVlew: 
You v.ill create a handbook on how lo choose, identify and use the .,ipproprictte data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

Di-.diont,: 

1. use tne intemet end other eva,ilaole re90uroes to ,eseateh eacti of Iha following date type-s 0t 

structures used In program problem solutions. 
o Integer 
o ReallFloatingpoint(float) ....... 
o Chmtcter(Char) 
0 Array(str1ng) 
o String concallilnation 
o charcharAl(intindex) 
o String substring(int beQinlndeJr.) 
o boolean contalrlt{Ch8t5equenoe s) 

o O09--dimeflsionel 1tm1ys 
I fraVW"IIII .... ..,, 
I modify 

2. Summarue ,'OU! flnclll"lgl for 8acl'I ofll'le data lyp88 0( Slrvd:Ultlll, The Mimmary should lndude 

how\o c:hoose. identify and UM each data type or structure. Eac:h data type or atNdure ~Id 
b• at lliast half of a pag11. 

3. Your handbook should include !he following sections: 
o lltlepege 
o Table of contenta 
o Haadings 

o Paganumbftn 
o Citedsoun:;es 

4. Once oompl&te, upload your handt>ook in 1h6 space provided below, then submit your Project 
You can ftnd a Rubric at the &nd of this Project 

Upload yourflle(s} r.ere . 
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Data Types & Structures 
Choosing Data Types for Integer Data: 
When writing program solutions, it is important to choose the appropnate data types for 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the rango of values one 
needs to represent. Common integer data types include: 

short Int 
Int 
long Int or long 
fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and uintX_t (from <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing Oeta Typea for Real D•bl: 
When working with re3' data (floating-point numbers) run in program sokrtlons, it '5 
cruci&I to choose the appropriate data types based on the precision and range required 
for the application. Convnon real data types include: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-l>it) 
• long double (e-.ded precision, typicaly 80 or 128 bits) 

Choosing Data Types for Boolean Data: 
When wol1dng wtth Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate date typo Is 
typicalty a Boo66a.n type or its equMllent in the programming la(9J8Qe being LUd. 
Common Boolean types include: 

bool 
Bootean(lava) 

• bool(C#): 
• lnt(C): 

The chok:e between these types depends on faaors such as IT'l8fT'IOf)' usage, precision 
noeds, end the specific requirements of the calculations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overflow, loss of precision, or other issues. 

Ualng One-Dlmenalonal Arrays to TraverH Data: 
One-dlmenslonal arrays are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloctlon of elements of the same data type. One can traverse tho eloments of a ono
dlmenslonel array using loops, typically a 'for' or 'white' loop. 

Example: 
f onal array (1 ... tJ 

l 2 3 4 SJ 

return -1 .+ '"" -1 t~ ~ found 

Urget_n 
,..s Jt • 

48 
a ata_ ... ,,.ay ta~~ value) 

else 
f "V1l ue {taraet_nlue} fcund at index {resul t }.• 

f"Val ue {taraet_value} not found in t he array . ., 

Using On..Olmen1,k>nal Arrays to Modify Data: 
Modifying data in programming is a common and essential operation. Somo reasons 
lndudo updating values and correcting errors. 

Example: 
# CrHting I one-dimensional array (list in Python) 
my 11 ray 1 , 2. 3, 4, 5] 

# I, c n, nd !Mdi fying elements 
c•ort 1inal arr-ay:", ey_arr-ay) 

• • f'ldex 2 
..,_ ·r 2 ) 18 

• Al. .., . T to tt-e e"d of the array 

• 

Identifying and choosing data structures and functions In program problem 
oolutlon: 
Folowing a cheddist when identifyw\g which data stNdures o, functions you should 
use wil help narrow down the choices. Your checkfist may lndude: 

the nature of the data 
whal operations wtll be perfmned 
problems/solutJons 
pNICision 19quirements 
insertion and deletion efficiency 
search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ex.ampl•: 

-raverse i::rie array U!ltl, lo 
"Traversing t he array usin1 • f or loop :" 

for II in nu 
pri t{m•) 
I Alternatively, t IV! th ·r•y u ing I hl le ,p 

( "\nTraversing the array usin11 while loop:· ) 
index • e 
while index < (numbers) 

(nu111bers [index]) 
index 1 

In this example, there is a ono-dimenak>nol array nomod numbc~ oontoining integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and a '-Nhlle loop. 

The output 1M>Uid be: 
rt11versing t~e using a for 

l 
2 
3 
4 

l"'c1vl!'l"si"I& the an .. using wine 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Uting One-Dimentional Arrays to SNrch Data: 
One-dimensional arrays are commonty used for searching data because they provide a 
structured and efficient way to organize and access atements. 

Example: 
# Sample data ln an array 
data_array .. (18, 20, 38, 49, 59, 69, 78, 88, 90 

# Function to search for a v■lu• in h• ·ray 
def sear ch_dah(ar y, ta, e ): 

for index, valu in rat•(array) 
if ,ilu. - t ·e 

return 1 Return the index 1 f four,d 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gradtt 
t1 ·n.il■-e· John Doe student_1d · 1 "arades· 90 85 

92 
t:2 ,. "n.me" lane Saith" student_id- 2 , grades 88 , 95 .. 

~ U:" r, ~ 

·naae" "John Doe "st udent_id" 1 ·gr.ctes" 98 85 92] 
"nae· J ane Sait h" student _id" 2, "crades· 88 95 89] 

gra john 90 8S 92) 
89) 

( 
gra::ies_)ane 88 95 
average_grade_joh, 

,eraga__grade _j """ ( 

tu len1 _ids {1, 2} 

o n) / len(g ades otin) 
;ii,.\ • r1 

This example demonstrates the use of dictionaries, lists, sets, and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data relatad to sludanls end their grades in a 
class. The choice of data types and structures deponds on tho specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfoon. 
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Activity- Using Structured Data Types 
Numeric & Nonnumeric □ala 

1 of1 

Dinic:tions: 

1. Create a one-dimensional arrary list containing 90ITle random 
Integers. For example: 

o dala_array = [34, 12,56,78,43,90,23,67,89,54] 
2. Write a function that takes the erray and a target value as a 

paremerter and searches for the target value In the array. 
o The function shoolcl retiJm lhe index where the lcirgt value Is 

found or-1 if the value is not in the array 
3. Test the search function. 
4. Report the results of Your search. If the ta(9et value is found, print a 

message indicating the value and its index. If the target value is not 

found, print a me,ssage indic.iting that the value was 11()( found in 
the&rrey. 

5. Modify the values In the Bn"BY based on criteria cf your choloe. For 
example: 

o Increasing all values by 10 
6. Travmethedatn. 

7_ Your lnstructPrwtll assign you a partner. With them discuss· 
o Your coda and dl&GUss your approach 

o Different strategies fer searching in arrays and the efficiency 

""""' 8. Once complet&, upload 'JOU' code In the space provl<led bet ow, 
than submit your Activity. 

Uploadyourlile(s)here 

!: T & 

!,Upload files 

Supported !lie formats: POF, JPG, ~F. PNG, TXT,ZIP, Word, 

E,ccel, Powiwpolnt. Publlsher. Open 011\ce 

0/12Filelimit 
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One-Dimensional Array 

• Is the simplest type of linear array 
• Elements are stored linearly and can be 
traversed, searched and modified 

- define the String str1 = "DataMining· 

Operations on Arrays 

Wb•#ili•i, Mila.±• •r@@,\@M 
Trawrso cha1charAt{intindex) ReturnstOO ctl:arvaluo 

forlhepartioula, index 

So:arch intindcxOl(lnlch) Roturnsthospaciflod 
cha1valL1QindQx 

M<xlif~ Strong Re~~•II 
rcplaco(CharSoquonc occurroncos of !!lo 
eold, specified 
Ct1uSequence roew} CtiarSequence 

~ 

Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numeric & Noonumerlc Data 

Project Ov8fVlew: 

6/ 21/2024 

SAVC PROGRCSS 

Yoo will create a handbook on how lo choose, dentify and use the appropriate data type 
or structum in a program problem solution. 

Directioq: 
1. Use the internet and other avaiabla ruourcas lo resaa!Ch each aflhefollowing data 1)-pesOf 

struC\Ures used In program problem soludon1. 
o lntege,r 

o Real/Floetingpoint(rloat) 

' -~ oCMnK:mr(Cmlr) 
0 Array(S1rtng) 

o String c.oncatenation 
o chat"charAt(intiodex) 
o String substring(int beginlndex) 
o boolean contalns{CharSequenoe s) 

o One-dimensional IMT8YS 
■ ITavllfle 

· ="" 
■ modify 

2. Summarlm your flnclt~ • for each of Iha data typGG or slructurm. The &Ummary should Include 
hoW\o choo68, mltify and use each data type or entet1.1re. Each data IYPe or~ &houkl 
be at least half of a page. 

3. Your h&lldbcx;,k ithoukl indude the following , ectiom11; 
o lltle page 
o Tabladconlltnta 
o H11adings 

o Pa911 numbers 
o Citedsouroes 

4. Once oomptete. upload your handbook in 1he space provided below, then 1ubmit your Project 
You can find a Rubric at the end of lhil Projllct. 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 
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Activity- Using Structured Data Types 
Numeric & Nonnumeric □ala 

1 of1 

Dinic:tions: 

1. Create a one-dimensional arrary list containing 90ITle random 
Integers. For example: 

o dala_array = [34, 12,56,78,43,90,23,67,89,54] 
2. Write a function that takes the erray and a target value as a 

paremerter and searches for the target value In the array. 
o The function shoolcl retiJm lhe index where the lcirgt value Is 

found or-1 if the value is not in the array 
3. Test the search function. 
4. Report the results of Your search. If the ta(9et value is found, print a 

message indicating the value and its index. If the target value is not 

found, print a me,ssage indic.iting that the value was 11()( found in 
the&rrey. 

5. Modify the values In the Bn"BY based on criteria cf your choloe. For 
example: 

o Increasing all values by 10 
6. Travmethedatn. 

7_ Your lnstructPrwtll assign you a partner. With them discuss· 
o Your coda and dl&GUss your approach 

o Different strategies fer searching in arrays and the efficiency 

""""' 8. Once complet&, upload 'JOU' code In the space provl<led bet ow, 
than submit your Activity. 

Uploadyourlile(s)here 

!: T & 

!,Upload files 

Supported !lie formats: POF, JPG, ~F. PNG, TXT,ZIP, Word, 

E,ccel, Powiwpolnt. Publlsher. Open 011\ce 
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One-Dimensional Array 

• Is the simplest type of linear array 
• Elements are stored linearly and can be 
traversed, searched and modified 
-define the String str1 = "DataMining· 

Operations on Arrays 

Wb•#ili•i, Mila.±• •r@@,\@M 
Trawrso cha1charAt{intindex) Returns tOOctl:arvaluo 

for lhepartioula, index 

So:arch intindcxOl(lnlch) Roturnsthospaciflod 
cha1valL1QindQx 

M<xlif~ Strong Re~~•II 
rcplaco(CharSoquonc occurroncos of !!lo 
eold, specified 
Ct1uSequence roew} CtiarSequence 

,C'EV 

Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numeric & Noor1.1mer1c Data 

Project Overview: 

6/21/2024 

SAVC PROGRCSS 

Yoo will create a handbook on how lo choose, identify and 1.15e the appropriate data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

Di-.ctiorq: 
1. UM!the mffletand othe< avail&ble rMOUrcM lo rM&arch am oflhefnllowing data lyp&Sot 

structures used In program pro01em solutions. 
o lntege,r 

o fwal/Flo;;rtjngpoint(flo«t) 

o Chanteter{Char) 
o Atray(strtng} 
o Sbing concallilnation 
o char charAt(inl index) 
o String substring(int be\}inlndex) 
o boolean eontalnt{CharSeqlJel"IOe s) 
o One-dilTl&niior.&larreys 

, trava,ie 

·-"" I modify 
2. Summar\z:e ','OUr flncttr-.gs ror each of IN data types or &INcl:Ul'M. The st1mma,y sllould Include 

how kl chooW, Identify and uN each data type or structure. Each data type or stNcture fflOl.lk:I 
be at leut half of a page. 

3. Your handbook IJhould include the fl;,llc,wing aectiona: 

olltreP80e: 
o Tab!•ofcontenta 
o H11adings 
o Pagttnumbers 
o Cited aouroa 

4. Once oompktte, upload your handbook in 1he space provided below, then submit ','OUr Project 

You can find a Rubric at tne end of lhil Project. 

Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

or start over, select Start Over to view the Activity. 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
Insert a screenshot of your currently adopted content. 
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• Sources •~tl cittld <1pp11>p1iarel; 
• lfif'"°lllJ li041W;f$ 1)t€'-Jt!rll.trJ i11a ~l0t(Pllil~ 

llldl~ ftil 

• ,., d.313 types and strucllxe& wee ,e--..wrche1 
Cone.pt a Unden bnding: 

• Understanding ot the ,;;oncept 15, cle.vty evident 
• Elltd!'~ ,;lr.ile,1;<:,1, m m1 ui;,:;d W .icliitlw the ll'Kl 

•"""" • Studcnl com~OO a,I rcqUircmcnts of the 
ascignroent indudi~<J. 
- tillc pagc 

tableol'corten1S 
lle31JiYJS 
~~1,.ut,o,,s. 

- cit~sou1ce1> 

Crutlvlty/Craftm.1nshlp: 
• Fnd pmdur.t I!': 11niq,1e; !Ind reflect~ The !'JLKl~nl'!O: CY 

groop,l'ICllvldualtty 
• l:nd product IS de.arty t-.111'1 ~udly 

Production/Effort 
• f:l;r-5 timr. pr~·,:,~ fa lhl' pr~: vr.r. U~l'.-l 

efficiend'1 
• I ,me and eltor1 are evtdenl 1n ~ ~xecullon ot ~ 

endproducl 

.f.~::U - AI H,g1K~HA¥ -...:1. hm1~) 

\'nu IHI IICneS""" 11'11!1 ~·v, V.l,~l4M ~~- f'M u rc from.- \T.i.ffl0.B1.,~. 

Poinls 

" 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 ,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

Activity• Using Structured Data Types 
Numenc I Nonn.llT19ric Dlilta 

1 , ., 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 
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inictions; 
1. Ct&ate a one-dimensional arrary list containing 90ITle random 

Integer&. For example: 
o aa1a_array = j34,12,56,78,43,90,23,67,89,54J 

2. Write a function that takes lhe array and a target value as. a 
paramerter and searches for the target \lalue In the array. 

o The function shoulcl rv1um the lnclex wherv the t.irgt v1;1II.Wil Is 
found or-1 iflhe value is not in the array 

3. Test the search function. 
4. Report the results of your search. If the target value is found, print a 

mass:.1ge indicating the Y!llue ;md its index. H the target Y!llue is not 
found, print a m85Sage indicating that the value was not found in 

the array. 
5. Modify the values In the ermy based on criteria cl your choloo. For 

axampla: 
o Increasing all values by 10 

6. Travme the data. 
7. Your lnstruciorwUI assign you a palVlat. With them discuss: 

o Your coda and discui& your approach 
o Different ~rategies for searching in arrays and the efficiency 

°''""' e. Once comp/at&, upload your coda In the !,l)aoa provlood bet ow, 
than submit your ActiYity. 

Upload ywr lile{s) hara. 

!,Upload files 

Supported fllg lom\atll.: PDF, JPG, ~F. PNG, TXT,ZIP, Word, 

Eiocel, Powtvpoin t, Publisher, Open Office 
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Data Types & Structures 

• Represent different types of characters or 
values 

M•IMiiffili-A·l49, 4 
lniogor (int) W.O~nl.lmGrs 

R~a~'Floa~I\Q Fn1Clit>nal numbo-rs 

Point (lk>• IJ 
Bookian Logic tnJQor fatso 
(Booloan} 

Chu• cier (~lv.rJ Single cfl•rac:ter 

Array(Stril\Q) ~l.l&l'\C$ ofcha1act(l,l'S 

'°"' 

MfifiN 
· 11, 295, 0 
-8.23,0.0, 
3.141:!9 

Troo.Faln 

Data Types & Structures 

• Are chosen based on the type of 
characters or data being stored 

• Examples include: 
- if the data consisted of the value '295' the 

integer data type would be chosen for use 
- if the data consisted of the value '1.375' the 

real (floating point) data type would be chosen 
-if the data consisted of the value 'True' the 

Boolean data type would be chosen 

Other String Functions 

&MUM• •&NUJii.li 
Char charAt(int index) Returns the character value 

for the particular index 

stri ng substrini,:int Returns the substrinQ for a 
beginlndex) given beginning index 

boolean Returns True or False after 
contains(CharSequence s) matching the sequence of 

ctiar values 

'°"' 

One-Dimensional Array 

• Is the simplest type of linear array 
• Elements are stored linearly and can be 
traversed, searched and modified 
-define the String str1 = "DataMining' 

Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numerlc & Noorumerlc Data 

6/21/2024 

6/21/2024 

String Data 

• Is an array of characters 
• Examples include: 

-"Hello World!~ 
-~How are you?" 
- "Yes9 

• define a variable called strSample that 
represents the string ~ello 'Norld l" 

• String strSample = "Hello Wortd !0 

• /frepresentation of string 

String Concatenation 

• Is joining two or more strings together into 
one 

• Looks like the task being performed below: 
-String str1="Rock"; String str2 = ~star"; String 

str3 = Str1 +str2: System.outprintln(str3) 

Operations on Arrays 

M•J.f4MII· , MMIM •&f!hM·iM 
for the partio.ular index 

i"ot i"od<!xOl(inl ch) RotLX"ns tho sp,;icil'iQ.d 

~ • .,,• l~in<ax 

Modily String Re~• ce~all 
ropla(:o(Cha1SQQ1.Jooc OOC!6ronoii, ol ltl<lo 
eold, wecl(M1d 
CharSeqitence new) CharSeqitence 

6/21/2024 

6/21/ 2024 
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Project Ov8fVlew: 
You will create a handbook on hOW" lo choose, identify and ure the appropriate data type 
or structum in a program problem solution. 

Di-.ctio119: 
1. UM the intemM:and oth8f aval8bla l"890Un:M lo rMMrch eac:ti of Iha following data types« 

structures used In program~ solutions. 
,:, Integer 
" ReallFlo.rtingpoint(flolt) 
o BooleM 
o Char&ctllr{Char) 

o Array(str1ng} 

" Sbing concaWl"lation 
o chari::harAt(inlindcx) 
o String substring(int bei,}injndex) 
o boolean oontalns{CharSeqoonoe s) 
0 One-dimentiOneJ arra}'S 

■ tr;111v•1111 

·-"" I modify 

2. Summarize )'OUT findings for eadl of lhe data types or slnJclurM. The summary slloUld Include 

now'° choo&e, Identify and use each data type «-alnlcture. Each data IYPe or stNcture al'louk:I 
be at leut half of a page. 

3. Your handbc:iok lhovld indudc the following , i,c;:tion,: 
olltlepege 
o Table ot contents 
,:, Headings 
o Page numbeB 
o Citedsoun::es 

4. Once oomplete, upload 'l()Ur handbook in 1tle space provided beloW, then submit )'OUr Project. 
You can ftnd a Rubtfe at the ~ of this Prcteet 

Upload)'OUrflie(t)here. 

t. T ■ 

Supp()rlb;I ~le formats; PDF, JPG, GIF, PNG, TXT, ZIP. Wotd. E.wel, ~.u. Publilher, 01)8n 
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- titlcp<1gc 

tabte otcor tents 
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efflcienll'1 
• I ,me and eltor1 are evtder.1 111 lhe ~xecullon o t the 

endproducl 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 
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y - Data Representation & Selection 
Nurieric & Norv11.1m,;uic Data 

1 011 

ActiYity OnrYiew: 

You win buikl a l)ro{lr&i"n to manS9e a studeflt database to practice 
choosing appropriato 001.a tyl)(ls orstrocturvi; for dill'8<8rll typai;, of data in 

a program 

Oiniclion• · 

\. Complete the followi ng ~ n, a bout data types and strUCWres. 
2. Write a prog(em ~cture, fmetioo for data manii>ulation, slJ'irlQ 

op!ilfaliooarid Booloon login ysing tt"9 instrvctionf> ~$II.Id below. 
3. Respond kl the reflection section 

4. Once oomplete, submit your Activity 

4.Datarrnlftlj!iht6fr'P"l-•~l - ~TEDIAcll~ - Dlll:IRa_,.._&_ 

Implement a function or melhod which calculates the aver8ge GPA 
of 811 !!rtudenb In tl'le database. lmi,!ement e function or method 
whlchd,ec:b na 5tudentwtth a &pecllk::11vdent ID eidsts In the 

0 I 10000Word Umit 

5. String Openmon:!I 
U&e lhe aubstrlng function to extrad. toofnt thrae c.naractsts d 
each student'a name and print them. UM the tnarAI function to print 

the first charttder of each student's name 

aru:=1: 

0 110000 Wrxd Limit 

'5.BOOi'ean Logk: 
U&e the contains runcuon to check tr a specillc project completion 
stalu.-for example, trvo i:H" fallSO-CI pre,acnt in tho dalabue. 

&.etions: ~ICEV IConlplbr~I - I..IPD,,\TED IA<:ll~ -Dlll:l~lS.-

1. Define the data types 
Identify the appropriate data type for each piece of informelloo In a 

student n,oord: atudeni 10 , name, ege, GPA and project t:Oqlletlon ....... 
l U != I: 

2. Choole the data structures 

Ctioose aultable data strucwres to store multiple 1-tudent reootd1. 

Consider thtl overal lttvctul'II which e.1r1 hold al the diff"e,-ent types 
of data for eacfl studenl 

3. Program structure 
vvrtte a 61mple program structure In pe,eudo-o»e or your preferred 
prt,grl!lmming language tQ represent a collection d student '9C0rdl. 
UM! the chosen data atructure!J. 

~ ............. ~~12/CE.V,1S1t _~ ]?_..J,,,_ 

7. Rofloctiflilfi~S.:.....0.1-Ul'INll ~Ul .-.:tMl:)'- Uilllil"Pl.,._,io,, ,1,S,ell<:{a, 

Reflect on the im _.ortance of selecting appropriate data types and 
i>!ructures for proyram efficiency, readability and ease of 
man_,.1.-ialion bywriling dO'M1 you- thoughts. Di scusi; llON makiflg 
thoughtful choices c.11 n kl.x1 to moru 11f!octiw and mal'llaina bkl OOOQ. 
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Data Types & Structures 

• Represent different types of characters or 
va lues 

■UftNMM-'i#·hM4,i4 
lnloger(inl) W\olenutrbers 

RuliFloaling FraclionalnumbGrs 
Poinltflo11l) 

Boolean Logie lnJGorlal$$ 
(Bool&an} 

Ctlanicter{charJ Siogle ctiaracter 
Atray(String) S'1'qu&OCGofcharacters 

#fflifilM 
·1 1, 295,0 

-8.23, 0.0, 
3 .14159 

Troo,F~~ 

A, f. ~ 
"liello!J\Jorld!" 

Data Types & Structures 

• Are chosen based on the type of 
characters or data being stored 

• Examples include: 
-if the data consisted of the value '295' the 

integer data type would be chosen for use 
-if the data consisted of the value '1.375' the 

real (floating point) data type would be chosen 
- if the data consisted of the value 'True'the 

Boolean data type would be chosen 

,cEV 

6/21/2024 

1l 

String Data 

• Is an array of characters 
• Examples include: 

- "Hello World!' 
- ~How are you?" 
-"Yes" 

• define a variable called strSample that 
represents the string "Hello World!" 

• String strSample = "Hello Wor1dl " 
• ffrepresentation of string 

String Concatenation 

• Is joining two or more strings together into 
one 

• Looks like the task being performed below: 
-String str1="Rock~: String str2 = "Star"; String 

str3 = Strt +stl2: System.out.pnntln(str3) 

,cEV 

6/21/2024 
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Other String Functions 

&MUM• •&NUJii.li 
Char charAt(int index) Returns the character value 

for the particular index 

string substrini,:int Returns the substrinQ for a 
beginlndex) given beginning index 

boolean Returns True or False after 
contains(CharSequence s) matching the sequence of 

Char values 

'°"' 

One-Dimensional Array 

• Is the simplest type of linear array 
• Elements are stored linearly and can be 
traversed, searched and modified 

- define the String str1 = "DataMining' 

Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numelt & Noorumerlc Data 

Project OvNV'ew: 

6/21/2024 

You v.ill create a handbook on how lo choose, identify and use the appropriate data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

1. use the inwtlet and othe!" avail80ffl (&tk)uro&S 10 1eseaiCh ead'l af Iha following data types« 
structure,; used In program proolem solutlons. 

o lnteg&r 
o Real/Floatingpoint(float) 

o Boolean 
o Character(Char) 

0 Array(S111ng) 
o String concallilnation 
o charcharAl(intindox;) 

o String substring(int beg,nll"ldex) 
o boole-an contalrit{Charsequenoe s) 
o One--dimeosiorlal itrl'8Y, 

• ltavtlf"IIII ...... 
■ modlt, 

2. Summarue )'OU! flncllnga ror ead'l o<ll'le data typee or alrudur85. The aummary ahould lndude 
howlio c:hoo&e. identify and UN each data type or 1tructure. Each data type or ltNdur9 .OOUld 
b• at least half of a page. 

3. Your handbook should include the following sections: 
o lltle pege 
o Tsbledcontentl 
o H!ladinsp& 

o Pagitnumbl!n 

o Citedsouroas 
4. Once oomplete. upload your handt:iook in 1he 5?Bce provided below, thlln 1ubrnit your Project 

You can ftnd a Rubric at the end of thia Project 

6/21/2024 

Operations on A rrays 

M•J.f4MII· , MMIM •&f!hM·iM 
for the partio.ular index 

i"lti"ld<!xOl(irtch) RotLM"ns thosp,;icil'iQ.d 
~ • .,,• l~in<ax 

Modily String Re~acesall 
ropla(:o(Cha1$QQIJOOC ()OC(6rOIIOll$ (ll ltlQ 

e old, wecl(M1d 
CtiarSeqite~ new) CtiarSeqitence 
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Upload yourflle(1) here . 

.t T I 

$upportad ~le fotrnltt: POF, JPG, Glf, PNG, TXT, ZIP, WOrd, Excel, Powetpont, Publilher, 0?911 

"""" 

Rubric 

Dei.en:pt11m Po~iublv 

Rese.1rdl & Org:1nli.1tion: 
• f'l'opN reYarctl .,..M conCuctM 

• Sources •~tl cittld <1pp11>p1iarel; 
• lfif'"°lllJ li041W;f$ 1)t€'-Jt!rll.trJ i11a ~l0t(Pllil~ 

llldl~ ftil 

• ,., d.313 types and strucllxe& wee ,e--..wrche1 
Cone.pt a Unden bnding: 

• Understanding ot the ,;;oncept 15, cle.vty evident 
• Elltd!'~ ,;lr.ile,1;<:,1, m m1 ui;,:;d W .icliitlw the ll'Kl 

•"""" • Studcnl com~OO a,I rcqUircmcnts of the 
ascignroent indudi~<J. 
- tillc pagc 

tableol'corten1S 
lle31JiYJS 
~~1,.ut,o,,s. 

- cit~sou1ce1> 

Crutlvlty/Craftm.1nshlp: 
• Fnd pmdur.t I!': 11niq,1e; !Ind reflect~ The !'JLKl~nl'!O: CY 

groop,l'ICllvldualtty 
• l:nd product IS de.arty t-.111'1 ~udly 

Production/Effort 
• f:l;r-5 timr. pr~·,:,~ fa lhl' pr~: vr.r. U~l'.-l 

efficiend'1 
• I ,me and eltor1 are evtdenl 1n ~ ~xecullon ot ~ 

endproducl 

.f.~::U - AI H,g1K~HA¥ -...:1. hm1~) 

\'nu IHI IICneS""" 11'11!1 ~·v, V.l,~l4M ~~- f'M u rc from.- \T.i.ffl0.B1.,~. 

Poinls 

" 

" 

0/12File Urnt 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 
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y - Data Representation & Selection 
Nurieric & Norv11.1m,;uic Data 

1 011 

ActiYity OnrYiew: 

You win buikl a l)ro{lr&i"n to manS9e a studeflt database to practice 
choosing appropriato 001.a tyl)(ls orstrocturvi; for dill'8<8rll typai;, of data in 

a program 

Oiniclion• · 

\. Complete the followi ng ~ n, a bout data types and strUCWres. 
2. Write a prog(em ~cture, fmetioo for data manii>ulation, slJ'irlQ 

op!ilfaliooarid Booloon login ysing tt"9 instrvctionf> ~$II.Id below. 
3. Respond kl the reflection section 

4. Once oomplete, submit your Activity 

4.Datarrnlftlj!iht6fr'P"l-•~l - ~TEDIAcll~ - Dlll:IRa_,.._&_ 

Implement a function or melhod which calculates the aver8ge GPA 
of 811 !!rtudenb In tl'le database. lmi,!ement e function or method 
whlchd,ec:b na 5tudentwtth a &pecllk::11vdent ID eidsts In the 

0 I 10000Word Umit 

5. String Openmon:!I 
U&e lhe aubstrlng function to extrad. toofnt thrae c.naractsts d 
each student'a name and print them. UM the tnarAI function to print 

the first charttder of each student's name 

aru:=1: 

0 110000 Wrxd Limit 

'5.BOOi'ean Logk: 
U&e the contains runcuon to check tr a specillc project completion 
stalu.-for example, trvo i:H" fallSO-CI pre,acnt in tho dalabue. 

&.etions: ~ICEV IConlplbr~I - I..IPD,,\TED IA<:ll~ -Dlll:l~lS.-

1. Define the data types 
Identify the appropriate data type for each piece of informelloo In a 

student n,oord: atudeni 10 , name, ege, GPA and project t:Oqlletlon ....... 
l U != I: 

2. Choole the data structures 

Ctioose aultable data strucwres to store multiple 1-tudent reootd1. 

Consider thtl overal lttvctul'II which e.1r1 hold al the diff"e,-ent types 
of data for eacfl studenl 

3. Program structure 
vvrtte a 61mple program structure In pe,eudo-o»e or your preferred 
prt,grl!lmming language tQ represent a collection d student '9C0rdl. 
UM! the chosen data atructure!J. 

~ ............. ~~12/CE.V,1S1t _~ ]?_..J,,,_ 

7. Rofloctiflilfi~S.:.....0.1-Ul'INll ~Ul .-.:tMl:)'- Uilllil"Pl.,._,io,, ,1,S,ell<:{a, 

Reflect on the im _.ortance of selecting appropriate data types and 
i>!ructures for proyram efficiency, readability and ease of 
man_,.1.-ialion bywriling dO'M1 you- thoughts. Di scusi; llON makiflg 
thoughtful choices c.11 n kl.x1 to moru 11f!octiw and mal'llaina bkl OOOQ. 
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11 

Data Types & Structures 

• Represent different types of characters or 
va lues 

lnloger(inl) W\olonutrix!rs 

Raa~'Floa~ng Fractional numbGrs 
Poinltflo11I) 

Bookian Logictrueorfal$G 
(Boolean} 

Cllaracter{char) Siog"'t:flaracter 
At:ray{String) Sl!iluenceofcharacters 

#fflifilM 
·11 , 295,0 

-B.23, 0.0, 
3 .14159 

True.Fa~ 

Data Types & Structures 

• Are chosen based on the type of 
characters or data being stored 

• Examples include: 
-if the data consisted of the value '295' the 

integer data type would be chosen for use 
-if the data consisted of the value '1.375' the 

real (float ing point) data type would be chosen 
-if the data consisted of the value ·r rue'the 

Boolean data type would be chosen 

,cEV 

6/21/2024 

13 

String Data 

• Is an array of characters 
• Examples include: 

- "Hello World! . 
-~How are you?" 
-"Yes" 

• define a variable called strSample that 
represents the string "Hello World!" 

• String strSample = "Hello World!" 
• ffrepresentation of string 

String Concatenation 

• Is joining two or more strings together into 
one 

• Looks like the task being performed below: 
-Stnng str1="Rock": String str2 = "Sta~: Stnng 

str3 = Str1 +str2: System.out.println(str3) 

,cEV 

6/21/2024 
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Numeric and Nonnumeric Data Student Handout-Data Types and Structures, 
https://files.icevonline.com/html/CEV71519_V2_HTML/CEV71519_V2_HTML_Student_Handout_-
_Data_Types_and_Structures.htm 
This Student Handout is found in the Numeric & Nonnumeric Data lesson beneath the Instructional 
Materials heading. 

Activity-Data Representation and Selection, 
https://login.icevonline.com/mycourses/ADOCOMPU002/lesson/22312/CEV71519_V2_Activity03 
This Activity is found in the Numeric & Nonnumeric lesson beneath the Interactive Assignments heading. 
After clicking the link to the Activity, if a page appears asking if you want to continue where you left off 
or start over, select Start Over to view the Activity. 

Screenshot of Currently Adopted Content 
Insert a screenshot of your currently adopted content. 
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Other String Functions 

&MUM• •&NUJii.li 
Char charAt(int index) Returns the character value 

for the particular index 

string substrini,:int Returns the substrinQ for a 
beginlndex) given beginning index 

boolean Returns True or False after 
contains(CharSequence s) matching the sequence of 

Char values 

'°"' 

One-Dimensional Array 

• Is the simplest type of linear array 
• Elements are stored linearly and can be 
traversed, searched and modified 

- define the String str1 = "DataMining' 

Project - Data Types & Structures Handbook 
Numelt & Noorumerlc Data 

Project OvNV'ew: 

6/21/2024 

You v.ill create a handbook on how lo choose, identify and use the appropriate data type 
or structure in a program problem solution. 

1. use the inwtlet and othe!" avail80ffl (&tk)uro&S 10 1eseaiCh ead'l af Iha following data types« 
structure,; used In program proolem solutlons. 

o lnteg&r 
o Real/Floatingpoint(float) 

o Boolean 
o Character(Char) 

0 Array(S111ng) 
o String concallilnation 
o charcharAl(intindox;) 

o String substring(int beg,nll"ldex) 
o boole-an contalrit{Charsequenoe s) 
o One--dimeosiorlal itrl'8Y, 

• ltavtlf"IIII ...... 
■ modlt, 

2. Summarue )'OU! flncllnga ror ead'l o<ll'le data typee or alrudur85. The aummary ahould lndude 
howlio c:hoo&e. identify and UN each data type or 1tructure. Each data type or ltNdur9 .OOUld 
b• at least half of a page. 

3. Your handbook should include the following sections: 
o lltle pege 
o Tsbledcontentl 
o H!ladinsp& 

o Pagitnumbl!n 

o Citedsouroas 
4. Once oomplete. upload your handt:iook in 1he 5?Bce provided below, thlln 1ubrnit your Project 

You can ftnd a Rubric at the end of thia Project 

6/21/2024 

Operations on A rrays 

M•J.f4MII· , MMIM •&f!hM·iM 
for the partio.ular index 

i"lti"ld<!xOl(irtch) RotLM"ns thosp,;icil'iQ.d 
~ • .,,• l~in<ax 

Modily String Re~acesall 
ropla(:o(Cha1$QQIJOOC ()OC(6rOIIOll$ (ll ltlQ 

e old, wecl(M1d 
CtiarSeqite~ new) CtiarSeqitence 
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Upload yourflle(1) here . 

.t T I 

$upportad ~le fotrnltt: POF, JPG, Glf, PNG, TXT, ZIP, WOrd, Excel, Powetpont, Publilher, 0?911 

"""" 

Rubric 

Dei.en:pt11m Po~iublv 

Rese.1rdl & Org:1nli.1tion: 
• f'l'opN reYarctl .,..M conCuctM 

• Sources •~tl cittld <1pp11>p1iarel; 
• lfif'"°lllJ li041W;f$ 1)t€'-Jt!rll.trJ i11a ~l0t(Pllil~ 

llldl~ ftil 

• ,., d.313 types and strucllxe& wee ,e--..wrche1 
Cone.pt a Unden bnding: 

• Understanding ot the ,;;oncept 15, cle.vty evident 
• Elltd!'~ ,;lr.ile,1;<:,1, m m1 ui;,:;d W .icliitlw the ll'Kl 

•"""" • Studcnl com~OO a,I rcqUircmcnts of the 
ascignroent indudi~<J. 
- tillc pagc 

tableol'corten1S 
lle31JiYJS 
~~1,.ut,o,,s. 

- cit~sou1ce1> 

Crutlvlty/Craftm.1nshlp: 
• Fnd pmdur.t I!': 11niq,1e; !Ind reflect~ The !'JLKl~nl'!O: CY 

groop,l'ICllvldualtty 
• l:nd product IS de.arty t-.111'1 ~udly 

Production/Effort 
• f:l;r-5 timr. pr~·,:,~ fa lhl' pr~: vr.r. U~l'.-l 

efficiend'1 
• I ,me and eltor1 are evtdenl 1n ~ ~xecullon ot ~ 

endproducl 

.f.~::U - AI H,g1K~HA¥ -...:1. hm1~) 

\'nu IHI IICneS""" 11'11!1 ~·v, V.l,~l4M ~~- f'M u rc from.- \T.i.ffl0.B1.,~. 

Poinls 

" 

" 

0/12File Urnt 

◄ I §Review I 
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Data Types & Structures 
Chooolng Data Types lo<,,,._ Data: 
When writing Pf0gram solutions, It is important to choose tho "1'1'<01)riata data types le< 
Integer data based on the requirements of the program and the range of vakJes one 
needs to represent Common integer dala lypes include: 

aho<t lnt 
Int 
long lnl Of long 

fixed-width Integer types like intX_t and ulntX_t (rrom <atdlnt.h>), where X 
roprosents the number of bits 

Choosing 0 1t1 Type■ for Real Data: 
When working with real data (floating-point numbers) run in program solutions, It Is 
crucial to Choose the appropriate data types based on the precision end range required 
for the appllcaUon. Common real data types indude: 

float (32-blt) 
• double (64-blt) 
• long double (extended precision, typicaly 80 0< 128 bits) 

Chooolng Data TypH fOf' Boolean Data: 
When wortting with Boolean data in program solutions, the appropriate data type is 
typice!ly a 8oo'88.n type or its equtvalent in the programtnw,g language being used. 
Common Bootean types include: 

bool 
Boolean(java) 

• bool(C#): 
• ln~C): 

TIMI choice between those types depends on factor., aoch as memo,y usage, p,ociaion 
needs, and the specific requirements of the calcuations. Nways ensure the chosen 
data types can accurately represent the values the program manages without causing 
overllow, toes of precision, or other issues. 

U■lng On•Dlmenakmal Arrays to Traversa Data: 
One-dlmenslonel arreys are a structured data type that allows storage and access to a 
colloction of elements of the same data type. One can traverse the elements of a one
dlmenslonal array using loops, typically e 'for' or 'while ' loop, 

Example: 
• Define a one•di111ensional array (list) 
nu rs [ 1, z, 3, 4, S] 

return • 1 

tlran._va 
res lt • 

1f N'SU.1.t 

,. ,,.,. ·1 1~ not found 

4e 
a(data_ar .. ay t ._.,. va.1.ue) 

print f •v11ue (t.iraet_val ue} found at index {result }." 
else 

f·value {taraet_value} not f ound i n the arr~ . · 

Ualng On..oi-Anaya to Modify Data: 
Modifying data In prograrnmilg tS a common and essential operation. SOme reasons 
lndude updaU,g vatues and correcltlg errors. 

Ellampta: 
.rH • o, •c L .. nstonal array ,ust 1n Python) 

y ·r y 1 , 2 3 , 4 , 5 

J Ace• ing ind odifying element,; 
p ( MOriginal array: " , my_array) 

• Motli fy he ele nt a index 2 
111y_a ·ray[Z] 18 

to the!' l!'nd of the!' array 

"Modified array:· irry_r1rray) 

Identifying and ch00&ing data struc:turas and function• in program p.-oblem 
aolutlon : 
Folowng a cheddJSt when tdenllfyslg which data structures ot functions you should 
use W\I help narrow down the choices. Your checklist may kldude: 

the nature of the data --Ilona wtll be pe,funned 
probloms/aotutions 

procia1on requln>ments 
Insertion and deletion efficiency 

• search and sorting requirements 
etc. 

Ellampto: 

ra erse t:~ .. ·r y u~ina: • f 
"Travl!'rs1ng t he ar ray uJinc a f or loop:· I 

for 11111 in ni.. ·~ 
p .. ..-) 

e"na e oop 
·\nTraversina the array usin1 a while l oop: · 

1 • • 

lifflile inde. < [nL l>f'1 
(numb<, s [ ,o ]) 

index 1 

In this example, there is a one-dimenalonal array namod numbers containing integers. 
The array is then traversed using both a for loop and e whllo loop, 

The output would be: 
I raversina the ar-ray usin1 a for loo • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

rave $.ng tt,e a, 
1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

usin1 while :,p. 

Using On.oimansional Array1 to S..rch Data: 
CJne.dimensional arrays are commonly used f0< sean:hlng data because they provide a 
slructured and efficient way to cwvanize end access etements. 

Example: 
sa~ple data n 

data _a .. ray [ 18 20, 30 48 se 68, 78 88 ge 

Function to s.arch 4=01 a v ;• n ht ·r•y 
def search_data(arr~y, taraet): 

for index, valu1· 1n r1te (array): 
if value -- tar1e-t: 

return inde,- # Return the index if found 

Problem: Keeping Track of Students and Gl'cldes 
tt .. 1 tl "'naae" " John Doe" "'s tudent _1d · 1 "'ar.ades'" 98 85 

92 
88 95 

'"naae· "'John Doe st udent_id. 1 '"&r.-des" 90 85 92 
·naae• "Jane Saith"' studlnt _ _td• 2 ·cr• des• 88 95 89) 

gra 90 85 92 
gra"' ~ _Jane 88 95 89 
average__g~ad1;. 

a ~"ade 
_id~ {1 2 

lh'5 example demonstrates the use of d1ctionanes. lists, sets. and basic arithmetic 
operations to represent and manage data related to s tudents end their grades in a 
dass. The choice of data types and structures depends on the specific requirements of 
your program and the operations you need to perfomi. 

---iCEV'•----•"""'""'"""'-"'"","","',-----------
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y - Data Representation & Selection 
Nurieric & Norv11.1m,;uic Data 

1 011 

ActiYity OnrYiew: 

You win buikl a l)ro{lr&i"n to manS9e a studeflt database to practice 
choosing appropriato 001.a tyl)(ls orstrocturvi; for dill'8<8rll typai;, of data in 

a program 

Oiniclion• · 

\. Complete the followi ng ~ n, a bout data types and strUCWres. 
2. Write a prog(em ~cture, fmetioo for data manii>ulation, slJ'irlQ 

op!ilfaliooarid Booloon login ysing tt"9 instrvctionf> ~$II.Id below. 
3. Respond kl the reflection section 

4. Once oomplete, submit your Activity 

4.Datarrnlftlj!iht6fr'P"l-•~l - ~TEDIAcll~ - Dlll:IRa_,.._&_ 

Implement a function or melhod which calculates the aver8ge GPA 
of 811 !!rtudenb In tl'le database. lmi,!ement e function or method 
whlchd,ec:b na 5tudentwtth a &pecllk::11vdent ID eidsts In the 

0 I 10000Word Umit 

5. String Openmon:!I 
U&e lhe aubstrlng function to extrad. toofnt thrae c.naractsts d 
each student'a name and print them. UM the tnarAI function to print 

the first charttder of each student's name 

aru:=1: 

0 110000 Wrxd Limit 

'5.BOOi'ean Logk: 
U&e the contains runcuon to check tr a specillc project completion 
stalu.-for example, trvo i:H" fallSO-CI pre,acnt in tho dalabue. 

&.etions: ~ICEV IConlplbr~I - I..IPD,,\TED IA<:ll~ -Dlll:l~lS.-

1. Define the data types 
Identify the appropriate data type for each piece of informelloo In a 

student n,oord: atudeni 10 , name, ege, GPA and project t:Oqlletlon ....... 
l U != I: 

2. Choole the data structures 

Ctioose aultable data strucwres to store multiple 1-tudent reootd1. 

Consider thtl overal lttvctul'II which e.1r1 hold al the diff"e,-ent types 
of data for eacfl studenl 

3. Program structure 
vvrtte a 61mple program structure In pe,eudo-o»e or your preferred 
prt,grl!lmming language tQ represent a collection d student '9C0rdl. 
UM! the chosen data atructure!J. 

~ ............. ~~12/CE.V,1S1t _~ ]?_..J,,,_ 

7. Rofloctiflilfi~S.:.....0.1-Ul'INll ~Ul .-.:tMl:)'- Uilllil"Pl.,._,io,, ,1,S,ell<:{a, 

Reflect on the im _.ortance of selecting appropriate data types and 
i>!ructures for proyram efficiency, readability and ease of 
man_,.1.-ialion bywriling dO'M1 you- thoughts. Di scusi; llON makiflg 
thoughtful choices c.11 n kl.x1 to moru 11f!octiw and mal'llaina bkl OOOQ. 

◄ I §Review I 

@2024 . ,q R ;g,>a f!§IIVIG. (WN l "°1'1l<OCOJ5C) 

YooJlul--italOM0/20~•5:1\ PM UTCtom lP 73.103.1.227. 
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Update to Content Accepted by SRP 

Assurances 

These assurances apply to all material submitted to update content in state-adopted instructional 
materials. 

Publisher acknowledges that: 

• There will be no additional cost to the state; 
• The new material meets the applicable Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), English 

Language Proficiency Standards (ElPS), or Texas Prekindergarten Guidelines (TPG) and is free 
from factual errors; and 

• The updates in the new edition do not affect the product's coverage of Texas Education Code 
(TEC), §28.002(h), as it relates to that specific subject and grade level or course(s), 
understanding the importance of patriotism and functioning productively in a free-enterprise 
society with appreciation for the basic democratic values of our state and national heritage. 

Signature: By entering your name below, you are confirming the above assurances, and signing 
this document electronically. You agree that your electronic signature is the equivalent of your 
manual signature. 

Clayton Franklin 

Date Submitted: 6/21/2024 
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